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Taken before the Culture, Media and Sport Committee

on Tuesday 14 February 2006

Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Janet Anderson Alan Keen
Mr Nigel Evans Mr Adrian Sanders
Mr Mike Hall Helen Southworth

Witnesses: Mr Philip Venning, OBE, MA, FSA, FRSA, Secretary, Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings,1 Mr Matthew Saunders, MBE, Secretary, Ancient Monuments Society, Dr Ian Dungavell,
Director, The Victorian Society,2 Ms Bridget Cherry, Vice Chair, Twentieth Century Society and
Mr Adam Wilkinson, MA, MSC, Secretary, SAVE Britain’s Heritage,3 gave evidence.

Chairman: Good morning everybody. Welcome to needs to be a consideration that owners will not like
this the first session of our inquiry into protecting having consideration for listing hanging over their
and preserving our heritage. Before I introduce the heads for a long period of time. I do not think that
witnesses I think Helen Southworth would just like is fair. There needs to be a defined period in which a
to make a short declaration. decision about listing has to be made, and I have not
Helen Southworth: Thank you, Chairman. I have a seen that mentioned so far. It would be quite wrong
relevant declarable interest for this inquiry, in that for listing decisions to take as long as they do now
my husband will become a member of the Heritage while there is that protection. In the evidence of The
Lottery Board North-West from April this year. Victorian Society you will see that we are aware of
Chairman: Can I therefore welcome you all. We have some outstanding listing decisions going back to
representatives of a number of voluntary 2002; and we have also got some very important
organisations, I think four of which are part of the listing decisions which are still unresolved while
Joint Committee of the National Amenity Societies, major development is planned in the area. I would
but you will all have specific interests in the like to give you two examples of that because I think
preservation of ancient buildings. In particular, can they are quite important. One is the Walter Bodmer
I welcome: Philip Venning, the Secretary of the Library at Oxford University which is an unlisted
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings; building and a member of the public submitted it for
Matthew Saunders, the Secretary of the Ancient listing in April 2005. The Council apparently are
Monuments Society; Dr Ian Dungavell, the Director beginning their consideration of this planning
of The Victorian Society; Adam Wilkinson of SAVE application today not knowing the result of that
Britain’s Heritage; and Bridget Cherry of the listing application, and that seems to me the sort of
Twentieth Century Society. May I invite Adrian thing which will bring the whole system into
Sanders to begin? disrepute. We were told by DCMS that English

Heritage had recommended it for listing, but DCMS
Q1 Mr Sanders: What really, really needs to be in the had turned it down. I wonder why it is disregarding
White Paper, and what can wait? the advice of its advisors on the historic
Dr Dungavell: I can start while the rest of them are environment. The person who submitted it for
gathering their thoughts on that, but that is a very listing has asked for a review, and we were told when
good question. One of the things that most worries we phoned last week the decision would be made
us, I guess, is listing. There is something that needs yesterday; but when we phoned yesterday DCMS
to be done before the White Paper and that is an told us it would be made “in due course”. Another
interim protection for buildings which are being university, the Arkwright Building at Nottingham
considered for listing, which is that DCMS tell Trent University, we have asked to be upgraded; and
English Heritage to tell the owner of the building we submitted that request on 20 July 2005. It is still
that it is under consideration for listing. Already I undecided even though the local planning authority
know of two buildings which have either been is trying to decide on a listed building consent
demolished or have been substantially altered as a application now and it is up for consultation. Those
result of their owners being notified. Quite rightly, sorts of things I think need really to be sorted out.
the owner makes their own decision what to do, but Mr Wilkinson: Just to raise a flag at this point if I
I think that is a terrible way to prejudge whether the may to do with conservation areas and the need for
building is listable or not. I think that needs to be serious action. At present buildings in conservationchanged right away. In the White Paper there also areas are woefully inadequately protected. This is

largely to do with the Shimizu decision, which has1 See HC 912-II, Ev 330
not been corrected even though many years ago this2 See HC 912-II, Ev 343

3 See HC 912-II, Ev 317 removed much control over demolition in
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conservation areas. There is a real opportunity here Q3 Chairman: When you said the windows were
changed “with permission”?to sort this out and make sure that buildings in a
Mr Venning: I should correct myself—there was noconservation area that are of historic and
need for permission. I beg your pardon.architectural interest or generally adding to the

ambiance of a conservation area can be properly
protected, which at present they are not. Q4 Chairman: The local authority could not have
Mr Venning: Could I add something to that. I think prevented it?
the Government has made it clear, particularly in the Mr Venning: No.
recent Public Value Conference that was held a Mr Saunders: If it was listed they could have done.
couple of weeks ago, that what the Government
would like to see is greater involvement with Q5 Chairman: The Shimizu decision, is that
ordinary members of the public in decisions about something which you detect that DCMS accepts
what buildings should or should not be protected needs to be addressed?
and, in a sense, given some degree of public funding Mr Saunders: Yes.
in the process. In a way, it is actually these very
buildings, the ones in conservation areas, which are Q6 Chairman: It is just a question of legislative time?
the ones that people are most likely to fight over. If Mr Saunders: Yes. Several ministers have said, “We
it is local building that they love—has family want to change it”, but the time to actually do that
associations, maybe it is a school which they went to, is not found. The White Paper is going to include a
perhaps not architecturally terribly important but radical reform, and we know that the substance of it
one that adds to that village or town something that is going to be the listing process—the process of
they feel strongly about—certainly at the moment protecting buildings. There is a feeling that, rather
the fact that it is in a conservation area means than rearranging the chess pieces there ought to be
precious little; it is surprising really what you can get an addition to the chess pieces on the playing
away with in a conservation area. I am desperately board—because some of the redirection of eVort
sad because in a village in Norfolk there was a very towards reform has been away from the resurvey
nice village hall converted from an early 19th itself—away from making sure that the lists are as

up-to-date as possible both in the description of theCentury foundry and the windows were windows
building and also in the number of buildingswhich had been made in that foundry, very nice early
included. For instance, Colchester 1971; Oxfordironwork in good condition and when I went back
1972; Exeter 1974; Winchester 1974; these are reallyyesterday there were all horrible plastic ones, all
old lists. There have been additions over the years—done absolutely with permission and so on, perfectly
Exeter has 65 additions clipped into it and it is a very,acceptable, but had utterly transformed that
very cumbersome bible to use—and because therebuilding. That same story can be told absolutely
has not been a systematic street-by-street, building-anywhere you go.
by-building reassessment (the last one to be done
was in Bath) the other towns are now to be put onto
the backburner. The eVort will now be towards re-Q2 Mr Evans: What do you want to see in
doing the whole system, rather than expanding theconservation areas with buildings then?
degree of controls. I think that is the concern—thatMr Venning: I think certainly a good bit more
the eVort will be on rearranging the pieces rathercontrol than there is at the moment and clarity of
than adding to the number of pieces.control. I think that is the other problem. People are
Ms Cherry: Could I pick up on that as well from thenot clear precisely what you can or cannot do. What
point of view of the more recent past. The listing, aswe are not saying is the controls should be as
Matthew has said, in the past was dealt with by area,onerous as they are with listing. At the moment there or for the 20th Century it was dealt with by thematicare categories of control in conservation areas, but I study, which means when buildings were put

think the situation desperately needs clarifying. For forward they were seen within the context of
those of you who are not familiar with this Shimizu comparable buildings, so one could then assess
judgment that we referred to, this was a House of which were the better ones. That process was
Lords’ decision on an entirely diVerent matter, adopted for the post-war buildings of the Second
nothing to do with conservation areas but it World War with research being carried out by
produced a definition of the word “demolition”, English Heritage; and that went on in a very
which previously had not been terribly clear. The satisfactory way until two or three years ago now
problem with that is the idea of part demolition is when that element of the research was abandoned.
one of the items that appears in the conservation As a result we have had a spate of spot-listing
area legislation. By making this decision on a totally requests, which is fine from the point of view of the
diVerent matter it suddenly changed the legal public being able to put in their inquiries and
framework for conservation areas. The Government suggestions, but it does mean that such requests have
when it first came into power in 1997 had said this to be assessed on their own without the relevant
was one of the things they were going to try to do context. I think it would be very desirable if more
early on, but there is still no sign of action on that attention could be given, as it used to be, to the kind
front at all. Conservation areas are definitely of either thematic research or area research so that

buildings could be understood within their context,something which ought to be dealt with.
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within either their local topographical context or Norwich which has very striking buildings and a
their historical context; so when one is assessing, say, very striking landscape. I think it is not just what one
a library or a town hall of a particular date you thinks of as conventional conservation areas of
would know whether it was outstanding among historic towns, but it is the way buildings and
other examples of that period. This is particularly landscapes integrate on larger sites which need to be
important for the recent past because it is so much looked at very carefully.
an unknown subject. It is not an area where people Dr Dungavell: I was going to say the local planning
have done a lot of research, and one really needs to authorities find conservation area work very
investigate the background before one makes snap resource-intensive, and so when they are trying to
judgments. I would hope that any future approach cope with the pressure of deciding planning
to listing would involve adequate resources for the applications within the shorter deadlines
background assessments to be done properly. conservation areas are going to get sidelined. One
Mr Wilkinson: This question of resources is one thing I would like to point is 75% of councils do not
which arises out of the White Paper in a very large have a conservation area advisory committee where
way. The demands to be placed upon English local people and experts can feed in their ideas about
Heritage as a result of the changes to the listing the conservation area. The ones that do have
system will be enormous, and yet there is no conservation area advisory committees are cutting
guarantee that its funding will be increased, whereas back on the number of cases which are referred to
at current rates it will probably carry on decreasing, them and the amount of time that they take to
which is absolutely wrong. Any changes that happen discuss. I think something needs to be done aboutto the listing system must be accompanied by proper that.funding for the heritage organisations that deal with

Mr Saunders: Only one-third of local authoritiesit, particularly English Heritage.
actually have a conservation oYcer, as it were an
expert, helping the public to say “We feel strongly

Q7 Mr Sanders: I think you have just answered my about this particular building”. The expert can
second question about the eVects of the proposals on articulate why it is important in the context of the
heritage protection reform on resourcing. Could I go architecture of the area, as well as the work of a
back to Mr Wilkinson’s answer to the first question: particular architect where it may be a good example
you referred to “buildings”, as did Philip Venning— of his or her work.
when you talk about buildings, do you actually
mean the site as a whole within a conservation area?
Because “conservation area” does not just apply to Q8 Chairman: Your concern about resource
buildings, it is also to the land, fencing, boundaries implications for English Heritage would presumably
and even the landscaping. Could you clarify that apply equally to local authorities who also are going
when you are talking about that you are talking to have additional responsibilities?
about the whole area? Mr Venning: Even more so probably, because they
Mr Wilkinson: We are talking about the wider area. are actually at the cutting edge, and that is very often
The eVects of destroying one building are not just on where you get local conflicts appearing, precisely
that immediate site but on the setting of surrounding because the local authority do not have the
buildings, on the way that the street moves and specialised staV; the ordinary members of the public
works, and also how you perceive the street. Yes, it are mystified by these strange decisions which seem
is much wider than just a building—it can mean the to be coming out of the local authority. Whereas ifland. You get many lovely, beautiful Victorian you have a knowledgeable and experiencedconservation areas with fine detached and semi-

conservation oYcer they are able, we hope, to talk todetached villas within them which have gardens
the owner, the developer or whoever, explain thearound them which are in proportion to the house.
situation, negotiate and take sensible decisions. SoThe current theme there is to go in, plough down the
often things go wrong not because of ill-will onhouse and bung up blocks of flats which alters the
anyone’s side but because of a breakdown inrhythm and scale of those areas and makes them less
communications. That is why really properly trainedpleasant places in which to live.
and experienced staV are critical to making theMr Saunders: Through conservation areas you
whole process work.actually can protect trees; whereas you cannot with
Mr Wilkinson: As we have said, very oftenlisting. A tree in the grounds of a listed building can
conservation oYcers within local authorities are notbe felled, whereas one in the grounds of an unlisted
held in particularly high regard by their colleagues inbuilding or one which has a tree preservation order
the planning department and other areas, which is aor is within the conservation area and is more than
serious cause for concern. Very often there isthree inches in girth, you need permission to fell. It
preference for economic development overis one of the curiosities.
conservation, rather than looking at how the twoMs Cherry: One of the important aspects of studying
can work hand-in-hand and they do work hand-in-the 20th Century is large sites—for example,
hand. There is a huge body of evidence to show how,university campuses—where the landscaping and
if you keep your historic buildings, you can actuallythe buildings are really integrated in such a way if
help regenerate the town through them, rather thanyou destroy one you destroy the quality of the other.

Take for example the University of East Anglia at knocking down and starting again.
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Q9 Alan Keen: I represent the western half of the Mr Venning: Could I also declare an interest because
I serve on the HLF Expert Panel. However, takingborough of Hounslow—the eastern half,
that hat oV, what I would say is (endorsing entirelyunfortunately, is not in my half—Syon House and
what Matthew said) it is extraordinary how manyOsterley House, there is a whole list of them. I am
old cases have been resolved which would not havevery concerned that the local authority resources
been otherwise. There is a danger of thinking, “Ohhave been squeezed very, very seriously and this is
well, we tick those boxes: those problems have beenanother implication where the local authority is
solved and there isn’t the need for HLF in future”;going to be loaded with more responsibility without
that is simply not the case. There is a huge numberthe resources to carry it out. Although there a lot of
of issues, not merely in the built heritage—remembersupport locally for looking after conservation areas
HLF covers the natural heritage and covers a veryand, in particular, Osterley House and
wide range of subjects. There are still majorGunnersbury; although there is a lot of local support
problems out there and we would be very worriedfor that it will be very diYcult for Hounslow
indeed if those ones missed out because HLFborough to look after its responsibilities without
suddenly found its money was being cut back.something being done about the funding, perhaps

ring-fencing it. What do you feel about that?
Q10 Alan Keen: I am obviously extremely happyMs Cherry: One of the ways in which the local
that the Heritage Lottery Fund can look after theauthorities have been helped in the past is through
real jewels in the crown, of which we have got quiteEnglish Heritage supporting conservation oYcers
a few in Hounslow. I am really asking the questionand particularly now oVering training schemes
about the local authority’s part in the linkingwhich can meet this problem which was mentioned,
together of other stuV. Brentford is being developed;of local oYcers who really have not got the right
the riverfront is being developed; we have got Theskills. The resource funding comes back to English
Butts just behind there and if we are not careful thatHeritage funding as well. The third element in the
is going to be surrounded by not very attractivefunding resources is of course the Heritage Lottery
buildings but those which are in tremendousFund which has done the most tremendous things to
demand along the River Thames. How do we fundtake up really complicated sites which were quite
the local authority to make sure the conservationbeyond the scope of local authority action or
areas in between the real jewels can be looked afterindividual owners. We do have some serious
and linked together?concerns that future money in the Heritage Lottery
Mr Saunders: It has to be a truism that if you giveFund may not be directed towards conservation as
any authority extra powers, whether it is EH formuch as it has been in the past, because that would
listing and local authorities to be the first port of callbe a great disaster. for applications for protecting historic buildings

Mr Saunders: I am a trustee of the Heritage Lottery (which is what is being proposed under the White
Fund and I have to be very careful. Wearing my Paper), you have to pay for it. I cannot see how it is
Amenity Society hat, one of the great charms of anything other than blindingly obvious and,
working for HLF now is how HLF is able to solve therefore, Government has to resource the decision-
problems that have been on our collective desks for maker appropriately so the decisions are good
years. If you think of Chiswick House which has just quality decisions.
got £8 million no other body could possibly have
given that degree of support to a problem which has

Q11 Alan Keen: And ring-fence it?been around for years and which only HLF could
Mr Saunders: Or however it is done, there has to beactually solve because it has collective disciplines
an identifiable audit trail which says, “These arewithin it and a considerable tranche of money.
your responsibilities and this is the money to makeAlthough I am a trustee and therefore have no
sure you do it properly and well”, either from thepersonal interest, taking my HLF hat oV, I do feel local ratepayer or from central government; butabsolutely passionately that HLF should carry on probably from central government because it is a

because of the good that it has done in its first 10 central government direction to do this. The White
years. Paper will bring to local authorities considerable
Dr Dungavell: I think that is universally shared by all extra powers, one of which is scheduled monument
of us. The transformation the HLF has eVected on consent, which is done entirely now by central
parts of the historic environment is really government. The idea is that you have a single port
astonishing. It is tremendously popular with the of entry; every local authority will be the receiver of
public and it also has an emphasis on access and the applications to alter whatever it is, a barrow
participation. It is not jewels just being saved for the through to a 20th Century swimming pool that is
precious few. It is things like the arboretum in very important by Basil Spence for instance; and the
Derby, which was probably the first public park in scheduled monument aspect is entirely new.
the country, which has been restored amazingly; it is Hounslow does not have many scheduled sites
things like the Pavilion Gardens in Buxton, and you although it does have some; but parts of Devon
pinch yourself walking around there thinking that would have hundreds of them in the rural parts in
this is the most amazing public space full of people particular, so the extra tasks on local authorities’
enjoying it. The transformative power of HLF shoulders will be considerable. After the resurvey of

the scheduled monument lists they were talkinggrants is really astonishing.
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about 60,000 entries; I think the total has now gone is, I think, the insidious threat and one which is
much more diYcult to arrest. It is much easier to saydown a bit, but it is quite a sizeable addition. I do not

see, on grounds of fairness, how you can give extra to someone who owns a building, “No, you can’t
demolish”. It is much more cumbersome to gotasks without resources.
beyond that and use repair powers if necessary; but
local authorities do not like using those—they have

Q12 Mr Evans: If we were talking about rainforests served 300 or whatever but do not like serving a large
now we would know roughly how much is being lost number of them because of the ramifications. That
each year as it currently stands. How worried should is a much more intractable problem to solve and it is
we be, as the law currently stands, about how much a huge problem.
is being lost of our heritage each year? You have Mr Venning: Matthew talks about the problems of
given one sort of example, but is there a huge buildings which are empty—one of the keys to it, we
amount of buildings and landscape being lost each feel, is to try to encourage better maintenance of
year because there just simply is not the protection? buildings, because it is because a lot of the gutters get
Can you give us some sort of ideas as to what we are blocked that water falls in and the roof rots and very
losing each year? quickly starts falling in and so on. How one actually
Mr Wilkinson: I think you can get a clear idea of encourages maintenance is very diYcult. My own
what is being lost in terms of listed buildings, but it organisation has run something called “National
is harder to quantify the loss of unlisted buildings; Maintenance Week” since 2002, which is simply
likewise incremental change. It is the alterations to designed to encourage owners of any kind of
buildings, such as ripping out the windows, building, new, old, factories, houses or whatever,
changing the doors, putting diVerent roofs on, and once a year to do those simple tasks, like cleaning
so on, that alter the character and take away the out the gutters and so on. It is diYcult and I know
interest of the buildings that are very hard to map. HLF has been struggling with trying to think of
SAVE was considering doing a report looking at ways to encourage maintenance, and a number of
legal alterations to listed buildings and buildings in others have. There is scope here for DCMS to take
conservation areas; but we decided that it was too a lead, because it relates to many other government
hard to try and trace these changes over the years departments which have an interest in the care of
and see what had been legally done and illegally buildings and so on. I would hope DCMS might take
done, even within one small local authority’s area; a lead perhaps convening some kind of
the challenge would be enormous. From SAVE’s interdepartmental working party—in fact I have
own point of view, we can see a very clear threat written to the Minister suggesting this—to see if we
ahead in the form of the Housing Market Renewal can do more to encourage maintenance because it
Initiative which at current rates would see 168,000 meets sustainability and all these other arguments
nearly all unlisted, nearly all not in conservation and, at the same time, is a very practical way of
areas (but pre-1919) terraced houses destroyed over ensuring that buildings do not get lost needlessly.
the next 10 or 15 years. I know one or two members Mr Wilkinson: The important point is that it saves
of the Committee have constituencies in Pathfinder money in the future. If you clean your gutters out
areas. This is perhaps one tangible area where we right now to prevent water getting in you are saving
will and can see what is being lost; but otherwise the grant aid in the future. There is a need for a
loss is ongoing and incremental problem. This again paradigm shift in the whole system, to be looking at
returns us to the question of conservation oYcers maintenance first and grant aid only where
having proper control over their areas. absolutely necessary. Perhaps there should be some
Dr Dungavell: There is also a great repairs backlog form of funding for maintenance schemes. The main
as well. The Council for the Care of Churches I think obstacle at the moment obviously is VAT, that
estimates that £1.2 billion is needed to repair perennial question that comes back and haunts us
Anglican places of worship. HLF has a figure of the entire time, and I am sure you are all with us on
£5.6 billion on repairs needed to historic buildings. this one as well—there is a need to sort that out very
While they are not being done there is a slow decline urgently.
of the heritage value of those assets. Chairman: It has featured in quite a lot of the
Mr Saunders: The actual applications to demolish evidence!
listed buildings are running at about two a week. The
total of listed buildings which people want to destroy
was 127 last year in England and Wales. There is a Q13 Janet Anderson: Could I ask Adam

Wilkinson—you referred to the Housing Marketvastly increased number, and EH estimates about
20,000, which are in varying degrees of risk, either Renewal Pathfinder Project, and there is one in my

constituency. Do you not accept that in fact some ofbecause the owner hates it or because the owner does
not live in it, or multiple reasons for planning blight, these houses had reached the end of their natural

lifespan and there was no alternative but for them toand that is the great threat; because an empty
building sadly very often becomes an ex-building come down? If I could just add to that—if you take

the three areas of Darwen in my constituency, one isbecause children get into them with a box of matches
and it is no more. There are examples of really in a conservation area and there is no question of the

houses there being demolished but they are going tooutstanding buildings, Grade I’s as well as the
ordinary Grade II’s, which are empty and under be refurbished. I can say that the vast majority of the

people who lived in the houses that are going to bethreat and a total waste in that position as well. That
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demolished are now very happy. I was talking to family in a one or two bed-roomed house. You can
someone the other day who had been able, through do other things: you can knock two together to
the compensation he had received and the shared create alternatives. Look at what Urban Splash are
equity he had received, to buy a much better house doing at Chimney Pot Park in Manchester where
and he said to me, “When I finish work today, Janet, they are completely adapting the houses.
I’m going to go and sit in my garden. That’s the first
time I’ve ever been able to do that”. Could I just

Q17 Helen Southworth: We are getting into abriefly say to you, do you accept that some of this
discussion about demolition or non-demolitionwas essential? For example, in Burnley next door
rather than heritage or non-heritage. Is there anterraced houses were changing hands for £25 in
issue here about wanting to maintain things becauselocal pubs.
of the contribution to the local community and theirMr Wilkinson: I am aware that Burnley Wood must
viability and the length of life they have got in usablebe the worst area and the worst case we have come
terms, or are you saying that nothing should ever beacross; but even there house prices have changed
knocked down?enormously. Of course you could look at some
Mr Wilkinson: No, I am not saying that. This isbuildings and say there is no hope but other cases,
where communities are fighting for their buildings.when looking at the whole street, it only takes the
The communities are very strongly linked to theirrepair of one or two to pick up the rest. The Housing
buildings; they love their areas; and they are historicMarket Renewal Initiative is a sweeping initiative.
areas as well.What seems to be going wrong is failing to look at

the small scale and how you can knit areas back
together with perhaps some select demolition rather Q18 Helen Southworth: There is a judgment to be
than taking out 200 or 300 houses, or in east made; it is not an automatic thing?
Manchester 700 houses, in one go. There is a need to Mr Wilkinson: There can be, yes. There is alook at how you can carefully knit areas back judgment to be made for us as a small organisationtogether, how you can regenerate them through

as to where we fight. There is the link between peopleperhaps taking out one or two houses and creating
and buildings. We are often told by Government (allsome green space and getting alternative uses into
of us in the heritage sector) that we should be morethe areas as well and creating employment, rather
socially inclusive, and yet when we are fighting forthan just looking at demolition as the cure-all. If you
buildings alongside communities we are as sociallydemolish you move the problems onto somewhere
inclusive as you could possibly be.else. A lot of problems in these housing areas are

social problems and not housing problems, as you
well know and are aware of. You do not cure a social Q19 Chairman: May I come back to a theme which
problem with a bulldozer; you cure it by other you referred to earlier which I think has some
means. There will be times, yes, when perhaps a resonance in the discussion we have been having,
handful of houses might possibly be taken out but I and that is how eVective DCMS is in arguing the case
do not see that mass demolition is the cure. They can for heritage against particularly other government
be refurbished to modern standards. We have seen departments? Here we have the case of the ODPM
that this can be done economically as well. There is pursuing a policy which you clearly have
this key question of doing it economically. If you can considerable objection to; and there have been other
do it economically, individuals and small businesses examples which have come in, in the evidence, where
will do it rather than the Government having to it has been put that DCMS simply does not have the
spend the taxpayers’ billions on demolishing and clout needed in Whitehall. Is that something you
rebuilding. believe is true, and what can be done about it?

Mr Saunders: I think there is certainly a feeling that
Q14 Mr Hall: Would you have said the same thing DCMS should be taking more of a high profile lead
in the 19th Century? on heritage matters, particularly as heritage (that
Mr Wilkinson: Then we would be dealing with dreadful word) actually embraces so much of our
buildings in Philip’s era. The housing conditions are lives in all sorts of ways. Just walking down the
entirely diVerent nowadays. streets to shops very often you pass areas which have

been there for years. I think it is very depressing to
Q15 Mr Hall: Would you want to live in an end of look at the mission statement of DCMS to find
terrace two-up and two-down with no back garden heritage not mentioned at all. It is almost as if it is an
and your front door straight onto the street? embarrassment: it may be Salisbury Cathedral but it
Mr Wilkinson: I pretty well do actually! is an embarrassment and, therefore, we do not

mention it. I think there is a culture within DCMS
which does not seem to be proud of the greatnessQ16 Mr Hall: You are very much on your own there!
that this country has produced in terms ofMr Wilkinson: In central London possibly not. That
architecture as well as art and countryside,is not the reality though. The houses being
everything that heritage is about; instead thedemolished now are not proper back-to-backs; most
emphasis is what goes on today, whatever it is, it’sof those were taken out in the 1960s and 1970s and
other responsibilities—media, sport whatever.earlier in the 1930s. It is not a case of four families

living in a two bed-roomed house. It is usually one There is a feeling which we seem to get that heritage
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is not praised and championed as much as it ought fighting a corner and willing to make sure that
heritage gets across Government’s agenda then thatto be, particularly as parts of it are under threat;
is going to be a positive thing.which is not to say that the other causes of the

Ministry are not just as important; but not to
mention heritage—if you go onto the website it is

Q22 Mr Hall: In my constituency I have got a listedhardly visible, and yet this country has more listed
building, it is an old convalescent home, Crossleybuildings than any other country in the world except Hospital, a magnificent example of a listed buildingItaly. We have a heritage which is absolutely of its kind in total dilapidation because the Crown

mesmerising. We have 57 cathedrals and towns like Agents and the Department of Health failed to
Bath and Chichester. It is just extraordinary. Why is repair it, which goes back to the earlier points all of
the Government not celebrating that, other than its you were making about the need to invest in aVairs
eVect on tourism (which is easily done) but saying, rather than having restoration as a main option.
“This matters to the identity and sense of pride and What do you think the Government needs to do with
pleasure of this country”? We do not get the sense even its own properties, which are historical
that that clarion call is coming from the DCMS. buildings of great value but have been left to decline

because of a lack of use or no use at all; where we end
up in the position we are now where a building willQ20 Chairman: Yet the Secretary of State has
be redeveloped, it is in the green belt, and because itwritten a pamphlet about how much she values the
is a former hospital site it is not covered by theheritage. They have recently had a seminar about
constraints of policy planning guidelines with thePreservation of Heritage and we have a heritage
green belt; and what will happen is that some of theWhite Paper coming out shortly, so the Government
buildings on site will be demolished and we will havecan point to quite a lot of rhetoric and also, we hope,
new four and five bed-roomed detached houses asaction in due course?
well as the restoration of the site for residentialMr Saunders: It is not reflected in money. English
development. A classic example of the point youHeritage is being starved. The budget for grants that
were making. What should the Government do toEnglish Heritage has for the whole country to give
avoid those problems arising in the future?to outside bodies is £30 million which is the cost of
Mr Wilkinson: It depends on the department really.running half of a London hospital or buying half a
The NHS is the worst oVender within Governmentjet. £30 million is pathetic as a sign of how
when it comes to historic buildings; whereas aGovernment values the heritage.
department like the MoD has been very good in
recent years, by looking ahead and seeing what is
going to be made redundant and then starting toQ21 Janet Anderson: You see this problem of
think about what can be done with it. The NHS hasDCMS not giving enough priority to heritage, how
not been doing this. What it will do is see a largedo you see this being overcome? Would you transfer
hospital site, it will then think about making itit to a diVerent government department, or is it a
redundant, and once it is redundant it will call in thecase of better liaison between government
consultants who will get paid a very fat fee to drawdepartments?
some lines on a map, get an outline planningDr Dungavell: I was going to say I think there is an
permission while the building rots, the kids get in, setillness in the heart of DCMS to start with. Until we
fire to it and trash it. We have seen this happen atget heritage valued by the department that owns it
Severalls near Colchester, and I will provide youthere is going to be a problem wherever you move
with information about this.heritage as a responsibility. To highlight the

problem again, as Matthew was saying of heritage
being the poor relation within the Department—if Q23 Chairman: I live about a mile away from
you look at the figure of grant for English Heritage Severalls and I know it very well!
over the period 2000–06, the English Heritage grant Mr Wilkinson: The redevelopment costs shoot up
increased by 3%, which in fact equates to a reduction and demolition, therefore, becomes an option and
of almost 10% in real terms. In the same period you an excuse to bung more housing on the site. Yet
see Sport England, funded by the same Department, there are many examples of how buildings like these
having an increase of 98.6%, and sport as a whole by can be converted and reused very eVectively creating
143%. That is money the DCMS is deciding how to gorgeous locations and places for housing.
split up itself, and it has really got to prioritise Mr Saunders: At last Crown exemption has gone.
heritage internally before we talk about where it Before you could not take on the Government. As a
might sit elsewhere in Government. local authority you could not serve a repairs notice
Mr Wilkinson: Key is that wherever heritage goes or refuse them permission to demolish something.
there is a Minister representing it, and one thing I Now the planning exemption has gone maybe the
feel grateful for is we do have ministers within the culture of local government will change, taking on
Department at the moment who represent heritage. the big boys in central government and saying, “It’s
David Lammy, being a champion for heritage, has a disgrace that this building is just wasted and
yet to have a chance to prove it, but we obviously empty. We, as local people, are oVended by it. Quite
hope that he will. If heritage were to be moved, so apart from the heritage of it, it is just a waste. We

want you to do something about it”. The culture oflong as there is a minister within that department
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local authorities may change rather more governed by, at times, frustrating legislation to do
with health and safety, but ones where there is a realbelligerently towards transparent examples of

useless neglect. need to keep our common heritage on its feet.

Q26 Chairman: Can I just come back to thisQ24 Mr Hall: Would it help if there was a statutory
requirement on the owners of listed buildings to keep potential tension between conservation and

development. You have mentioned the NHS and Itheir buildings in a good state of repair, and if that
applied to government buildings like the do know Severalls site very well. There are plenty of

examples where the NHS wishes to invest in greenDepartment of Health that would solve part of the
problem? field new build hospitals, and the way in which they

look to finance this is by giving over existing sites forMr Wilkinson: I agree with that. That would make
development. Severalls is an example where there issense. Look at the Housing Corporation; housing
potential for enormous development. The fact thatassociations have a statutory duty of care to keep
there is an historic building which is listed is antheir buildings in good condition and they do and it
obstacle to that development. You would argue thatworks and it saves them money as well. In the long-
it should not be but that may well be the perceptionrun it will save money and in the short-term it will
in too many cases, that in some ways they almostcost a bit but it is something SAVE would support
stand by and hope it deteriorates over a long enoughvery strongly indeed. I obviously have my hat on as
period so they can get rid of it and build lots of newa board member of Maintain Our Heritage and have
houses. You have argued in your evidence thata strong interest there but it certainly makes sense.
development and conservation should not be
opponents of each other, they should go hand-in-

Q25 Mr Hall: Finally, what else can the Government hand. Perhaps you would like to say a little more
do in terms of assisting people to maintain their about this.
buildings if it is not going to be a statutory Mr Wilkinson: With these larger sites it is the power
requirement? You have already been very of the mass house builders where they have a
straightforward about the fact of removing VAT standard product which they want to dump on the
from maintenance and repairs. I assume that is the land they have in their hands. They do not employ
collective view of all of you? architects. They do not want to look at these listed
Mr Saunders: Yes. buildings; they are simply not on their horizon; and
Mr Venning: Could I make one very simple yet it is the smaller builders, like P J Livsey or Urban
suggestion and that is: we know that a sellers’ pack Splash, who can take on these buildings and can
is going to come in shortly where, when you sell a make plenty of money from developing them into
house, it will be a requirement on the person selling housing. In the current market housing, however
to produce a pack. At the moment there is a very you develop property, it seems, is going to make you
good opportunity to provide much more money. If you can develop an historic building you
information to the person buying about the building are in fact investing in the future of that site unlike
that they are taking on and some of the those large housing developments of the 1960s and
responsibilities; not a detailed architectural 1970s, which people look at now and think the
appraisal but just a bit more information than I estates are foul. However, those sites that are
believe is planned at the moment. This would be a developed around historic buildings will maintain
very simple thing. Central government could fund it. the private occupancy for many years to come.
We are not talking about large sums of money but Development is about two things—it is not just
again it would provide an enormous amount of help about blatant profit but it is also about looking to
to the owner who often takes on an old building the longer term and creating real places for people.
knowing very little and not knowing where to turn. Ms Cherry: It is also an attitude, is it not, where one
This would again avoid a lot of the expensive needs to educate the developer to look
mistakes and give them the helping hand that they constructively at the site, at the potential of the
need. historic building, rather than just assume it is a
Mr Wilkinson: The Government could also nuisance. I think that is a learning process. There are
encourage maintenance services—literally a man good examples, as Adam said, where it has been

done and one needs more publicity for suchwith a van going around once a year and cleaning
successes.out gutters. There are a few initiatives happening at

the moment. Maintain Our Heritage set up a service Mr Venning: One of the advantages of representing
an organisation which is nearly 130 years old is thatin Bath to see how it would work. It does work. It

can be expensive; it can be cheap; it depends how you we see how rapidly the world changes, and how so
often decisions are taken about a building or sitedo it. Currently there is one in the diocese of St

Edmondsbury, which is getting underway, going dependent entirely on the precise economic
circumstance of that moment. Things change all theround the churches and helping out there, and

overcoming the health and safety obstacles. There is time; economic cycles change all the time; planning
laws change; attitudes change; strange things likecurrently one starting up in the Diocese of London

as well and, I hope, shortly in the Diocese of HLF come completely out of nowhere. The world is
constantly changing. If we look back over our 130Gloucester working with its places of worship. They

are perhaps the most vulnerable and the most years we can see so often occasions when it is said the
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only chance to save this building or site is to do X Dr Dungavell: I think that is interesting. You start
and it is something really horrible; and luckily that from probably not the heritage perspective but the
has not happened and the world has moved on and environmental perspective and you start to see
something much better has occurred. I think, as buildings as embodied energy, for example. You
always, trying to assess what is worth or is not worth then question the wisdom of demolition to start with
doing with a building or a site one needs to say, “Is and you say, “What are we trying to achieve?”
there a realistic chance that something might change
five years from now or in 10 years’ time?” As we

Q30 Helen Southworth: How do we get the people toknow, in the early 1990s there was a great slump in
do that?the property market and buildings had very little

chance of being saved then; we then had a housing
boom. Things are always changing and so many of Mr Wilkinson: There are so many good examples.
these decisions are based on absolutely most short-
term and immediate issues which may damn a

Q31 Helen Southworth: How do we build up thisbuilding which has been around. We have plenty of
group of people who can do that?Saxon buildings still in this country—not many of

them are at risk—but buildings may have lasted Ms Cherry: One important thing is to have buildings
hundreds and hundreds of years but they are that are accessible. Very often if you have a site
condemned simply because at that precise moment which is walled oV, nobody can see what there is and
in time the money is not right or the developer has a it then falls into dereliction. If there is an openness
particular priority or the planning laws are as they and an opportunity for people understanding what
are. Going back to my distinguished predecessor exists, that is one of the key things, and to educate
William Morris who founded the SPAB, he said, people about their surroundings in ways so they
“We are only trustees for those that come after us”. understand what is on their doorstep. So often
I think this is something we bear in mind all the time. people only wake up when the bulldozers come in
We are thinking not just of the immediate but we are and they realise they are losing things. I think very
thinking of our children and our grandchildren and often it is a question of local education and making
what they will enjoy and what we are handing on things known to people, opening things up, and I
down to them. suppose one comes back to local authorities

providing opportunities.
Dr Dungavell: I think publicity is a really valuableQ27 Mr Evans: It is true, is it not? I would just add
thing as well. There is a fantastic leisure centre inone thing on that, which is that the economics of the
Nottingham which has—I think it has got a1960s in Swansea meant that the council did away
swimming pool—work out centres in the old trainwith the oldest passenger railway in the world, and
station, so the platforms have become exerciseit is a great shame to everybody that that was
facilities. There is a former hospital chapelallowed to happen and it would not be allowed to
somewhere in East London—I have only seenhappen now. Do you think it has got better—that
photographs of it in an English Heritagepeople are more heritage-aware than they were in
publication—where there is a swimming pool inthe 1960s?

Mr Venning: I think so. There are all sorts of good the nave.
reasons for that. Even so, there are still going to be Mr Saunders: Woodford.
lots of things that are going to be at risk possibly for Dr Dungavell: That is tremendously imaginative. I
diVerent reasons. The tragedy is you can look back am not sure what my committee at The Victorian
at all sorts of things which could have been saved but Society would think about that but I think that is
were thought to be uneconomic but today would be quite an exciting re-use of an historic building.
valued, loved and have economic value if only they Mr Wilkinson: It is this question of perception and
had been kept going. changing perception at all levels. It does not matter
Dr Dungavell: Could I just mention airport whether a building is listed or just locally valued, if
expansion in terms of short-term economic need and it is re-used it can revitalise an entire area. If you
long-term damage to the historic environment. look at something like the Hothouse scheme in

Stoke-on-Trent, an unlisted and attractive primary
Q28 Mr Evans: You will be fighting to save Terminal school was going derelict, was going to be knocked
5 in years to come! down, but the local authority sponsored one person
Mr Saunders: Too young! to take it on and use it as an incubator for small
Mr Venning: Terminal 6 we do not want. business. It ended up with a life of its own and

became a central part of the community through
getting people on their feet as small businesses, thenQ29 Helen Southworth: What can be done to foster
sending them oV into the wider world and they takethe kind of entrepreneurial ideas and partnerships?
on other buildings and give those a life and use asYou talked about the housing opportunities in
well. It is a question of economic use, of building ifbuildings which are no longer fit for their original
the imagination is there and the will is there, but sopurpose but that is quite dependent on sets of local
often it is the perception that these buildings arecircumstances fitting. What other things can be done
tired, at the end of their lives, when, in fact, they arethat can actually be sustainable? Can we actually

foster a kind of creative attitude that is sustainable? far from it, they are just beginning their lives.
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Mr Venning: It is essential that we have more you have the opportunity to encourage children to
be interested in their surroundings at primary level,professionals—architects, surveyors, engineers and

others—who understand old buildings and can work at secondary level, they can think about design
problems, they can debate what sort of buildingscreatively with them. That is not about preserving

them in aspic but finding new uses for them which at they like and so on. That is where one should be
focusing to try and get an appreciation, anthe same time do not destroy the very things that

make them interesting. That is the problem. There understanding and an enjoyment of the world
around one which is not just heritage spots here andare plenty of architects who work on old buildings

but who do not have that sensitivity or knowledge. there but it is everything, it is your local street, which
may be 1960s, it may be 19th Century, it is more
likely to be a mixture of them. If you can encourageQ32 Helen Southworth: The DCMS has set targets
children to understand that, appreciate it, enjoy itfor visits by new users from minority and socially
and debate it, then they can become intelligentdeprived groups. How eVective do you think the
adults who will take an interest in what is going onheritage sector is in meeting those targets in terms of
around them. It is not good enough just to sendtying these things together?
schools out on school visits to heritage spots. That isDr Dungavell: It is a slightly barmy way of
pernicious in a sense. They may have a good time butapproaching things anyway because one of the
they have got this idea that it is something out thereproblems at the DCMS is it seems fixated by the idea
and it is diVerent from their daily life. What you haveof heritage as a visitor attraction. You can go and
got to do is encourage their interest in local history,consume heritage in a museum and anywhere there
local design, local environment and develop fromis a turnstile they like it, but if you are walking
there.through an historic neighbourhood, how can you be

counted? How can we count those in Westminster?
Q35 Helen Southworth: Should the sector be doing
more to see those things happen?Q33 Helen Southworth: What happens if you are
Ms Cherry: Yes, absolutely. The diYculty is here weliving in an area which is not an historic
are going beyond DCMS perhaps, but that is what Ineighbourhood, how do you find out about them?
would like to see happening.Dr Dungavell: It is amazing how many areas do have

historic elements. I live in an area of 1960s
Q36 Janet Anderson: Do you think it would becomprehensive redevelopment in Kentish Town and
helpful if HLF grants were more widely available tothe local swimming pool there is 1901, a tremendous
private owners?building, but the council is thinking about closing
Ms Cherry: It depends how they are framed.that down. For many people that is their only
Mr Wilkinson: It is very hard for the voluntaryexperience of the power of the historic environment
sector to deal with the grants sometimes because ofand that is not appreciated.
the mass of paperwork that goes with them. If you
are a professional body dealing with it, it is muchQ34 Helen Southworth: Does nobody have—
easier. It is not necessarily a bad thing that you haveMr Wilkinson: You can lead a horse to water. People
certain hurdles to jump but how would you thenare interested in their areas, it is very hard to
account for how a private owner does with thatquantify that, and yet local history societies flourish.
money. It is very hard indeed.No matter where you go in this country there is a bit
Dr Dungavell: I think also the HLF resources areof heritage somewhere, whether you are tripping
shrinking for various reasons, partly to do with theover an old gravestone somewhere or walking past
Olympics and partly to do with how they are able toa local church or just people’s houses. As with these
spend their money. In the public sector for the HLFareas in the North that we have been dealing with in
there is not enough money for the need and if youthe Pathfinder areas, the local communities live in
spread it more thinly then some of the projects thatand are surrounded by their heritage. Most town
we think should be supported—centres, even those that have undergone some kind

of comprehensive redevelopment in the 1960s, still
Q37 Janet Anderson: Do you not think it wouldhave heritage left in them. Look at Coventry, it has
persuade private owners to be more responsiblegot some fine medieval bits left in it. You can show
about protecting our heritage?people that they are there, you can change how
Mr Saunders: I must be careful because this is anpeople use towns, to walk through towns to try and
issue HLF is looking at very closely. It has alwayshelp them perceive this, but you cannot count it.
been an assumption that Lottery money is for theYou cannot count how people react to their
public good and if you start keeping the roof on asurroundings unless you are going to be on the street
private house where the public does not have accesscorners counting it, and that is not our job as
you have diYculties of potential private gain, butsocieties fighting for historic buildings.
what HLF would say is English Heritage is theMs Cherry: I have to come in here and say that
body—heritage is not just things in the distant past, heritage

is the 20th Century as well. The 1960s is interesting
in its own right. Certainly local history societies Q38 Janet Anderson: You have still got the

environment even if you have not got access to it.flourish and tend to attract an older generation, but
what about the schools, what about education? Here This was the point that Bridget was making.
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Mr Saunders: It is. English Heritage is there not to authority funding plus private owners, to improve
the condition of small buildings in a high street canprovide exclusively for private owners but it has

never had a prejudice against private owners, in fact be extremely eVective. To apply an HLF approach
to that would be immensely complicated. Even thealmost the opposite. If you can prove poverty and

your building is very important to the street, even town schemes are diYcult because they have to get
so many agreements with so many diVerent sorts ofthough interior access might not be possible, English

Heritage will help you, but the Lottery is a much people. The way HLF grants work—I know through
being on the receiving end—is a very complicatedmore diYcult creature to use in areas where there

might be an element of private gain. This is way business and I think it would collapse for local
owners, I do not think they could cope.beyond what conservation is about, this is almost

what the Lottery is about. Chairman: I think we are going to have to stop there.
Can I thank all five of you for giving evidence. YouMs Cherry: The way in which English Heritage has

been able to help through things like town schemes have given us a lot to think about and we will be
returning to a lot of these issues in the course of thewhich have given seed money, balanced by local
next few weeks. Thank you.

Witnesses: Rt Hon Frank Field MP, a Member of the House, Chairman, Mr Crispin Truman, Chief
Executive, The Churches Conservation Trust;4 Mr David Baker, Chairman, Advisory Board for Redundant
Churches;5 and Dr Jennifer Freeman, Director, Historic Chapels Trust,6 gave evidence.

Q39 Chairman: For the second part of our session public life. What you often see is an historic church
this morning we are now turning our attention to now is the last public building in a community where
what might be termed the ecclesiastical estate. I it has lost its post oYce, its pub, its railway station
would like to welcome particularly our colleague, many years ago. That reflects more a downward
Frank Field, who is Chairman of the Churches drift in commitment to public buildings. He
Conservation Trust, and the Chief Executive, identified 500 churches that have less than ten adults
Crispin Truman; David Baker, the Chairman of the looking after them. Local people are completely in
Advisory Board for Redundant Churches; and Dr charge of these buildings, they fund them, maintain
Jennifer Freeman, Director of the Historic Chapels them and repair them. Sixteen hundred have only
Trust, which I believe is also chaired by one of our between 11 and 20 people regularly committed to the
colleagues, Alan Beith, who said to me that he was building. That is a symbol of the crisis we are facing.
sorry he could not be here but obviously would be There are a lot of buildings out there really hanging
following our discussions with some interest. The on by the skin of their teeth.
churches comprise a significant proportion of our Mr Baker: There is one interesting angle on that.
heritage and in particular of Grade I listed buildings The Advisory Board for Redundant Churches deals
and you are struggling to save as many as you can only with Anglican churches and we are a reactive
that pass into redundancy. Can you tell us body; the Church Commissioners ask our advice as
something about the scale of the problem? How are cases come through to them. As Crispin says, there
you managing to cope with those that you already is a steady flow. It is quite diYcult to predict reliably
have? How do you see the future in terms of the whether things are going to get very much better or
number of churches that are likely to need help in the very much worse. One tendency we have noticed is
future and will be applying to you for assistance? for the Church of England to start doing area
Mr Truman: I think the question of redundancies, reviews of their church facilities, so instead of
which is often the question that is asked, how many dealing with churches incrementally ad hoc, one here
redundancies are we going to see in the future, is and one there coming up for redundancy in places
possibly a bit of a red herring. There has been a fairly like Brighton and Hove, for example, where a
stable number of churches becoming formally deanery-wide study was undertaken, that creates a
redundant, certainly parish churches in the last few lot more business, as it were, and possibly creates
years, 30 a year. Trevor Cooper, who did submit more scope for redundancy. A lot depends on
evidence to you, has predicted in a study by the how it is taken through and what balance is taken
Ecclesiological Society that it might reach 60 a year. locally between heritage considerations, pastoral
It is a diYcult game to predict because when the considerations and financial considerations.
church is faced with crisis, perhaps more than any Dr Freeman: Could I just say something about the
other heritage building, the local community really picture with the non-Anglican churches. It is
comes together to save it. What we do know is there reckoned that there are as many non-Anglican
are a lot of churches at risk and they are hanging on places of worship in England as there are Anglican.
by the skin of their teeth. Something else that It is also thought that a large number of them areCooper pointed out in his book is the decline of under-listed or under-graded and that is very muchparticipation in churches reflects the wider decline in the experience of my organisation. There will be a lot

of work for the new listing surveys in that area.4 See HC 912-II, Ev 90
Again, the picture is of a steady number of5 See HC 912-II, Ev 1

6 See HC 912-II, Ev 174 redundancies across the board, although statistics
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are hard to come by. Certainly the Methodists away, others came in, a change of priest and then
reckon that about ten listed buildings a year are things moved up. There is a lot of change bumping
becoming redundant. The Roman Catholics plan to along the bottom there.
make a lot of redundancies in the North-West of Mr Field: Chairman, I think there are two issues. If
large churches which are not in centres of residential you look at the Conservation Trust, we have this
population any more. On the other hand, the huge collection of outstanding buildings and a
Baptists do not get many redundant churches and miniscule budget, which is actually being cut in real
the three we own are the three highly graded terms, and, as Crispin said, we do not know what the
buildings which they have made redundant. future trend of redundancies will be. What we have

been trying to do is not only change our role as a
trust, which originally was a William Morris typeQ40 Chairman: To what extent can you anticipate
conception where you received a building and youthat because presumably you are in conversation
set it in aspic—you did not change anything, youwith the Church of England about which churches
preserved it as it was. We felt that there is no futureare likely to be unable to continue in the long-term?
for us as a trust which only did that, although someDo you try and work with them to identify those and
wonderful buildings are so isolated that is the onlyplan ahead so you do not suddenly have large
thing you could suggest to do with it. We are tryingnumbers that come to you simultaneously out of
to think of alternative ways that buildings might bethe blue?
used, and we are not being very modern about this.Mr Truman: The Churches Conservation Trust
It is really a medieval conception that a communitytakes its buildings from the Church of England so,
would actually use the nave of a building, so we areyes, indeed we work very closely with the Church
trying to get back to what these buildings were inCommissioners because in the end they decide what
their local communities, but we are also trying tocomes to us. They have predictions. They do a three
extend our activities and, therefore, our legal basisyearly survey of dioceses asking them to predict
so that we do not wait for buildings to come to us.what might become redundant. I have to say they
Are there services that we can jointly provide withalways give us a very strong health warning with
what is called the non-redundant part of thethese predictions. The predictions for the next three
ecclesiastical scene so that buildings do not end upyear cycle are of a fairly steady trend. I think perhaps
redundant? There is the idea of an ambulance serviceone alarm bell that they are ringing, which fits with
where buildings which are vulnerable can get basicwhat David was saying about Brighton, is there are
repairs done, because you cannot expect aincreasingly large numbers of Victorian, often urban
congregation with an average age of 70 to get upchurches that are the real problem churches that
ladders and make sure that gutters are cleared. Is itseem to be coming to the end of their potential for
possible for some kind of service to be provided tosurviving on their own that might start coming to us
local communities where they might seek quite smalland that would be a real problem certainly for us and
grants which prevent that congregation imploding inthe other organisations because they require much
on itself? There is an outwork to be done as well aslarger amounts of money to turn them round.
having to face the real issue, which came up in yourDr Freeman: The Historic Chapels Trust by its very
questioning in the earlier session, and that is thatnature acquires a lot of problem, large churches and
here is this country with this incredible collection ofbuildings in diYcult inner-city situations or remote
buildings, if you want to call them “heritage”, andrural situations because if a building can find an
yet all of us somehow think this can be maintainedalternative future there is absolutely no requirement
with a miniscule budget, and it cannot be.for our Trust to acquire it. We take on the diYcult

buildings and start our regeneration programme
there and then. We also roll-up the functions of the

Q41 Chairman: Is it your ambition to essentially getAdvisory Board and the Churches Conservation
churches oV your books, as it were? You have got aTrust into one body, but we are an independent
constant trickle of new buildings coming to you. Arecharity. We are not owned by the other non
you trying to get them into a position where they canAnglican denominations. We act independently and
be self-sustaining and you no longer have to takewe have discretion.
responsibility so that you can direct your attentionMr Baker: One of the diYcult things about
to new ones?predicting redundancy (and this is slightly beyond
Mr Field: We are trying to do two things. We havethe remit of my board, but we observe it) is that it
classified our buildings—Crispin can tell you moredepends so much on local circumstances, local
of that—and there are clearly some that, onpeople. You can have a very good priest who is very
reflection, ought not to have come to us andmuch in tune with his congregation and that will
therefore we are rather keen about whether we cankeep a building going longer than might happen if
actually find other uses for them which will beyou had a priest and his congregation who were on
diVerent from the sort of uses that we try to find fordiVerent ends, as it were, of the theological
our churches, and there are others, probably at thespectrum. You could have strong leaders, you could
top end of the market, which maybe parishes willhave diYculties in congregations, and, moreover,
want to claim back again. There ought to be athose circumstances change. Certainly in my years
movement here rather than just a growing stock ofon a diocesan advisory committee I have seen

parishes which looked doomed—people moved buildings, but there are diYculties involved in that.
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Mr Truman: I think that is right. Actually that church and then come out again after 20 minutes,
and that we must oVer something more. Right fromwidens out back to your question about looking at
the outset we have always put in new heating,what might come to us as we explore, with other
lighting, kitchens, modern loos and facilities so thatorganisations and, indeed, the Church
these buildings can be used by the local community,Commissioners, the potential churches at risk and
and, in order to do that, we have set up locallook at the problem churches. The problem is not
committees following public meetings, whichonly about lack of money to do repairs; it is about
normally consist of people who have never hadlack of community capacity. Often the will is there
anything to do with the church or the denominationto save the church building but there is a lack of skills
or that chapel before, just people who are concerned,to project-manage, to fund raise, to look at
and we have managed to graft on lots of newimaginative alternative uses. That is the situation
activities even into the most unpromising buildings.now, and I think that has been the situation
We have never really found a chapel that we couldhistorically, and so churches, as Frank says, have
not regenerate. There are always half a dozen peoplecome to us that perhaps, if we had been able as a
out there who desperately care and will be on thesector to inject more support, help with repairs,
local committee and will ensure there are open-days,advice, perhaps hands-on help with fund-raising and
that weddings still continue, that we have a concert,practical interventions at the point in time where
et cetera, et cetera, throughout the year, withoutthings were going wrong, they could have been kept
promoting heavy over-use. We also have a lot ofout of the Trust anyway—they need never have
tenancy agreements, such as the Friends of Kensalcome to us. I think we are all agreed there is a real
Green Cemetery at our chapel in Kensal Greenneed for capacity building by the sector and you
Cemetery who use that particular chapel on a weeklyneed resources to do that. As Frank says, we have
basis and also hire it out. This was a building thatlooked at our estate. It is a mixed bag of buildings.
was derelict until 1997—it was a very early LotteryWe think there is a lot of potential. What is special
scheme—and it is in a cemetery, not the mostabout churches is that they are essentially beautiful
promising venue for lively activities, but it has gonepublic buildings, iconic buildings, at the heart of
like a bomb. It has been wonderful. I feel that ourcommunities that people love. In many cases we
message is one of optimism and hope, but I do havehave got local people who are very keen to do more
some concerns about the future, which I will come towith a building but are at their wits end because it is
in a minute.cold, there is no toilet and the seats are hard. There
Mr Baker: Could I strike a slight cautionary note onis a need for some money, there is a need for capacity
what is being said in the Churches Conservationbuilding, there is a need for fund-raising and there is Trust, which is admirable stuV, but the reality is that

a need for imaginative partnerships, perhaps with outstanding churches of outstanding merit will
regeneration agencies, beyond the normal usual continue to become redundant and will continue to
suspects of a church to think about what uses could move to the Churches Conservation Trust. The
go in there and how we can help perhaps a sub- scope of many of the churches that they have for
region address issues of community development or accepting alternative uses without damaging that
regeneration. Having said that, what Frank has also interest is limited and there are going to be a lot of
alluded to is that there is a core of church buildings, diYcult cases. It is all going to take a lot of time. In
some of which are in our care and some of which the meantime, in the natural course of events, the
may well end up with us, where you will not be able portfolio of the Churches Conservation Trust is
to do that ever. They are Grade I listed, they are going to steadily increase—that is natural—but
stunning, they are national monuments, but they are what they are faced with is a declining budget in real
in the middle of a field. You might improve tourism, terms, and so what has been said about the need for
you might get more people to visit them but, in the more resources for the Churches Conservation Trust
end, they need central support, they need help from from the detached overview position of the Advisory
a body like us or another body, and you will not ever Board, we support that need for resources very
be able to sustain them on their own. It is about strongly indeed.
horses for courses, but there is certainly huge Mr Field: Can I make a comparison between Jenny’s
potential to do more. portfolio and ours. If we take the Unitarian Chapel
Mr Field: We are trying to develop local in Wallasey, which Jenny’s Trust has taken over,
management agreements where local groups huge numbers of activities are now going on there
increasingly take over the running of the church, but it is a building with a number of rooms and—and
which we then hope might also be a model for future this is in no way detracting from what the Trust has
vestings that one would think locally about whether done—it is easier to put kitchens and lavatories in
a community would take over its church in a than if you have got a great medieval building. It is
diVerent legal form rather than it automatically somewhat more diYcult, which is what David was
come to us. saying, to adapt those buildings. It is not necessarily
Dr Freeman: The Historic Chapels Trust has been impossible, but it is more diYcult to do.
very active ever since it was inaugurated in Dr Freeman: I would entirely agree with your point,
introducing community activities into its buildings Frank, but also I would emphasise that HCT has
even before the Lottery was formed. We always felt created new-build, as at Walpole Old Chapel in
that it was somehow a depleting experience to oVer SuVolk where there was no scope for a loo and a

kitchen within the envelope of the historic chapel—somebody a guide book, tell them to walk round a
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it would have been a travesty to do that—so we built have one or two people at Todmorden Unitarian
a little block outside which fulfils that purpose. We Church, active members of our local group there,
have also done that kind of thing at the Dissenters’ who are quite seriously disabled and it has provided
Chapel, where we built new facilities behind one of access for them and they take part fully in the
the colonnades, which cannot be seen but which has facilities and events that the chapel oVers.
enabled that cemetery chapel to be regenerated. Mr Field: On that, we are pleased that the

Department sets us targets for visitors, and we have
a million visitors a year plus and we actually fulfilQ42 Helen Southworth: One of the things that I
that. There is a danger, though, that the Departmentwanted to ask was similar to the question I asked
is so breaking down its target and asking us to countbefore about bringing new people into an
who is going in and who is coming out, that if youunderstanding and an enjoyment of the historic
have got slender resources you are divertingenvironment, people from socially disadvantaged
resources to that exercise rather than perhaps doinggroups or people who were not normally accessing
your mainstream, and I do question whether theheritage. I was wondering whether you thought
people coming in quite see themselves in thethere was a role within that for churches and listed
categories that the Department thinks they should fitbuildings.
into. I was at a project in the East End the otherMr Baker: If I could put my DAC hat on
week, and it was a Bangladeshi group, and I wantedtemporarily (and I am not here in that capacity), I
politically to talk to them about identity. I said tothink one of the ways in which the wider community
them, “Look, I have two identities. I am English andcan get linked into their churches, whether they use
I am an Anglican. What is your identity?” They allthem or not, is by the creation of “friends”
surprised me. They said that they were British and,organisations. This tends to happen rather better in
secondly, Bangladeshi. If they were coming throughprosperous rural areas than in urban situations, but
our churches, presumably we would do this as anif you have got the whole community in some form
ethnic minority. It was quite interesting that none ofor other behind the church, not just the parochial
that group thought of themselves primarily in thosechurch council, this can be a focus for social
terms, but the Department has a structure that weactivities, for engagement, for understanding about
should be meeting those sorts of sub-totals of ourthe building and, crucially, for fund-raising for
total, and I am not so sure how valuable that is.maintenance.

Mr Truman: I think that is right. You can hit a
number of targets all at once with this. The Trust Q43 Helen Southworth: I hear what you say aboutnow has an education programme which I think

that, but, leaving aside the specifics of theprobably, to be fair, came from trustees and from the
categorisation, do you think, in your experience,DCMS wanting to see school projects going into
non traditional access to heritage happens by itselfchurches and learning about our heritage. What we
or do you need to work at it?are seeing also as a result is that school children,
Mr Field: Both, I think.having learnt about a trust church in their midst—

Vange in Essex, for example, a church that was
heavily vandalised—then take ownership of it and Q44 Helen Southworth: To give you an example, did
start to care for it and be concerned for it. In Vange the community ask for them?
the local school children have designed replacement Dr Freeman: I would say that the publicity at HCT
stained-glass windows that were smashed by plays a very big role. We generate an enormous
perhaps their elder brothers in former years. They amount of publicity, press releases, booklets,are now actually keeping watch on the church and guidebooks and all the rest from Head OYce butthere is a regular series of community events, secular

also locally as well, where local committees willand worship events, going on there and the church
advertise events very widely in a local area and pullhas come back to life as the result of an education
in audiences. We think our audiences come from upvisit aimed at broadening the types of people
to 20 miles—that is the limit—but most will comeinvolved. I think, yes, that is the case. Our favourite
from closer.example is St Paul’s in Bristol, our circus church,
Mr Baker: As far as the Advisory Board iswhich is a stunning Georgian church in a Grade I
concerned, this is not strictly part of our remit, but,listed square. I do not know if any of you know St
in addition to advising on the heritage merits ofPaul’s in Bristol where the 1980’s riots were, but it
potentially redundant churches, we also advise onwas an area which saw terrible decline and
the extent to which they are capable of acceptingdisadvantage. With the help of £2.5 million from
change, and we do this in a fair up-front way,HLF we have restored that church and there is now
providing papers that indicate that a certain amounta circus school in there as tenant, and they are
of change is possible and make sure this gets to thebringing a completely new cross-section of society
locals and gets into the local system, and so when ainto that building from across Bristol and it is
church that is going for alternative use is oVered onworking wonders and it means that our church is
the market there is the sort of paper work there thatbeing looked at after.
gives an indication of what the opportunities mightDr Freeman: Could I just speak for the virtues of
be. The sorts of thing you are talking about could bedisabled access which we have introduced to
one of those, but obviously the users have got toprofessional standards. Nearly all our chapels have

it, and we do find that disabled access is used. We come to the opportunity.
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Mr Field: On that, Helen, I think that there is a huge call for is an equal place at the table with other
sources of government funding at regional andgroup out there who are deeply sympathetic to

church buildings, and we see that with the numbers national level—ODPM monies and RDA money
and regeneration monies. I think there is aof people who visit. Whilst in no way do we want to

detract from your inquiry about what the sum of perception that churches are seen as faith groups
which are outside the mainstream of funding. Wepublic support should be, I think there is an onus on

us to try and see how we might tap better the huge have a church in Cambridgeshire which is right next
to one of the ODPM Growth Area developments,resource of goodwill out there from people who do

actually love visiting churches and feel that churches literally in the next field. We tried to get some money
from the Community Facilities Funding that goesare part, not just of their own local communities but

a crucial part of understanding what England is alongside Growth Areas to use that medieval
building—it was an empty medieval building—asabout.
part of the plan for community facilities, and it was
just missing oV the radar of all of bodies—the local

Q45 Mr Evans: Can I press you on that one, Frank, authority in the region and the Cambridgeshire
because I go to a church in Ribchester, which you Horizons implementation body that had been set up.
may know as an old Roman town, and it seems that They were just perplexed at the idea that this
we are forever raising funds to keep that church in building could have something to contribute. I think
good nick. We have just done an appeal on arts and overcoming some of those barriers would be of
heritage where the congregation all subscribe money greater help on this issue.
over a four-year period for that church in Stibb, Mr Field: May I add one point to what Crispin said
which is another church which is not too far away about the launching of that Church of England
and which is a very historic church. Yet, we are report which was done in Lambeth Palace. Gathered
limited in numbers and because of the sort of money together were civic society—the people and
that we are talking about to keep these churches in organisations who have through the decades and
good nick it is very diYcult and, if we were not doing centuries supported these great buildings—and the
it over four years, I am not too sure how we would Government minister who was kindly responding to
do it, and we do a number of fund-raising activities the launch of this building, at the end, invited the
as well as getting money from the congregation. Do assembled company to join civil society. She had not
people really appreciate the scale of the problem? realised that civil society was there and was
We are looking here at £1.2 billion worth of repairs operating without her coming or going or anything
that are now outstanding on churches. I do not know else. I think it is immensely important when you are
if my church is in that figure, but how can you access doing your report that you seek ways in which you
cash outside of congregations to make sure that strengthen civil society rather than civil society
these fantastic churches and buildings that are there thinking it is another reason for the state either
are going to exist in 100 years time? elbowing us out or the state does not see us having
Mr Field: There is a case for greater public support any role at all in maintaining our historical heritage.
(ie greater taxpayer support), but I believe that we
should try and do that in a way which enhances local
support rather than people feel that somebody else Q46 Chairman: You are optimistic that there is still

a willingness on the part of the community at largeis taking over the responsibility. A form of matching
funding would actually achieve that. I think there to join together to try and save historic buildings? I

went to the launch of an appeal for my local churchhave been too many areas of British life where
people sign oV and think, “Oh, that is the taxpayer’s and there were half a dozen people and they were the

same people I see at every voluntary organisationalresponsibility. We do not have to do anything
more.” The size of the bill is so huge, as you say, that event, no matter what it is—WRVS, Red Cross—

and predominantly elderly people, and notvolunteers by themselves are not actually going to be
able to achieve that, though they achieve miracles. particularly aZuent either. You are optimistic that

somehow there is this untapped resource there.What we want is a form of increased taxpayer
support which encourages people to try even harder Mr Field: No, I wish to salute the eVorts which are
to raise funds. made. In Nigel’s example it was interesting what he

did not say. He was saying how huge it was, howMr Baker: This can be done quite usefully with a mix
of national and local government support. When I continuous this activity was, but they do it. What we

are looking for is some form of partnership with tax-worked for a county council as their conservation
and archaeology oYcer and we had a grants budget, payers through the state which encourages that

rather than makes people feel that their role is nowbefore it was cut altogether, for historic buildings,
we quite deliberately oVered grants to those historic irrelevant to the raising of funds. I think we are at the

stage where the bills are mounting, and, unless therechurches that did not fall within the grants that
English Heritage were then giving. So we were trying is a response centrally, people will just feel that they

are drowning in this situation. It is getting thatto do that sort of partnership as well, of course, as
encouraging the locals at the same time, but I think combination right which I think is crucial.
very few local authorities now have historic Dr Freeman: I think I can add to that by saying that
buildings grants budgets left. any relief on charitable giving to church buildings

and charities in general will, of course, be veryMr Truman: If you look at the Church of England
report Building Faith in our Future, which is their welcome. Historic Chapels Trust funding works

slightly diVerently. We have found historically overstrategy for church buildings, one of the things they
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13 years that we have obtained roughly a third of our stop short of non-Christian worship because of the
sensibilities of the Church of England, but it will infunding from English Heritage, roughly a third from

the Heritage Lottery Fund since it started and we every other respect celebrate diVerent faiths and,
being on the front line of the Toxteth riots, it is veryhave raised about a third ourselves; we have raised

funds all over the place from a variety of donors, appropriate.
nobody giving us money of any great magnitude and Mr Baker: I think I can give a slightly wider picture
most people giving money on a one-oV basis. We do to that. Only about 10% of redundancies end up in
have a subscribers system, but these are people who the Trust whereas nearly 75% end up in alternative
have come in for £10 a year and sometimes give us uses of some sort or other. Amongst those
more. Somehow or other we have scrambled all this alternative uses are, indeed, religious uses. Yes, as
money together to over £4.5 million which has all Frank says, there are sensibilities about how an ex-
been directed to our chapels, but I think that at HCT Anglican building is going to be used, but you do get
we do have concerns about the future funding of quite strong community-based uses of churches.
English Heritage and the future funding available There is quite a lot that goes on in the 75% that end
from HLF. If that declines, we will be worrying and up in alternative uses.
in trouble. I think a lot of private people give us Mr Field: In the Bolton example, it was the Muslims
money because we are getting grants from EH and who were beating oV the white yobbos who were
HLF and have their backing—that is important—a trying to burn down the building in the sense that
sort of imprimatur that what we are doing is the they felt that this was a great building for the
right thing. community. As you would expect, there are war

memorials in the church, and as I was going round I
was discussing with the Asian leadership that one ofQ47 Alan Keen: Recently particularly we have all the things we would obviously want to do is to movelooked at the rivalry between Islam and Christianity,
those into the sanctuary, which would remain abut I can tell you, it is nothing compared to when I
religious area of the community building; but manywas a boy and the rivalry between even diVerent
of the people who had come to live round that areabranches of the Methodist Chapel and the other
themselves had fought in those two wars or haddenominations. We used to throw bricks at them,
relatives who had, and one of the suggestions wasand this was part of life. Thank goodness that has all
that they might like to give the equivalent memorialfinished. Not the last people who approached me in
stones for people who now live around that areamy constituency but the one before that was an
whose own family members died in the first andAmerican Evangelist church, who has partly rebuilt
second World Wars so that there would in fact bea series of factory units to make a church, but the
two plaques, one remembering those who died in thepeople who approach me more often than any other
wars who actually lived in that area and a secondtype are Muslims, and there seem to be as many
plaque of people who now live in the area who havebranches of Islam, or certainly groups of Muslims,
families who died in the same war on the same sideas there were when I was a boy and was astonished
over the last century. So there is another side to thisby the rivalry between local churches. Is there a bar
Muslim debate which is not always picked up inin the Church of England against churches being
the media.used by other religions? It is the same God when we

are looking at Islam, for instance. Is there a bar?
Mr Field: Whilst our churches have been made Q48 Alan Keen: Coming back to theology rather
redundant they are still consecrated buildings. There than buildings, there has been movement but there
is no bar on community groups using them for appears to be no movement on the bar against other
community activities, but there are still occasional religions using Church of England buildings for
services which are carried out in our churches, and worship. Is that the case? There are so many Muslim
we actually encourage that, but we have never had groups in my constituency who would love to have
an application from a Muslim group specifically to anywhere. They are not looking for churches, they
use one of our buildings for religious purpose, are looking for any building of any sort where they
though—it comes back to this accounting can worship. Is there a chance of that bar ever
business—we would not know whether Muslim coming oV? We are not now talking about buildings,
groups as community groups, as part of community and maybe we should not get much into this, but we
groups, would naturally participate. are trying to preserve buildings and there are people
Mr Truman: All Souls Bolton is a huge Victorian who would love to use them.
church in our care in the middle of an area which is Mr Field: We have not had any applications. In the
now 95% Asian, and the Asian community are at the Bolton example people have already got places to
forefront of saving that building, but they want it as worship in but actually want some significant
a community centre for the whole community. They community resources, and it is the Asian community
have said to us that they do not want it for worship who are the spearhead in putting forward proposals
and they do not want to be exclusive about it, but for that that we are trying to join up with.
they are fascinated by it because it is in the centre of
their community but also because it is a religious
building, albeit it is a diVerent religion, and we see a Q49 Helen Southworth: Could I ask very briefly

about the craft skills involved in the work? Some ofgreat future for that building being run by the local
Asian community. We have a building in Toxteth the examples of the churches show an incredibly

high level of original craftsmanship. What is yourwhich is going to be a multi-faith centre. That will
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experience of getting access to the right kinds of whose grant has also been declining in real terms,
and HLF which is under pressure. How serious is thecraftsmen? Is this something that the Government
funding position facing your two organisations?needs to support?
Mr Field: Supposing the responsibilities of the TrustDr Freeman: Yes. I feel very strongly on this point.
grew in the next 30 years as it has in the past 30 yearsI am qualified in building conservation myself and I
and our budget remained stable in money terms,often take a direct role in employing craftsmen at
therefore a cut in real terms, we would go under.our chapels. There are not enough of them and it all
Crispin has some examples of churches where weadds to the time frame during which a project can be
already, with our cuts in budget, cannot do thecarried out, because the craftsman cannot come
conservation work that we would like to be able towhen you would most like him on the spot. When
do. Therefore they are falling into greater disrepairone is repairing buildings of Grade I or II quality,
than we would want them to be. Whilst we canone has to have a well qualified person doing the
happily say we can swim along in the next few years,work, and so I was pleased to see that the HLF is
unless there is a major change in how thenow oVering £7 million worth of bursaries, but still
Department views heritage within its budget andit is not easy to make your way as a craftsman,
what it allocates and therefore how we can continueparticularly when you are young. I think rates of pay
to encourage volunteers to give, in the way thatare not necessarily very high until you get well-
Jenny describes, I think the longer term future forknown.
the greatest collection of historic buildings in thisMr Field: We put in our contract asking people
country is grim.whether they oVered New Deal and also Modern
Dr Freeman: I would concur with those remarks. IApprentices. You obviously cannot do that with tiny
would also point out that at HCT we do tacklecontracts but with the larger ones. On the Bristol one
chapels in the grossest of gross disrepair—some ofthat Crispin mentioned the builders and the
them are nearly derelict—because there has not beenconservation company oVered two modern
the kind of quinquennial inspection system for thoseapprenticeships, and one of the guys turned out to be
buildings which has applied to Anglican churchesa star, and not the one you might have thought
for years and years. We face enormous repair bills atoriginally would have been, and is now an incredibly
some of our chapels and I think that if the EH andvaluable member of their staV.
HLF budget’s are going to be cut back that is going
to detract enormously from the scope of work that

Q50 Chairman: Can I return to the central question HCT can complete within a reasonable period of
of funding. Frank, you said that we need to look time. It is the unreasonable period of time that
beyond central government and encourage perhaps creates yet more disrepair and the need for yet
match funding. Nevertheless, your grant, as you more money.
pointed out, has essentially been frozen for the last Chairman: Thank you very much for coming along

this morning.few years, HCT gets money from English Heritage,
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Chairman: Good morning everybody. Welcome to Hogarth’s House and so on and yet at my end there
is very little. How do you think we should involve thethe second session of the Select Committee’s inquiry

into protecting and preserving our heritage. We have people at my end? We have some very active groups
involved to help protect these attractions. Chiswicka number of diVerent witnesses this morning. We are

also aware that some witnesses are under a degree of House has just received a lot of money recently. I
know there will be a lot of people in my constituencytime pressure and so we will attempt to move through

the questions relatively swiftly. Can I start oV by who are particularly interested in heritage. How do
you think we can involve more people locally ratherwelcoming the National Trust, which proudly claims

its title as the largest conservation body in Europe, than leaving it just to the middle classes to look after
the major sites in the borough of Hounslow?and particularly Tony Burton, the Director of Policy,

and Gregor Hutcheon, the Assistant Director of Mr Burton: I think it is very important to emphasise
that our historic environment is not about grandPolicy.
houses, special places and expert appreciation alone
but about what is within five minutes of everyone’sQ51 Alan Keen: You say that there is huge popularity
doorstep. The historic environment is an integral partfor heritage. Would you like to elaborate on that
of the quality of life of everyone and people carefor us?
passionately about what is in their neighbourhoodMr Burton: I think there are three ways in which we
and what it is that is close to them. There is awould highlight the enormous public aVection for
combination of skills and techniques which we believeinterest in a commitment to the historic environment.
could be deployed more eVectively to enable people toOne is simply looking at the metrics of people’s
express that interest.willingness to join things and to participate in things.
Mr Hutcheon: In Osterley, for example, we areAs we have just heard, the National Trust is the
actively engaging the local Asian community in alargest conservation body in Europe. We have 3.3
number of diVerent ways. There is a very lively andmillion members. In recent years we have been
active flower arranging group of local Asian womengrowing at a rate of 100,000 members a year. That is
who are growing the flowers in the gardens of thea very large number of people who are interested and
grounds and then displaying them in the propertyengaged. 800,000 people enjoy heritage open days
when it is open to the public. We are involving youngeach year which is the largest cultural event in the
people through learning and outreach and educationcountry. DCMS’s own figures show that something
programmes. We receive over half a million schoollike two in three adults visit places of historic interest
visits per year and we currently subsidise those to theevery year. That is simply the most popular thing that
tune of £10 per visit. We are looking at ways in whichDCMS is responsible for. It is not just that people get
we can develop our volunteering oVer. Tony hasout and enjoy it, it is that they are willing to give time
already mentioned that we have an army of overand money to it. We have over 40,000 volunteers and
40,000 volunteers that help run and manage thethey contribute nearly a third of our staV time. When
business for the Trust. It is also about creating newTyntesfield was under threat something like 77,000
volunteering opportunities so they can do all sorts ofpeople contributed £8 million in 100 days to save it.
diverse and fun things. We did a review last year andPeople care passionately for these places. It is the stuV
one of the most surprising jobs that we had on oVerof local planning and local politics that people will get
was toad patrolling, which was helping young toadsengaged and involved in such projects. There is a
across the road! We oVer local magicians atvisceral aVection that people have for the historic
properties. We oVer practical conservation onenvironment. Something which may run through this
properties. You can help archive materials. There is awhole inquiry is the need to help people articulate
whole range of things where we can oVer interestingthat, to express that and recognise it more eVectively
and often rewarding experiences to get people morein public policy and public priorities.
actively involved.

Q52 Alan Keen: I represent the western part of the
Q53 Alan Keen: It is pretty obvious to me that youngborough of Hounslow. In the eastern part we have
people are really interested in history and thegot Syon House, Chiswick House, Osterley,
environment. As with a lot of issues, such as drama
and sport, there is a break in that link between1 See HC 912-II, Ev 268
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school and later life as kids find out about other very much welcome, but we actually think, for the
reasons that Tony has been outlining, that the profileinteresting things in their teens. Do you work at

breaking that link? I am sure we must lose a lot of and understanding of the contribution of the historic
environment across government has not necessarilypeople, as other parts of culture do, at that stage.

Mr Hutcheon: Yes, there is definitely a life cycle to been understood to the degree that we would like.
An initiative like the Heritage White Paper is a rarevolunteering—typically with a peak maybe earlier

on in life and then a falling away whilst you have opportunity for that profile to be better articulated
and for it to be championed in ways that resonateother commitments elsewhere and then more active

engagement later in life. Certainly the profile of our beyond DCMS as well as within DCMS. We would
argue that a narrowly drawn Heritage White Papervolunteers would reflect that pattern with the vast

majority being well over 50 years old. We are now which is simply about delivering legislation would be
a missed opportunity. We would rather see it slightlylooking at opportunities to engage school leavers

and gap year students. We are working with the more broadly set—re-articulating some of the very
strong and meaningful words which were in theRussell Commission at the moment on developing

youth opportunities for either longer-term previous White Paper, which we do support, whilst
refreshing and re-energising the debate which wasvolunteering or taster sessions where they can just

try it and see whether they like it. started back in 2001. We feel as though we have lost
that energy.

Q54 Alan Keen: You are critical of DCMS and yet a
lot of the words in the report in 2001 are almost the Q57 Mr Hall: Does that not misunderstand the

White Paper process because the White Papersame as the words you use in your evidence. Why are
you critical of them? process is to say this is what we intend to do in the

legislation? We should already have had theMr Burton: When asked about the historic
environment DCMS can come out with the right discussion about the broader principles of what is

being taken forward.words in the right order but it is not part of the
narrative of the Department as a whole. If it is Mr Burton: I think that is a particular construction

for White Papers. It is not our experience acrosstalking in other areas of responsibility it is not
making connections to the historic environment. We much of the rest of Whitehall to use White Papers

purely for legislative purposes. They are also a verywork across the range of interests of DCMS,
particularly tourism and other areas and so we see important vehicle for expressing policy and

direction.other faces of the Department. It is not visible to
anything like the extent to which we believe it needs
to be when we are dealing with issues across Q58 Mr Hall: That is basically the Green Paper’s
government as a whole. We deal with a very large job, is it not?
number of government departments and, to be Mr Burton: The Green Paper was also focused in on
honest, DCMS is the least visible and the least teeing up legislation. We think the legislation is
eVective in promoting its interests in this area in really important, but there are some elements of it
terms of mainstreaming it with other priorities which could be extended. We are pressing for greater
elsewhere across Whitehall. recognition of the Register of Historic Parks and

Gardens in the legislation and the settings of historic
places so their surroundings are recognised. In aQ55 Alan Keen: Are you really saying that there is a

greater problem with a loss of links in DCMS itself sense it slightly reflects the DCMS’s approach that it
is taking quite a narrow perspective on the potentialrather than between kids at school and adulthood

and the departments are not linked together on of the White Paper to move its agenda forward. It is
very important for the legislation, but there is moreheritage?

Mr Burton: We hosted the launch of the Outside the to the advancement of the historic environment than
the Heritage Protection Review. We are looking forClassroom Manifesto from DfES which in our

minds is an absolutely central initiative in terms of an updating of the policy framework given that the
Government has moved on in the last five years andschool trips and engaging youngsters in their natural

and historic environment. The potential of that yet Government policy on the historic environment
has not.across the DCMS portfolio is immense but it is just

not as visible as it needs to be in the discussions we
are having, in realising the potential of that kind of Q59 Mr Hall: You have given a general view about
opportunity which has got a very strong drive what you would like to see as across Government
elsewhere in Government to advance some of the approaches to heritage. Is there anything else that
agendas within DCMS itself. you would like to see?

Mr Hutcheon: There are two things that we would
like to see in terms of additional legislation. The firstQ56 Mr Hall: We anticipate seeing the Heritage

White Paper in May or June. The genesis of the one is protection for historic parks and gardens
where we have seen significant losses in the lastWhite Paper is to implement the Heritage Protection

Review. Are you happy that that is the genesis of the century. I think it was research that was published
last year which showed that between 1918 and 1995White Paper, and would you like to see more in it?

Mr Hutcheon: We are very happy with the genesis of almost half the area of historic parkland in England
had been lost during that period and that loss isthe White Paper. We understand its priority focus on

delivering the Heritage Protection Review, which we continuing. It is being lost to development, changes
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in agriculture and the creation of golf courses. These whether it will ever get a fair crack of the whip
given the other responsibilities of the Departmentthings are all undermining what are very defining

landscapes of England and what make England so and the way in which it is set up. The linkages to
Defra and to ODPM in particular are quitedistinctive. The second area is the settings of historic

sites, important sites. We have direct experience of significant. Even where there are staV within
DCMS, they are very much focused on runningthe erosion of the quality of the setting of our

properties, which can be a small scale incremental processes and they are running bureaucratic
processes, important processes, with very littlechange on the boundaries of properties very often on

the fringes of towns. One example we have is think time and very little space to think more
strategically. We think there needs to be moreKedleston Hall on the outskirts of Derby where that

important landscape and historic property is being strategic capacity created within the Department if
the Department’s boundaries are to remain as theydamaged by small scale incremental changes as the

town has expanded. Those are two areas where we are. We think it needs to have more leadership both
from the senior management within DCMS anddo not think the current proposals in the Heritage

Protection Review will address suYciently the politically where it still remains too much of an
after-thought and the Secretary of State producesweaknesses in the protection.

Mr Burton: The legislation needs to be accompanied an essay on the significance of culture and then
produces a supplementary essay to reaYrm that theby guarantees that the resources will be available to

develop the skills and competencies of those who are historic environment is a part of culture because
you would not otherwise have been able togoing to be tasked with delivering it. Just as the

recent planning legislation was accompanied by a understand that. That is one illustration of the
issues that we face. It is not a DCMS issue alone.planning delivery grant to ensure those resources

were available and they were linked to outcomes and The historic environment does need to be much
better understood in the priorities acrossimprovements in quality, so we believe the Heritage

Protection Review needs to have the resources to government. The Sustainable Communities Plan
perhaps is a very obvious example at the momentensure it is going to be delivered because without

those resources we are not sure that the people are where I fear it is suVering in terms of not being able
to implement it because it is blind in too manygoing to be available who can actually implement

what is the more sophisticated, if better, system. places to the environments within which a
development is taking place or within which urban
change is being progressed through the pathfindersQ60 Philip Davies: I would like to ask you to address
or the growth areas. If it was more sophisticatedWorld Heritage Sites in particular because they are
then there would be solutions coming forwardour flagship heritage. What sort of additional
which would be much more palatable and muchprotection do you think should be aVorded to World
more eVective. We are also looking to DCMS toHeritage Sites to reflect their flagship status?
mean what it says in the original White PaperMr Burton: There are opportunities through the
around the role of Green Ministers in proofingreviews of planning guidance to do that which may
heritage policy development across Government asbe as eVective as recognition in the legislation. At the
a whole. Our reading of the White Paper is thatmoment in planning terms World Heritage Site
that is a role akin to that played by Green Ministersstatus does not oVer anything particularly special.
on the environmental side. Unfortunately DCMS’sClearly they are internationally significant sites. We
reading of the White Paper, after it had beencan see the potential to develop an approach akin to
published, is a much narrower role. We think therethat which has been developed for internationally
is the potential there to up the heritage proofingimportant wildlife sites. It is more sophisticated
mechanisms within Government. Wherever policybecause the variables at play are more complex, but
is being developed—and there are parallels in thethe strength of the presumption against damaging
environment, there are parallels in relation to thedevelopment for World Heritage Sites is not as
countryside—the historic environment implicationsstrong as it needs to be and it does not bite as it might
should be properly assessed and then carriedneed to on some of the things that are outside the
forward and implemented.planning system, whether it is inappropriate

agricultural practices or major road infrastructure
schemes of the kind that we are currently Q62 Helen Southworth: Where do you think the
experiencing at Stonehenge. lever points are within DCMS? You were referring

to tourism earlier. In other government
departments where are these key points that needQ61 Helen Southworth: You have not expressed
to get heritage as a key driver?particular confidence in the performance of DCMS
Mr Burton: One welcome key point which has beenas a champion of the heritage sector. Who should
addressed is seeing culture in the round. Thedo what diVerently?
appointment of David Lammy as a Minister whoMr Burton: DCMS suVers from being a very small
covers the whole range in our view is a significantdepartment distracted by national events and with
and important step forward and does provide anan awful lot of its responsibilities in a government
opportunity because previously museums and theagency, so the core resource within the department
historic environment were dealt with separately.and the senior management time available is very
As an organisation that does museums and doessmall. That must ask questions as to whether the

current structures are the right structures and the historic environment we found that extremely
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diYcult because they fundamentally overlap for Mr Burton: I fear it would not be a consistent
ranking because some at the lower level on someus. Tourism is absolutely critical. The historic
issues are actually very good at others.environment is one of the most important raw

materials and resources and starting points for the
economic and the social and the wider contribution Q65 Paul Farrelly: Do you do any ranking?
of tourism. Our engagement with the tourism parts Mr Burton: We do not keep a ranking of our
of DCMS suggest that the dialogue is not as strong perceptions of the diVerent Regional Development
as it needs to be. Elsewhere in Government, I have Agencies in a formal sense but we do have dealings
touched on agendas within ODPM around with all of them and obviously we share that
planning, around sustainable communities, within experience.
Defra around land management and agricultural Paul Farrelly: I may well have a follow-up
policy and the wider connections into sustainable conversation with you on that. Thank you.
development. Probably the most important thing
for the historic environment in recent years has Q66 Chairman: The DCMS in its first incarnation
been the shifts in agri-environment payments, but was the Department of National Heritage and there
they have been happening almost outside the loop was applause for the fact that heritage had been
of heritage policy, it is a central part of the wider recognised as very important and yet now it seems
regeneration agendas. If we are moving towards a that your criticism is that DCMS is too weak, that
situation where we are looking at the contribution it does not have the clout necessary to influence
of identity to our sense of purpose and wellbeing policies in the departments which really aVect
and notions around progressive consensus as being heritage, like Defra, ODPM and the Treasury. Is
the touchstones of political thinking, where is the it still your preference that heritage responsibility
historic environment in those conversations should rest with an albeit small but more focused
because it needs to be there, it is a central part of department or do you think that experience has
them. Those who are driving those agendas shown that it might be better back in a big
elsewhere in Government are not picking them up government mainstream department?

Mr Burton: We have not got an emphatic viewand running with them.
about what the machinery of government should
be, that is for Government to decide. We think

Q63 Helen Southworth: What about the Regional there are significant problems with the current
Development Agencies, what is your feel about arrangements and we think that the ambition of the
their role in this process and their performance creation of DNH has not been fulfilled in the
in it? subsequent history of how things have developed.
Mr Burton: We have had good meetings with However you organise the machinery of
individual Regional Development Agencies and government—and it is a game that everyone plays
there have been good meetings by the sector with across all areas—there will always be boundary
the chairs of Regional Development Agencies. We issues. It cannot be involved by simply adjusting
have a good conversation, but the moment the the machinery of Government. Our priority there
agenda moves on to something else it is almost as is to bring the environment back in with the land
if that conversation has not happened. What we do use planning system, so it is an ODPM/Defra

relationship. We would like to see the dialoguenot have is ongoing dialogue. There are moments
across to the planning and heritage responsibilitieswhen the conversations happen and for some
in a regulatory sense with DCMS. Whatever youreason the historic environment features more
do, with the machinery of government there will bestrongly because of the nature of their geography
boundary issues. There is not one solution thatand the nature of their economic drivers. In the
comes through that. You have got to have theNorth East, for example, particularly where
policy frameworks and you have got to have thetourism is such an important driver, it is a better
wider political buy-in across Government as aconversation than it might be with somewhere else.
whole as well as the right institutional structures toThat is a classic area where the role of DCMS in
deliver it.championing it is almost invisible. In some places

the eVect of DCMS is almost to stymie the other
Q67 Mr Sanders: So much of the evidence that wechampions, like English Heritage, from getting
have received so far as part of this inquiry seemsaccess to other parts of Government or the
to return to the issue of funding and the role ofdevelopment agencies because if it is not doing it it
English Heritage. If resources become even tighteris very diYcult for English Heritage to do it instead.
at English Heritage, will it still be realistic to expect
it to discharge all of its existing responsibilities, and

Q64 Paul Farrelly: You were talking earlier about where should its responsibilities and priorities lie?
the dialogue you have in diVerent respects with the Mr Burton: That is a diYcult question because
Regional Development Agencies. Do you keep a there are issues. This is a question that the Trust
ranking on diVerent categories of who is good and has also had to confront as an organisation because
who is bad and who is absolutely abysmal that as a result of rising costs we have had to reduce
might actually be useful to some of us in our our cost base. There are opportunities for English
relations with our Regional Development Heritage to do more by working with and through

others, through partnerships, through capacityAgencies?
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building and it has been very helpful in the last few access and availability to the public because we will
not be able to find other sources of magic moneyyears in terms of helping the voluntary sector build

up its own capacity through its mainstreaming and to solve the problem that will be created.
its thinking about other funding. The delivery and
the funding comes through, for example, something

Q69 Chairman: You have said in your evidence tolike the Sustainable Communities Plan and the way
us that the backlog of maintenance work amongstin which that operates as opposed to through
National Trust properties comes to more than £200English Heritage itself, but there are limits as to
million. As a homeowner I can say that there ishow far you can do that and in a sense everyone
always something that needs to be done to myends up chasing diminishing resources. We may
house. How serious is this backlog? Are we talkingfind ourselves in competition with English Heritage
about works which are desirable or are we talkingfor funding in diVerent places and at the end of the
about a threat to the fabric of the properties thatday no one really benefits from that. I think it is
you have on trust?really important to recognise the special things
Mr Burton: It is a mixture. It is something which wewhich English Heritage does which nobody else can
assess on a property by property basis. We producedo in terms of conservation, in terms of research
management accounts for each property and thenand in terms of scholarship because if they are lost
they are aggregated to give us those kinds ofthen as a nation we have lost something very, very
headline figures. Given the availability of funds, theprecious indeed and there needs to be retention of size of the backlog is so great that it almost doesthat core responsibility and a clear recognition of not matter whether it is £200 million or £300that. Beyond that, we think English Heritage needs million because all we can do is tackle it on a

more funding. We do not accept the premise of a priority basis each year. So we are putting in tens
decline in funding for the future. We think it will of millions as opposed to hundreds of millions each
raise profoundly diYcult questions for Government year on the basis of priority and that priority is very
and for the delivery of public policy objectives much to do with the fabric of the building, i.e. is
which will only result in less eYcient solutions it watertight, is the roof there, is the wiring
being found to have to fund it in other ways. At dangerous, have we sorted out the asbestos,
the end of the day, we think the cycle will come absolutely basic issues around maintenance and
round and we will have to reinvent a better funded repair and the quality of the fabric. We would love
English Heritage as the solution to the mess we to be able to do lots of other things as well but we
have got ourselves in. have got to keep the basic stock in order and that

resource needs investment.
Q68 Mr Sanders: Assume the worst and English
Heritage’s funding continues to decline, how in the Q70 Chairman: Presumably you are still receiving
long term is that going to help meet your a lot of oVers to take on new parts of the landscape.
maintenance and repair costs at National Trust Is this going to constrain you from doing that? Do
properties? you feel that you need to concentrate your
Mr Burton: It is not going to be very helpful. We attention on the assets you already have? To what
have already seen more than a 30% cut in the grant extent is this going to stop you from carrying out
that we get from English Heritage for funding your functions as you see them?
maintenance and repair of our properties. We are Mr Burton: We already feel constrained by funding
receiving £800,000 at the moment. It also raises a in terms of our ability to take on new properties.
moral if not a legal question about the properties The number of properties that we have taken on
which we took on in the 1940s and 1950s on behalf has declined in recent years. We will not take on a
of the state with a promise that the state would property unless we can guarantee that we have the
continue to fund those and fund their maintenance resources to look after that property forever. Once
and repair. We receive an additional £1.9 million we declare a property inalienable that is a forever
from English Heritage through what we call the commitment. We have a method for calculating the
maintenance deficit grant for those six properties, necessary endowment for any property and we
but actually we already have to dip into the would not consider taking on properties without
£800,000 to the tune of over £500,000 to look after that endowment. That requires upfront money and
the capital investment in those few properties so we that simply is not available. Whatever the merit of
are already massively over-committed. Again, we the property, if we cannot secure that endowment
think that there is a moral if not a legal we simply cannot accept it. So our focus very much
responsibility for the state to look after the is on maintaining, improving and making better use
properties which it asked us to look after 40 or 50 of our existing assets and being more selective. We
years ago and it is not living up to those promises. are guided by the availability of the endowment as
So it would be really, really diYcult because the much as anything else and any further acquisitions.
kind of funding necessary from English Heritage is
not available elsewhere for core maintenance and
capital investment in our existing portfolio. It is not Q71 Helen Southworth: The National Trust is the

biggest conservation body in Europe. You said yousomething which the Lottery or other solutions can
be found for. There will either be a compromise on have 3.3 million members. It has huge clout but

also a huge ground base of support. What role arethe conservation standards or a compromise on the
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you playing in developing policy understanding people through the door. It is whether they have
had a rewarding experience at the end of the dayand awareness of heritage as a very significant part

of local government and regional policy? that we should be working towards. The second
thing is that we should not let it become aMr Burton: In the last few years we have invested
distraction from one of our more fundamentalin the development of our position in that debate.
challenges which is maintaining the asset base uponWe exist for the benefit of the nation and that is
which these benefits are derived. Notwithstandingnot just through the management and opening of
that, we are working towards achieving that targetour properties but it is also sharing the experience
but to do so we will also need some further helpand the knowledge that we get from doing that with
from DCMS. One particular concern has been thatother people. That is why we have now got policy
there are no dedicated resources to help us reachoYcers in each of the English regions, we have got
new audiences.policy units in Wales and Northern Ireland and

they are engaging in those policy processes by
bringing to the table their experience of looking Q73 Helen Southworth: What are your current
after the historic environment, of engaging people experiences of barriers? How much is structural?
in the historic environment, in showing the benefits What needs to be done about them?
of that engagement through a combination of Mr Hutcheon: The most fundamental one is the
conservation expertise through to volunteering lack of any dedicated funding stream behind this
methods, through to education and interpretation. target. It is quite bizarre to us that you can have a
It is also why we have helped support the sector-wide target that has not thought about the
development of Heritage Link as the voluntary incentives or resources and capacity and skills that
sector champion for the heritage and why we are will be needed to help us deliver it. There is a
increasingly visible in some of the wider public challenge in reaching new audiences. There is a
debates. We see that working in two ways. One is certain degree of learning as an organisation that
through the influencing of policy and decision- we need as well as help in breaking through some
making and the other is the wider raising of of those barriers, some of which are financial. At
awareness both within our members, within our a more practical level, we need more dedicated help
visitors and the wider population and ensuring that from DCMS oYcials. It took us something like six
people have the wherewithal and the information months to be told what the target was. We need to
and the opportunity to express what I was be working more smartly and getting better advice
expressing at the beginning of the session, ie their and support from the DCMS if we are going to
commitment and passion to history, to the historic make it. Thirdly, I think it is making sure that the
environment and asking people to listen a bit more target has some kind of lasting legacy, that we
and to take action particularly where it is at risk. actually do learn along the way, that we establish

some good practice, that we establish some
standards which are shared across the sector andQ72 Helen Southworth: In terms of the Public
maybe shared with other elements of the DCMS,Service Agreement targets, is there a role that you
so the museums world and the arts world which arecan play in helping to grow and develop new people
also charged with similar targets.into the process? I think you expressed some

reservations about the process by which they are
arrived at. Does that mean you are not confident Q74 Helen Southworth: In terms of the barriers for
in the decision at the end of it? What needs to be the individuals who are not perhaps participating
improved? What can you bring to it? in heritage at the moment, are you able to break
Mr Hutcheon: Broadly speaking we are very down in research terms what some of those barriers
supportive of the PSA target and the aspirations are? For example, are they issues around transport
behind it in trying to reach new audiences and we or are they issues about knowledge and
do see ourselves as having a very significant role in understanding, or are they issues about how you
helping achieve the target that it set. We were feel about going into a place and whether it is okay
worried about the process of how it was finally for you to go in? Are you looking at that?
established and the figure that was arrived at. It Mr Hutcheon: Yes, we are and those examples are
was rather confusing and there was no evidence at exactly the kind of examples that we are coming
that stage of where we were at that particular point across. Cost is definitely a barrier for some but not
in time so what was the actual challenge in meeting as much as you might have thought. It is more
it, although we are now beginning to get the about perceptions of the oVer, will they be welcome
evidence of what that challenge really is. Given that and will they enjoy the experience. It is actually the
we are part of the delivery of it, it was barriers internally in the sector that are important,
disappointing not to have been involved until it was ie to be welcoming, to be able to communicate with
finally agreed. That being said, we are now working diVerent types of groups and having the confidence
with DCMS and others towards trying to deliver that you can communicate eVectively with young
it. Let me add two words of caution. We will try people or diVerent groups of people that you may
to achieve it but, firstly, we should not get not have met before. We are working with English
distracted too much by crude numbers. At the end Heritage at the moment on a major conference
of the day, it is the quality of the experience and which we will be running in November this year
the depth of the experience that matters and not where we will be trying to bring together that

experience of what the barriers and what thenecessarily the numbers of people and the kinds of
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potential solutions are to engaging the audiences. inalienability to designate. There is an awful lot of
sharing because why should we or they reinvent theWe have also just undertaken a major review of one
wheel when we can talk to each other? In terms ofof our main outreach and access programmes
membership, if you are a member of NTS you getcalled the “Untold Story” which concluded in
free access to National Trust for England, WalesJanuary this year and we are just in the final stages
and Northern Ireland properties and vice versa, soof revaluating that programme and what lessons we
there is a common understanding of that. It is ahave learned in reaching all sorts of groups.
close working relationship but it is a diVerent
organisation. The priorities and the governance

Q75 Rosemary McKenna: Perhaps you could and all of that are independent and rightly so.
explain to us the relationship that you have with
the National Trust for Scotland. It is the only other Q76 Rosemary McKenna: Do you share best
part of the United Kingdom that you are not practice? For example, they are bound to have the
responsible for. What kind of relationship do you same issues as you to deal with in terms of funding
have? Do you work with them in terms of group and access to Lottery funding, et cetera.
membership? Does membership of both allow you Mr Burton: We do. As with all relationships of this
to have access to Scotland and to the rest of the kind, you know you can do better and you know
UK? Do you see them as being advantaged or there is more opportunity for doing that. I was up
disadvantaged? there for a couple of days only a couple of weeks
Mr Burton: We have a close working relationship ago and I was sharing in how they have revised
with the National Trust of Scotland. They face their own strategy, the approaches they are taking,
many of the same issues and challenges. The the investments that they are taking forward into
statutes under which NTS has been set up are very some major tourism attractions eVectively in
similar to the National Trust of England, Wales Glencoe and elsewhere, and there is a lot of sharing
and Northern Ireland. They are one of the very few of what is going on.

Chairman: May I thank you both very much.other organisations to have the powers of

Witnesses: Mr James Hervey-Bathurst, Chairman, Mr Nick Way, Director-General, and
Ms Frances Garnham, Assistant Director of Policy and Campaigns, Historic Houses Association,2

Mr David Fursdon, President, Mr Jonathan Thompson, Heritage Adviser, Country Land and Business
Association,3 gave evidence.

Q77 Chairman: We now move on to the Country English Heritage or through DCMS, in helping
bring about that aim. One of the things that weLand and Business Association and the Historic
have seen is perhaps a decreasing part of thatHouses Association. Your two organisations
partnership which enables grant aid to comerepresent the private owners of heritage buildings
forward or whatever else. I think we are nowand clearly since a large proportion of our heritage
reaching a stage where it is an interesting questionis still in private ownership you represent an
as to how the government can help in that process.extremely important component. Can I welcome
There are positive signs. The Heritage ProtectionJames Hervey-Bathurst, the Chairman of the
Review in particular is positive. I sincerely hopeHHA, Nick Way and Frances Garnham, and
that that will come through and see the light of dayDavid Fursdon, President of the CLA and
because that does start to show a slightly diVerentJonathan Thompson. Can I first of all ask you to
relationship in that whole process.follow the National Trust in setting out how you
Mr Hervey-Bathurst: From the point of view of thesee government’s role and what priority is attached
Historic Houses Association, what we expect theby government to preservation of the historic government to do is very much what they are doingenvironment. The CLA were quite critical in their at the moment. They regulate us, they control us

evidence in saying that the government sometimes in the sense of what we do to our buildings, how
sees the historic environment as a burden rather we look after them and that is linked partly to the
than an opportunity. Perhaps you would like to tax concessions that we have for listed buildings of
elaborate on that. outstanding national importance and partly, as in
Mr Fursdon: Thank you. We start from the basis the past, to set a rate as a condition for grants. We
that historically there is some sort of an see the government role as helping us look after our
understanding that in return for the commitment properties partly by control and guidance and
of private owners to look after the heritage, partly by financial means. The second thing that we
particularly as enforced by listed building very much like the government to do is to work
legislation, there is a two-way process and that the with us in terms of broadening the appeal of our
private owner in doing that will be given some help properties to the public who visit them, so that is

on education and access. That is probably what weand guidance in how they can achieve that. A lot
expect them to do.of the discussions you have just had have been on

the subject of the role of support, whether through
Q78 Chairman: Do you feel that the Government
is favourably disposed towards private owners of2 See HC 912-II, Ev 181

3 See HC 912-II, Ev 125 historic buildings?
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Mr Hervey-Bathurst: I think generally, since 1945, employment. I am certainly not going to apologise
for mentioning that word, and I am sure you didthere has been recognition that private owners have

a role to play in preserving heritage and that the not mean it in that way either, but I agree with you
about the quality of jobs, that jobs are important,heritage, despite its fluctuations in popularity in

government, is important. The record over the last and they have looked at that and perhaps in the
north-east in terms of the wider contribution of50 years has been quite good in helping stop the

demolition of houses, keeping owners in heritage to regeneration. I think there is a parallel
between how heritage is seen at diVerent levels ofoccupation, and I think it is a question, as has been

said earlier, of our sector, and through the DCMS, government, including the RDAs and how the
countryside has been seen up to now. Perhaps inmaking our case stronger within government for

the things that we want. It is not entirely strongly the past they have both been seen too much as
being a complement to the major, the bigger, urbansupported, but, on the other hand, it is not perhaps

as bad as it was some time ago when houses were part of the economy and an area which is perhaps
more for recreation than it is for economic value.being lost.
However, we would see heritage as being part of
the economic value and playing a role inQ79 Chairman: We heard from the National Trust
contributing to the economic value of the widerthat DCMS may not be particularly strong in
regional economy. We have seen that that has beenWhitehall and heritage may not rank particularly
appreciated to some extent in the north-east wherehigh in DCMS. Would you feel that perhaps the
the RDA has gone out to the integrated ruralinterests of private owners would come low down
estates to see how they can help to deliver wideron the list within the heritage part of DCMS?
objectives, and we have seen it in the north-westMr Hervey-Bathurst: We have to look at the
where there has been the appointment of theevidence. The evidence is that private owners look
Heritage Tourism Executive, supported byfor funding to support long-term repairs which, for
ourselves in terms of help in kind, to help thevarious reasons, have been neglected in the past.
individual heritage visitor attractions to improveThe funding comes largely from English Heritage
their facilities for receiving tourism as part of thein England. Therefore, if DCMS is not able to fund
wider regional economic growth. Those two areasEnglish Heritage, then proper grants do not come
make good examples. Elsewhere I think we havethrough; so we draw the conclusion that we are not
encountered some of the reservations that you referas high in the pecking order as we would like to be.
to where the RDAs have, as you hinted earlier,
quite significant budgets but have tended to work

Q80 Paul Farrelly: Most of the money, of course, outwards from the urban areas and have not yet
is not in DCMS, it is within ODPM and also the realised the importance of the links between the
DTI. You both suggest in your evidence that the rural economy and the urban economy.
Regional Development Agencies, which come Mr Fursdon: It is a particularly relevant time to be
under the DTI, are not fully recognising the value looking at this in terms of the RDAs because they
of the historic environment to economic growth are a key factor in the delivery of the Government’s
and the potential for development of areas. My rural agenda, and, with the roll-out of natural
experience in the Potteries, where I come from, is of England and the moving of a lot of the commercial
more urban issues, but I can sympathise with that responsibilities to the RDAs, their whole
because I have a running battle with my RDA, as engagement with rural areas is at a particularly key
do my colleagues. For instance, Burslem is the developmental stage and I think that this is
mother town of the Potteries and has some great obviously part of the whole process and needs to
architecture and great buildings and yet to get that be looked at very carefully.
town regenerated, to help stimulate the growth of Mr Thompson: There are signs of improvements
the potteries, it always comes up against crude here. It would certainly be helpful to see more
targets and outputs by which the RDA measures compulsion on RDAs to include the historic
its investments. It is all about jobs, never mind the environment very specifically in the regional spatial
quality, or hectares of brown-field land being strategies which they produce, and some sort of
developed, and when you talk about things of performance indicator ought to be attached to that.
quality, about the environment, heritage or design The regional historic environment forums, in which
they say, “Well, we do not have any outputs or some of our members are involved, should be given
targets by which we can be measured.” How do you an input into that process. I think English Heritage
think that RDAs can better help you and help also has done a lot of work, given the budget
heritage by improving what they are doing at the constraints on them in this area, and more budget
moment? would help them to do more.
Mr Way: I think the contrast or the diVerences that
we have seen in the way that some RDAs have

Q81 Philip Davies: In 2001 the Governmentapproached this is interesting, and in a couple of
announced that a cross-Whitehall approach wasareas in particular in the north-west and in the
needed for promoting awareness of the historicnorth-east the RDAs have entered this arena, this
environment and that Green ministers will have asubject area, with greater willingness of their own
role in making sure that specific attention wasto understand and to see what the links are between

heritage conservation and tourism and drawn to the relevance of the historic environment.
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How eVective do you think Green ministers have Q84 Chairman: Can I ask about English Heritage.
Both of your organisations have been quitebeen in ensuring that the historic environment is

taken into account in wider decision-making in complimentary about English Heritage, but, on the
other hand, you have both flagged up the twogovernment?

Ms Garnham: I think they have achieved two diVerent roles that English Heritage has, one as a
grant giver, a potential custodian, and the other topositive things. Firstly, recognition of the

Government’s leading role and also providing a some extent as a regulator and an adviser to
government. Is this a conflict which is causingfocus for monitoring and assessment but, as we

heard earlier from the National Trust, I do not actual problems? Do you believe that there needs
to be some change to the structure of heritagethink in terms of practical action we have seen very

much heritage proofing. I think the tools that were support, or is this just a possible conflict of interest?
put in place for rural proofing—the accountability, Mr Fursdon: From our point of view, I do not see
the committees, the champions and the targets— that we see it as a problem. In fact we could say
have not been translated to the historic the reverse. The experience of having to care and
environment, and, whilst I think it is fair to say that be concerned for the historic environment does
the Government have probably introduced some help you develop the other role, and the practical
heritage proofing in the way in which it has experience that English Heritage has, I should
managed its own assets, I do not think we have seen imagine, is helpful in that process. I think if you
that translated to the wider policy agenda. had a regulator that had no real experience of how

it works on the ground, that would be a dangerous
route to go down.Q82 Philip Davies: Do you think that the DCMS
Ms Garnham: I take the CLA’s points in thatare the best government department to promote
respect, but I would like to say that there can beheritage or do you think that they are not doing the
concerns, particularly at times of short funding,job properly and that perhaps another department
between the regulator and the management role.should take the lead in this area?
We have seen instances, for example, with theMr Hervey-Bathurst: I heard what the National
support that English Heritage have been able toTrust said. We work well with the DCMS and I
give us with the development of our learning andthink we have the same views. We would like the
access work where there have been pinch-pointsDCMS to be stronger within government and we
and they have had to focus a lot of their eVortswould like the DCMS to have the opportunity to
upon the delivery of objectives at their ownpush the heritage agenda across all government
properties and have not been able to fulfil their roledepartments in the same way that the natural
as sector leader, which we are all looking to themenvironment agenda has been pushed across
to do.government as a whole. We would like to see the

DCMS better resourced and more eVective, but it
is not our place to say that “historic environment” Q85 Chairman: Would you share the view of the
should be removed to another department. We do CLA who have said that some owners have seen
not see another department that we would prefer it English Heritage as being unhelpful to them.
to be in. We would like the DCMS to be more Mr Hervey-Bathurst: That has obviously been the
eVective at what it is supposed to be doing. case, and it is partly because English Heritage have
Mr Fursdon: I think it is a question of leadership, not always had a consistent approach towards
and where that leadership comes from does not conservation issues and in diVerent parts of the
matter fantastically, so long as there is somebody country diVerent inspectors have taken a diVerent
who is committed to deliver it. There is so much view as to what needs to be done. What we want
interaction with the other departments that it is a to do is to keep our buildings working, and often
question of where can that best sit. Likewise, we we have to get English Heritage’s permission to
would not wish to presume where it should sit, so change them. In some areas the changes are agreed
long as there is enthusiasm for it somewhere and and in others they are not. There are always
someone is prepared to take it forward. debates over conserving an old building. Which

period do you conserve it in? Do you take the
Victorian bit or do you conserve it as Georgian, orQ83 Philip Davies: Is your concern that the DCMS
how do you mix it? It can be a bit of a mine-field,does not have enough clout in government to
but, generally speaking, privately owned historicachieve the things that you think it would like to
houses have worked well with English Heritage andachieve?
many of the houses that are performing now, bothMr Hervey-Bathurst: As far as the historic
in terms of producing local jobs in the ruralenvironment is concerned, probably, yes. It has a
economy, tourism, social inclusion and outreachrange of priorities, and the Olympics is a very
programmes in education, are doing so becauseimportant one. I think a lot of attention and
they have had English Heritage grants and theyfunding is going to be drawn in that direction. We
have been able to move forward, are less concernedwelcome the Olympics, because it is an opportunity
about their leaking roofs and put their resourcesfor us to get the whole historic environment up to
into things that work. Our main criticism ofa show-case level for that event. The concern is that
English Heritage is that they lack the funding to dothey are pulled in diVerent directions; they do not

have the resources. what they can do very well.
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Mr Fursdon: Can I elaborate slightly. I think that, thought that was very optimistic of you. I was
wondering whether you had any kind of researchwith respect to our members who have completed

our surveys, sometimes there is so much frustration that would support that or whether you had 15
million incidents of visitors rather than 15 millionthat actually they are not quite sure who is

responsible for the blockages and the inability to individual visitors.
Mr Hervey-Bathurst: We have 15 million a year. Imove forward, and, although a lot of that is

directed in a general English Heritage direction, at was just pointing out if you set that over five years.
Of course, it will not be all the bits of thetimes it may well be a reflection of the inadequate

local authority resourcing and conservation population that we want to get to, but those are
the statistics.oYcers’ lack of understanding or confidence to

look at historic properties with an eye to how it can
move forward sensibly and economically. I think Q88 Helen Southworth: I was just wondering what
that the blame is sometimes laid at English research you have got. Who is doing repeat visiting
Heritage’s door, but it may not be entirely their and who is never going? Are you able to do that
fault. or is that outside your ability?

Mr Hervey-Bathurst: We do not within the Historic
Houses Association have those records, but weQ86 Helen Southworth: In terms of involving

people in accessing heritage facilities, what do you know from observation that it tends to be retired
people at one end and families at the other. Francesthink are the key barriers for you in developing

wider opportunities for people to access but also in mentioned some of the things we do, but also
people are beginning to participate in heritage openterms of structures to help facilitate that?

Mr Hervey-Bathurst: Perhaps Frances and I can days now, and that does draw people in because
they are free and so we are getting people whoboth answer. The first barrier that we have with

historic houses is an age problem. I think people might not otherwise come.
Ms Garnham: I also think the DCMS’s currentstop coming to them with their parents at about 17

or 18 and then do not come again until they have research programme, the Taking Part survey that
is going on, is throwing up some interestinggot children. We need to get round that. We do that

by using houses as back-drops for concerts and conclusions, and I think the key statistic is that
more people are participating in the historicother activities; so we do get them coming in but

they are coming in for a diVerent reason. I think environment than in any other part of the DCMS’s
responsibilities, including sport.that is just an age and stage thing. Over five years

the whole of the British population will have visited Mr Way: Very briefly to add to that, later this year
the sector as a whole is looking at ways to enableone of our historic houses. We have 15 million

visitors a year. We are doing quite well, but we the public to express their support for the heritage
when they visit sites, whether it be HHA houses orwant to do better because there are new groups out

there. Frances, in particular, perhaps could National Trust or whatever, and it may be, in the
way that they respond to that, that we will have acomment on the work we have been doing with

some of the ethnic minorities. better picture of who is coming to heritage sites of
one type or another.Ms Garnham: We heard earlier today about a lot

of the barriers that are there; and some of them are
real and some of them are perceived. They are real Q89 Helen Southworth: The odds are that there is
in terms of transport and getting there, and an incredible market out there that you are not
perceived in terms of what people expect and how reaching yet, and it is knowing actually how to get
they may feel they are welcomed. We have been to them, is it not? This is not just philanthropy,
doing a lot of work with organisations like the there is actually a very active market there of
Black Environment Network to try and reach out support?
to new audiences. We are just about to set up a Mr Way: Yes, support for the future, and it has
learning advisory service to try and get support and been interesting in the way that some houses have
help to some of our smaller members who want to tapped into that market perhaps ahead of some of
reach out to new audiences but lack the experience, the others. The Alnwick Garden, for example, has
the skills and the resources to do this. Altogether, got a means for attracting local people in at
as James has said, we have 15 million visitors. I reduced rates—season tickets and so on—so quite
would estimate that about 30% of the open houses a wider spread of the local population uses the
have some kind of education programmes going Alnwick Garden than might have visited the castle
on, but what we are finding is that for some of the up to now but are therefore getting interested in
smaller houses trying to get started and make the what else there is to see.
connections, finding out who is on their door-step, Mr Fursdon: Can I make one point, which is
who the audiences are, how they can begin to perhaps slightly more from our perspective, which
connect to people and to deliver to people what is that there is an awful lot of rural heritage which
they want, they need help just to get started. is not visitable, it is not really quite as grand, it is

work-a-day farm buildings, and so on, which
increasingly are not the sort of buildings which areQ87 Helen Southworth: I was very interested with

the comparison between 15 million visitors and easy to fund in terms of visitor income or to find
easy and economic uses for. I would not want thoseeverybody in the population has visited a home. I
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areas to be missed in the debate about what I quite coming through with any funding to implement it,
and, if it is just going to be words on a piece ofagree with you could be opening up markets for

some of the more iconic sites and finding ways of paper, then it is not going to be translated into
action. We are urging DfES to really try and putdoing it. One of the challenges that we have is

trying to find an economic use for redundant farm some resources behind this.
buildings as a result of changes in agricultural
practice, and so on, which are not necessarily going Q93 Helen Southworth: Are there any issues around
to be solved easily by visits. We have to be a little risk assessments, for example?
bit more lateral in trying to find ways in which we Ms Garnham: There will be issues around risk
can give them a proper use. assessments. Our members who participate in

education work, of course, do risk assessments, and
Q90 Helen Southworth: This is a bit of a we hope that there will be help from DfES for the
complicated question, but is there enough creative smaller houses, because at a place where there is
advice, information sharing or best practice limited staYng we will need expert help, advice and
opportunities about what kind of diversification commitment to make sure all those safety tools are
will be eVective for those types of buildings and in place.
how they could best be preserved but given a new Mr Hervey-Bathurst: It is very important for
role into the future that will give them our members that the generic risk assessment
sustainability, and which department should be for a house could be taken on by a range of
giving the lead on that? Is it DCMS? Is it Defra? diVerent schools and potential visitors without
Mr Fursdon: I would say that we would not be requiring the teachers themselves to come and do
looking to DCMS to give us that advice at the their own individual risk assessment, unless they
moment. Defra would be the department that have particularly challenging classes to deal with,
would be trying to do that. One of the interesting because that is a barrier from the schools’ point of
recommendations of the Heritage Protection view to making the visit. I think Ruth Kelly has
Review is that one could start to look at rural sites encouraged schools to continue with external visits
in the round and to actually try and look forward and not to be frightened by that particular issue.
over a period of, say, 10 or 15 years to the
diversification opportunities and to the

Q94 Paul Farrelly: One of the things that we weredevelopment of that site and the various listed
quite impressed with when we went to Lincolnshirebuildings that actually form that site in a much
was the number of ways in which the owners ofmore constructive and longer term way than has
Doddington Hall—and, Nick, you were there—hadhappened up until now with endless quick
diversified and left no stone unturned, and that alsoapplications for consents under diVerent regimes in
rang true of navigating their way through thediVerent areas and a lack of cohesion to it. I think
labyrinths of what pots of money are availablethat sits quite well with the Heritage Protection
when and, in particular, that they have done someReview and is a really important part which I hope
really good things, which were quite creative,will come through in the legislation, but the answer
through the Heritage Lottery Fund. How awareto your question is that Defra are working on
generally are private owners through your owndiversification much more and DCMS I do not
good services of how they can benefit particularlythink are.
from Heritage Lottery Fund grants and other pots
of money? Is it a confusing maze or do people find

Q91 Helen Southworth: From that is there suYcient it pretty straightforward to nail down where the
vision in Defra and DCMS or does that need to be money is and what it is for?
enhanced? Perhaps both departments need to have Mr Hervey-Bathurst: The number of pots available
that vision. are quite limited. We would start at the top end of
Mr Fursdon: I think they do, and I think it is a English Heritage. We know there is not much
classic example, a practical example, of where available there, and our members are certainly very
perhaps the cohesion and leadership and the much aware of that because they know English
joining up between the departments is not perhaps Heritage from their visiting houses and seeing what
happening in the way that one would hope that is going on. RDAs have been mentioned and
it might. discussed, so it is quite limited but there has been

a start; so there is a good precedent in the north-
west of how money can be used for capacityQ92 Helen Southworth: In terms of barriers to

educational visits and opportunities, what do you building, which we welcome. Local authorities
generally do not have much money for historicthink are the key barriers?

Ms Garnham: I think we have probably identified house private owners. The HLF is a very interesting
case, because they have done wonderful things forquite a lot of them already this morning. In terms

of really ensuring that we can get the expertise and the publicly owned historic environment. In the
private sector we have had one or two conferencesthe capacity at historic sites and houses so that they

can actually develop programmes, I think the around the country telling owners how they can get
HLF funding in the same way that Doddingtonrecent manifesto for outdoor learning has been

hugely positive for the environment and the and Burghley House have, but there has not been
much precedent apart from that. They are awareheritage sector, but there is a concern that it is not
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that the money is out there and we are telling them implemented, at least he should sign up to it by 31
March. It would be extremely helpful. I think weto go to their local HLF committees, but, as you

say, it is labyrinthine, and it is quite limited. The would prefer higher levels of grant, because I think
that would just involve more money. From whatpriority for most houses still is repair and

restoration. You can have as many school visits as we have been seeing, grant levels have been
typically 25%, 30%, 40% of the cost of repairs,you like to a house that has a good structure and

is safe to visit, but, if the roof is leaking and it is whereas VAT is only 17.5% and to reduce it to 5%
would be a 10% benefit, so the answer is it dependsstarting to fall down, then you cannot. That is how

it is generally structured. on the level of the grants, but it has been recognised
in listed places of worship that for the Government
to fund the cost of the VAT makes a real diVerence,Q95 Chairman: Could I press you on that. Does it
and so we would certainly like one, if not the other,not seem a little strange that you can get grants for
and preferably both.projects like creating a sensory tour or a Braille
Mr Way: I think to take on James’ point, there ismap, which are very desirable but they are not
a point, as you said, that we have to face the factmuch use if the roof has fallen in? Do you not feel
that English Heritage grants are not going to be onthat there should be a mechanism of helping
a scale that is going to be suYcient to meet the scaleowners address the fundamental requirements in
of problems that there are in terms of the size ofterms of basic repairs before we start providing
the backlog of repairs and so on. We heard thehelp for that kind of peripheral but desirable
National Trust figure earlier. HHA did a surveyactivity?
about four years ago which suggested that theMr Hervey-Bathurst: I think it was certainly our
backlog of repairs in the private sector washope at one stage when the HLF was set up that
something approaching £500 million, and last year,they would be, but I think additionality was not
looking at 70 major houses, it was still in the regionconsidered. It had to be new funding for new
of £60 million for those 70 houses alone. Englishactivities or new areas, so we did not get very far
Heritage grants are unlikely to be able to meet thatwith that argument. We certainly do feel that we
scale, and so looking at grants and tax together iswould rather see the money go to restore a
a coherent way to do it so that the overall policybuilding: because if the money does not come from
framework encourages owners to go and do theoutside, and some owners obviously, Doddington,
work over a period—the stitch in time approach—for example, successfully earn a lot of money and
rather than having to react to the need for majorput their own money in, but inevitably works of art
repairs.get sold and that has been a process that has been
Mr Fursdon: Can I make a point on the grants andgoing on for a very long time. The success of
so on. A lot of the grants have historically hadgovernment in the last 30 or 40 years has been to
conditions attached. You have had to get buildingslow this process up, partly through grants and
firms to give quotes; you have had to have quantitypartly through allowing people to have weddings in
surveyors involved. On the whole question of VAT,their houses and generally be active, and it would
very often local craftsmen are not registered forbe a great shame if, having preserved so many
VAT and therefore they do not have to chargehouses so successfully with their contents, that
VAT. An awful lot of what happens here is actuallythrough lack of funding or diYculties in getting
at too high a level. Just now we were talking aboutfunding, the contents began to start to leave the
the HLF and the role that the HLF play, certainlycountry again. Houses are interesting to visit in
in the development of skills in the sector, and byFrance but they are largely empty. The great thing
encouraging more people to get into the trades thatabout our houses is that they have got stuV in. The
are useful in the heritage, you might well be able,answer to your question is that we do think it is
in other ways, to get down the cost of actual repairsstrange and regrettable but we would like to see it
in properties over and above the way that privatechanged in due course.
owners are currently facing large sums of moneyMs Garnham: We certainly will continue to put
which are fairly prohibitive. I think that morepressure on the Heritage Lottery Fund to look
clever ways of looking at cheaper solutions ismore favourably on maintenance projects in
possibly the way forward.private heritage where they are associated with

public goods. Bearing in mind that two-thirds of
the heritage is in private hands, I do feel that HLF Q97 Mr Hall: Following on from that, the Historic
are missing a trick in not extending its support Houses Association have put forward a proposition
to us. that there should be some relief to historic building

owners on top of the grants that are already
available. It is not clear from the evidence you haveQ96 Philip Davies: Which would have the greater
submitted whether that is in terms of the income inimpact: increased grants available or a reduction
general of the particular owner of the property orin VAT?
an income that is derived from the property. WouldMr Hervey-Bathurst: Thank you very much for
you like to say a little bit more about that?raising that. We are delighted that the new VAT
Mr Hervey-Bathurst: Yes, I would. What we areAnnex K Directive has been extended, and we are,
proposing is what we are going to call “historicin the built heritage sector, very much encouraging

the Chancellor to sign up to that. Even if it is not properties maintenance relief”. The idea is that this
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would be an annual relief capped at a certain level Q102 Mr Hall: Is there a register of the buildings
to allow people to oVset the cost of repairs against that are available for public access who have had
their own income. grants from English Heritage?

Mr Hervey-Bathurst: We certainly have to report
to English Heritage annually, if we have had aQ98 Mr Hall: Their own income?
grant, when our buildings are open to the public.Mr Hervey-Bathurst: Yes, because until about 2001
I think they are published in Hudson’s Guide,there was a tax election that a number of houses
which is a standard guide where all the houses are,and farms made whereby the cost of maintaining
as to which houses are open because of havingthe house could be oVset against the whole estate
received grants.income, and that was deemed to be slightly
Mr Way: There would certainly now be ananomalous—64 houses had the benefit of it—and
obligation on English Heritage to publicise whichthat was removed. In the three years up to its
houses it had given grants to.removal a huge amount of work was done and

people really used that. We feel that if a new
maintenance relief was introduced this would be a Q103 Mr Hall: And the access that is availablegreat stimulus to people to get on with their repairs. as well.There are over £400 million worth of repairs

Mr Way: That is possibly a question for them.outstanding, say £70 million from the major houses
With the Freedom of Information Act—that we surveyed last year, and English Heritage
Mr Hervey-Bathurst: I think it works this waygrants of £1.8 million available; so there is a big
round. When you get a grant from Englishgap to fill.
Heritage you are required to open and you are
required to publish your opening in certain guide

Q99 Mr Hall: Would that be maintenance and books in certain public places. You cannot take the
repairs? grant and then hide, you have to say that you are
Mr Hervey-Bathurst: It would be maintenance and open, and it is certain bank holidays and it is
repairs. I think most owners now take a pretty normal times really when people want to visit.
responsible view towards maintenance. Day-to-day
maintenance they can probably do, but it is

Q104 Chairman: How do you feel about thecatching up with the backlog of repairs that is the
suggestion made by one of our witnesses a coupleproblem. In the National Trust case of Tyntesfield,
of weeks ago that there might be a statutory dutyit is absolutely clear what can happen when a house

is neglected for a period of time. I do not think of care introduced?
many of our members neglect our houses, but they Mr Way: I suppose we would start oV with the
have taken them on in a state where in the period philosophy that statutory controls are very good at
from 1900 to 1970 not much was done, for reasons stopping people doing things. That is their main
that you can understand. purpose; that is what they are best at. However,

statutory controls are rather less good at
encouraging people to do things positively. As anQ100 Mr Hall: What about the public interest in
example from the natural environment, if the CLAthis? Would there be some kind of minimum public
do not mind me taking it, hedgerow regulations canbenefit that would have to be available?
prevent people from uprooting hedgerows—theyMr Hervey-Bathurst: Exactly. I think that is the
do not give encouragement to people to look afterpoint. The situation in this country is that the
hedgerows—and the same principle would apply onGovernment has through diVerent means—either
house conservation where what is needed is agrants or tax relief—supported private owners as
government policy framework that engages thethey recognise the cost-eVectiveness of it, but it is
willing cooperation of owners. Yes, there shoulda trade-oV and what the private owner loses or
be, and there are, rules about the protection ofwhat the private owner gives back is a degree of

public access, and that is on-going. We are saying listed buildings which stop people doing things
that the public access that would be linked with this which are damaging, but in terms of duty of care,
tax relief would be the same as it would be for an that requires the willing engagement of the owner,
English Heritage grant. and, once the owner is engaged in that, you are

likely to get a more positive result than if you try
to do it by the stick. The stick is there for the basicQ101 Mr Hall: Even with English Heritage grants
protection, the carrot for doing the positivewe know there is a problem with access. How
conservation.would this actually be policed or managed?
Mr Fursdon: On a statutory duty of care, if it isMr Hervey-Bathurst: Some of our members felt
statutory it is going to be a long-term commitment.that access to their houses was not appropriate.
It has to be linked to some form of method ofThey did not take the grant, and they have to help
dealing with the funding and consequences of that,themselves, we cannot do anything about that, but
and funding, in my experience, tends to be ratherthere is not much problem, I do not think. I am
more temporary and therefore there seems to be anot sure what you have in mind when you say there
little bit of an imbalance between the temporaryis a problem with English Heritage access. We give

it and it is public. and the permanent in that suggestion.
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Q105 Chairman: HHA refer to the maintenance gone and they are fulfilling another function, but
we believe that the houses that are there now canbacklog approaching about £400 million, but you

have also referred to a traditional way of meeting be preserved at moderate cost to the Government
and with a huge input and eVort on the part of thethis, which is to flog another Canaletto. I entirely

accept that that is undesirable and that if you private owner with commensurate access given, of
course, as part of the deal.empty houses they lose a lot of their appeal, their

attraction, but to what extent would you say the Mr Thompson: Can I take your question away from
historic houses and into the rural arena. There issituation is now serious in terms of the threat to

the fabric of large numbers of our most important huge problem of traditional historic farm buildings
which have lost their rationale thanks to changesproperties in private ownership, or is this just a

problem that has been around and is going to go in agriculture and so on, and that is something that
needs to be addressed.on being around?

Mr Hervey-Bathurst: I think 30 years ago the threat Mr Fursdon: Generally, once again, a lot of that
is to do with planning attitudes, and there you arewas really bad: houses were being demolished, a

thousand houses altogether were demolished in the moving again into ODPM and out of DCMS, but
it is an overall view that somebody needs to haveyears after the war, major sales took place.

Mentmore was an iconic sale which really brought as to how important is this lower key rural heritage,
particularly in the light of the changes that havepeople’s attention to the danger. The danger is

more insidious now, because when we talk to the taken place in agriculture.
Treasury they say, “If we introduce this tax
concession, how many houses are going to be Q106 Chairman: I entirely accept the point about

planning, but do you see the heritage sector assaved? How many paintings are going to leave the
country?”, and we say, “We cannot tell you now, generally accepting that it may be better to allow

development to turn a building into maybe a lightbut in 20 years’ time we probably could tell you.”
It is diYcult for government, because we are asking industrial use if it is redundant farm building, or

whatever, or is there an extremist wing that says,for long-term support for a long-term problem, and
I think that the answer is that a lot of houses can “Preserve at all costs. We must not allow its

character to be changed in any way”?keep moving the buckets around and catching the
drips for a period of time but eventually something Mr Fursdon: That is a battle which is currently

being fought, I would say. I have been encouragedgoes, and, therefore, what we need is to start to
doing the repairs now before it becomes a disaster. to see that English Heritage have been starting to

take a more pragmatic approach to that, but it isIn the old days the National Trust would take
things on. They cannot do it any more. If the by no means a universal approach, and there are

still the purists who would keep it. The questionGovernment cannot do it, the houses will gradually
become denuded and eventually sold. Of course therefore we have for the purists is: how do you

therefore fund it?they will not be demolished, they will become
hotels. Clivedon is a very nice hotel, Thoresby Hall Chairman: We have no more questions. Thank you

very much.is very nice hotel, but their historic contents have

Witnesses: Dr Sean O’Reilly, Director, Mr Bob Kindred, Government Liaison Secretary, Institute of
Historic Building Conservation,4 Dr Stewart Bryant, Chairman, Association of Local Government
Archaeological OYcers,5 and Ms Rosemarie MacQueen, The Planning OYcers Society, gave evidence.

Chairman: For the third part of this morning’s constructive aspects of reform? Are you in favour
of it, first of all, and what are the advantages of thesession we are going to focus on local government
protection reform?particularly, which is going to be given
Dr O’Reilly: I think we are very much in favour ofconsiderable extra responsibilities as a result of the
the principles underlying it, and from the IHBC’sHeritage White Paper. Can I welcome the Institute
point of view that has been a rallying cry in manyof Historic Building Conservation, Dr O’Reilly as
ways, the idea of giving more power to localDirector, and Bob Kindred who is also one of the
communities, giving communities the opportunitiesspecialist advisers to the Committee, together with
to understand and value the heritage as well hasthe Association of Local Government
been a key issue and also clarity in the process. WeArcheological OYcers, Dr Bryant, and The
have heard mentioned this morning some of thePlanning OYcers Society, the Head of City
complexities and diYculties of people goingDevelopment, Rosemarie MacQueen.
through the processes of managing their resources.
It is not easy and a big part of it is to bring clarityQ107 Alan Keen: Local authorities have been
to it, but also, of course, at the end point you canloaded with a lot of extra work over the last few
have speed and quality attached to all of that,years, so I am not going to ask about that and the
provided the resources are there. It is putting asideproblems that it will bring, but can I look at the
all the issues of how you do it, how you manage it
and having the skills in place. In principle there are4 See HC 912-II, Ev 204

5 See HC 912-II, Ev 43 an awful lot of positive elements to it.
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Mr Kindred: You could almost describe it as Dr O’Reilly: Money resource is a very big part of
supportive scepticism at the moment, prior to it and investment in terms of funding, in terms of
actual contents of the White Paper itself. the kind of capacity for the big change that will
Dr Bryant: I think Local Government take place. There will be devolution of
Archaeological OYcers would agree. We are very responsibility from English Heritage to local
supportive, but there are obviously resource issues. authorities and you cannot just hive oV that sort
I do not think for archaeology services they are of responsibility. You have got to recognise that
particularly great, and they need to be assessed. there is a big change management process that we
What we are looking for primarily, I think, is better need to go through here which will involve, a lot
support in terms of legislation for our services, of the time, upskilling the people, giving them more
making particularly the records the side of our capacity within the services that they are trying to
work statutory. That is a recommendation of the deliver, greater corporate recognition of what is
previous Government’s statements and we hope required. There is a huge amount on that side.
that is carried forward to the White Paper. Also, Equally, there is also a principle that, I think,
reflecting on some of the earlier comments and the concerns a lot of our members, which is the extent
role of DCMS, I think the White Paper and to which you can secure that delivery locally. Local
legislation could be a real catalyst for improving delivery is a fundamental part of this process, and,
their voice within government. They are certainly indeed, I believe it actually underlies the whole
beginning to wake up within government, ODPM concept of HPR. If you do not have a service that
and Defra that the prospect of legislation is can deliver locally, it cannot happen. The situation
increasingly engaging. I think the jury is out as to which we are faced with at the moment is that a
whether that is going to be long-term successful, number of conservation oYcer type teams are
but I think it is a positive move from what has been actually being dismantled and the distinction
happening so far. between what they do and what an ordinary
Ms MacQueen: Again, the Planning OYcers planning oYcer does is being lost or being
Society would say that it is generally welcome but misunderstood in the higher corporate levels. That
there are areas where clearly some work is going sort of issue has to be addressed. One of the things
to be transferred to local authorities, which means that we have considered in all of that is the extent
resources, and that is an issue that has not been to which there should be legislation for a statutory
addressed. The Planning OYcers Society is also duty of care. As regards the process of managing,
concerned about some of the inadequacies or the rather than saying it is being imposed on the
quietness of the response so far as culture and individual people who own the properties, actually
heritage is concerned from DCMS. There is a saying to the local authorities, “You are required
fundamental link with land use planning, and to look after this resource and how it is managed
ODPM seems to be rather more muscular and in terms of your responsibilities as a guardian of
certainly is the dominant partner in the the public good.”
relationship, sometimes to the detriment of Dr Bryant: I agree with what Sean says. We would
heritage. like better statutory protection for the historic
Dr O’Reilly: I think there is also within HPR a environment, particularly with archaeological
capacity for it to address some of the very remains, even the national important scheduled
fundamental problems that are being faced that remains continue to be damaged by things like class
Rosemarie was referring to as well. The idea of consents and other activities. Also, I think, there
reintegrating the understanding of the value of the should be better statutory recognition for
heritage across government interests is that HPR archaeological services in local government. At the
provides a real opportunity for that, and I think, moment we are below the radar, we do not have
if that is what is going to come out of even these statutory status, we are not in local government
discussions, it is a very big and positive step performance measures, and so, with local
forward for the sector. The land use planning side government finance on a downward curve, our
of things is fundamental from the conservation services are under potential threat. In fact, this yearoYcer sides of the process, and, indeed, the there are several services which are consideringmajority of the IHBC members in terms of reducing staV or even abolishing their service. So aprofessional associations are actually planners as

network which has taken 30, 40 years to establish,well as members of IHBC. That side of the
a national network of archaeological services andmanagement of the resource is absolutely
an information network—these historicfundamental to how HPR can work but it is also
environment records which are a resource for allfundamental to how things are supposed to work
people to find out about their local past—istoday, and we see many problems with how it is
potentially under threat unless we have either moreworking today as well.
resources or better legislative protection.
Ms MacQueen: I would like to say something in

Q108 Alan Keen: You see dangers but you see a relation to the statutory duty. I think it is
great opportunity for it to be formalised really? fundamentally important. At the moment there are
Dr O’Reilly: Absolutely. only two duties, in a sense, in the heritage field: one

is a duty to designate from time to time
conservation areas and the other one is to publishQ109 Alan Keen: What would you like us to

recommend? enhancement schemes. That obviously leaves a
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whole raft of areas which are vulnerable to cuts and listing a building. You have responsibilities that
resources and, in a sense, politically changing come with it that bring resource implications that
requirements within local authorities, but it also need to be managed in that process of both giving
reinforces this business about the gap between access and use to the asset but also keeping it for
planning and heritage. There are so many things future generations. The complex needs may be one
where I could ask you to do something about it but of profile and scale but the fundamental issues are
I know that there needs to be a change in planning, not terribly diVerent.
a change from something in the general permitted
development order in relation to small scale
changes within conservation areas. We have Q111 Philip Davies: Employing a world heritage
already heard about World Heritage sites. There is site oYcer, for example, that may or may not be
a fundamental need to have something there in funded by English Heritage, if they are in a position
terms of legislation, in terms of the requirements to do something like that with the management
from central government, because, after all, it is an plan, is that an over onerous thing for a local
international, not a national, code. There are gaps authority?
to do with Shimizu and to do with demolition in Dr O’Reilly: It depends on the circumstances and
conservation areas, and that was mentioned what the resources are in the local authority. The
obviously in the various reviews that have gone on, local authority should find it advantageous, if
but I see no closing gap there in terms of properly resourced, to have a conservation oYcerconservation area control. there, and again it may depend on the

circumstances, how much resource the local
authority want to put into it. In the context ofQ110 Philip Davies: Coming back to World
Edinburgh, they have a significant team based inHeritage sites, if I may, I have got a World Heritage

site in my constituency and I know that English the centre of the city that liaises with the other
Heritage help my local council in Bradford with management and business interests within the city
that, but do you think that the sort of as well.
responsibilities that go with, for example, a world Ms MacQueen: In so many instances one would put
heritage site might deter a local authority from a simple cost benefit analysis against making a
promoting something to world heritage site status position like that. Invariably with all heritage posts
because it will actually lead to increased costs and one actually finds the so-called “heritage dividend”
responsibilities that they would actually, in some by having someone in post and actually doing that
respects, rather do without? Do you think it would work, and we are actually going to bring in
actually get to that situation? tourism, cultural events, in fact even the
Ms MacQueen: Exactly the opposite. In a sense opportunities to bid for money from transport to
there is almost no requirement to do anything if get improvements within the venue itself.
you have a world heritage site in your area, and I Normally, it is trying to get people to unlock and
think that is one of the diYculties. There is also no actually see a vision into the future that ought to
way of drawing down money from wherever it show that that money invested is well spent. Could
would be coming from in central government I just say one thing that I should have said before,
because currently there is very little pressure for which is about the statutory basis? Even to make
you to do anything. Of course, there is what you those links between the new unitary developmentmight call encouragement to have management plan framework, the LDF frameworks, to makeplans, but not all of them (WHS) have management

sure that culture is embedded there: because theyplans yet, and, of course, management plans come
are now seen as much more strategic, some peoplewith actions and milestones for delivery against
see that there is a watering down of the localthose, but at the moment there is not an absolute
government planning framework. There used to berequirement for you to produce them (management
unitary development plans (UDPs) and there usedplans) and to engage in them. So I would say
to be supplementary planning guidance (SPGs) thatsomething slightly diVerent to where you are
was adopted, and these were very material matterscoming from.
in the consideration of applications and theDr O’Reilly: There is a challenge to that process,
determination of appeals. Because LDFs are nowof course. Probably one of the most complex sites
a much smaller document and because theis the centre of Edinburgh, which is a world
supplementary documents (SPDs) that go withheritage site, and that has been managed through
those have to be put forward in a diVerentthe local development plan that is outwith the
mechanism, which is quite an expensive mechanismactual range of discussions here, but it shows that
to put forward, what local authorities are beginningyou can bring financial benefits towards
to do is to down-grade what used to be an SPG.communities as well as actually manage it in the
They are not making them SPGs, they are justframework of just a place that is being operated
making them documents of some weight but notwithin the planning system. They do put in
the same material weight. What I hope would beresources, but, equally, there are huge gains in
coming from the White Paper is that very clearterms of the advertising, the international profile
recognition about planning mechanisms and howthat it brings. It does depend on circumstances, but
they deliver heritage. That is going back to thiscertainly the opportunities are there. In any of these

situations, it is not terribly diVerent from just business about the statutory framework.
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Q112 Paul Farrelly: I do want to come back to to expectations of quality, not just mechanistic ones
in terms of numbers but actually ways which couldresources and the impact of reforms on those small

number of local authorities without World be reported and then independently assessed.
Perhaps that is a role that English Heritage shouldHeritage Sites because that is really crucial, as is

having enough skilled and competent oYcers to be thinking about if they are oZoading some
responsibility, not just to expect in terms ofoversee this, which we will get on to later. First, I

wanted to congratulate the archaeologists, but in capacity building that they are oVering training—
because training in a sense lasts only as long as theparticular the IHBC, on the quality of the

submissions we have received and the care with person is in post and, you are quite right, they will
be creamed oV quite often by the private sector—which they have put them together. Bob is a

member of the jury now in the dock, so I hope that but also to make sure the projects or decisions
which are delivered are still of the right standard.has sweetened the pill. Rosemarie, you have said

some very pertinent things already and I think we Dr O’Reilly: If you did it without the
infrastructure, the core back-up we have beenwould find it very helpful if your organisation could

find the time to make a detailed submission for us talking about in terms of performance indicators
and the like, there would quite simply be a crisis,to consider, likewise the Royal Institute of Town

Planning, and the Local Government Association I think it would be fair to say. We submitted in our
evidence the case of East Lindsey. I am not sure ifwhich sadly so far has ducked the invitation to

participate in this inquiry. I hope we will be able that would provide a balance with your case but
their very successful and very proactiveto invite those submissions because it would be

very helpful. conservation team has been in eVect dismantled
and turned into part of the development controlMs MacQueen: Chairman, I agree. I apologise for
operations, and it is not at all unlikely that a fewnot having put papers before you and we will
years down the line when they realise they have toocertainly make good that omission very quickly.
many development control people they will start
getting rid of some of those and you would be

Q113 Paul Farrelly: That would be very helpful. facing that. Similarly, remembering HPR will
Going back to resources in local authorities, if I can involve a significant stepping back by English
put it in context and why it is really important to Heritage in its regulatory and overseeing role, that
me. I represent Newcastle-under-Lyme in North means under current circumstances there would be
StaVordshire, it has 125,000 people, and I think it no way in which you could actually crisis-manage
is one of the largest non-metropolitan, non-unitary that situation. The other impact in all of that is that
districts, boroughs, in the country and so resource- of course with the historic environment as an asset,
wise we are like a parish council compared with if you lose it, you cannot reproduce it and bring it
unitary authorities. We are also at the bottom of back; it is not like a green scenario where you can
the food chain when it comes to diVerent re-populate the area with 18th century buildings.
organisations, particularly with the plethora of You have to try and keep the assets there for as
government regeneration initiatives, pinching long as you can as part of a working part of that
people oV each other and paying them a little more. place. There is no second chance in these sorts of
So we have massive gaps in our planning circumstances, you get one chance only. In the
department and massive gaps in expertise, and the context of HPR, without that back-up, without
impact of these reforms on planning departments that infrastructure, without those additional
which are already under staVed and have poor controls which compensate for the stepping-back of
morale is absolutely crucial. Rosemarie, you have English Heritage, you would be facing a crisis.
said you do not think the Government has made Mr Kindred: To put a slightly wider view on this,
any eVort so far to assess the impact of the reforms. there is concern among those local authority Chief
If that is the case, what would be the consequence Executives and Leaders who are aware of HPR, that
of pushing these reforms through together with the they have not got enough information to be
additional statutory obligations without the money able to assess how the reforms will actually aVect
following? them, and local authorities are having to
Ms MacQueen: Each local authority is so diVerent produce a Comprehensive Performance Assessment
it is very diYcult to generalise. The Planning evaluating where they are going, and they will also
Delivery Grant, which is there at the moment, is need with that a Medium Term Financial Strategy—
going to be there for a few years more and a sort of “no nasty surprises” approach to local
eventually it will come to an end. For those people authority finance. Clearly one of the things they will
who have been lucky enough and able to get a small need to be concerned about, worried even, is the
proportion of that kept within their department need to make allowance for the changes which are
and even then kept some for heritage, it will be likely to come forward under HPR within the next
essential that in any future Treasury decisions three to four years. If we are talking about
about local government spending that somehow or implementation in 2010 then local authorities are
other that money is earmarked. I know that going to need to resource this better. They are going
hypothecation is a very diYcult area to deal with. to need to consider the medium term financial
The alternative way round from that would be for impacts as an authority in terms of how they set their
there to be some fierce BVPIs (Best Value Council Tax within the next year or next 18 months.
Performance Indicators) in there, or via the CPA If they do not, then clearly that is another aspect of

HPR which simply will not work very well.mechanisms for local authorities to have to respond
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Dr Bryant: There are some resource implications about that point, if the heritage functions were re-
integrated within ODPM it would in eVect re-for archaeology services in the proposed devolution
integrate it with planning in the way it had been upof Schedule 1 consent and making historic
until 1990. There are some quite big but quiteenvironment records statutory, but I do not think
simple issues about the relationship of heritage tothey are going to be massive. I think it is more
planning. Rosemarie has referred to the question ofimportant, as I mentioned before, that we preserve
the status of policy advice in local planning, butwhat we have got, because it is fairly ephemeral,
there is also the question of development control,non-statutory, and we do not tend to deal with
the processing of applications requiring specialiststatutory assets like conservation oYcers deal with
advice within local authorities—and certainly thelisted buildings, we tend to deal with non-statutory
biggest element of work load for most conservationassets and the service is non-statutory. With
oYcers is advising their planning oYcer colleaguesdeclining resources unless we have more status in
on the special elements of planning and listedterms of our historic environment records the
building applications. There are side issues whichservice will be under serious threat.
relate to delivering planning quality. There are
issues about statutory asset management, that is a
policy role performed and promoted by ODPM—Q114 Paul Farrelly: Locally, Planning Delivery
how the local authority, for example, is a custodianGrant is the only sliver of hope for improvement
of its own assets. There are very importantfor my particular planning service, and it is a pretty
relationships with the Building Regulations whichrickety raft to hang on to, quite frankly. Clearly are also with ODPM. As Sean said, there are thewithin DCMS you have English Heritage, which is regeneration and sustainability agendas which are

not as robust in its funding as it was. Structurally being pushed by ODPM. So it seems to us in a way
we have heard how DCMS has little clout because the linkages are much stronger with ODPM than
it has got little money, but how do you feel about they are probably with other culture elements
the Department pushing forward a White Paper within DCMS.
which may have major ramifications for this area Dr Bryant: I think our views would be more
of local government but has not got the clout and ambivalent. We would be supportive of the better
the money to make sure the resources follow? There links with planning if we were in ODPM and also a
is a structural problem here, is there not? better understanding of local government, because
Dr O’Reilly: The fundamental part of our evidence ODPM is a big department. The planning side of
is that it needs to be seen in the wider context of DCMS is beginning to engage but the local
how you manage that change, and that brings in government side less so, I feel. So our view is more
the ODPM in particular but also Defra and these ambivalent because our services tend to look
other parts, so it is the relationship across that is towards the outreach and education side of DCMS
a key part in that. I think that has been echoed in as well as our public service role, and we are
the discussions this morning. One of the issues of beginning to see benefits from that engagement
course is the resources within DCMS as well, there with DCMS, and that is something that is

improving. The proof is whether DCMS can takeis a sort of corporate and capacity issue on that side
the White Paper forward, and if it can producetoo. Equally, within our policy side of thinking on
successful legislation then we would obviouslythis, the feeling is that we would feel it would be
continue to be supportive of DCMS.rather more comfortably managed within ODPM.

There are reservations within this as well but at the
moment on the sustainability agenda, which we Q115 Paul Farrelly: There is also an issue of the
would be very comfortable with in terms of how we size of ODPM, even though it is smaller than the
can see the wider values of the heritage being very DETR, as it was, the super department. Rosemarie,
much a pro-active part of that sustainability, there you were itching to get in there.
are very positive sides. On the other hand, if it just Ms MacQueen: I was. You can look at funding in
simply immerses and embeds itself within that two ways. The culture is unfunded. I work for the
without a clear presence as the historic busiest planning department in the country and we
environment, it would simply get drowned out just have more listed buildings than anybody else and
as it would in any other part. I think it is an issue we deal with 1,800 listed building applications
for Government but it is an issue in which the every year, and every single one of those listed
current circumstances are generally considered to building applications is utterly unfunded, so that is
be pretty unsatisfactory. a cost immediately. So that is the reactive side of
Mr Kindred: I think there is a feeling that there is a culture, if you like. The proactive side of culture,
stronger synergy with the land-use planning aspects which may come from the local authority you are
and the role that ODPM has. I do not think IHBC talking about, is where regeneration is desperately
has a quarrel with the calibre of the staV in DCMS important to bring both employment and
and the way in which they direct heritage policy, education and other social well-being elements
but there are not remotely enough of them to be from an environment which has been fractured. So
able to carry that leadership across other there you are looking at the pro-active side of
government departments. On the basis that the planning and things like buildings at risk, things
elements of heritage legislation were within the like enforcement action against loss of buildings of

some importance within the area. That area ofPlanning Acts up until 1990 and were only split at
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planning work is also unfunded. So there is a sort Mr Kindred: It is a combination of skills and
of pincer movement on both sides. In the past, I experience because you can have very well qualified
have attempted via the Standard Spending staV who are not familiar with the area or who have
Assessments to see if it were possible to look at not built up a significant degree of experience over
what the heritage requirement is from the local the years. There is an element of seniority as well,
authority point of view, to see if you could get an being able to carry historic environment issues
element of funding, but I have never been able to through the local authority both among other
break through that kind of barrier. However, one senior oYcers and other departments but also with
knows that heritage is going to bring benefits to a councillors as well. It is partly related to the size of
local authority in terms of education, employment, the resource as well. You are talking about a
regeneration, whether rural or urban, in terms of hypothetical large, urban unitary authority and the
health and well-being, even in terms of fear of level of heritage resources within that authority
crime. All these elements, which are now standard should to some extent determine the number of
components of local authority work, all have a staV employed. If one were to take the opposite
cultural strand to them, but somehow or other I am example, a practical example of an authority not
not convinced the Treasury is sympathetic. very far away from where I work myself, which has
Dr O’Reilly: With regard to how one addresses the almost 5,000 heritage assets but there is one junior
essentially necessary cross-sector nature of the conservation oYcer to manage all of that within the
benefits of the historic environment is not only authority. So there is a degree of variability in
within Government but outwith Government; matching those skills and experience against the
looking at supporting the kind of bodies which do size of the resource itself.
look across the sectors and engaging with them and Dr Bryant: I would agree with all that Bob has said.
recognising that cross-sector value they can bring Also you need to have an understanding of the
into disciplinary interests such as IHBC represented past, including the remote past, the archaeological
by HBC and the cross-voluntary sector interests of past, of the local area. The size of the resource and
Heritage Link and Urban Design Alliance. All of the size of the unitary authority will determine
these bodies bring in the wide range of interest which whether you have that resource in-house or
can benefit the discussions and the development side whether you can call upon specialist expertise from
of interest and policies within Government. elsewhere, whether English Heritage or a higher tier

authority. If it is a unitary, they may have joint
arrangements, as I know some of them do, forQ116 Helen Southworth: In a unitary authority, an
archaeological advice. Also, importantly, inputs toanonymous archetypal unitary authority, what
strategic planning, to the regional plan, but alsoshould be the minimum skills base for oYcers to be
just keeping an eye on things strategically andable to deliver an eVective heritage protection
having good relationships with English Heritage inprocess? Has anybody produced that?
that respect. I think that relationship between localDr O’Reilly: In terms of that sort of role it is
plan and strategic is key.probably better seen as leadership rather than

protection maybe in the context of the discussions,
because you want to advance and bring the whole

Q118 Helen Southworth: Perhaps I have not askedrange of historic environmental interests forward. It
the question strictly enough. I am not disagreeingis not simply championing it either, it is actually
with any of those things you have said, but if I wereknowing how to manage that asset. Personally, I
a chief executive of a unitary authority or the leaderbelieve the range of competencies which are required
of a unitary authority who was drawing up afor IHBC membership reflect that sort of range of
budget, and I was looking at what the requirementsskills.
were for social care for elderly people and what my
duties were underneath the children’s services

Q117 Helen Southworth: What are they? statutory responsibilities and what I had to do to
Dr O’Reilly: They go from understanding the keep the swimming baths open and everything else,
philosophy and principles of what conservation I would be very appreciative of the elements you
is about through to the money and financial have mentioned, because I would say, “Yes, I have
management skills which are required to bring a very decent chap who knows all those things who
forward projects and put them in place, through is working in, I don’t know, social services, so I do
to the delivery side which includes things like not need to do anything at all in terms of
understanding about design, what is good design, archaeology or planning or heritage or museums or
how do you enhance an area which will give it any of those things because I have already got all
a capacity for its future, through crucially to how those skills among my senior executive team.”
you engage with people who are involved in all Dr O’Reilly: There is a problem because you do not
of these processes—negotiation, understanding, have a dedicated person focused on the historic
communication. You have to be a very widely environment.
skilled person to be able to bring these very
dedicated projects across as well as understanding

Q119 Helen Southworth: That is what I am askingthe technical details which are required in
you. What needs to be the minimum? Asmanaging building projects in a conservation

environment. So it is a highly skilled job. professionals, has anybody drawn up what the
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skills base should be? I do not mean philosophy, I Dr O’Reilly: No.
mean in terms of actual skills that you need to have
within those things. Q123 Helen Southworth: Has anybody got anything
Dr Bryant: No. The DNH issued guidance in 1995, to measure against as to whether they have them?
when we last had a look at reorganisation, on the Dr Bryant: It is slightly diVerent with archaeology
very basic skills—almost a job description—local services where we do have national coverage and
authorities aVected by organisation should have. the roles are diVerent from conservation oYcers
Mr Kindred: That was for the new Unitary who tend to be based closer to planning
Authorities. departments. There are diVerences there. With
Dr Bryant: Yes, the new unitaries. Nothing has archaeology we have our own Institute of Field
been issued since then. It is something which we Archaeologists which is complementary to IHBC,
think would be beneficial to come out of the so within the sector it is not straightforward. In
Heritage Protection Review process, particularly as terms of the individual unitary authority, you can
we may be facing another round of local have your guidelines but you also have to assess
government review. what the pressures are on the resource and what the

resource is in terms of how many oYcers you get
and where you might get the advice from.Q120 Helen Southworth: Is that something you
Dr O’Reilly: That is one of the complications.would actively seek or want to participate in?
Indeed, recent research sponsored by DCMS andDr Bryant: Yes.
Atkins on the promotion of HPR has highlightedDr O’Reilly: We are working at the moment on the
the sheer range of ways in which people candefinition of national occupational standards for
respond to the general principle of looking afterprecisely that sort of role, which will begin to
your historic places without actually being quiteidentify exactly the skills which are needed in those
clear what they should or need to be doing. Thatterms. One of the failings within the sector from
is a key report because it has looked at theour point of view is that we do not have, as
qualitative and process side of things rather thanarchaeology has had, those occupational standards
the quantitives which other studies have looked atdefined. We are working with the Creative and
before. Whether you have the person there or notCultural Sector Skills Council at the moment to
is an easy question to answer. Whether the thing isdevelop those but it is a fundamental resource
being done or not is a lot more diYcult to pinrequirement from the corporate side of things. I
down. That recent survey has shown the sheerabsolutely agree, it is a key point. The other side
variety of things and indeed called for more clarityis that if that person is a member of the IHBC, if
in terms of the process so that the CEO can actuallythey are working on the community side, that is fine
say, “I am doing my job within my corporate planby me actually. The Institutes provide a regulatory
and people from the outside who are looking in atframework for these sort of standards as well,
me can see I am doing that job too.” So it is oneoutwith Government itself.
of the benefits which could come with HPR but it
is something which is very much needed.

Q121 Helen Southworth: In a way you are Dr Bryant: We would like to see more of this sort
separately answering the question I was asking, of research. We are just skimming the surface so far
which is what are the requirements. Can we not with a very rapid piece of work and it is revealing a
make this a little easier for the chief executive and very complicated picture and we would like to see
the leader who are making these decisions rather more research into what is going on.
than expecting them to spend 20 years learning the Mr Kindred: There is an issue too about how a
process? Can we have some guidelines? Where service is set up, in that central government and
should they be? English Heritage, will have a national view about
Dr O’Reilly: If it came in in terms of HPR it could the sort of role they think local authorities should
be a statutory duty. have, and equally local authority councillors will
Ms MacQueen: There is a lot of work done already set local aims and objectives about what the service
but there are people in post who are so-called should deliver. A local authority quite often may
conservation oYcers and if one looks at the job build an Annual Service Management Plan around
adverts one can immediately see what the skills set those aims and objectives to set out exactly what it
is. They are normally prefaced by “We are looking is doing and how it does it, so it is possible to
for someone with a conservation diploma” because measure the performance of a local authority and
there are professional courses, and it will also say, the skills and experience it is bringing to what the
“and preferably a member of IHBC” because to local authority has set it to do.
become a member of IHBC you have to have
evidence of your skills set which is both an

Q124 Mr Sanders: It all sounds very much aeducational qualification, or an educational
supply-led solution to a problem, whereas actuallytraining, but also practical experience. It is very
our natural environment and our built environmentmuch like the Town Planning Institute.
is not evenly distributed across the country, and it
certainly is not evenly distributed one local
authority to another. Surely the response should beQ122 Helen Southworth: I am not disagreeing with

that but what I would say to you is, has every local demand-led, and where there are a plethora of
historic buildings in a particular local authorityauthority got this set of people?
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area that should be reflected in the skills, abilities, and may even sit in the background and facilitate
from a distance, simply by keeping out of the wayposts which are important in that local authority?
as the processes go through what they need to goAs you say, it is a very complex problem. I am not
through. So there are lots of diVerent ways, not justaware that the grant system recognises how much
within the local authority, which I think we shouldhistoric environment there is in a given local
think about all the time in terms of how we addressauthority area. The FSS is complicated enough
these issues.without trying to find an equation which could go
Dr Bryant: The statutory issue is a key one. Thein and determine that. Is there some other solution?
conservation of the historic environment and theRather than laying down, “Your authority has that
planning process is a partnership between Englishnumber of hectares, that number of population,
Heritage and local government, and if moretherefore it should have X number of qualified
emphasis is going to be put on local governmentoYcers of this particular profession”, is there not
there needs to be a better statutory basis for thesome other way of meeting the needs and also
services.defining a mechanism for funding it other than it

all falling on the council taxpayer?
Dr O’Reilly: You do not have to define it as Q125 Mr Sanders: I hear this time and time again.
precisely as that and I think in any case you will The problem in local government is that these are
always find a market balance coming into the non-statutory services therefore we must make
system, exactly as you are talking about; a them statutory. What about the other way round?
significant body of historic buildings will generate Should we not be arguing there are fewer statutory
and bring with it a team of skilled people and services so that local government is truly local and
frequently people with the range of skills required can set its own priorities?
for that management of it. So you do not have to, Dr O’Reilly: Yes, you can do that as well as long
within the context of a statutory duty of care, be as the infrastructure is there. What we are saying
as rigorous or as defined as that in terms of how is we believe under the current circumstances this
you actually present it. is the best way of securing it but you can do it
Mr Kindred: Frankly, when push comes to shove, through putting in proper tax incentives. You
and a local authority is reviewing its financial cannot address the whole thing but you can look
position, it will inevitably say to its Chief Planner, at it in those terms. One other side of it though is
“What do we have to do that is statutory?” I think that you need to have some point at which there is
this is one of the biggest problems of all. It is the a regulatory mechanism which looks at the quality
non-statutory element of the service which is one of the output, that looks to see the thing is being
of the reasons. Sean has referred to one of the done properly. In terms of the current system, the
authorities in Lincolnshire which has had precisely easiest and probably the most economic way of
this problem, and this is happening across the doing that is having a local person sitting within
country in numerous authorities, where in fact the the local authority rather than an independent
service is in decline or being diminished because adviser who is working outwith as a consultant;
there is not a statutory basis for most of it. someone sitting within the local authority speaking
Dr O’Reilly: The other way you address this is from on behalf of the civic good about this. They do not
the outset that is where we are talking about issues have to be doing anything but they need to be able
like investment, not just within and through the to advise the planning committee as an independent
local authority but through funding bodies like person who is looking after the public good in that
English Heritage, like HLF and through things like way. You do not have to do it that way but it seems
VAT relief as well. We would absolutely support a pretty good way of doing it to me as well as our
the point made earlier about the EU Directive and members; it just seems logical in that sense. You
the need to sign up to that before the end of the are not restrictive in that sense but you need to
month. Those are lateral ways of achieving the introduce an awful lot of other things as well if you
same end-point. Again, a big part of our are going to address it without that.
submission has been saying, you do not just do it Ms MacQueen: Taking your point a bit further, if
through HPR, you can do an awful lot in terms of you wanted to say the political vision of this
easing the pressures on the conservation interest particular local authority is to shrink themselves
simply by addressing it through other points like literally to doing the statutory and regulatory stuV,
tax relief, not just giving out funding—I think it is which would be care of listed buildings and the fact
better to think of it as investment in historic they have to designate conservation areas, there are
buildings—but allowing people to move forward still other arms you are required to do in terms of
and take advantage of the taxes which are helping fear of a writ of mandamus against you, which will
address market failures. That is a big part of the be things like buildings at risk, enforcement against
process for example with building preservation people who try to knock down listed buildings,
trusts as well. They look at a situation where et cetera. How you provide that service is politically
market failure has led to the loss of an historic up to the leader and the chief executive and
building, it has become a building at risk, and then of course it is perfectly appropriate, as long as
they put in a framework for bringing it forward you have a continuous service available to you,
again, and going to bodies like English Heritage to outsource that if you wish to do so provided
and HLF to find ways of bringing it forward. The the regulatory bits and the making of the

recommendations is done in-house, becauselocal authority is actually an enabler in that context
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otherwise at the moment it is unlawful. Also, that but it is almost the size of the Yellow Pages, it is a
very, very thick document, whereas the existingkind of approach allows you to have a smaller

resource for a local authority which is in the advice in England is rather inadequate and needs
to be re-written, enlarged and issued as soon asposition of having only one or two conservation

areas or a very small number of listed buildings. possible, quite frankly, because that will not
actually be directly aVected by any predictedThere are ways of sharing resources either by local

authorities teaming up together or by way of changes to HPR.
Ms MacQueen: It does need up-dating becausehaving a person who works for two days a week

although they generally need to embed themselves there are very large areas which are missing—
sustainability, access, Parts L and M of the buildingwithin the planning department at some stage

otherwise the service does not become integrated regulations in terms of thermal and sounding
insulation and also energy and issues of renewables,enough. So if you have a private architect who has

skills and resources in the conservation field, there et cetera. Those need to be dove-tailed in to make
it truly eVective, but it is the Bible that conservationhave been local authorities who have had someone

who has had a hot desk scenario on Thursdays and oYcers and historic building oYcers refer to in
terms of interpretation and how they apply theFridays of each week so there is a regularity, and

that person understands the planning policies legislation.
Dr Bryant: Likewise, an even older PPG, PPG 16which are a partner—you cannot do one without

the other. So they have to have that background. on archaeology, dates back to 1990.
Whatever they do on the Monday to Wednesday,
they have to be serving the policy objectives of that Q127 Mr Sanders: It has stood the test of time.
local authority on the other days of the week. Dr Bryant: It is very successful but it is in desperate
Mr Kindred: The traditional way in which this was need of an up-date and refreshment. Particularly
done, and probably where conservation as a local the public understanding and outreach and
authority function started, was with County educational aspects as outputs of planning need to
Councils, and certainly in the early stages of be enhanced, they are not really in there as strongly
conservation, the roles there were in quite strong as they should be. We live in a diVerent world now
teams in Hampshire, Essex, Derbyshire and from the situation in 1990. As a planning document
elsewhere and many of those teams sadly are a it is basically sound but in terms of publication and
shadow of their former selves. If one were to think dissemination of archaeological information it
in terms of the highly specialist advice which was could be enhanced.
available at County level, particularly in a county Dr O’Reilly: The sustainability agenda within that
like Essex, you could perhaps make the medical whole raft of guidance is very important for any of
analogy that they were the consultants and the these revisions. We recognise that there are issues
District Council conservation oYcers who are if legislation is going to change, because it is pretty
dealing with work on a more general level were the diYcult to re-write a whole piece which is
GPs. They would deal with a much wider range of dependent on the legislation which is going to
problems. In some parts of the country, certainly change. Certainly the feeling that there could be
with local authorities with a small heritage interim up-dates or alterations seems pretty feasible
resource, they still take advice part of the time or given the longevity of the guidance to this point.
entirely from staV at the county level. In other local Mr Kindred: The other element which probably
authorities at district level, where they feel strongly does need a significant amount of further
about wishing to manage the resource locally, the enhancement is the most obvious physical
resource will primarily be managed at that local manifestation of problems in this type of
level and they will only take advice from the county environment, and that is the loss of individual
where particular specialisms are needed. buildings, buildings at risk. Quite a lot of work has

been done by English Heritage and the local
authorities in defining how large the problem is.Q126 Mr Hall: If we can concentrate now on the
There are organisations such as the Buildingplanning process itself. PPG 15 is the policy and
Preservations Trusts which help solve thoseplanning guidance which has been in place since
problems but actually the mechanisms and the1994 which deals with the historic environment. A
techniques and the processes which are needed tonumber of the submissions we have received say
deal with buildings at risk is one of the relativethis ought to be up-dated and revised, what would
weaknesses of PPG 15. I think probably the growthyou like to see in an up-dated or revised PPG 15?
of the Building Preservation Trusts movement—Mr Kindred: One of the things we would like to see
now about 270 strong throughout the UK—ismost urgently, and one of the things which would
testimony to the growth of interest in communitiesbe easiest to do, relates to one of its appendices,
in trying to grapple with buildings at risk which hasAppendix C, which is the one which deals with
taken place since 1984.advice on the alteration of historic buildings. It was

never particularly satisfactory when it appeared in
1994 and did not have the kind of detailed guidance Q128 Mr Sanders: The general public, when they
which would prove useful in many cases, not just hear the term “conservation area”, think this is a
to conservation staV but also to planning oYcers. good thing to have and yet evidence we have had in
In Scotland, the Memorandum of Guidance on front of the Committee is, one, the local authorities

want to side-step the establishment of conservationAlterations is, admittedly, printed on thicker paper
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areas and, two, Rosemarie mentioned the Shimizu follow up the conservation area issue which Mike
judgment in 1997. What do we need to do to make Hall has raised. Going back to my town, pretty
conservation areas do what they are supposed to much of it is a conservation area and development
do? I think we probably all agree with Philip in the conservation area has been the issue which
Venning that this particular judgment of the House has been the bane of my life over the last year and
of Lords has to be redressed by legislation. a half—poor developments based on poor advice
Mr Kindred: I do not think necessarily by from oYcers which have severe impacts not only
legislation so much as regulation. What it needs is on the town itself but on the adjoining conservation
for the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister to area. If you go through the planning guidance—
amend the General Permitted Development Order, PPS 1, good design, building design and all the
which is eVectively that part of planning legislation others—they are robust enough to deal with this if
which normally enables the householder to carry only the oYcers are robust enough to deal with the
out quite a lot of work without planning developers. There is also the threat, particularly
permission. Clearly that remains a weakness within going back to a small, non-unitary authority, of the
conservation areas because the controls within still cost of appeal, and can you rely on inspectors to
remain very weak. There is a way of strengthening apply the guidelines in the judgments they make. Is
this by serving an individual direction which brings there guidance on how inspectors should be making
under control certain elements of development you their judgments, in your opinion? We find it very
could normally carry out within planning diYcult to predict and the developers will always
permission, and they are called Article 4 directions hang over you the threat of the cost of an appeal,
and there is a reference to those in the glossary to which will make the oYcers cave in much more
the Committee. What is essentially needed is a easily.
change to the blanket controls in those Ms MacQueen: Quite a lot of work has been done
conservation areas for the simple reason that it on this. CABE produced a document about design
makes them more comprehensible, easier to quality6 and it has various recommendations in it,
administer, and in that way there is clearer including this mater, because of course before PPS
understanding by the public of exactly what is 1 was re-drafted to include achieving quality, often
required of them in a conservation area. That what was allowed was mediocre or something
would also get round the problems of which was safe, good enough, and how could
compensation to owner occupiers for alterations councillors and their oYcers be confident enough
forgone if in fact consent is refused under a they were not going to go to an appeals scenario
Direction. So you have the simple case of slightly which, even if costs were not ordered, was goingmore regulation being better regulation rather than to cost them money. The CABE document madethinking of it perhaps in the general deregulatory various recommendations. I would say mycontext which to some extent ODPM’s thinking

knowledge of inspectors and the various trainingabout planning.
courses they go through is that they do go throughDr O’Reilly: Because it is clear in legislation and
training courses, in fact they have an annual oneclarifies the process for the user. I think that is a
which takes place every March at which they willkey point there.
be addressed this year by CABE where they areMs MacQueen: The last time Parliament asked for
putting forward ideas of design quality, and theya survey I was involved in a national conference
regularly have seminars from English Heritage aswhich was chaired by Dame Jennifer Jenkins, and
well. I do not think there is an issue with inspectorsthe material we had back at that time was that it
not wanting to ensure those quality standardswas something like 85% of the people who wrote
which are embedded in PPS 1 are delivered inin wanted more controls, which of course runs
decisions. So in a sense it comes back to trainingcompletely antithetical to what people would
and confidence, and both EH and CABE arenormally think. I have to say, personally, that is
providing more and more regional seminars inrepeated in the letters which come across my desk.
order to try and inculcate in local authorities,They are not about, “I do not want a conservation
where design perhaps has not been very far up thearea”, they are about, “I want more, I want it
agenda, that it is possible to negotiate providing ofextended”, and “Why don’t you do something
course the skills are there among the oYcers, andabout the transitory person who has moved in and
it is possible to require design codes and variousis moving out next year having tried to make a
other techniques to ensure volume housebuilderskilling by getting a roof extension or a rear
do actually deliver.extension or whatever, not for us who have lived
Dr O’Reilly: There must also be that corporatein this community and actually know what is
support within the organisation for that you havespecial and locally distinctive about it”, which may
hit the nail on the head for a lot of oYcers, it isbe the bay windows, which may be the front

boundary walls and not cars parked in front not whether they think it or not, it is what is going
gardens, et cetera, et cetera. to happen further down the line in the process, and
Dr O’Reilly: The developers also just want clarity they tend to err on the side of caution, which I
in the process. It makes it all much easier for think probably quite naturally under the
everyone to understand what is going on. circumstances. There is a lot of education going on

in terms of the oYcers, in terms of the planning
Q129 Paul Farrelly: I want to come on to skills and
expertise and ensuring the supply of suYcient 6 Footnote by Witness: Document is entitled Protecting

Design Quality in Planning.numbers of well-qualified people, but I want to
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committees, the elected members as well, but it has oYcer who quite frankly I would not trust to get the
to be there on the agenda at the highest level in the colour of a bathroom right. This is not an attack on
corporate side. The inclination is to play it safe. I the profession, it is an attack on the quality we are
have a lot of respect for the inspectors, I think having to deal with, and we are not by any means
generally they are very strong for these areas, but unique. What can we do to stimulate a growing
it is an issue, you have to appear confident that number of trained professionals with all the skills
your line manage is going to back you up. It is not that you rightly say the job requires, because
just about producing a design which fits in in a very conservation is seamless with good urban design and
simple way—a one-and-a-half-storey building in a everything else? What can we do?
one-and-a-half-storey environment—it is about Mr Kindred: Before we answer that, can I say in
producing good quality where you need to exercise fact, if anything, I am afraid the situation is going
professional judgment and you need to have that to get significantly worse because of the age profile
freedom and support to be able to do that to ensure of the profession, both for building conservation
the quality goes through the system. staV and archaeologists. There are a large number
Mr Kindred: It is worth saying of course there is now in their 50s and early 60s who will be retiring in
generally within ODPM advice and in the planning the period running up to HPR implementation in
legislation a presumption in favour of 2010, so that will be a significant problem. There are
development. Of course between 85 and 90% of all not enough people entering the profession, at the
applications are approved so the ones the bottom end even to cope with that, let alone with
inspectors are picking up are within the less than what you have identified. I think that is a point
10% which are appealed. One of the additional worth making.
issues is the relationship between the status of a Dr O’Reilly: It is also an issue of the distinction
conservation professional in the local authority and between the skills needs of the person which we have
his development control colleagues and the weight identified as preferable and actually the salaries
given to his or her advice and whether that advice which are on oVer. So I would say, from your point
eVectively has compelling weight or not. It also of view, add another £10,000 to the salary and you
depends to some extent on one of the initiatives will be getting a much better service at the end of the
which emerged from A Force for Our Future from day and it will be money well spent. That is one of
DCMS, which is the idea that local authorities the problems, that the training needed to give you a
should have an Historic Environment Champion person with a range of skills does not correlate to the
and whether that person in turn either also deals level of support within the corporate service that is
with design issues and design quality or more seen to be appropriate when you look at the actual
specifically with historic environment issues, financial remuneration they are being oVered. When
although they may be prepared to push with their they are looking for new conservation oYcers there
political colleagues the issue of high quality design are probably some cases where they do not specify
and good quality conservation decisions within that IHBC because it would put them out of the pay
authority. bracket they are aiming at.
Dr O’Reilly: Also within the review of PPG 15 Mr Kindred: Certainly I think there is a key issue
there is a chance to embed that into the policy about salaries and status. The recruitment problem
which is being used at first hand within the is partly related to the relatively poor pay of
conservation side of the process as well. Work conservation staV even by comparison with
needs to be done to support it too. planning oYcers.

Dr Bryant: I think English Heritage has a strategic
role as well in identifying where there are keyQ130 Paul Farrelly: At the beginning you outlined a
shortages and ensuring that there are the skillstremendous range of skills which you would need to
available in the sector. Certainly in archaeology thathave to qualify to be a member of the IHBC and I
is the case. We have certain key skills in it in certainwish we had those skills. From my experience of the
areas and there is a need to address those skillslast 18 months I do not think any member of my
shortages and I think the role of English Heritage,planning department would qualify to be a member
they are doing some interesting things on training,of your organisation. I find planning oYcers are too
but particularly with our joint role of ourwilling to give poor advice, they are prepared to be
stewardship of the historic environment, I think werolled over by developers, they retreat into comfort
need to work more closely with them to addresszones. On conservation issues they are very happy
those shortages.dealing with Mrs Bloggs and the village wall but not
Dr O’Reilly: Certainly what HPR is bringing outwith St Modwyn Properties and all the people who
is that kind of co-working and support, looking atreally take them to task. After all that, they are
where they can help deliver the training for theremarkably thick-skinned, because quite apart from
people who are on the ground within the localbeing virtually unsackable, they know they are
authorities because that is essential at that end of theirreplaceable because the people just are not there to
delivery side under HPR and that is something thatreplace them. We have a vacancy for a conservation
we would very much welcome. To be fair, I thinkoYcer—given the recent history that is no bad thing
English Heritage would be very worried if they didin my opinion, given the comments from the files I
not actually see upskilling on the ground in termshave been through which tend to be a bunch of
of all of this and devolving all of theirscribbles, indecipherable, of low quality, and they

were reproduced verbatim in oYcers’ reports by an responsibilities.
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Ms MacQueen: The target of trying to get a heritage/ therefore, perhaps with that confidence to go
design champion in every local authority is there forward, they will be able to promote those issues
and I guess, if I was the local MP for an area, I within the local authority better than they have
would want to ask my various constituents have they done hitherto.
got them and then, once you know that they have got Dr O’Reilly: It is a big challenge, I think, there is no
them, what is the programme that they are following doubt about it, and it gets bigger in the context of
through. There are some very easy gains that can be HPR where you are sort of requiring much more
made and there is so much guidance available for that range of skills locally or at least the capacity to
those heritage champions now that they do not have know when to draw them in and when to make
to go oV to conferences, but it is all available and critical, professional judgments on those skills. The
electronically sent to them with all sorts of tick-lists context of regeneration of course highlights where
that they can go through to find out whether their you need to have that range of abilities and interests
local authorities are actually delivering those, such within the local sort of area, but there is also, I do
as what is the voluntary sector doing and can they be believe, a lot of flexibility in terms of how you can
a champion and, through that political mechanism, draw in skills from outside as well and the
get things within the borough or the city council consultant’s report is money well spent if it is
activated. actually giving you guidance on how best to move

forward, and also of course in the context of the
RDAs using those skills where they deal with similarQ131 Paul Farrelly: With respect to champions, but
sorts of issues and need the advice on the historicnot just champion champions, there is something in
environment as much as anything else as well. Somy area, of which I am the patron, which has
again it is running into that cross-sector issue thatactually been sponsored by the CABE called ‘Urban
begins to highlight those sorts of complex issues.Vision’ which is the urban design centre for north

StaVordshire and there are a number of these centres
around the country. It is not yet the urban design/

Q132 Paul Farrelly: Should there be a statutoryconservation heritage centre because there has not
been a buy-in from English Heritage and it has got requirement on local authorities to employ a
a limited number of people, but this is a reference conservation oYcer or is that just too simple?
point for expertise that tries to fill the gap where you Dr O’Reilly: I think it is too simple.
cannot aVord or you cannot find a conservation Mr Kindred: I think I would be worried about the
oYcer in every council. It is a reference point as well concept of a statutory conservation oYcer. This was
for expertise that does not involve you in the cop-out tried in a diVerent context some years ago with a
of spending extremely large amounts of money on statutory waste management oYcer and a lot of
consultants to produce reports which then have to be authorities felt all they needed to do was to designate
implemented by the oYcers who have not got the almost anybody as that oYcer. That said, the
skills in the first place. Do you think English situation has much improved since, but to avoid this
Heritage is doing enough? CABE has given seed sort of tick-box basis it was felt that it would be
money for many of these centres, so do you think much more eVective to make part of the service
English Heritage is doing enough to promote that statutory and then employ the appropriately
sort of championing that actually fills the gaps on qualified and experienced oYcers than employ a
the ground? statutory conservation oYcer who may well be, as
Mr Kindred: They are doing some joint networking much of the research found in 2003, relatively low in
for Design and Historic Environment Champions. I the hierarchy and not particularly influential, so youthink in the first round of events which they did, can have your statutory oYcer, but he does notparticipants felt that CABE influence was probably

actually make much impact on the local authority astoo strong and that the Historic Environment
a whole.Champion element which sort of drew the initiative
Dr Bryant: And, as discussed earlier, defining thetogether to start with was not perhaps being
nature of the service I think is probably the betterpromoted forcefully enough. I think that as a
way forward and giving that some statutory weight.consequence of that feedback has been given to
Dr O’Reilly: But also you need the resources forEnglish Heritage and to CABE they are trying to put
them to work with. You can have your conservationtogether more balanced programmes of both Design
oYcer there, but their hands are tied just becauseand Historic Environment Champion advice. At the
they have nothing actually to sort of work with inmoment we have something like 360-plus local
terms of funding for delivering things locally, so itauthorities in England, of which only about 150 so
can be just seen as that. I think probably a lot of thefar have councillor champions and of course there
discussion which has gone on this morning wouldwill be a question, I think, probably at each local
feed into the feelings of how the conservation oYcergovernment election, some then lose their seats, for
needs to work, and they have got to have that extrathe need to draw in new councillors as historic
capacity there and things to work with.environment champions. In fact I think an exercise

has been done by English Heritage which identifies
that, of the 150, I think there are 11 who are standing

Q133 Paul Farrelly: Rosemarie?in the local government elections and, therefore, this
Ms McQueen: I have nothing to add. I think it hastime round there will not actually be potentially a

loss of some existing councillor champions and, all been said.
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Q134 Mr Hall: Just going back to the point before, because of the high value of development, we have
a large number of design appeals and we haveyou were talking about the percentage of planning

applications which go to appeal. I have a particular actually done quite a bit of research. In fact I had
a meeting only last week because the Inspectorateconcern about the consistency of decisions on

appeal, so is there any research which has been done are now much more open about the way they do
things and they are actually going out and engaginginto that?

Mr Kindred: Certainly just dealing with the with what they call the ‘stakeholders’, so it is not just
local authorities they are talking to about how wenumbers, local authorities and the Planning

Inspectorate are required to return performance perceive the delivery of their service, but also the
development industry, residents, et cetera. What wefigures and the local authorities return their figures

each quarter to ODPM on the percentage for have found from that is that there is actually, I would
have to say, very much a very consistent approach.planning applications, Listed Building applications

and so on they approve or refuse. I think that the There are aberrations and those are the ones where
we ask them, when the circumstances were identicalconsistency within the Planning Inspectorate is

probably a question better directed at them, but, in three instances, why did they allow one, but
dismiss the other two, if it is that way round, andonly as a very crude rule of thumb, it is almost

always the case that 60% of appeals are dismissed that comes down obviously to the material weight
which was given by the inspector, but I would sayand 40% are approved. I cannot tell you quite how

that figure was arrived at historically, so you could that overwhelmingly our research, which has been
pretty consistent over the years, shows that it isargue that if for example 90% of Listed Building

applications are approved, then probably a further pretty stable.
5% are approved on appeal, but that is consistent
with the process. Individuals will probably always Q135 Philip Davies: Chairman, perhaps I can just

say that I actually put down a parliamentaryfeel aggrieved if the appeal is dismissed and they
have a possible right of further appeal if they feel question about this by coincidence at the end of last

year and the answer came back that it was in about athat those grounds for dismissal are not the correct
ones, but overall on the basis that applications are third of all applications that went to appeal that the

inspector overturned the council’s original decisiondetermined on their own merits, then each individual
case unfortunately will be diVerent. and on two-thirds that they supported the council’s

decision.Ms MacQueen: Just from personal experience, I can
say that we do have about 350 appeals a year and, Dr Bryant: Yes, that is right.

Chairman: Can I thank all four of you very much.because of our heritage profile/design profile and
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Q136 Chairman: Good afternoon, everybody. This benefits of heritage regeneration, and particularly
those areas which perhaps are not where you canis the third session that the Culture, Media and

Sport Select Committee have held into the heritage. secure grant regimes or where regeneration is
behind other areas. Those are the diYculties.We were keen that we should get out of London

and come to an area rich in heritage, and in Mr Babb: I would echo a lot of what Mike said.
Looking at Manchester over the last 20 or 25 yearschoosing where to come we had to choose between
it was not always very easy to get interest instrong competition from both Manchester and
investment in the city, and bearing in mind theLiverpool. We have come to Liverpool in
historic nature of many parts of the city centre inrecognition that obviously the city is the European
particular it has taken some time to build up aCapital of Culture in 2008 and is host of a world
momentum so not only can we regenerate areasheritage site, but equally Manchester made an
using historic assets but also we can get investmentextremely strong case. I would like to thank
in quality new build within the city. Basically, ourManchester City Council for coming over to
approach over a number of years has been lookingLiverpool in order to give evidence to us this
at particular areas such as Castlefield andafternoon. Can I welcome Peter Babb and Fran
Ancoats—at Ancoats more recently—where you doToms from Manchester City Council and Mike
need to have some sense of optimism andBurchnall from Liverpool City Council. Also please
commitment to those areas to bring them forwardacknowledge the thanks of the Committee to
for redevelopment, you have to find where theLiverpool City Council for the extremely useful
magic way is, signalling to the private sector whattour we have already had during our time in the
the opportunity is for them and sometimes that willcity today. Clearly both City Councils acknowledge
be because grant funding is made available andhow important heritage assets can be in
they see the commitment of parties, maybe, to useregeneration, but can I ask you whether you feel
compulsory purchase orders. I think all of thatthat that is universally accepted? I note that in the
starts to build up into a critical mass, basicallyevidence that Liverpool City Council has submitted
saying, “Yes, we can improve our historicto us, you say there is still a great deal of antipathy
environment; we can preserve buildings”. There hasto heritage-led regeneration amongst developers.
got to be something in it for all parties though, andHow much of an obstacle is that, and how much
I think that is something we have managed todo you feel you still have to work to persuade
achieve in Manchester over a period of time. Partpeople of the importance of heritage in
of it was going out and saying, “There are goodregeneration?
opportunities within Manchester”. Some listedMr Burchnall: Chairman, Committee, yes, I think
buildings will be sometimes incredibly diYcult towe said antipathy. I do not think we said a great
bring forward for development though, andamount of antipathy, but I think it is still the case
obviously sometimes there will be tensions withinthat you have to fight to achieve heritage
the system about the amount of intervention withinregeneration in certain areas. I think it is a
historic buildings to bring them forward forchanging environment and it has changed
productive alternative uses because it is thosesignificantly over the last five years. I think it
alternative uses, the new uses, that preserve thechanges with outside influences. In Liverpool it has
historic environment. We have seen reasonablychanged with an economic revival, where the
controversial schemes in the not too distant past,economics of converting historic buildings and
but only a couple of them. A lot of thereusing historic buildings have become easier from
transformation of our historic environment withina period of 15 or 20 years when it was extremely
the city has been run in partnership with the privatediYcult. I think the environment has changed. The
sector. Think of all the cotton warehouses withinattitude of key agencies has changed; our own local
the city; great if you were an owner at one time,agencies and regional and sub-regional agencies. As
but maybe not. Grant funding was used to bringthe environment has changed, developers
forward original proposals but after a period ofthemselves have changed. I think it is still diYcult
time the private sector took on those properties onin certain areas to persuade developers of the
their own because they could see the commitment
of the City Council to improve the wider1 See HC 912-II, Ev 235

2 See HC 912-II, Ev 220 environment as well. I think it is really a question
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of “What is the right time? What is the right time Mr Babb: I am doing a bit of a totaliser here, and
I think it is something like three or four listedto signal the opportunities for redevelopment?

Have you got the infrastructure in place to make buildings that might have been demolished over
recent years and in every case the case would haveit a worthwhile investment?” because if you do not

have that, it is going to be increasingly diYcult to been made for the demolition of those buildings. I
think there will always be some diYculties bringingattract the private sector in to invest their money

into the historic environment. I do believe, given some listed buildings back into use, because we
have to remember that in the case of listedthe will, that any city and any town can make that

happen. It is how they organise themselves which buildings, they might have been designed by
eminent architects, but they were not always putis particularly important.
together by eminent builders. You will find that
there are certain diYculties with some buildings. I

Q137 Chairman: We have seen today already some think also, particularly with thematic listings, there
magnificent examples of historic buildings and are probably diYculties bringing some buildings
listed buildings that have been brought back to life back into a use that will serve the building well in
through regeneration whilst preserving their terms of prolonging its future. I think we have to
character. To what extent do you feel that you can be a little bit careful about what we do list in the
achieve that or are you resigned to losing some future, that we are not making a little bit of a rod
buildings and, if so, to what extent are you losing for our own backs.
some buildings? Mr Burchnall: Could I grab one point there, I think
Ms Toms: Could I just add to what Peter was that is a very vital point that Peter makes, that it
saying to complete that picture because I would is important to work with English Heritage and
hate to think today’s hearing is just about the built DCMS in terms of new listings. Through the
environment. One of the points that we wanted to project that we have been running with English
make, which we made in our submission, is that Heritage for the last five years, we have been
this is a partnership across the city, it is not just working very closely to look and see which
about finding future uses for historic buildings, it is buildings should be listed, where the thematic listed
also about what matters to ordinary people. Often buildings are and that those buildings have a real
people value their heritage as much as their oral chance of survival. It is a better, more
history and what we call the “softer heritage” as comprehensive approach to listing and avoids some
much as the buildings heritage issues. I think it is of the problems we have had in the past with spot
important that from the point of view of listing which obviously occurs later in the process.
Manchester—and Peter picked up on the
importance of partnership with the private sector—

Q139 Helen Southworth: In terms of finding a newit is a partnership across the city. If the city through
and appropriate use and dealing with buildings atlocal area agreements in the future, for example,
risk, how important do you think having specialistdetermines what the strategic priorities are for the
expertise available is, either to you as localcity through consultation with its people, it
authorities or to developers, and how important isbecomes much easier to deliver some of these, what
seeing a role model or somebody else who haslook like insurmountable problems in terms of
succeeded at it?specific buildings.
Mr Babb: I think that is a very complex questionMr Burchnall: I think we should have got very close
and it might not be such a complex answer. Reallyto the position in Liverpool where we should not
I think what it comes down to with some buildingslose any more listed buildings. Clearly there are still
is you need a developer or a landowner who isbuildings, you have seen buildings particularly in
creative and is willing to think on a wide-rangingthe Ropewalks, which are still in poor condition,
basis about what uses might form the base ofbut again I think you have seen the economic
bringing a building back into use for the future. Iclimate in that area, the major redevelopments on
think there is a lot of specialist expertise in termsthe waterfront, the Paradise Street development by
of the architecture profession and others to seeGrosvenor, which is working its way into that area.
some of the changes that would be needed to beMost of the buildings in that area should have a
made to a listed building in terms of interventionsgood and active life. I think during the 1990s, we
to make things happen. I think it is having a bit ofdid lose about 25 listed buildings within the city.
a creative idea sometimes to deal with some of theAgain, I do not think we should lose many more.
buildings that inevitably are going to be veryAs Peter has said, the diYcult ones are perhaps not
diYcult to think of new uses for. We have one orthe ones in areas like Ropewalks or in areas where
two within Manchester; some of those have beenthere is concentrated regeneration, it tends to be
resolved, such as the Free Trade Hall, the Greatbuildings in outlying areas where there is perhaps
Northern Warehouse and we are currently lookingnot a community that is entirely supportive of a
at one or two more, including Victoria Baths.building or where grant regimes are not available,
Ms Toms: Can I just add to that, I think thethose are the ones which are still diYcult to deal
specialist knowledge we are looking for these dayswith that take a lot of time and eVort.
is changing. The architecture and conservation
expertise is easy to get hold of. I think what is
diYcult is the challenges, and the balance betweenQ138 Chairman: What is the position in

Manchester? that and the sort of expertise you need to find a
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viable ongoing use with the revenue implications of rather than increasing them; there are priorities
across the Council. It is the funding which is goingthat. More and more we are looking at a very wide
to be the issue rather than the expertise over time.partnership between the sort of expertise that will
Mr Babb: I think extra statutory responsibilities dolook at business planning aspects and market
mean the need for extra resources to do a lot of theassessment work in the context of conservation
work that is happening within the review of theplans. It is the balancing of those skills. One of the
regime at the moment. I think we can always have athings we found that works very well—and we have
level of expertise; that expertise has to be paid fordone it with the Victoria Baths project—is to set
and therefore you do need some extra resources. Iup a partnership, a stakeholders group, with the
think some of the issues for me are about thelikes of English Heritage and the Heritage Lottery
conservation side and the conservation oYcers. ToFund and ourselves where we are pragmatically
make things happen at times, it is not so much justlooking at future uses in terms of what is right for
conservation oYcer skill, it is design skills as well. Tothe historic aspects of the building but what can be
me they are an essential part of any approach tomaintained in the long term because that is what
conservation. That probably does need to be takenthe public are interested in; they are not looking for
into account, because what we want at the end of thejust a restoration project, they are looking for a
day are proposals that can bring forward uses forbuilding that can be used and owned by the public
buildings because that is the best way of preservingagain. That is what we are more and more
them, not too much more bureaucracy andinterested in in terms of finding future uses in the
paperwork.context of regeneration of a particular area.

Mr Burchnall: I tend to think that probably there
are enough skills and expertise particularly on the Q141 Mr Hall: In terms of management and
structural side. I can think of a particular building protection of historic areas, aspects of the

Government together with English Heritage look toat the moment where we have a City Council
performance indicators and at some stage it wouldstructural survey, an English Heritage structural
appear that the Treasury decided that they were notsurvey and the applicants have got their own
such a good idea because they might have broughtstructural survey and they are all arguing. All the
with them financial requirements on behalf of theexpertise is there, but I think again it is about
Government. In the absence of these performancepulling together all of the resources and expertise
indicators, what else can local authorities do to beto bring new uses to those old buildings. I think
encouraged to protect their historic assets moreyou have been to Stanley Dock Warehouse, that
eVectively?huge complex, which is outlying in terms of the city
Ms Toms: I do not think we should give up oncentre. In terms of structure, we know a lot about
performance indicators, so long as they are the rightthat structure and we probably know what it can
indicators—my planning colleagues might not agreebe converted to, there have been all sorts of option
with me—because, as Head of Cultural Strategy, Iappraisals in relation to it. At the end of the day,
see heritage as a very key tool in delivering ourit is putting together an economic package that
strategy. We were involved in the pilot with DCMSmakes that building work and also the surrounding
on a wide range of qualitative indicators, notarea and that is where the expertise needs to lie. It
quantative only, so it is not just a question of howis pulling together key public sector partners and
many conservation areas have you got, but muchprivate sector partners to achieve that.
softer measurements. They should involve the public
and what the public want. If we do that consultation,
I think it can only add value. It is a question of whichQ140 Chairman: Following on from Helen’s performance indicators we go with, but we are

question, obviously the Government intends that certainly quite positive about that so long as those
extra responsibilities will fall to local authorities performance indicators are tied in with the overall
under the proposals in the Heritage Protection performance assessment of culture within the new
Review. Are you confident that you have the CPA regime. My colleagues can answer the specific
expertise to meet those new responsibilities or are point if we do not have performance indicators.
you going to have to start to recruit more staV or buy Mr Babb: As planners, we do have a number of
in expertise from outside? performance indicators to achieve and cause
Mr Burchnall: I think over the last few years in tensions to in the delivery system between targets
Liverpool we have extended the conservation and things like consultation. In terms of
section within the authority. I think the diYculty is conservation areas themselves, we have already
perhaps two-fold: it is at times having the expertise three: how many conservation areas; has an
and at times it is the funding mechanisms because we appraisal been undertaken and also have we adopted
have been able to extend resources and buy in management plans? To me, I think the important
expertise because of short-term funding, whether thing is getting a conservation area approved
that comes from HLF as part of a scheme, English because that sends a very good signal out to local
Heritage or through planning delivery grants. We people, local communities and developers who
have had a high level of planning delivery grants; sometimes want to do things in conservation areas
which has been very helpful and that finishes in 2008. which indeed the local authority or the residents
Those will really be the issues because clearly, as any would like to see. Having a number of conservation

areas is clearly good. I do not know whether youlocal authority, we are looking at reducing budgets
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need to have performance indicators to say have you explain to the Committee the benefits of that
adopted a management plan. What is the purpose of particular policy? Could I ask as an adjunct to that
a management plan? Getting a conservation area question, is there anything that you would like to see
appraisal is one thing, but how much more do you in the White Paper that would help to support local
need to manage an area when, for example, we do authorities in dealing with buildings that are at risk
not go for Article 4 directions to take away the or their built heritage?
permitted development rights? We do not have the Mr Burchnall: Our Buildings at Risk programme
resources to do it. What would be the point in doing started about five years ago in conjunction with
a piece of paperwork which is not going to get you English Heritage. It was part of what we call the
anywhere? When it comes to performance HELP project in Liverpool and it was one particular
indicators, I think I would want to be assured that aspect of heritage where we recognised real issues,
whatever we are capturing is being used for that we were not properly targeting those buildings
something productive and on some of the softer that were at risk. There have been various reviews of
things how meaningful are they? As long as we know buildings at risk: one in 1999 and one in 2001, and
they are meaningful, we are quite happy about then we review them constantly. In a sense, it has not
performance indicators. just been the City Council; obviously it has been a
Mr Burchnall: Again, I do not disagree with the partnership with the City Council, the local
principle of performance indicators, but I think we community and particularly the local press—and the
have got to be very careful about the type of local press have driven the City Council and its
indicators we use. I do have doubts about the partners very helpfully, most of the time—and not
BB219, which is the conservation area performance uncritical of the City Council at times and we acceptindicator at the moment, because, again, I do not that, but it has been a forum which has broughtthink it is really useful to monitor whether or not our

together key individuals and key building owners.34 conservation areas have character appraisals and
Obviously, it helped deal with individual buildings,management plans associated with them; I think one
what it has also done is two things: it has shown usor two may do and we should be prioritising those.
what is good practice and how you can use principlesIt is a very costly process and we are doing two of
from one side on another side. It has made clear inthose this year, probably at an average cost of
my mind what the problem areas are and those are£50,000 per conservation area. By the time we have
still really about the complexity of the process, thegot to the end, it will be a very large bill and I wonder
complexity of acquisition and compulsoryabout the added value associated with that. I looked
acquisition of assets which can deteriorate veryat the three heritage asset performance indicators
quickly, and if they can come into public ownershipwhich were proposed a year and a half ago. Again, I
can be dealt with quite quickly. It is still very diYcultdo not think they really told very much about how
to go through that process to find developmentwe are using our assets and developing our assets. I
partners and funding for acquisition. I think thosethink I want to move into a process which identifies
are the areas we would like to see governmentwhat those assets were, set action plans to deal with
legislation move on. If listed buildings are importantthose assets and then look to see whether or not we
to the nation, then it is important locally andhave performed and were producing a heritage

investment strategy and we were doing exactly that. important to take action. If we can prove that action
I think that is a much better of way of monitoring has not been taken, then I think we should be in a
how we use our heritage assets. position where we can take action much more
Mr Babb: One other point to make is “conservation quickly.
area” means “special status” and a conservation Mr Babb: We are following in the wake of Liverpool
area really does have to have special status to have with our Buildings at Risk Strategy. We have one in
that title. The diYculty I think we are getting into in preparation and we have a Buildings at Risk OYcer
Manchester is that there are an awful lot of areas jointly funded by ourselves and English Heritage. I
coming forward raised by community groups and will not go into the details of how many buildings are
civic societies et cetera saying, “We would like this accounted for, but to me the crucial issue is this: it is
area as a designated conservation area”. It is as all very well having a strategy, but have you got the
much for conservation, but also it is about the fear means to implement it? One of the diYculties we
that there can be demolitions happening within their face—and it is in our written evidence to you—is the
area that can change the character, because basically issue of Urgent Work Notices, we can serve them but
within the planning system you do not need planning to recover the debt we have to go to court which is
permission for demolition. We are getting to a not like a land charge, like a Section 215 Notice. Iposition where there are marginal areas coming in

will not go into the technicalities but it is much morenow, where “Does this area really deserve that
diYcult and uncertain process. I think the issuespecial status?” but if it was to stop, we will authorise
becomes one of why should council taxpayers’demolition, and that might be a good thing. We have
money be spent on a listed building and we might notto be careful about whether we have more
be able to recover the debt? I think if you wereconservation areas or trying to sort out more parts
looking at various technical issues within the Whiteof the planning process so you can deal with the
Paper, we would like you to look at the issues facingissue, rather than deal with it the wrong way.
us with regards to the service of notices, and also I
think the great commitment going through the otherQ142 Mr Hall: I understand that both Liverpool
routes to sort out buildings; these are very resource-City Council and Manchester City Council have got

a policy that deals with buildings at risk. Could you intensive. If we are not careful we will not have the
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right powers within our armoury to carry out and Mr Burchnall: I think it is a diYcult one. In terms of
world heritage sites, they are clearly at the top of theimplement a strategy. The other issue is the VAT

issue. I am afraid to say I have lost the plot a little bit pecking order in terms of heritage and they deserve
to be specially recognised. I think from what hason VAT and listed buildings. I think there should be

a level playing field in terms of new build housing been going on in the city, we do think that the
statutory controls are probably suYcient to give usand conversions; enough said probably. My

understanding at the moment is if there is an the controls we need within the world heritage area.
All the world heritage areas are conservation areasalteration to a listed building, you can get zero VAT,

but if it is a like for like replacement or a repair that and any listed buildings within that area. It is
diYcult to see what additional controls you woulddoes not need a listed building consent, then you

have to pay VAT. So it does seem to me there is a need to introduce. I think there needs to be an
increased recognition of the status of world heritageslight anomaly there. You can replace, say, a cast

iron gutter with an aluminium one, you get that sites, nationally and regionally perhaps, and the
value that a world heritage site can have. In terms ofexemption; but if you replace it like for like, you

would not and that would seem to be a bit of a statutory controls, I think the statutory controls are
probably there at the moment.nonsense if it is true.

Chairman: I think you can take it the question of
VAT has featured quite a lot in our inquiry and no

Q145 Philip Davies: With regard to yourdoubt will continue to do so.
relationship with English Heritage, perhaps I could
start with you, Mike, because a couple of years ago

Q143 Philip Davies: Following on, Peter, from what to the ODPM Select Committee you said that
you said about demolition and the inadequacy of the “English Heritage and the city have perhaps not had
statutory planning controls in that area, more the best relationship over the years”. Could you
generally how well matched to your needs are perhaps tell us how that has progressed over the last
statutory planning controls and, apart from the issue two years and, more specifically, if English Heritage
of demolition, which was also in your written involvement were to be reduced, for example in
submission, what other changes would you like to giving advice on casework, would you, as local
see to statutory planning controls with particular authorities, be able to cope with that?
regard to heritage? Mr Burchnall: I think the comments I made in
Mr Babb: My starting point would be “if it ain’t January 2004 were about a changing atmosphere at
broke don’t fix it”. There are some issues within the that particular time. I think my own feeling was
review of the consent procedure which makes me English Heritage during the 1990s had been very
wonder whether it is going to produce the outcome much a statutory control regime, not necessarily that
that we want to see, particularly seeing what easy to talk to and very much we would have a
Liverpool said in their evidence, and I concur quite proposal, get a comment et cetera and we either lived
a lot with that. To my mind, what makes the real with that comment or we did not. I think both
diVerence in terms of dealing with the historic English Heritage and ourselves recognised two or
environment is having very good conservation and three years ago that it was very important we work
design advice and people who can work with more closely together, there were times we were
developers and architects to bring schemes forward. getting at loggerheads with each other in terms of
To me, a lot of that is not about statutory powers, it particular schemes. I think it is by partnership you
is about a process that can be operated between can work together and do that. What I recognise in
ourselves and the private sector in partnership. To English Heritage over the last three or four years is
me, most of our successes have usually been through that they have developed beyond statutory control
that partnership approach. Sometimes you have to to being an organisation which understands
resort to other powers and we have used threats of regeneration, understands local priorities and has a
compulsory purchase powers being used; two have much wider range and review about heritage and
been eVective. I think it is very much a case of one education, et cetera. I think the HELP project,
size does not fit all and at the moment I think it is which you have got some information on, epitomises
really how you operate the system sometimes rather that. I was concerned last year when I thought
than what it has within it that counts for so much. English Heritage was perhaps moving back towards
Mr Burchnall: I would repeat what we said in the a more statutory and regulatory role rather than a
written evidence, I do not think there are that many wider role. I would fully support what I see in the
statutory controls we think should be changed. I regional oYce in English Heritage here, that it is a
think it can be the processes, the procedures and the much wider perspective in relation to heritage and a
timescale involved in those processes and, as Peter much clearer understanding of local authorities,
said, if you do get into a compulsory purchase their priorities and regeneration priorities. I think if
position, then the process can be extremely lengthy it did change, we would find it diYcult to have those
and time consuming. I think it is those aspects rather resources locally, basically. We rely on English
than statutory controls themselves that should be Heritage to a large degree in terms of guidance, using
amended. best practice from elsewhere and also developing

that relationship.
Mr Babb: I think Manchester has had a very goodQ144 Philip Davies: Would you like to see any
and excellent relationship with English Heritageadditional statutory planning controls on world

heritage sites? Would that be helpful or not? over a number of years, bar a couple of dips—it was
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probably only once or twice but we have not always North West Development Association in the past
have been very helpful of in terms of particularseen eye to eye. I think we do benefit enormously
schemes.from English Heritage in the region and probably in

Manchester as well. We have access to very good
expertise, we are a little bit concerned that they

Q147 Mr Sanders: Can I ask both Councils, givenmight not be involved so much in some listed that over the next few years we are not going to seebuildings, Grade II listed buildings into the future. I the growth in heritage money that we have seen
think one thing that is very important for any perhaps in the last decade, what impact is that going
organisation is consistency of advice through the to have on your plans over the next decade?
negotiation of planning applications as the buildings Mr Burchnall: It is almost an impossible question to
come in, which can go on over a number of years and answer, but Liverpool over the last 10 years has been
that is something that we have talked to English a city which has had a lot of grants, whether it be
Heritage about now and again. We have probably Objective 1, HLF, et cetera. I hope we are moving to
one of the best arrangements for ourselves and the becoming a city that does not need so many grants
regional director: if there are any problems we will in certain areas. Therefore if it is reduced, then
ring each other up and talk. That way we can resolve hopefully we may be able, through our own
any issues before they get into a more formal arena. momentum, to continue forward, but clearly those
Ms Toms: Could I add to that and come back to a major schemes do need significant amounts of
theme that I raised at the beginning which is heritage funding. Again one of the points we have made in the
is more than about buildings. I think that is where written submission is the world heritage site has a
the relationship we have in Manchester with English management plan, there are costs associated with
Heritage, the Heritage Lottery Fund and other doing that management plan, with implementing
heritage bodies is becoming more and more various things within that. Again it goes beyond the

City Council’s own resources and we will have toimportant. I think it is that getting together, agreeing
look to external funding.strategic priorities and aligning strategic priorities
Ms Toms: There are two aspects to this. I would saywith the city of Manchester at the early stage of a
that Heritage Lottery Fund was set up to reallyproject which is very important. The whole
reinvest in some of our major significant buildingsapproach of English Heritage and the emphasis on
and that is probably coming to an end; it is phase onetheir programmes of work in terms of education and
as far as I am concerned. I think we now need to lookoutreach is becoming increasingly important, as the
at is the nature of that role that HLF has to play inpublic tell us what they value is more than the
the future and I think that will be changing. There ishistoric built environment. I think English Heritage
no doubt at all that there is a fundamental gap whenhas been seen to be an evolving organisation, and it
it comes to some of our significant buildings andis a relatively small and under-resourced
major regeneration initiatives, and if it does notorganisation, but they have done some first-rate
come under HLF funding, then where that fundingwork in Manchester with us by that strategic
will come from in the future is an interestingpartnership being established in the case of
question. I would hope that what we have learnedparticular projects right from the very beginning, so
from is the successful interventions that HLF havewhatever decisions are made about a particular
given and, as the agenda for investment in heritageproject or initiative are made jointly in the context of
is changing, that we learn from that and make surewhat the people of Manchester want.
that the big Lottery funding is directed toward the
next generation of priorities for our heritage, which
will not necessarily be major buildings. I think thatQ146 Mr Sanders: I am sorry about this, Mike, but is where we should take comfort because a lot of the

I want to return to something else you said to the heritage interventions are on a relatively modest
ODPM Select Committee which was: “In Liverpool scale. If you think of major heritage assets in a city,
we rely on English Heritage and Heritage Lottery major museums and galleries, it is true that
funding”. Bearing that in mind, are you banking on Manchester has had a significant source of funding
further support from the Heritage Fund for future from HLF, but we have dealt with our major
large-scale projects involving regeneration of museums, galleries and major assets and so on.
historic areas? What we now need to be is a little bit more inventive
Mr Burchnall: Yes. Again, as Fran has outlined, the and I think that is where bodies, such as the big
relationship with Heritage Lottery is absolutely Lottery, come in. The key to it will be working in
vital, we have a townscape heritage initiative which partnership; we will no longer be able to do it as
is running in the Ropewalks area, the contributions simple applications to a major funding body. We
from Heritage Lottery Fund to some of the major need to agree our strategic priorities and then look at
schemes in the city is absolutely vital, and in terms of the funding in an inventive and creative way to solve
Capital of Culture, continuing work on the library, those problems.
on the museum, et cetera, on St George’s Hall, Alan Keen: I think in your full response to Helen
Heritage Lottery Fund is absolutely vital to that. If Southworth you have answered the detailed
you look at a local authority, the amount of capital questions I was going to ask, but I will open it up a
we can put into some of these projects is extremely little bit more. First of all, can I say it is very
limited and therefore we do have to look to external encouraging to see so many people interested to

come along after work and take part. It is importantagencies and partners. Heritage Lottery and the
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to understand that this Committee is not Mr Burchnall: Yes, I would concur with that. I think
it is about simplifying things. Peter has mentionedrepresenting Government, it is representing

Parliament and therefore all of you. If you were able the new planning system, and the amount of
paperwork and bureaucracy associated with that isto write the odd paragraph in our report for DCMS

to respond to, what would your favourite extremely worrying. There is a part of the White
Paper which really needs to say how regenerationparagraphs contain? I have not got the courage to

knock on Gordon Brown’s door tomorrow assets or regeneration strategy fits in with the local
development framework, there is a lot of confusionafternoon, the day before Budget, and ask for 17.5%

VAT to be taken oV. in relation to that still, and also in terms of the City
Council, the world heritage management plan andMr Hall: But I know some of you will!
how that fits in with a local development framework.
It is about making a number of relatively minor

Q148 Alan Keen: Some of you will! alterations to statutory controls and mechanisms
Ms Toms: Perhaps I will kick oV before my planning which we put in the paper but simplifying it and
colleagues come up with the statutory instruments making it easier to get to the outcomes we all want
that might be required; I am a much simpler being. to achieve at the end of the day.
I think it is very simple: I think we need at a local Alan Keen: Can I say as someone who went down to
level a recognition that the strategic priorities of a help them in London a lot of years ago from the
local area are paramount. I would like to see North East of England, I am very proud of what has
government bodies and non-departmental been achieved in the North, and Birmingham, as
government bodies working much closer together to well in city centres. You are really making a vast
align the activity of their departments and their work diVerence and I am quite proud. Thank you.
with local strategic priorities. I think the local area
agreements give us that mechanism because each of

Q150 Mr Sanders: I wanted to come back on whatthose bodies is fulfilling government agendas. Those
Fran was saying because I wonder what mechanismgovernment agendas are common to local
do you need then to bring together the non-statutoryauthorities and to those bodies and it would be good
bodies to agree the supremacy of a local plan? Is it ato see a more strategic aligning of those priorities.
question more about democracy and democratisingPerhaps, for a second, forgetting that one is a
the quangos in order that they are accountable toLottery body and one has a diVerent statutory
someone other than Whitehall?obligation, what we are about is improving the lives
Ms Toms: Yes, that is very tempting! I think a lot ofof local people in an area and making sure that that
these things work best informally and at a local level.investment is placed where we need it so whether it
If you look at the successes that we have hadis priorities for young people, crime disorder targets
recently, most of them have been about informalor the health agenda, that we make sure that all of
networks, about getting together with Heritagethat work is joined up and is addressing those
Lottery Fund, with English Heritage and agreeingweaknesses in whatever way we can. If that requires what is our joint shared interest in a particularstatutory changes, then that is what we need to do, initiative or building, whatever it is. I would say it isbut I would say that that closer working together very simple what we need to do. It is amazing thatand strategic working is absolutely crucial in there are very few networks between non-

Manchester’s case. departmental governmental bodies in the regions;
they all have an umbilical cord back to London. I
think the regional agenda is going to change that.Q149 Alan Keen: I am sure the planners have ideas
That is where the answer lies because the people whoas well?
work in the regions know the regions and know whatMr Babb: From seeing the new planning system and
will work for that area. I think it is incrediblythe timescales involved in taking various aspects of
refreshing that you have come out of London and Iprocess forward and the amount of paperwork
think you need to do it more, because this is how youinvolved, I think my view would be, whatever
will understand what we need to ask of Government.happens within the White Paper, the outcomes
I think it is relatively easy to deliver so long as theshould be about eYciency and eVectiveness, they
bodies are freed up to do it because they worry, theyshould not be about over-bureaucratising a system.
panic—when we in our submission start to talkIt should be a system that you should find your way
about aligning funds—they worry about theirthrough fairly easily and starts to give us something
strategic powers and “This is Lottery money andof what we need at a local level. I think over a period
that is governed by this law and that law”, but if weof time we have suggested various things, and some
say, “It is all public money. We all agree what theof these are in our submission, and we have got to
joint priorities for an area are so let’s just make it asremember at the end of the day a lot of the time what
simple as possible to deliver”.we are judged on is what happens on the ground

rather than sometimes what happens in a piece of
legislation or a planning policy statement. It is seeing Q151 Janet Anderson: Once a property falls into
some of these buildings and spaces being brought serious disrepair obviously reclaiming it becomes far
back into use and about how communities respond more diYcult and costly, and I think you have both
to their historic environments. That to me, that is the mentioned the problem of attracting private sector
crucial thing, it is the outcome that is important. Let developers to sites outside the city centre where

buildings are perhaps more likely to suVer fromus make sure it is easier to get to that outcome.
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long-term neglect. I think, Peter, earlier you also Mr Burchnall: I certainly think we can do, probably
not financially but maybe through best practice andtouched on the problem of requiring owners of listed
the techniques that we have developed. There arebuildings to undertake repairs, that the powers are
forums within Manchester and Liverpool and therarely enforced and when you try to, it makes life
region and the sub-region for urban design issuesquite diYcult for you because you cannot recover
and heritage issues, so I think we can swap expertiseyour costs. Can anything more be done by central
and we can deal with that issue. I think the thing togovernment to help you in authorities to stop the
remember is as the two drivers of the economy in thedecline before it gets too bad?
region, Liverpool and Manchester, grow, that isMr Babb: What I was alluding to were the Urgent
good for the region generally and those interveningNotices we have to serve where we have to recoup
bits should benefit from that as well.the monies through a court process. If that was made
Mr Babb: I would not underestimate the hugea land charge, that would be more helpful because it
amount of resources and staV time that go intois easier to recoup a land charge, recover a land
bringing some buildings back into use and that hugecharge, than it is a civil debt through court
commitment that is needed from various parts of theproceedings. That would help with certainty;
organisation. Unless you can replicate that in otherbasically this means that funding put at risk through
areas, then potentially, that will not be so successful.doing the work could have much more chance of

being recovered through the process rather than not.
That would be very helpful, that would mean we in Q153 Helen Southworth: If I could follow on from
Manchester would have a lot more confidence in that to ask about access and increasing access.
going about implementing a strategy to deal with Certainly, Liverpool, in your evidence you focused
our buildings at risk. That one simple change from quite a bit on the work that you were doing in terms
turning the Urgent Works Notices into a land charge of giving people opportunities to come in and
would be extremely helpful. participate—the heritage open days and those types
Mr Burchnall: Yes, I agree with that. We have to of things—and as we have been going around today
fund it and then roll forward that funding, at the we have seen quite a focus on how important
moment it is a diYculty. I think the other thing is interpretation is and understanding what that
there used to be things called section 77 grants, heritage is and where it came from not just what it
where private sector owners of listed buildings could looks like today, not just the architecture.
achieve some grant aid in areas where other grants Mr Burchnall: I think that is absolutely right. It came
were not available. That is no longer available. I out of an opinion poll really about people’s heritage
think that would certainly help in those buildings and really people wanted more information and
which cannot attract the Objective 1 funding, the access to resources. The heritage open days certainly
HLF funding or other types of funding, so a have helped the projects in local schools. Again, if
mechanism to deal with those particular types of you can meet people’s aspirations in that sense, it
buildings. They are not impossible buildings to deal gives them a feeling of greater community and gives
with; it does take a lot of time and eVort, and again them a feeling of protecting their own assets and
we have got a number of notable successes, but you working towards those assets. It is self-perpetuating,

in a sense, if we can start it and it will helpknow the longer the time it takes to deal with those
communities help themselves.buildings, there is more chance of those buildings
Ms Toms: We have seen a lot of projects indeteriorating to a point where it is diYcult to save
Manchester recently which have demonstrated that.them.
What we are seeing is a changing interest in theMr Babb: I agree with what was said about maybe
public: they are much more interested in not just thesome grant funding, but I think we have to be aware
buildings but their own heritage and their own roots,that a number of owners of listed properties would
particularly in cities like Manchester and Liverpool,rather they were not listed, and probably are not
where our communities have grown historicallythere anyway, to achieve higher land value so we
from immigrant communities who are now veryhave to be a little bit careful with how we deal with
interested in understanding what brought them tothis and to me having a better system for the Notices
the city, and what has made those cities great is thewould be very helpful.
people. A lot of our most successful projects recently
have not just been the landmark building projects

Q152 Helen Southworth: I would like to ask you a but have been things like HLF have recently funded
challenging question, I suppose in a way, and I am an archaeological dig in the north of Manchester, a
wondering how to phrase it given I am sitting in very deprived area, which is a very small-scale
Liverpool. As a Member of Parliament with a project that started oV as a school’s project and now
constituency midway between Liverpool and has become a major project across the city, because
Manchester and with constituents who have a people are very interested in their own area and in
verykeen interest in our local heritage and our local archaeological finds. It is at a very small level, but it
environment, I am wondering whether there is a role has not just brought in school children which is
that the two huge cities, which are making such where the project started but has brought in a much
considerable progress but are also drawing in quite wider community, and at the same time it has
considerable resources from the North West, can reduced levels of crime in those areas while the dig is
play in supporting developments in local authorities going on. It has opened the eyes of the school

children to that as another skill and as another jobaround the areas?
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potentially. Probably our most successful projects facilities and that is what gives the support for any
of these projects. We are following the lead andhave been more about those sorts of projects, and

Victoria Baths is a very good example; the interest listening to what people want. I think it is becoming
much more important in terms of the heritageand love for that project is absolutely astounding. It

is not just about that physical building, it is very agenda. I am really pleased that English Heritage
and the Heritage Lottery Fund have picked up onmuchabout what that building was and what it

meant to generations: the fact it was not just a local that and are happy to work with us to support those
sorts of projects.swimming pool, it was where they had their daily

baths and took their washing, it was a community Chairman: I do not think we have any more
questions. Thank you very much for your time.facility. That is what people remember about those

Witnesses: Mr Paul Spooner, Regional Director NW/WM, English Partnerships,3 Mr Jim Gill, Chief
Executive, Liverpool Vision, and Ms Heather Emery, Head of Design and Built Environment, North West
Development Agency (RENEW NW), gave evidence.

Chairman: Can I welcome Paul Spooner from developers will see themselves as making a longer-
term investment; some see themselves as making aEnglish Partnerships, Jim Gill from Liverpool

Vision and Heather Emery from the North West shorter-term investment. If you are making a short-
term investment, you will be less concerned aboutDevelopment Agency. I am here to invite my

colleague Alan Keen to start the questions. issues about heritage and sense of place because
you will be in and out quite quickly. Our experience
in Liverpool increasingly, and I think in the

Q154 Alan Keen: Good evening. Heritage majority of cases, is that investors do recognise the
perception and regeneration go hand in hand, but added value of a sense of place, and where heritage
presumably it is not quite as straightforward as that. assets help to create that sense of place, they
Do the developers agree and make it easy? What are recognise the benefits that arise from it. I think the
the problems basically? sorts of issues that arise are largely to do with
Mr Spooner: I will kick oV, if I may. First of all, there details of interpretation of appropriate design. That
is growing recognition within the private sector that may arise out of financial considerations or
historic assets play an important role in sometimes it may arise out of a diVerent view of
regeneration, in creating, protecting and preserving juxtaposition, diVerent architectures for example. I
a sense of place within an area. You referred just think by and large, developers in the city centre are
now to city centre schemes; many city centre schemes suYciently mature to understand the benefits that
are built around historic landmarks. English arise from creating quality places that add value to
Partnerships has been involved in supporting the their investment.
Grainger town development in Newcastle which is a Ms Emery: I think the quality of place and the sense
very historic quarter of the city centre. I think the of place is something that at the Agency we have
private sector and developers recognise that these recognised and that, as a public body, we want to
assets do have an important role to play in help investment and encourage investment by
maintaining that sense of place but also in creating developers into a place. Therefore if we have
attractions in their own right which will bring more supported people like Liverpool City Council
visitors and investors to the area. For example, I can through the URC in the investment in the public
think of Brindley Place in Birmingham, which we realm, that is giving a basis on which the developers
mentioned just now. Brindley Place is particularly can see a confidence in the place. It all helps to
attractive because of its canalside setting which is a generate that feeling of achieving a sense of place
very important industrial and historic feature of the and at the Agency we understand and value just
city but provides eVectively the attraction for private what that can bring.
investment alongside the canal which has brought
further development. Whilst obviously there will be

Q155 Alan Keen: I think Adrian has alreadytimes when you will hear comments that suggest
mentioned the fact that we are not going to see theperhaps in some cases developers may see heritage
same growth in funding going in. We have got thefrom time to time as a constraint on their
Olympics, that may take some money away from theinvestment, in our experience at English
Lottery for heritage. We have obviously learnt a lotPartnerships providing you work very carefully in
over the last 10 to 14 years or so. How do you see thethe masterplanning of the schemes with private
picture over the next five or 10 years and is theresector investors, landowners, and closely with
anything that needs to be addressed by government?people involved in supporting heritage, English
Mr Gill: I will try and address some of those issues.Heritage, for example, we can achieve an outcome
Liverpool in particular has had an awful lot ofthat everybody benefits from.
funding over the past 40 years or so, maybe 50 years,Mr Gill: Just to follow that up, if I may. Developers
from a variety of public sector interventions. Whatare interested in making money, so they will invest
we are trying to achieve in the city now is removingwhere they can make a return on that money. Some
that sense of grant-dependency, the sorts of things
Mike Burchnall referred to earlier, and we are3 See HC 912-II, Ev 149
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making progress. We are using public money to Lancashire, the regeneration plans the local
authority had in around 2002 were to demolish aencourage individual developments and also to

create public spaces that in themselves add value. I significant number of older houses, many of which
were in very poor condition, but following anthink today you have been in the Ropewalks area.

That was an area which received a chunk of public unsuccessful CPO in that area, the plans were
reviewed. English Partnerships worked closely withfunding, particularly in the 1990s and in the earlier

part of this century. That public funding went into English Heritage, the Prince’s Foundation and the
local authority to come up with an alternativecreating quality public realm and a number of

individual developments; some of them to do with proposal, which is not our own proposal but
developed by local people through a whole longresidential, with leisure and commercial spaces and

with the arts, like the FACT centre which was week of Enquiry by Design. That is a process which
involved local residents and businesses, in this caseactually a brand new development in the middle of a

conservation area. In 1996–97, you could not get about 300, sitting around the table with
professionals like ourselves and agencies providing£100 per square foot for residential development in

one of those areas, so you needed grant support to support and jointly coming up with a scheme which
met local aspirations. In that particular case, themake it work. Nowadays, for new build residential

development of high quality in the city, you will get scheme has led to a completely revised proposal
where a large number of properties will be retained,£300 plus. Now for some of the renovation,

restorations and existing buildings in the Ropewalks albeit converted for modern use, and they will be
changed to meet the needs of local people in terms offor residential and leisure, you do not need grant

support. The amount of activity we have seen going expanding families, but relatively few properties will
be demolished. That plan has now been approvedon in that area does not need public funding any

more, although there are still some parts of the area and with the local community we have established a
regeneration partnership which is going to appoint awhere the public realm has not been completed and

there you will see continued dereliction. We are design and architect-led development consortium to
design improvements to those homes and build newmoving to a situation in which less public sector

funding is required for any one given development. houses where demolition has to take place. I think
involving the community is central to any planningI think there is a significant issue in respect of some

tensions between developer requirements to make a and development in terms of regeneration, but from
our own experience we have learnt lessons fromcommercial return on their investment and some

other requirements that may arise from heritage or involving the community early in the design of their
own communities. It is quite important that agenciesperhaps more appropriate conservation issues.

There are still occasions when conservation issues are able to be flexible and not necessarily see that the
first proposal they had in mind was the right one. Inimpose a cost, which without some public funding is

not worthwhile to the developer achieving that. My this case, I think we have got a much better scheme
and one which we know, from the response of theoverall impression is that the level of funding which

is available through the heritage and conservation private sector, that the development community is
very interested in implementing. That is an examplenetwork is nowhere near large enough to meet the

demands of that network to allow us to maintain the in East Lancashire; there are many other examples
where involving communities at the early stageprogress that we make.
through Enquiry by Design and detailed
consultation on the planning of areas have led to

Q156 Helen Southworth: English Partnerships, in schemes which not only have been fully supported
your evidence you gave quite a focus on consulting but also were schemes which have been very
local people. I think you said, “Consultation with attractive to the private sector.
the local and adjoining communities and
stakeholders is key to our approach, particularly in
relation to heritage buildings which are central to Q157 Helen Southworth: Does Liverpool Vision

have something to comment on that process?local community identity”. Can you give us more on
that? Can you give some examples of where you have Mr Gill: Liverpool Vision was created in 1999. In
carried out that consultation, what kinds of things 2000 we published the Strategic Regeneration
you have done and perhaps where you have changed Framework for the city centre which set out, I
some of your proposals as a result of it? suppose in one sense, a vision for the future of the

city which included statements, really fairly simpleMr Spooner: It is true, as we have said in our
evidence, in local communities—I do not just mean stuV, on where one would expect the city to go and

where the strengths of the city are. The process ofresidents but businesses and people living in the local
area where there is meant to be regeneration and getting to that Strategic Regeneration Framework

and the 12 months involved included very widethere is a need for improvement in the area, indeed
where they have sought those improvements in consultation with the general public, in fact from all

over Merseyside, not just from Liverpool becauseterms of improving the environment and housing
and creating the basis for greater prosperity in their the city centre, of course, serves a much wider area

than just the city itself. There was broadarea—it is absolutely essential that the community is
fully involved in the design and development of the consultation on and I think broad acceptance for the

strategy that emerged. In terms of theplanning of the areas as well as the detailed
implementation of those plans. I think we all learn implementation of that strategy, obviously

individual projects will go through detailedfrom experience. In one particular example in East
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consultation and the larger and more contentious quite a lot of those, properties do not have a long-
those projects are, usually the wider and longer the term, viable future life where there needs to be
consultation. In the last six months or so, we have demolition and redevelopment. I think it is
been working jointly with the City Council and we absolutely essential in those cases that the process of
have been developing not masterplans but planning change is well communicated to all the community
frameworks to help advise development control. In and all the community has the opportunity to be
moving the work in the Ropewalks to the next stage, engaged in understanding those plans and indeed
looking at areas like the Baltic Triangle, which is the contributing to them. The example I gave was a
area between the Ropewalks and the waterfront of situation in which what was decided at the very
King’s Dock, we have been involved in consultation beginning in East Lancashire was the easiest way to
again with businesses and residents in looking at the deal with a lot of very poor housing, to clear a larger
way in which those areas should be developed. number of houses and start again eVectively. I think
Otherwise the danger is that the pressure of demand, you can take a more balanced view of that, as indeed
in particular for new residential and leisure was the case through the consultation in East
development in the city centre at the moment, will Lancashire, but in some areas there is a need for
swamp areas which have got a history and a considerable demolition. We have to recognise that
heritage. They do not have the same sort of iconic many poorer older houses are not necessarily fit for
status as some of the buildings on the waterfront for purpose, not even fit for the families that currently
example, but still are important areas where we occupy them in terms of their own growth and
trying to maintain a mix of uses that are probably a expansion, and do not provide necessarily the public
bit truer to the history of those areas than simple, space or amenities that people would expect. Also
straightforward residential development. So we many of those houses have been, for perhaps 50
undertake a fairly broad consultation which varies years, going through a period of general repair and
from project to project. One of the other thing we maintenance, obviously drawing on grant funding
have tried to do in the past few years is to explain wherever possible, but at some point for those
what we are doing to school children, so we have a houses it will need to be considered that that
dedicated part-time education liaison oYcer within continued repair and maintenance will not produceLiverpool Vision, partly funded by ourselves and the types of homes that are now needed. Providedpartly funded by the Regional Development

local people are involved in the process of changeAgency’s SRB programme. What we are trying to do
and fully aware of the reasons—and particularly thethere is find a way of introducing what the city centre
physical condition of properties means that they dois and all of the projects we are promoting in the city
not have a future viable life—then I think it is quitecentre into the curriculum, so that school children
reasonable they should be considered forcan understand the way in which what is happening
comprehensive redevelopment. What is important isin their city fits into some of the things that they are
those people who are aVected also have thelearning at school. I think that is quite important
opportunities to participate in the design andparticularly because it is getting at children early. I
development of the future and indeed to find homeshope it is broadening the range of information that
within the future plans. What we found in Liverpoolthey get about what is it that makes their city work
and indeed in East Lancashire was that alongsideand what is important in their city.
investment in new property, there must be an equal
amount of investment in providing people with

Q158 Chairman: Just following on from Helen’s access to the finance, the sort of financial support to
question, earlier today the Committee went to the enable them to bridge up to buy new homes and/or
Welsh Streets and obviously that is a part of the city rented property within the development.
where quite a number of demolitions are proposed.
We stopped outside a house that had in its window,
“Save our homes. Stop the demolitions”. Would

Q159 Chairman: To follow that up slightly, this isyou, therefore, accept that this is a scheme that has
obviously a policy which is not just happening in thenot yet carried the community with it and might
Welsh Streets, it is happening in a number of areasthere not be a case for, as Mr Spooner described,
in the North West. It is argued by some that thegoing back and looking at it again to try to get a
homes are not fit for habitation, yet it is the peoplescheme that will demand the support of the
who live in them who are arguing that they are andcommunity?
who are objecting, or at least in some cases areMr Gill: Welsh Streets is outside my area of
objecting. It seems to me that at the very least whatcapability. Liverpool Vision operates in the city
you failed to do is persuade people what is on oVercentre, it is a fairly tight city centre, so I am relieved
to them, if their homes are demolished, is a betterto say that it is not my area of responsibility. I am
standard of accommodation and better homes. Ifsure that the conclusion which you are suggesting
you succeeded in persuading them of that, thenmight be one that people would arrive at quite easily,
perhaps you would not encounter the degree ofbut then what you have seen is one response to a
opposition that exists. Can I ask North Westproposal and not the community’s response, I guess.
Development Agency—since this is a regionalMr Spooner: I think it is very true that in many areas
policy—whether you would accept that is notwhere there is planned major change, there is
something you have yet succeeded in persuadingrecognition through very detailed analysis of the

condition of properties that some of those, indeed people on?
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Ms Emery: I can answer but the North West to design with local people a scheme which improves
the quality of life and environment and createsDevelopment Agency is not involved in housing, so

I can give an answer, but it is not based on our policy future prosperity for that area.
as an Agency. I think as Paul pointed out, very often Mr Gill: Can I make an observation on that point as
it is not taking the community along with the well. It is not one which I make from personal
proposals right from the beginning. Another involvement so it may be prejudice as much as
observation I would make is that often the case is observation, but Paul is right about best practice. It
that they are not putting the time in at the beginning seems to me, as he said, that we have learned an
to do the analysis and maybe the characterisation awful lot, and I am sure that Liverpool City Council
work that is required to have a full and informed has learned a lot over the last 10 years and does not
understanding about what it is you are dealing with insensitively send out letters, certainly not
in terms of those homes. It is not just about the deliberately. Best practice works both ways and I
physical, it is also about the social. It takes time to know that Pathfinders in the early days were under
assimilate that sort of information and I think—and huge pressure to spend the resources that were
it is a personal observation—that perhaps that time allocated to them. I am sure the Chancellor will not
has not always been spent. change practice on the basis of this conversation but

annuality is not best practice. Obliging the local
authority to spend money by 31 March, and if it does

Q160 Janet Anderson: I could not agree more with not, it loses it, often makes people rush rather than
what Heather and Paul have said about the need for take the necessary time to do things. I think there is
early consultation, because I have got some of this a sense in which the balance and diVerent priorities
going on in my own constituency. I would like to ask aVect things in diVerent ways and sometimes that
you whether you think there could have been better may explain why people are insensitive or rush into
guidance to local authorities about the way in which things.
they involve the local community. I am thinking in
particular about some of the letters that were sent
out to my constituents which were very insensitively Q161 Philip Davies: Just to do this to death to a
worded. Sometimes there is a tendency to think if certain extent, would you accept that the term
you have distributed leaflets and held a couple of “public consultation” has got a pretty bad
meetings, then you have consulted everyone, and reputation in that many people feel on all sorts of
that is not necessarily the case. My short question is, things that public consultation is something that
could better guidance be given to the local authorities, or whoever it might be, go through
authorities and others that are managing new because they have to go through, rather than with
schemes? any genuine intent to listen to what that consultation

throws up? Therefore many people will not take partMr Spooner: I do not know about the particular case
you are referring to, but I would say broadly in that consultation because they think there is no

point, the decision has already been made and theyspeaking there has been a lot of lessons learned over
the last 10 years about consultation and engagement are jumping through hoops now to say they have

had public consultation. Apart from best practice ofof local people in the development of areas and
particularly areas that are going to be changed quite local authorities, how do you persuade the general

public that the consultation is genuine and their viewdramatically. I think it is very important that that
experience where it is has worked—and I can think is going to make a diVerence, because if people do

not feel that, they are not going to take part becauseof examples, say, in East Lancashire where we have
had particular experience recently, but there are they think their view will not make a diVerence?

How do you persuade them that their view will makemany other areas—is recorded and shared, so best
practice in terms of the way to engage local a diVerence?
communities in the process of change is spread Mr Spooner: I think, in our experience, you do not
across the country. English Partnerships has a role do it by sending out leaflets saying, “Come to a
there because part of our role in supporting urban public meeting”. You have to be a lot more
renaissance is to promote good practice. We do that sophisticated these days and certainly you have to
by producing best practice guides and holding continue to involve local people throughout the
workshops that bring people together from diVerent process not just once, not just in drawing up the
local authorities to share their experiences. For masterplan. English Partnerships has been involved

in East Manchester where, by any definition, it hasexample, we have a workshop on housing market
renewal which is being organised in April and that is gone through and is going through dramatic change

in terms of a lot of clearance of run-down industrialtwo years after the start of housing market renewals.
We look at those areas that have involved local buildings and a lot of brownfield sites which have

been remediated and brought back into proper usepeople in the design and development of
neighbourhood renewal schemes to see what we can for public benefit. All of that work with East

Manchester, with Manchester City Council, haslearn from that experience. I do think it is important
that best practice is shared. However, I do feel the been successful only because everybody involved has

repeatedly engaged local people at the local level byprocess of housing market renewal does require in
some cases the level of transformation and change being at the street level, involving people in the

changes, not standing back and inviting people towhich means that even with every bit of consultation
there will be some people who feel that this is not the come to public meetings but ensuring there are

people on hand locally to give advice, counsellingoutcome they were seeking. The overall aim must be
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and support to people during a period of change. We our land and the refurbishment of the monastery will
are investing, as English Partnerships, significantly work as one scheme and we will work with the local
in an area of East Manchester known as New authority—and we are—to appoint a developer who
Islington which has required the demolition of a lot is sympathetic to the needs of the local community.
of, quite frankly, very poor condition 1960s housing I do not think agencies like ourselves can operate
which local people were very pleased to see the back independently any more. We have to work hand in
of, but they wanted to be involved in the design and glove with local accountability.
development of the new housing which replaced it. Mr Gill: If you bear with me, I will tell you a little bit
For example, the architects on part of the scheme about Liverpool Vision. Liverpool Vision is an
have designed the individual properties to meet the Urban Regeneration Company. It was the first of the
bespoke needs of those families who want to stay in regeneration companies established in 1999. The
the area and want homes that meet their purposes initiative came from English Partnerships, the local
today. That has been very successful and that was authority and the Regional Development Agency.
not achieved by the traditional approach of formal The company is an independent company limited by
public consultation, but by having people from, in guarantee. It has 13 board members. The board
this case, the City Council and the regeneration members are the members of the company, although
partnership on the ground locally, working on site we have representation from the local authority, the
with local communities, involving people and sitting leader of the council, the leader of the opposition
around tables endlessly to discuss how those group and the Chief Executive. Paul is on our board
schemes and designs might be taken forward. There as a representative of English Partnerships, and theis no panacea, but one example of good practice is chief executive of the Regional Developmentnot to talk about public consultation but to seriously

Agency is on the board. Between them the publicengage local people at the local level in the design of
partners pay my salary, they cover the operatingthe scheme.
costs of the company, some of the feasibility workMs Emery: Could I just add to that, RENEW, the
and framework planning work that I have talkedcentre of excellence is working—Are you aware of
about. We have influence but no formal powers. WeRENEW?
have influence because they have asked us to be here
and because of the quality of the non-public sector

Q162 Philip Davies: Yes. members of the board. We do not have the power to
Ms Emery: It is the centre of excellence for the North take decisions on anything: we do not have any
West and they are developing diVerent ways of planning powers, we do not hold land and do not let
understanding regeneration and good practice in contracts to undertake works. We work by
regeneration and in community engagement and persuasion, that is persuasion of our core funding
how they can pass on the good practice through partners, as I call them, it is the persuasion of themasterclasses and exemplars. That whole process businesses that we work with and the persuasion ofhas started and it is about learning lessons.

the communities in the areas that we work. The City
Council, English Partnerships or the Development

Q163 Mr Sanders: Simply, the bottom line for any Agency could get rid of us tomorrow by simply
local authority that makes a decision which upsets saying, “Sorry, at the end of this year we will not be
people is they do have the power to remove funding you any more”. If councillors start losing
councillors via the ballot box. If your organisations their seats because they have been listening to us,
get it wrong or make the wrong decision, how do then I am pretty sure indirectly the electorate will get
people get rid of you? rid of them as well.
Mr Spooner: More often than not in English Mr Hall: I think just for the record, with the scheme
Partnerships we put the local authority in funds, so we have been talking about there is 72% approval for
it comes back to us through them eventually, I guess. this particular redevelopment and only one poster in
I think the important thing is that, as English one window, so I do not think there is that much ofPartnerships, we are only one partner and we are an outrage about the proposals that have been putpart of a partnership locally which is often rooted in

forward.local accountability through the local authority
Chairman: There were a few more.being a partner in that scheme, so we work closely

with local authorities across the country. Again, an
example at the moment in Manchester where we are

Q164 Mr Hall: There may have been a few more.working with the Heritage Lottery Fund and
Can I ask a specific question for EnglishEnglish Heritage is the Gorton Monastery area,
Partnerships, the Government has just given Englishwhich is a fantastic listed building but we happen to
Partnerships responsibility for taking ownership ofown the site adjacent to it. If we were to operate in
67 redundant hospitals. Has English Partnershipsa completely independent way, we could have taken
got any brief to repair and maintain those hospitalsthat site and gone to the market, got a developer for
while decisions about this proposal are being made?that site and said, “Well, you work with the
Mr Spooner: We do have responsibility for the 67.Council”, but no, we feel a responsibility, as the
They have already required some work. We do havenational regeneration agency, to work hand in glove
management responsibility for the 67 and are takingwith the local authorities, local members, local
that responsibility very seriously and yes, there arecouncillors and local people on the ground. In this

particular case of Gorton Monastery, we have said more coming our way.
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Q165 Mr Hall: What basis is there to determine what developed for some form of housing that is
is going to be demolished or what should be considered as a suitable exception to the planning
repaired? policy. That is something we would consider is not
Mr Spooner: Within the protocol for the hospital our intention or any intention for the 67 sites to go
sites and the large number of hospital buildings, forward with.
those formal sites are very significant in historical
terms and very important in the national heritage

Q168 Mr Hall: Just for clarification, becauseview. Knowing we were going to take on board those
national government policy exempts listed hospitalheritage sites, we sat down with English Heritage
buildings from green belt constraints, this is why thisand started to use their expertise and knowledge in
particular land can be developed? My local councilorder to determine what could or could not take
has no control over that?place. That has continued and we have very close
Mr Spooner: In that case, if it is a governmentalliaison with English Heritage and the local planning
planning policy, we would be guided by that.authorities in the areas where the hospital sites are to

ensure the plans for future development respect their
heritage and retain the buildings that need to be Q169 Janet Anderson: Just on that, Mr Spooner,
retained. To give you one example, in the North could I ask you, in what circumstances would you
West at the moment we are looking for a think it feasible to demolish a former Victorian
development partner for a major hospital outside workhouse if the locals wanted to demolish it and
Preston called Whittingham Hospital. It has a new build a new community hospital on the same
number of listed buildings, but for the other site? Is that an acceptable reason for you to
buildings English Heritage has agreed a demolish?
conservation statement which we are inviting Mr Spooner: It is a hypothetical example. Let us takeshortlisted developers to set their proposals against it as a hypothetical example without referring to aso we do put them out to tender. We take very specific one. If there were no constraints on theseriously the responsibilities we have to protect their

demolition of that property in terms of policy—forheritage sites, where it is appropriate, and we are
example it is not a listed building or it is a buildinggetting guidance and good advice where we might go
which the local planning authority believe could beabout that. What is interesting in this case and in
redeveloped and particularly redeveloped forother cases is private sector developers are equally
community benefit, perhaps to provide new healthkeen to invest in those sites but to invest in the way
benefits—English Partnerships would seek to dothat we require.
that with the PCTs, the Primary Care Trusts. We
have examples within the 67 Trusts. Although we

Q166 Mr Hall: Who has the final decision about have an important role to play in creating many new
which sites are retained and redeveloped? Is that homes, we do recognise, and we have many
English Partnerships’ decision? examples, where the schemes involve more than
Mr Spooner: The decisions that are made in relation housing; they do involve in many cases new health
to each of these sites are guided and directed by the facilities, community facilities, new walks and open
local planning policy. The decision to develop a site, spaces and in some cases new business
for example for housing and in the case of opportunities. In Chester we do have a case which
Whittingham Hospital the proposal is for building will help create jobs for local people and we are
something like 580 new aVordable homes, is made in trying to create a scheme for planning policy that
the context of the formal planning policy, formal meets fully the community.
decisions made by English Partnerships, by our
boards, and the decision is made in line with
approved planning policies. It is not the case where Q170 Philip Davies: One issue that keeps coming up
English Partnerships are looking forward to bring in in all of the evidence we get is VAT and the cost of
sites in the Green Belt which are not zoned for repairs to historic buildings. It came up with
residential. Manchester and Liverpool and again today. What

do each of you think would be the implication for
you and for the private sector of the VAT rateQ167 Mr Hall: It is interesting that you mention the
staying as it is at 17.5% or reduced to 5%? What doGreen Belt because in my constituency, in the
you see the implications of that decision being?Osterley Green site which is in the Green Belt, we
Mr Spooner: The first thing to say is Englishhave a redundant sanatorium in an appalling state of
Partnerships is involved in a number of projectsdisrepair. The development with the Crown Estate
which do seek to retain and convert property and tohas come forward with a plan to redevelop this for
bring investment partners in to converting propertyresidential development. Because it is a listed
where houses can be retained for the sake of thebuilding, in the Green Belt and it is covered by
street scene, but where we are looking to expand andplanning guidance, the Government has got to
improve them. In those cases, we do feel we areconsider this for redevelopment. What have you got
operating with an additional cost base because ofto say about that?
VAT which does not aVect other schemes thatMr Spooner: English Partnerships would continue
involve new development. We concur with pointsto be guided by the local planning authorities. The
made earlier by Manchester and Liverpool, the VATlocal planning authorities’ view was the only way

that building would be maintained was if it was to be implications of refurbishment are disadvantageous
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compared with the non-VAT implications of new Ms Emery: I can only agree with that. Similarly, we
have been involved in investing in the restoration ofbuild. Therefore anything that seeks to reduce the

VAT implication of 18% to 5% on refurbished buildings, and changes on the VAT would obviously
help those sorts of proposals.property would help to make schemes more viable

and potentially reduce the public investment to Chairman: If my colleagues do not have any further
questions, thank you very much.make them work.
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Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Philip Davies Mr Adrian Sanders
Mr Mike Hall Helen Southworth
Alan Keen

Witnesses: The Rev’d Canon Michael Ainsworth, Church Heritage Forum,1 Ms Paula GriYths, Lead OYcer,
Church Heritage Forum, The Very Rev’d David Brindley, Secretary and Treasurer, Association of English
Cathedrals,2 The Very Rev’d Colin Slee, Executive Committee Member, Association of English Cathedrals,
and Mr Trevor Cooper,3 Chairman of Council of the Ecclesiological Society, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good morning. I welcome to the first part church buildings of which there is a tremendous
amount in this country and a tremendous amount ofof this morning’s session representatives of the
volunteer eVort.Church Heritage Forum, the Association of English

Cathedrals, and Mr Cooper, the Chairman of
Council of the Ecclesiological Society. We have Q172 Philip Davies: Do you think that the
already focused on how we try and preserve Government in the form of DCMS fully
redundant churches and chapels. Your focus is on understands the cultural role played by churches and
how we try and keep the buildings of the Church of cathedrals in the community?
England and other places of worship going as places Mr Slee: No. There is plenty of evidence of that.
of worship and, given the proportion of the listed There have been a number of publications by DCMS
buildings in the country that are represented by the and by other organisations like the Mayor of
ecclesiastical state, that is clearly of huge London’s planning scheme which did not even
importance. I will invite my colleague, Philip Davies, mention the cathedrals in London within its pages.
to begin. The DCMS has, on a number of occasions, and in

lots of diVerent ways, failed to recognise the
existence of not only the cathedrals, but of churches
as not simply places of worship but as places of

Q171 Philip Davies: In September 2003, the Bishop architectural heritage, as places of community
of London spoke about state funding and described interaction and places of major interfaith contact.
the Church of England as being, in financial terms, Ms GriYths: There is a tendency for public bodies to
the most disestablished church in Western Europe. look at the church with blinkers on and to think “this
Do you all agree with that and, if so, would you like is a faith group and so it is exclusive”. The whole
it to stay like that? point of the Church of England particularly is that
Mr Brindley: The answer is yes, we agree. If you are it is there and supports work and supports the
saying it particularly in relation to France, where all community whether the people who come to the
church buildings older than 1904 are fully financed activities are of any faith or none at all.
by the state, and in respect of Germany where there Mr Brindley: It is interesting in specific terms the
are church taxes which finance the buildings, and in number of cultural strategies that have been
Scandinavia of course, in relation to those we get published in the last four or five years by both local
very little state support. No, we do not want it to stay authorities and the regions have not mentioned
like that because we think it is important that both church input to local culture. Portsmouth Cathedral
we, the Church, and the state and local authorities where I work had 62 concerts last year. It was a

major provider of music in that city. Those who havesee the conservation of these buildings and the use of
been responsible for drawing up cultural strategiesthese buildings as a partnership.
have a very blinkered view and imagine that all thatCanon Ainsworth: What we are not arguing for is
happens in churches is services whereas there is athat the state should simply take over as in some of
great cultural richness in our cathedrals andthose regimes. We are arguing for a recognition of
churches which generally is not recognised.partnership of the state working with the Church,
Canon Ainsworth: That was the same in Salfordlocally and nationally, as partners so that the huge
where I work with cultural strategy. It is true locallypool of volunteers who maintain churches and
in each area; it is also true nationally as we saw at thecathedrals across the country, that that precious
time of the Licensing Bill. There was a completeasset is cherished and developed rather than lost.
under-recognition of the community value of churchMs GriYths: It is important to say that these other
buildings.European countries which give funding are very
Mr Cooper: The fundamental reason is that themuch doing so in recognition also of social and
churches sometimes look rather like a publiccommunity work which goes on in and through
utility—free at point of service, paid for by
mysterious means, just there—and to give one1 See HC 912-II, Ev 81
example if you look on the Defra website at the very2 See HC 912-II, Ev 29

3 See HC 912-II, Ev 103 important and useful work being done on better
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parish governance, which is a prime opportunity to and maintained. When that works and is enabled it
is much stronger than any bureaucratic centralask the question how can this key central building be

better incorporated into the life of the parish, there organisation doing the management.
Canon Ainsworth: I can speak with quite a lot ofis nothing there at all, or there was not when I last

looked. experience of Finland, which is possibly the
wealthiest church in Europe where buildings are
immaculately maintained, but there is that sense of

Q173 Philip Davies: Could I ask Michael Ainsworth deadness because people will say “I am not going to
specifically a question? You ask for a level playing do that. Somebody is paid to do it.” This precious
field in terms of access to funding. In what way do resource of the army of volunteers who care for their
you think that it is skewed? buildings and maintain them in their local
Ms GriYths: It is this point of public funding bodies community is something that we want to hold on to
not recognising the contribution which churches can and want to be recognised by government.
make and not being willing to give them grants. Mr Slee: Cathedrals raise £11 million for every £1
There is lots of anecdotal evidence of people going million from English Heritage. The raising of that
to their local authority or their regional authority for money depends upon the volunteers, but there is a
something they want to do to serve a community and point at which that will no longer be achievable at
being told “No, you are exclusive, what is this going the levels that it has been over the past decade or so.
to do for the wider community?”, and really having If we can look at something like 50/50 match funding
to fight very hard to prove and show that there is then we are into an entirely diVerent realm of
benefit there. In rural areas particularly the church possibilities, maintaining community engagement
may well be the only public building still going and and involvement, but at the same time having the
has tremendous potential and is very often fulfilling security of knowing that the whole thing is upon our
it, but having to work jolly hard to persuade people shoulders. Cathedrals of course are financially
that there are the benefits there. independent of their diocese so they must stand on
Canon Ainsworth: In urban areas too where many their own feet. There is a very heavy burden in terms
churches provide social glue in terms of regeneration of the major buildings.
there is no real recognition of that and churches have Mr Brindley: It is that realistic middle ground that
to fight to earn a place at the table in terms of we are looking for, certainly not a French system,
funding and in terms of strategy also. and certainly not a system in which both the local
Ms GriYths: It also happens at national level. The community and the national community has no
Big Lottery, for example, have talked about a new input into the buildings. It is a fascinating question
scheme for community halls and it has taken a lot of about who owns the local parish church—no-one
discussion to say that the focus provided by quite knows really—so it is that middle ground
community halls can also be provided by churches partnership that we think is the most fruitful way
and places of worship. They are getting the message forward.
but they started out with the presumption that this Mr Cooper: I would argue that there is a structural
was not something they would wish to do. deficit here. It is not particularly easy for those who
Canon Ainsworth: There may also be a problem in do not go to church to support it and we do need to
some areas where ‘faith communities’ are look at new ways of involving them. We know that
understood to mean non-Christian faith groups and Friends groups have been mushrooming; a
churches have to make that point as well. peculiarly English skill of inventing a method of

supporting religion without being religious. No-one
knows how many Friends groups there are; 300-odd

Q174 Chairman: You all appear to feel that the are registered separately with the Charity
Government is not providing suYcient financial Commission but I know there are many more out
support for churches, cathedrals, places of worship there. There are real questions about how well
but, on the other hand, understandably you are Friends groups operate and the fundamental
reluctant to see the Government taking over any relationship and rights of various parties. We know
ownership or responsibility. Are those two things that parish councils are allowed to give funding to
compatible in the long term, or are you going to have church buildings but very rarely seem to. In a few
to look at deeper questions about ownership of the cases I have been investigating there are trusts which
assets? have been set up by local communities to support
Ms GriYths: The great strength of the parish system their church buildings. There is a lot going on
is that it enables local people to be involved in their though which suggests that we need to explore and
buildings, to love them and to care for them. David help these various methods of involving the 96% of
Brindley started oV by saying that we would not those who are not members of Anglican churches to
wish to go down the French system in terms of help those who are members to support these
ownership, much as we would like the money. If you buildings which are, after all, available as public
go into a church in France, yes, it is maintained by spaces for everyone.
the state, but what comes over only too often is a Canon Ainsworth: We are very conscious too of the
sense of depression, of not being looked after, of not need to address the perception that the Church is
being cared for and of really being a dead building. wealthy, both locally in the diocese and nationally.
The great beauty of churches in this country is that We know that you do not think that but there are

many people out there who do.they do have a potential to be loved, looked after
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Q175 Chairman: This volunteer army is getting asked this question before and not really got an
answer. Is there a real problem of using churches forsmaller and you have a lot of churches to maintain.
other religions within the community or have thereAre you confident that you can in the long term
been talks? The Committee is meeting now lookingsustain the church estate as it presently stands with
at the preservation of buildings rather thanthe work of volunteers?
preservation of the Church of England or otherMr Slee: The volunteer army probably has some
religions. Is there any way that that could make adirect correlation with the way the church is itself
contribution or is there a brick wall which stopsworking within its own community. My volunteer
that?army in Southwark has been growing exponentially
Canon Ainsworth: There are some issues about usingbut that is because the church has engaged in the
Christian churches of all denominations for worshiplocal community and the local community is
by other faiths but there is very extensive communityresponding. It is always so diYcult to start throwing
use by other faith groups in many areas. That isfigures around. 48% of London went to church at
something to be encouraged. If there is very clearChristmas. That is a phenomenal number. 43% of
evidence that other faith groups are actively lookingthe country went to church at Christmas. When
to use church buildings for worship, and on thepeople start saying that ninety-something per cent
whole my experience is that they would prefer toare not, as the National Census showed, 73% say
have their own buildings, then that is something thatthey are Christians.
will always be carefully and sympatheticallyMs GriYths: Interestingly we have done some other
considered but at the end of the day there must be anresearch which asks people whether they have been
issue about other faith worship in a Christianinto a church building and, if so, what for. Two
church.successive surveys have shown that 86% of people
Mr Brindley: There are a lot of examples of goodhad been into a church over the past 12 months,
cooperation and local partnership. For instance, inoften for several diVerent reasons, not necessarily
the Portsmouth area when the last Gulf War was onfor worship but quite often for baptisms/weddings,
members of the Christian and Islamic communitybut very often because they just wanted a quiet place
met every day at lunchtime for prayers and thereto be. There is a tremendous potential. When the
were about 120 people there every day with 40 or 50church is under threat that is very often the time
people from the Muslim community there, so thatwhen people come out of the woodwork. They may
sort of cooperation happens.not want to go every Sunday but they all want it
Ms GriYths: That is certainly being replicated up inthere.
Yorkshire as well. Another point to make is that,Canon Ainsworth: In terms of the volunteer army to
although we are all from a Church of Englanddo all the maintenance that you were asking about,
perspective, the messages we are giving are, wethe real danger is—I speak from a context of the
believe, just as appropriate to other denominationsNorth West, the urban situation which I know some
and other faiths. We would wish their communityof you share—if a congregation and the people in a support and involvement to be recognised too.community are so ground down with the Mr Slee: I know that Guduwara quite well. I wouldmaintenance of a diYcult building there is no time be quite surprised if they wanted to use an active

for them to engage in the community outreach and Christian church.
the work of the church which will of course sustain
its life for the future. We argue very strongly that the Q177 Alan Keen: How do you mean “active
way to maintain churches is to use them. Christian”?
Mr Slee: The reverse side of that is particularly Mr Slee: We have a number of interfaith events
amongst cathedrals a number maintain professional every year, most notably the World Aids Day service
workforces and are very important to the cultural which is completely interfaith and everyone is very
heritage of this country in that they are maintaining happy to cooperate in that. Interestingly they always
skilled craftsmen who can be used elsewhere, and want to come to Southwark Cathedral. There has
indeed are used elsewhere, because the conservation never been any suggestion that they want to use
of these very delicate buildings requires very high- another building. The Jewish participants in that
grade craftsmanship. Volunteers are there to look event have a really hard time in their own
after visitors, to service the ordinary daily needs of community because the very Orthodox Jews regard
the building. The money that we use in terms of the them as having broken unbreakable rules simply by
conservation of the buildings is spent on very becoming engaged in it. If one was exploring that it
sophisticated and skilled work. would be very important to explore whether that

community itself would be happy. There are lots of
examples of churches that are no longer in use being

Q176 Alan Keen: Following on from the subject we used by other faith communities.
have been talking about, I represent a constituency
where the Punjabi community first settled in West Q178 Alan Keen: That is what I meant.
London—we have got the biggest Guduwara Mr Brindley: There are lots of those.
outside India and there is a large mosque in the
middle of Hounslow—there are other groups Q179 Alan Keen: On the technical side of it what
amongst those religions who are not part of the proportion of churches are really getting to the point
mainstream Muslim or Sikh communities who are where the fabric is going to disappear and be

irreparable after that?desperate to find a building to worship in. I have
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Mr Brindley: We have specific figures for the amount Q180 Chairman: Turning specifically to cathedrals,
as you know, the Committee visited Lincoln a fewof major repairs needed over the next five years

because every church by statute is inspected on a weeks ago where they suggested to us that they
needed a million pounds a year to maintain thequinquennial basis. We know that something like

£300 million is needed over the next five years for cathedral in a steady state. That is just one cathedral.
We understand that the grant available from Englishrepairs to churches and about £95 million needed for

repairs to cathedrals over the next five years. Heritage has been reduced to £1 million. Do you feel
that English Heritage are giving suYcient priority toMs GriYths: That figure is £372 million and was
cathedrals and how serious is the problem aVectinggiven by parishes themselves. As we are looking at
the cathedrals?those in more detail we are realising that that is

probably a considerable underestimate because it Mr Slee: English Heritage has been brilliant. The
English Heritage Cathedrals Scheme, which has runwas not a full return and some of them were really

not quite sure. The figure is probably significantly for 15 years, has been quite remarkable in the
manner that a backlog of overdue conservation hashigher. On the one hand, churches are probably in a

far better state than they have been for a very long been tackled. The grave concern at present is that,
with a cut in the budget, there has been a real cut totime. On the other hand, there is a tremendous

amount of work building up and always will be. It is English Heritage and therefore that is knocked on
and what was about £3.5 million to cathedrals is nowa bit like the Forth Bridge—you are never going to

be able to say that the repair problem has been down to £1 million with a £50,000 cap. What we are
really looking at is that backlog once againcracked for all time because historic buildings are, by

definition, sensitive, need careful looking after, need beginning to grow and in 10 years’ time we could find
ourselves where we were 15 years ago and that is aprofessional looking after and materials will

weather. We are now coming up to a problem with major concern because conservation work, by its
very nature, is much cheaper if it is done when it isVictorian and even some twentieth century churches

which were built in perhaps the 1930s or the 1950s required rather than hanging around trying to raise
the funding. We would not want to be critical ofand are now showing problems of concrete rot or

flimsy construction and so on. There is going to be a English Heritage as an organisation. My own
experience of English Heritage is that working withcontinuing need for substantive repair to keep these

buildings going. them has been absolutely wonderful and so long as
one consults early enough and they are on boardMr Brindley: Those figures which Ms GriYths has
there is no diYculty. DiVerent places obviously havejust quoted do not include routine maintenance;
diVerent issues. Lincoln’s problem is that it isthey are major repair figures and you could double
absolutely vast and has no very large localthat if you are looking at routine maintenance which
population. Inner city cathedrals like mine—weis spent on the churches and on the cathedrals
could get five Southwarks into Lincoln—not only isevery year.
the task itself therefore smaller but we have a veryMr Cooper: I can bore for England on this topic
large population sustaining us, so we have run aapparently. I think the question was how many are
scheme that cathedrals run amongst themselves, ain danger of cracking up right now, and the answer
sort of Robin Hood principle where we look at theto that is very few. If you look at the profile you will
amount of money that we have and, on a number offind that a large number of churches have a relatively
fronts, there is a diVerent pecking order in terms ofsmall expenditure needed right now and there are a
how we can go for grants. There has beensmall number of churches who have a huge and
proportional support from English Heritagefrightening expenditure needed right now which is
according to one’s ability. One or two cathedralsquite diYcult for a voluntary group planning ahead
have not even applied at all because they have saidwho does not know over the next 20 or 30 years
“We are able to fund this ourselves.” Yes, if Englishwhether it is going to be lucky and can therefore
Heritage was given a realistic budget that would bespend money on a youth worker or the toilets or
absolutely wonderful and it would certainlywhatever, or unlucky and have a huge expenditure
recognise the place that the English cathedrals holdcoming up. We do know that the average rate of
in the national heritage and you yourself quoted thataccumulation of repairs per year per church is
45% of the Grade I listed buildings are in thearound about £7,000 per year. We know a little more

about the profile and, if you wish, I can write in church’s custody. The second thing to say is that
there is some anxiety amongst us about HLF, notabout this. The diYculty is that these are voluntary

groups, and they are quite small, the average only whether or not funds are going to by siphoned
oV from HLF, which would be a great pity, but alsocongregation size is 60 or 70. There are some very

large congregations and some very small because of the way HLF has administered its funds
for its own perfectly good reasons. In relation tocongregations. The diYculty is that some of these

are facing huge bills and have never done that before cathedrals they have only granted money for new
build, whereas of course what we really know is thatand probably the minister in charge has never done

it before and suddenly this huge bill comes along and everybody comes to see the old build. That is not
true of parish churches and HLF has been able tothey have to face up to it. The average condition is

not bad and as far as we can see the churches are help parish churches but there is considerable
anxiety, the technicalities of which Paula wouldmanaging just about to keep on top of bills as they

come in. know much more than I about the way these two
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funds relate to one another as resources for us and Mr Cooper: That was not my evidence. If you look
at historic buildings, listed buildings, you will find—the way that the rules are applied by either of them

in relation to parish churches on the one hand and I do not have the figures in my head but they are
written down here—the Church of England has justto cathedrals on the other.

Ms GriYths: In 1994 English Heritage had their best over 12,000 listed places of worship whereas non-
conformist, Roman Catholic, synagogues andyear for church grants and were able to oVer £14

million. If you look at the value of that in real terms mosques make up something of the order of two to
three thousand more. If you assume that costs arenow the amount given in church grants is £25 million

only with a contribution of the Heritage Lottery shared proportionally between them, which may not
be true because there are relatively few medievalFund, which as Colin said, can and does give repair

grants for parish churches, but the total amount buildings in these other groups, we simply do not
know, but assume you could proportion up.given has just about held even in real terms and at the

same time over the same period building costs have
soared by 70%. The real benefit is considerably

Q183 Mr Hall: It is a substantial bill that you arelower. We do know that many churches simply do
asking the taxpayer to fund.not apply because the criterion is so tight, but of
Ms GriYths: They will not all happen at once.those who do apply perhaps one in two gets a grant.

There are only a couple of hundred churches a year
who get anything at all and that is a major problem. Q184 Mr Hall: It is still a substantial bill.
Mr Slee: Then we have to pay a fortune to all the Ms GriYths: It is a substantial bill. At the minute
various expert consultants that are necessary now by Church of England churches and cathedrals
regulation and we have to pay VAT on all of that. probably spend £120 million a year.
Particularly people applying for relatively small
amounts of money will be deterred simply from

Q185 Mr Hall: The point I am trying to make is thatpreparing the case to make the application.
you are asking the taxpayer to pick up a substantialMs GriYths: Having said that, it is a major bonus
bill for the repairs.that the Chancellor last week announced the
Mr Brindley: But when you set that in the context ofextension of the VAT scheme to professional fees
the use of those buildings compared with the use ofand extended the scheme for another three years
other buildings which the taxpayer does fund youwhich is a great help.
must see it as a huge mismatch if you compare it withMr Cooper: If you look at the subsidy to
York Railway Museum.cathedrals—I was looking at the York Railway

Museum website where they point out that their
subsidy from central government is £5.90 per visitor

Q186 Mr Hall: I do not accept that at all. I do notand they regard that as lower than average—we
think churches are museums.estimate the subsidy per visitor to cathedrals from
Ms GriYths: No, they are not museums. They arethe Government at 10 pence.4 The temptation is to
doing a lot of voluntary and community work asthink of cathedrals as somehow being part of the
well. If you costed the volunteer time and many ofGovernment; they are, of course, quite independent.
the social functions which churches carry out thatCanon Ainsworth: Picking up on Colin’s point, one
would have to be borne by the state, there areof the things we would want to ask is that in all new
considerable millions there from which thelegislation and regulation it be carefully considered
community benefits.how this will impact upon the churches and how the

burden upon those volunteers who have to
implement all those detailed regulations can be Q187 Mr Hall: In your evidence you have said that
lessened. parish councils are able to fund churches but very

few seldom do.
Mr Cooper: As far as I can make out, yes.Q181 Mr Hall: It is probably for Mr Cooper to

answer these questions. In evidence it has been said
that it is probably about £500 million for the repair Q188 Mr Hall: Have you got a reason for that?
bill for cathedrals and churches in the Church of Mr Cooper: No, it is a mystery to me and isEngland. What would the total bill be for the whole something I would like to know more about.of the religious buildings for worship across the UK,
including Methodist, the Catholic Church, mosques,
Hindus, Sikhs, and all the others? Q189 Mr Hall: Could it be that the churches have
Mr Cooper: I do not know. I doubt anyone does to not asked the parish councils for money?
be honest. Mr Slee: There is also a fear of religion. My own

local authority, not the parish council, but the
London Borough of Southwark will not fundQ182 Mr Hall: In evidence you are suggesting that
anything because they see us then as being a partisanthe Government should pick up 50% of the tab of
threat to anything else that they might wish to do,this.
and in fact have said so.
Ms GriYths: It comes back to the level playing field4 Footnote by Witness: This is the direct subsidy via English

Heritage repair grants. argument.
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Q190 Mr Hall: I have served on three parish geared into their Key Stage work. The most popular
one in Southwark at the moment is the Victoriancouncils, albeit up until 1993, and over my 12 year

tenure in the parishes I have never once considered classroom experience where they are all dressed in
Victorian costume, where they are treated as theyan application for a grant from a church. It might be

that you are not applying. would be in the Victorian classroom, so they have to
stand in the Song School and there is no sittingMr Brindley: I have certainly asked twice, once in

Warwick and once in Portsmouth local authorities where they do gymnastic exercises in the courtyard,
where the Dean says he would like to beat them alland both times have been turned down.
but the parents will not allow him and the experience
is a very comprehensive and popular event forQ191 Mr Hall: You say local authorities—do you
children. Because of the nature of the building youmean parish councils?
can recreate a Victorian classroom. As it happens,Mr Brindley: One was a parish council and one was
the Song School is Victorian so that is even better.a city council.
That sort of work we are running attracts 7,000
children a year; St Albans I know gets 15,000

Q192 Mr Hall: That is why they are diVerent. The children a year. This is very serious work. I see
parish council can spend its money on what it likes; schools that are 80% Muslim and I get thank you
a city council is quite restrained. letters from Muslim parents. This is not wandering
Mr Cooper: I accept your point. I have anecdotal around saying “Have you seen Shakespeare’s
evidence both ways. I simply do not have statistical monument?”
evidence or any decent survey evidence. Mr Brindley: The proof of the pudding is that we

attract almost twice as many children as English
Q193 Mr Hall: Parish councils do not have that Heritage to their properties. That is how popular it
much amount of money to spend. They have not got is with the schools.
huge pots of money. What are the restrictions that
are placed on alternative use of church interiors if

Q194 Helen Southworth: The Church Heritagethey were to remain a place of public worship?
Forum sees major potential to increase tourism inMs GriYths: They are much more flexible than many
churches and visitor attractions to areas and have anpeople believe. There have been an incredible
economic impact. What do you see as the range ofnumber of examples of very good and imaginative
that opportunity and who do you think should beuses of church buildings. Could I wave this at you, it
developing it? You implied that DCMS should beis a booklet entitled Building Faith in our Future, if
developing it but is this not something that you areyou have not already seen it—a copy went with the
best placed to deal with?submissions but I can certainly let you have more
Mr Brindley: In terms of opportunity, for instance incopies—this has lots of examples of very positive
Portsmouth we have gone up from about 20,000things happening from cafés, cyber centres, to use by
visitors to about 50,000 to 60,000 in three years andschools, post oYces. We are now in discussion with
that has been by putting a number of things in placethe association which looks after village shops as
and by cooperating closely with other localwell as post oYces. If a place of worship is in use
attractions. It seems to me that that sort ofobviously a use could not be completely
cooperation happens not just with local attractionsincompatible with its use as a consecrated building,
but also with the tourist boards, local authoritiesbut the legal system is becoming far more flexible
and national tourist boards. There is still a hugethan it used to be about the importance of bringing
potential for an increase in tourism and thein other activities.
economic impact of that is very significant.Canon Ainsworth: An astonishing variety of things
Canon Ainsworth: We are not asking that the DCMSgo on, not only in rural but in urban churches as
should organise that but simply recognise that therewell. Picking up on the point about museums,
is huge potential there which, as David has just said,although the church is not a museum, one of the
has huge spin-oVs to the wider community.things we are saying quite firmly is that there is a
Ms GriYths: We are doing some work with the helphuge educational task goes on with school groups
of a secondee from Visit Britain about developingvisiting. In my own church we have eight diVerent
tourism within churches. It is much easier withschools visit two or three times a year, for cross-
cathedrals in many ways because they are larger. Ascurricular visits, not just RE work but for history,
Trevor himself has identified, the number of visitorsgeography, maths, art and so on, and there are huge
to parish churches is huge. Very often thatopportunities there. Cathedrals are in a position to
experience is not necessarily well-prepared or well-employ education oYcers who can do that. Parish
coordinated. There have been a number of initiativeschurches find that very diYcult but if we had
which have shown that with a little bit of carefulsomething of the kind of help that is available in the
work on how you welcome your visitors, advertisingmuseum world to make the most of those education
what you have got, just telling people where you are,experiences that really would be good.
you can perhaps double the number of visitors veryMr Slee: I hope no-one on this Committee dreams
easily over a three-year period. This has been thethat we let people come in with clipboards;
experience in Yorkshire. What it also did wasclipboards are banned. All the work that is done by
increase the confidence of that local community andcathedrals educationally is by qualified teachers who

work with teachers and do exactly the work that is that congregation. It is fair to say that it is never
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going to be an economic panacea for the church, but Ms GriYths: It is very much about a sense of pride
and about community memory as well. If you thinkwhat it does do is bring a lot to the local economy if

only in terms of petrol, bed and breakfast, drinks in of the number of family historians who are going
around tracing their great-great-grandparents whothe pub, meals in the café, and so there is a spin-oV

for the local community and it is about building are constantly going to churches and graveyards and
in every case seeing something of what thisthose links.
community has done, thought and suVered and dealt
with over the centuries. It is very powerful. That is

Q195 Helen Southworth: Have you identified which not just the Grade I buildings either.
of your premises, how many of your premises and
where they are that are visitor attractions?

Q198 Mr Sanders: What financial or other outcomesMs GriYths: What do you mean by “visitor
do you hope to result from English Heritage’sattraction”? It can be anything from Canterbury
“Inspired!” programme?Cathedral to a small parish church. Every church is
Ms GriYths: English Heritage is preaching veryspecial, every church is diVerent; every church will
similar messages to the ones we have done inhave something.
Building Faith in our Future: that churches can do aMr Brindley: You may have seen two or three years
tremendous amount and that they are under-ago Simon Jenkins published England’s Thousand
supported. I would hope that with the Inspired!Best Churches which, if you have not read it, you
Campaign, building on the work we have alreadymust see because there is a fascinating description of
done that, yes, perhaps the Government woulda thousand really beautiful places and people go
recognise that there was need for more financialaround the country with that in their car. I have seen
support for church buildings to maintain them andthem turn up with it and they say “Where is such and
keep them open. It is also a question, which is one wesuch that Jenkins talked about?” The potential there
are already addressing, of what we might callfor doing that is huge. Potentially every one of our
‘building capacity’ and making sure that there wasGrade I listed churches is a significant tourist
good practice and advice spread to parishes whichattraction. Potentially every one of those Grade I
we centrally are trying to do with websites andand II* listed churches, and so on, has the potential
advice to dioceses and parishes.to pull more people into that locality and therefore

to create economic benefit in the locality.
Q199 Mr Sanders: Are you confident that English
Heritage achieves an appropriate balance betweenQ196 Helen Southworth: Do they all have access
preserving church fabric and enabling adaptationfor visitors?
for community use?Mr Brindley: The cathedrals are all open from dawn
Mr Brindley: Certainly in my experience that is true.until dusk every day. A lot of the parish churches are
I chair Portsmouth Advisory Committee. We haveopen every day. I do not know whether Paula knows
very good working relationships with Englishwhat percentage?
Heritage and they ask us diYcult but properMr Slee: Are you asking about DDA?
questions and always in conversation with them they
do have a very broad and realistic understanding
that we are dealing with sensitive historic buildings,Q197 Helen Southworth: You are talking about

people being able to go in. but we are also dealing with buildings which are in
use which are not museums and buildings whichMr Cooper: We know the average figure is 55% of

parish churches are open based on a sample of 20 need to evolve to serve the needs of the local
community and the worshipping community. Ourcounties. Rural Herefordshire, for example,

manages to open 84%. Remember that every church experience has always been that English Heritage
have been very positive, supportive and putting lotsthat is open involves a churchwarden or someone

going along and opening it up in the morning and of very good ideas to that.
Ms GriYths: There has been quite a shift, not onlysomeone going along and closing it at night, a purely

voluntary activity. On the DDA front, I sit on the within English Heritage, but within the whole of the
amenity world over the past 15 years, aboutSouthwark DAC and I am seeing a lot of disability

access requests coming in. My impression is that the recognising that they want to preserve these
buildings, we want to preserve these buildings andChurch is probably ahead of the game of anyone else

on that front. keep them going, but the best way of keeping a
building going is for it to be used, loved andCanon Ainsworth: In many communities the church

may well be the only listed building, the only maintained and sometimes that is going to need
some sensitive adaptation to enable that. Yes, ofbuilding of quality, both in landmark terms and in

terms of what is inside. Even if it is a relatively grotty course, you have to think about what “sensitive
adaptation” means; yes, you have to think aboutbuilding, in many communities it is something that

should be cherished and help local people to what the building will let you do, but there is usually
a way forward with good consultation and good willappreciate what they have got on their doorstep and

they use it for a wide range of functions. Certainly on both sides and increasingly that is happening. If
English Heritage do have a bad reputation it is verythe encouragement to make churches accessible is

coming all the time nationally and from each often perhaps on the basis of an old story from 10
years ago and the rumour has spread like wildfire, ordiocese.
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it is about them not being called into consultation at find that both those things could be unpacked with
early consultation but presumably the parish clergythe earliest stage when everybody can pull together

and think about the problems and the way forward. was probably a bit awe-inspiring for them and
therefore was put to one side and the AmenityCanon Ainsworth: It is when they are under pressure

and under-resourced that the problems come. Societies have a particular axe to grind.
Canon Ainsworth: English Heritage is arranged
regionally so one might well find diVerent responsesQ200 Mr Sanders: From your answers English

Heritage is a good thing, but are you concerned in diVerent regions coming across.
Ms GriYths: That is very fair. The early consultationabout the future of English Heritage perhaps not

having the same level of resources available? is important. There will be a few cases where English
Heritage, even after early consultation, after a longMs GriYths: Yes.
discussion may feel “This particular change really is
not sympathetic to the building and we do not wantQ201 Mr Sanders: Is that something that you would

want to get across to us? to support it, but it is important to realise that
English Heritage are not the body which grantsMs GriYths: Absolutely, very much so.

Mr Brindley: While we do feel they are a good permission. Under the Church’s system those
alterations to the church will ultimately bething—they are sensitive towards the cathedrals and

the churches and we have good dialogue with authorised or not authorised under the faculty
system by the Chancellor. English Heritage and thethem—they are under-resourced and that is putting

them under stress and therefore there is a danger other societies are consultees, that is fine; their views
have to be taken seriously, that is fine, but they aretheir quality of work will decline because they feel

stressed because their resources are declining. not the final decision-maker.
Canon Ainsworth: But they do understand theCanon Ainsworth: Or it is easiest to say no.

Mr Cooper: My estimate is that their income has agenda in force.
dropped by 7% in real terms since the year 2000. It
also makes it diYcult for them to be creative. Whilst Q203 Mr Hall: The Heritage Lottery Fund and

priorities: is there a dilemma or a dichotomy in thethey feel constrained to continue with the current
grant scheme because it is obviously doing good church for accepting money derived from gambling

to improve churches?work, there is little spare money to try out new
schemes we can all think of which need piloting and Mr Slee: That is easily answered with what

happened after Judas hanged himself.a certain amount of cash to get going.

Q202 Chairman: It is encouraging to hear your Q204 Mr Hall: What happened before when Jesus
threw the gamblers out of the synagogue?praise for English Heritage. Not all of our evidence

has taken the same view. We have received a Mr Slee: They drew lots and chose Matthias.
Whenever anybody asks me about taking Lotterymemorandum from the Archdeacon of SuVolk

which is very critical and he cites two examples of funding for Southwark I simply respond by saying
“The replacement disciple was chosen by drawingchurches which need adaptation to facilitate wider

community use, but English Heritage have stopped lots, what is the problem?”
that on the basis that it is changing the nature of the
building and they need to preserve the historic Q205 Mr Hall: That is an excellent answer!

Mr Brindley: If I could give a slightly diVerentnature. His finishes his evidence by saying that:
“Unless the Amenity Societies and English Heritage answer: yes, there are some churches who would find

diYculties with that but the majority do not.are sympathetic and facilitate wider community use,
we shall reach a point where people will simply walk
away from these buildings in despair.” Q206 Mr Hall: I am on the side of the majority by

the way.Mr Slee: That sentence says something very
interesting because it mentions the Amenity Mr Brindley: I have just accepted a fairly large

donation from Vosper Thornycroft. Should oneSocieties and certainly from the work we did on
Southwark Cathedral for the Millennium I had no accept money created by those who build boats?

There are lots of grey areas to accepting money.diYculty with English Heritage and I do believe that
the key to that is the very early consultation and Canon Ainsworth: Some feel that it is a lottery at

both ends.working it through, but I had significant diYculty
with the Amenity Societies, who are voluntary, and Chairman: This takes us into a whole new debate and

perhaps we should draw a line under it there. Thankhave one particular axe to grind usually. I would not
be at all surprised if one examined that sentence to you very much indeed.
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Chairman: We are now focusing specifically on the believe it can be improved more and the key for us is
to make a better link between the acquisition of thatarchaeological aspects of the heritage and, although

each of you represents a diVerent organisation knowledge and its dissemination to the broader
public. That is where we would like to see more of anwithin the archaeological sector, you each come

under the umbrella of the Archaeological Forum.8 emphasis.

Q207 Philip Davies: The written evidence had lots of Q209 Chairman: I understand there are discussions
praise for PPG16 in terms of its eVect on going on about the merger of PPG15 and PPG16.
archaeology. Are you happy that planning controls How are those going and what response are you
generally are eVective in preserving archaeological getting from the ODPM and DCMS to the points
remains where it is necessary? you are making?
Mr Hinton: I think we are. There are changes that we Dr Heyworth: One of our frustrations at the moment
would like to make to PPG16 in terms of fine-tuning, to a certain extent is that the work to merge PPG15
particularly in terms of ensuring the proper public and PPG16 has been somewhat put on hold awaiting
benefit is derived from it, but it seems to be a system the Heritage White Paper and the Heritage
that has worked well in protecting and allowing Protection Review. We certainly argued previously
investigation of archaeological sites that are that we felt there were opportunities to make some
threatened by development where that development small amendments to PPG16 in particular but the
is covered by the planning process. What PPG16 suggestions at the moment are that those should
does not do is protect sites that are threatened by really wait until we have gone through the process of
processes that are not covered through the the Heritage White Paper later in the year, so we are
planning process. a little bit stuck on that loop at the moment.
Mr Ayers: It is important that the basic principles of Certainly the principle of merging the two, looking
PPG16 are recognised and sustained. The principles at the historical environment in a holistic way, is
of the fact that there should be preservation by something we would all very much support.
record where it is not possible to maintain sites but, Mr Ayers: It is also fair to say that, from our
where possible, there should be a principle of perspective, PPG16 has been a more eVective tool
mitigation strategies to avoid damage to sites than PPG15. We have been able to develop the
recognising that we have a limited resource and it is principles of PPG16 in such a way that we can get a
not one that we can replace. Whilst we want to see record made of threatened sites in a manner where
PPG16 enhanced so that we can bring the benefits frequently with changes to historic buildings it has
that it has brought to a relatively narrow sector to a been less easy to do that.
wider community, we want those underlying
principles to be maintained.

Q210 Chairman: You have all drawn attention to
your concern about the operation of the Class

Q208 Philip Davies: If you want it to be enhanced is Consents Order and the way in which this is being
there any evidence that you have got that we have used to damage some important sites. How
lost sites due to inadequate planning controls? Is important do you regard it to correct that problem,
there any evidence you can give us where we have and is it universally accepted that it should be
lost sites due to that? corrected or is there some opposition particularly
Dr Heyworth: In the majority of cases PPG16 works from the farming community?
very well. The key thing now is that for the first time Dr Heyworth: Amongst the archaeological
archaeology is a material consideration in the community there is absolutely a unanimous view
planning process. What often happens is that there that it should be corrected. It seems absurd to us that
has to be a decision taken as a result of earlier these sites which have been categorised as the most
work—evaluation-type work—as to how much nationally important sites in the country in many
archaeological work is going to be undertaken cases are being actively destroyed day by day by
during the course of the development. Sometimes agricultural processes, forestry processes and other
inevitably there are pressures during development land management processes. The principle from our
work and it means that the archaeological point of view is a clear one. What we then need to
excavation or whatever mitigation strategy is put in discuss are other ways of land management and that
place does not necessarily have the opportunity to is where some of the environmental stewardship
recover the full range of evidence that you might schemes that have come into place over the last year
like, but that is a balance. What is certainly the case or two in particular are very helpful in that regard.
is that, since the introduction of PPG16, the That is where the bridge is being built to discuss this
contribution to knowledge has vastly increased over with farmers and landowners.
what was previously the case, so it is a huge Mr Ayers: The key to it is the best land managers are
improvement, but there are certain areas where we the people who own the land and the people who

work the land. They are also the people who
5 See HC 912-II, Ev 200 frequently care most for it as well. One of the things6 See HC 912-II, Ev 43

that we have discovered is that by helping to explain7 See HC 912-II, Ev 119
8 See HC 912-II, Ev 5 what the historic environment is all about, what the
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sensitivities are with regard to management of that parish or locality and for maintaining them in the
future, just as we get in environmental conservation,land, is one of the best ways of ensuring eVective

protection for monuments within the landscape. et cetera. If we can get the process right and link it
into the public value and get the knowledge baseWhat is important is that we do take this holistic

view of the historic environment, we try and linking in to understanding it in that sense then I
think there are some real opportunities to moverecognise that there are other pressures, we realise

there is an economic aspect to farming as much as forward.
there is an historic environment protective aspect to Mr Ayers: Another interesting aspect of the
it, and that we, through mechanisms such as the agri- Heritage Protection Review is the way that it is
environment schemes that are coming on stream, use implying a broader philosophical understanding of
those to get a common way forward. what we mean by the historic environment. It is

much more encouraging for us to have people like
yourselves discussing the historic environment than

Q211 Helen Southworth: Where did the impetus for merely built heritage. We are talking about a
the reforms in the Heritage Protection Review come cultural construct out there which is everywhere.
from in your perspective and how confident are you There is probably not a square centimetre of
that they are going to be eVective in archaeological England and probably the UK which does not have
terms? the impact of humanity upon it. It is a much more
Mr Hinton: We certainly know that representatives inclusive and constructive process to be talking
of this forum argued for the kind of reforms that are about the historic environment as a whole and
set out in the Heritage Protection Review, a few involving the wider community as a whole in
ministers back, I think, and I remember being told at stewardship of that environment than it is to be
the time that perhaps our aspirations then were continually talking about individual monuments
unrealistic in terms of the level of reform that we and protection of, as it were, hot spots within that
were looking for for heritage protection legislation. environment.
I do not think we would claim credit as being the
progenitors of the programme but it is certainly
something that has been bubbling up over many Q212 Helen Southworth: Can I ask you to expand a

little about the public benefit, and when you do soyears through the archaeological and heritage
community more widely, a feeling that the current can I ask you—and this is in almost direct

opposition to what you have just said—if you wouldlegislative package is confusing, arcane, obstructive
and has great areas of unaccountability in it, and so look at the role of archaeology in the built

environment in terms of interpretation and access aswe were delighted when DCMS and English
Heritage got behind this agenda. I think the second well as below ground sites? We tend to think of

archaeology as being things that are damaged bypart of your question was about how eVective it is
going to be, will it work? Our concerns cover a range ploughs.
of issues. There is certainly concern about the area Dr Heyworth: I think that is changing. One of the
of resourcing. We do not yet know quite what the projects that my organisation was involved with very
resourcing implications will be but there will be recently was the Defence of Britain project which
resourcing implications. They may not be enormous was a survey of 20th century military sites,
on the archaeological side but there will be some. particularly associated with anti-invasion defences
Also, if a Bill seems—and you will have a better in the Second World War. One of the great
feeling on this than we have—to have quite wide advantages of that was that it brought to a very large
support through the heritage community we want to audience the idea that there was an archaeological
be sure that that will pass through Parliament approach to those sorts of constructions. 1940s
successfully. Those are two of our major concerns. concrete is not necessarily what people think of as
What we would like to see is a White Paper that archaeology, not your average Time Team viewing
explores those issues so that we can anticipate with perhaps, but for many people they recognised for the
greater authority than we have at the moment the first time that archaeology as a series of techniques
hazards that lie ahead. had a contribution to make in terms of the study of

that period. That equally applies to buildings of allDr Heyworth: One of the real opportunities here is
to link it in much more explicitly to public benefit types. It is only about three weeks ago that I was

sharing a platform with the chief executive ofand the public agenda. We feel that the historic
environment can make a huge contribution to English Heritage. We were launching a document on

good practice in terms of recording built fabric ofsustainable communities and community
regeneration, and if we get this process right, make historic buildings, and for many people, as you

rightly say, townscapes and individual buildings areit much more open and accountable, there is an
opportunity to really bring heritage in as one of the what they see every day and that is part of the

historic environment, and a very significant part forkey assets and one of the key drivers to regeneration
and sustainable communities and, as Brian said them, but the key for us as archaeologists is not only

to understand that built fabric but also how it relatesearlier, that is one of the best ways to protect and
preserve these assets for the future, by getting local to layers that went beneath and building up those

layers of time and understanding how thepeople to engage with them. There are some
fantastic examples now of schemes like Adopt a communities developed. What emerges in nearly all

the local society groups and community groups thatMonument where a local community would take
responsibility for particular monuments in their are involved in the historic environment and
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heritage is that there is a real thirst for knowledge records. We have had evidence to this committee
that unless archaeology services are involved at aout there about their community, how it has

developed and what the buildings mean. higher level status in that record collection the
system will be seriously undermined. Have you got aArchaeology has a huge role to play there in terms

of it interpreting and understanding the past and comment on that?
allowing people to value it perhaps in ways they have Mr Ayers: The historic environment records have
not been able to before. been built up over the last 30 years as a partnership

primarily between English Heritage and localMr Ayers: Your question is an interesting one
because what it does is highlight the point about authorities. We now have pretty well comprehensive

coverage across the country. We have beenarchaeology, which is that it is dealing with two
things. There is archaeology as a product, the developing systems which ensure that those records

have compatibility and fairly soon I hope that wecultural items, if you like, be they buildings or
objects in the ground or the sites, and there is will also have interoperability. We are also

developing ways in which those records can bearchaeology as a process, the science of discovery,
the manner in which we investigate the environment, accessed much more easily by the public. They are

the basis upon which objective decision-making isbe it above or below ground, be it buildings or holes
in the ground, and that investigative process is one taken. We are providing advice to local councillors

with regard to planning applications and theywhich has terrific engagement with the wider public.
We have used it with schools and teachers and have provide a very great deal of the information which

will be required for the proposed managementfound that we can address areas right across the
curriculum. We do not just have to stick to history agreements and the statements of significance which

the HPR process is seeking. They are remarkablyor geography. We can deal with English and
mathematics and science because archaeology is a powerful tools but they are at the moment entirely

discretionary. Without them I cannot see the HPRgreat broad-based discipline which enables that
creative investigation of the world around us to take process working. We understand that there is likely

to be a recommendation that it will go into the Whitea more concrete form through looking at the
products, but it is the intermix of archaeology as Paper that they should be made a statutory

responsibility of local authorities and we believe thatprocess and archaeology as study of product which
is enriching. that is extremely important, not just the records

themselves but the actual historic environmentMr Hinton: One of the things that we would like to
services. There is no point in having a database if yousee, particularly through the reform of PPG16 when
do not understand the information within it. Whatthe new planning policy statement is produced, is
we need to make sure is that we get good objectivemore opportunity to allow the public to participate
data to those people who need to use it, either thein that process. I may be here representing the
decision-makers or the wider public.professional body for archaeologists but it is a

widespread myth that we want to keep the general Mr Hinton: We are concerned at the moment that a
number of local authorities who are facingpublic out of active participation in archaeology. It

is very important that people engage in this process. budgetary diYculties are targeting heritage services,
particularly archaeological services,9 and thereforeIt really captivates minds, and one of the things that

we have to do is make sure that it is a reasonable the danger that Brian has described is quite real in
some areas of having a record that becomesrequirement of a local authority to ask for public

open days and possibly public participation in fossilised at a particular point in time and is not
interpreted and updated. As Brian says, HPR isprojects that are going forward. If there is a public

interest argument in archaeology, and I firmly going to be very much dependent on having these
historic environment records. We are in quite abelieve there is, then we need to find a mechanism for

interesting the public. delicate time at the moment with DCMS and
English Heritage and ODPM furiously knittingMr Ayers: Could I come back in briefly? I happen to
away creating a structure at one end if we have a fewwork within a museums environment and it is quite
local authorities who are pulling the wool andinteresting, this being a Culture, Media and Sport

Committee because, of course, museums are unravelling it at the other end, so I think this is
sponsored through DCMS. We are currently something that is going to have to be looked at very
working with the Renaissance in the Regions carefully in the near future. Certainly leaving such
initiative. That initiative is very much linked to an essential plank of heritage protection reform as
inspiring learning and ensuring that there is a wider an entirely discretionary process does leave the
understanding amongst the community as a whole whole process very fragile and very vulnerable
of the value of museums and the value of indeed.
archaeology and the archaeological process within Dr Heyworth: The other slight danger is that they are
that. It is particularly valuable, if you are talking to also just seen as linked to and associated with
us as archaeologists, from our perspective because development control processes whereas in fact they
we are a cultural pursuit and we do firmly believe are the local knowledge base which people should be
that we help to brighten the nation. tapping into and learning from and using. They

should be very much live resources, and the way in

Q213 Mr Hall: In June 2004 the Government 9 Footnote by Witness: Northamptonshire County Council,
announced that it was going to require local Leicester City Council, Surrey County Council, Isle of

Wight and Northumberland National Park.authorities to maintain historic environment
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which they now can be made more available through will be to start to look at these through some sort of
unified regime. One of the key things that emerges inthe internet has really helped community groups to

do that, but again the frustration is that the small many cases is that the most complicated areas to deal
with are complexes where you have potentially gotresource that you need to facilitate the process and

engage with community groups through education underground archaeology and historic buildings
and listed buildings and hedgerows and all sorts ofand outreach is invariably the one post that is the

first one to be cut when you look at your resources, other things going on, and to be able to look at that
in a holistic sense will be much better all round andand yet that post can be a real driver to all sorts of

community engagement. There are some will enable the real benefits to be seen in the planning
process as well, hopefully. That is another of the realfrustrations about that as well. It is not just about

development control. golden opportunities coming up, I think, through
the HPR.
Mr Hinton: However, it is worth noting that of theQ214 Mr Hall: Peter, you actually anticipated the
assets that are recorded as entries on sites andnext question in that while local authorities are
monuments records something in the order of 98%expected to allocate resources between their
of them are not designated in any formal way otherresponsibly for scheduled monuments and their
than appearing on the register. The Heritageresponsibility for protecting listed buildings, are you
Protection Review will bring many great things butconfident that local authorities are going to respect
what we need to do is make sure through statutorythe need for archaeology in that allocation of
sites and monuments records services that there areresources?
facilities for dealing with the other 98%.Mr Hinton: It is always very worrying that so much

of archaeology is done on a non-statutory basis.
What we need to do is make sure that there are Q216 Alan Keen: One thing that surprised me was

seeing the growing amount of investment, if you like,proper indicators in place which do not just take
account of the statutory designated assets. If I may by developers, and I took that to be people wanting

to develop sites and therefore putting money intoI will deflect that question to my colleague, Brian
Ayers, who is more of a local government man than not damaging them until they have been fully

investigated, but I read further and realised it wasI am.
archaeological contractors. How does that work?
There must be a down side to it.Q215 Mr Hall: With regard to the possibility that
Mr Ayers: It works in that PPG16 makesstatutory responsibilities being brought into the
requirements for archaeological work a materialequation will distort the picture and make local
consideration within the planning process. Thatauthorities have a distorted view of what their
means that local authorities can require a developerpriorities should be, perhaps you could answer both
to undertake a range of archaeological worksthose questions together.
ranging from a desktop study up through evaluationMr Ayers: I will try. I do not think that making
work to full scale excavation. Local authorityhistoric environment records statutory should
archaeologists provide the advice, using the historicdistort the issue inasmuch as from our perspective it
environment record, to the planning authorities.is eVectively resource neutral. They are already
The planning authorities pass the requirement on tothere. They are currently being paid for. They are an
the developer, usually together with anasset which is important, as Mike said, across the
archaeological brief or specification detailing thespectrum, so that should not distort the issue. There
type of work that is required that has been preparedis an interesting part of your question with regard to
by the local authority archaeologist. It is then up toresponsibilities towards listed buildings and historic
the developer to secure an archaeological contractormonuments, and I think I would refer you back to
to undertake that work. Increasingly that is amy earlier answer, which is the need to work in
process that is being done through a tenderinggreater partnerships, particularly with rural
system and another role of the local authoritymonuments, for instance, operating within things
archaeologist is therefore to monitor the work to seelike agri-environment schemes in an attempt to
that it is done to an appropriate quality, thatensure that there is eVective stewardship of those
standards are maintained and that the outputs inmonuments at what is often low cost. In my own
terms of a report and archive are appropriate for thecounty, which is Norfolk, we have a remarkable
requirements of the local authority and ofproject called the Norfolk Monuments Management
archaeology itself. That is the process and that isProject which is a partnership between the county
how the funding comes in.council, English Heritage, Defra, the National

Farmers’ Union, the CLA, people like that, where
we work very closely with 500-plus landowners right Q217 Alan Keen: What are the down sides for the

profession?across the county to ensure eVective management of
monuments, which is frequently done at the cost of Mr Hinton: One of the things that the profession is

finding is that we have had to adapt quite rapidly inthe individuals concerned and not of the public
sector at all. the light of PPG16 from a situation of largely public

funded archaeology to doing private sector fundedDr Heyworth: In some ways one of the most
potentially distorting factors is this artificial divide archaeology working in a competitive environment

and it is very diYcult for any profession in its earlybetween monuments and listed buildings, and one of
the great advantages of the HPR process hopefully years to handle competition. One of the things that
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my institute does, the Institute of Field archaeology which is now being done and in many
cases you could argue that the bringing in of privateArchaeologists, is run a quality assurance scheme

for archaeological organisations called the Register sector money and competitive tendering has driven
up standards and has driven up ways of doingof Archaeological Organisations Scheme. This is a

form of corporate accreditation. We also have things, but the lack of synthesis is really quite
worrying. There is a very great deal of informationaccreditation of individual members through the

entry requirements into the institute, but that is which is coming out. It is being recorded, it is going
into the county HERs and it is going into what wesomething that will need to be beefed up. What we

need to do to build in better quality assurance into call grey literature, but it is not being synthesised in
a way which would help the profession to developthe whole of the archaeological process is ask those

bodies that are requiring or commissioning work to further as a whole. That is one aspect. The other
aspect, which is in a way quite distressing in alook for accredited archaeological professionals to

undertake the work, and I emphasise again that the country where archaeology grew out of public
enthusiasm through county societies in the 19thobject of that exercise is to ensure that quality is

maintained, that standards are maintained, not that century and what-have-you, is the manner in which
the amateur archaeologist has necessarily beenthe very important voluntary sector is driven out of

the business. There is absolutely no reason why they removed from the excavation process, or at least the
funded excavation process. If you are in acannot get the same accreditation as the paid

archaeologists do. There are problems there and competitive tender, obviously you cannot use
volunteers as part of that competitive tender, andthere are also significant problems in terms of pay

for archaeologists where we lag very seriously also if you are undertaking the work you cannot
deliver a project late because it rained and thebehind average levels of pay, getting more like 60%

of the average pay of other professions. There are a volunteers did not turn up but your professionals
did. Accordingly, there has been a very significantnumber of issues to be addressed, many of which can

be done through PPG16, again by indicating to local contraction of opportunity for the public to engage
in archaeology, in digging holes and finding things,authorities what is reasonable, what is defensible in

the way of a requirement, and we are, I am pleased which is what a lot of people like to do and there is
nothing wrong with that, and so that is a problemto say, working quite closely with English Heritage

and DCMS to try and develop such a scheme which for us.
we hope also to introduce in partnership with the Mr Hinton: But, as I said earlier, that is something
Institute of Historic Building Conservation from that could be relatively easily rectified through a bit
whom you have taken evidence earlier. of tweaking of the PPG16 to make it a reasonable

requirement on the developer to contracting
archaeological organisations which would

Q218 Helen Southworth: Do you think there should additionally provide opportunities but not depend
be a planning requirement that people working on on volunteer input into the archaeological process. I
sites should meet the registered archaeological think that would achieve an eVective balance.
organisations’ standards?
Mr Hinton: I personally believe it would be
extremely helpful if local planning authorities had Q219 Helen Southworth: In terms of the information

that is gathered from sites are you confident thatthe facility to make that requirement when it was
appropriate. I do not believe that it would be there is a national standard of depositing? I am

thinking particularly if you have sites next to eachnecessary for every archaeological excavation. I
think it needs to be applied proportionately. In the other that might have five years between

developments. Is there a methodology for being ablecase where a local planning authority is requiring
archaeological intervention for someone putting an to identify the detail of a previous excavation?
extension on to a small house, that would be Mr Hinton: There is a problem certainly in
overkill. When you are dealing with major synthesising the results of two excavations five years
developments with very serious sensitive apart on diVerent sites because each one can be a
archaeological sites I think that would be an discrete piece of work funded by a diVerent
appropriate step to take. As ever with the planning developer for diVerent purposes. This really is where
process, we would be dealing with questions of we look very much to English Heritage and its
reasonableness and what we would look to English Historic Environment Enabling Programme to
Heritage and its sister organisations across the UK provide opportunities for that synthetic overview
and DCMS and ODPM to do through the planning that cannot be undertaken on a piecemeal funded
policy statement is to give some guidance on basis through the development process. Another
reasonableness, and we would like to see them take concern is in terms of the deposition of the written
a tougher line on that at the moment to create some archive and the material that is excavated. In some
barriers to entry to professional practice that allow parts of the country there are museums that are
proper self-regulation to take place and ensure that willing to take and are capable of taking that
public benefit is maintained in a way that it is not archive. In other parts of the country there is
always at the moment, we have to confess. nowhere for it to go and it is currently sitting around

being looked after by archaeological contractors atMr Ayers: There are a couple of other down sides to
the contracting process. One is the relative lack of their own cost waiting for a suitable repository to be

found. There are some very good models around theeVective synthesis of the amount of work that is
being undertaken. There is a terrific amount of country, museum based repositories, for
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archaeological information which are not just something like 10% of archaeology graduates go on
to practise in the profession. The other 90% go oV todumps where they are buried like some kind of

embarrassing nuclear waste but actually places pursue other careers. There is a problem in
progression through the profession and there iswhere the material can be studied by academics, by

members of the public, by anyone, and we need to certainly a problem with retention, particularly in
the early years of the profession where people findget that network spread out across the country.
that they are unable to aVord to continue. There isMr Ayers: There are two parts to your question. The
more work that needs to be done in terms of helpingfirst part we are generally on top of. I think what you
people to develop their skills, to move on throughwere asking was, are we, as it were, providing a
the profession, and we have been working closelystandard of record even if two parts of the same side
with English Heritage and indeed the HLF over that.are done separately by diVerent contracting
The HLF has recently granted a very substantialorganisations five years apart? Broadly speaking we
programme of bursaries to allow people to acquireare on top of that. We have the procedures and the
archaeological skills in the workplace and newprocesses in place to ensure a compatibility of
people to come into archaeology or to take up newstandard and indeed of interoperability between
roles in archaeology and learn skills almost in arecords, but as to the second part of your question
modern apprenticeship format.there is an emerging problem with regard to public

storage of and access to material and, as Peter said, Dr Heyworth: The key is that we need to look at
alternative mechanisms. It has been in the past veryit diVers across the country but I would suggest that

even in those places which are now generally well set much a graduate entry profession. I think now the
Archaeology Training Forum (which is anotherup it is a problem which could easily get worse.

Certainly within my own museums and archaeology group through which we can all work together) best
practice qualification will be a key linked intoservice we regularly review our procedures for both

acquisition and indeed disposal simply in order to occupational standards which we have for
archaeology and which are a very importantmanage a developing issue.
benchmark in a sense, and we are well placed now toDr Heyworth: The other thing worth touching on is
move forward with that.that one of the other diYculties here is that a lot of

this work is quite small scale as individual pieces of
work and therefore within that individual piece of

Q221 Philip Davies: I think I am one of the fewwork it is very hard to justify to the developer who
people who did GCSE archaeology at school,is paying for it why they should perhaps see that
particularly in a state school as well. How importantpiece of work in a broader context, so you end up
do you think it is that archaeology as a subject iswith lots of bits of jigsaw puzzle, if you like, and it is
taught in schools for archaeology as a professionvery hard to see who pays for the work that tries to
and just generally to thrive in this country?put the jigsaw back together to tell the story. Whilst
Dr Heyworth: We think it is critical and it isthe technical standard side is probably stronger than
unfortunate that now nobody can take a GCSE init ever has been the diYculty of the process is that
archaeology because there is not that option anyoften the output is what is termed a piece of grey
more. One of the diYculties with that was that theliterature, which is a relatively technical report
numbers taking it were quite limited so the economicwhich is not actually even published formally, is
argument was that it was not justifiable. Thestored in an archive et cetera, but often—and this
diYculty with that, and in a sense the reason behindcomes back to a certain extent to the pressures of the
that, was that until very recently it was very hard ascompetitive tendering environment in which they
an archaeology graduate to get into teacher trainingwork—the organisations undertaking the work do
because archaeology was not defined as a nationalnot have the capacity, often because they have gone
curriculum subject and so many teacher trainingon to the next job, to tell the story. This is where it
colleges would not accept archaeology graduates incomes back to the fact that we are missing an
for teacher training, which frankly sounds absurd.opportunity in terms of public value and public
That now has been catered for, I think, and that wasbenefit. That is the area I think we would want to
one of the positive outcomes of the campaign that weprobe more. The technical standards I think are well
fought over the GCSE. There are lots of ways inlooked after.
which archaeology can be used within the national
curriculum even though archaeology itself is not a
recognised course, and certainly there is a lot ofQ220 Helen Southworth: What work needs to be

undertaken to draw new people into the profession work going on linking into what are called hybrid
and to give recognition of skills that develop at history courses where there is an archaeological
diVerent levels? dimension in with history linked with the vocational

aspects, and again the skills and techniques ofMr Hinton: One of the things that we are working on
in partnership with the Archaeology Training archaeology can be used in almost anything. There

are some very good examples of teachers fromForum is the development of a vocational
qualification in archaeological practice which we archaeology backgrounds who use archaeology to

teach almost every aspect of the curriculum becausehope to be launching during the course of this year,
which will be made available to professionals and it is at the end of the day a subject that really fires up

kids and there are some fantastic opportunitiesthe voluntary sector alike. There does not seem to be
a shortage at the moment of people wishing to come around to go out of the classroom as well. This is

another area where the archaeology and heritageinto archaeology; rather the opposite. It looks like
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outside the classroom manifesto is something we most valuable parts is the Local Heritage Initiative,
would all very strongly support. There are a lot of which has been a relatively small pot of money, up
opportunities for young people to get experiences to £25,000 per application, where people can do very
out of the classroom and heritage and the historical much community based archaeology, and a lot of
environment really oVers that. the active engagement at a local level in the last few
Mr Ayers: I think it is worth pointing out that years has come up through LHI funded projects.
archaeology and the historical environment are local The LHI is due to finish later on this year and we are
things and it is a way, particularly with children but waiting with bated breath at the moment to see
also with others, of getting people to relate to their whether there will be some sort of successor
local environment and to investigate the world programme to that, as we hope there will be. One of
around them. I always remember an excavation the real advantages of LHI is that it has been
which was within an area of fairly dense housing and relatively hands-oV from an application
people visiting the excavation were saying, “I did not bureaucracy point of view and that is certainly
know we had any history here”, and it was something that we want to make sure is maintained
marvellous that people were suddenly waking up to in any future programme, which I am sure will be
the fact that history is all around them. I have forthcoming. We really would like to see some
recently been visiting a project in Manchester called evidence of what that successor programme is going
Dig Manchester, which has been fantastic and in to be. Certainly in overall terms, as it were, we are a
parts of Manchester the numbers of people coming very strong supporter of the HLF.
in and engaging with archaeology has been really
quite remarkable. It is not that they are learning to

Q223 Mr Hall: If I can follow directly on from that,be archaeologists. They are just learning to look at
who have you made representations to about thetheir environment and appreciate it and understand
replacement for the initiative?that the place they live is special to them.
Dr Heyworth: We have been speaking to the HLF
themselves. As you know, they are going through a

Q222 Chairman: Can you just say a quick word programme at the moment of reviewing their own
about how you view the activities of English strategy so we have been speaking to them about
Heritage and HLF in the archaeological area? that, but we have also been engaging with DCMS
Mr Hinton: We are very concerned, like the previous through the programme they have been working on
group you have just taken evidence from, about the to try and look at the future shares of the lottery.
level of funding that English Heritage is receiving. One of the reasons it is coming to an end is that it was
We see that as an organisation it has responded to done through the Countryside Agency, so I think
the criticisms in the Quinquennial Review. It there is just a bit of an issue of succession and which
certainly seems to us to have become a much more organisation is going to pick it up or if the HLF are
responsive, much more publicly focused, much more going to take it back in-house and manage it
outward looking, much more accountable themselves, so I think they have that dialogue going
organisation and it is a little bit unclear to us quite on internally at the moment.
what it is now being punished for and the cut in
funds is having a real impact on some of the activities

Q224 Mr Hall: But the Council for Britishwe talked about earlier that English Heritage have
funded in the past. Its Historic Environment Archaeology would like to see it replaced with
Enabling Programme is a very good source of something very similar?
strategic funding and it is being eroded year on year Dr Heyworth: Absolutely.
in terms of the size of the budget but also more and
more demands are being made upon that budget, so

Q225 Mr Hall: A mirror image, if you like?we are very concerned about that. We do rather feel
Dr Heyworth: The key is to have pots of money thatthat English Heritage has been through an
are relatively easy to apply for because a lot of theseenormous amount of upheaval in recent years, no
community groups are not in a position to putdoubt much of it necessary, but we have a feeling
together significant bids, and that has certainly beennow that it has proved itself and it needs to be given
one of the barriers for some organisations, but theyan adequate amount of resources and be left alone
are very much enabling grants. Where they workfor a bit and not go through any more turbulence.
really well is where you have local facilitators andDr Heyworth: On the HLF, we are very supportive
local community archaeologists. That would beof HLF and certainly believe it should maintain the
another great asset if we could put in place, as thereincome stream it has. Perhaps from some of our
are in some parts of the country, communityevidence you will have seen that the number of
archaeologist posts funded through the HLF whichspecific archaeology projects has been quite low
can support and enhance the work of localwithin the HLF. That perhaps slightly misrepresents
community groups, not imposing on them butthe situation in that a lot of HLF funded projects
supporting them and responding to their needs.have archaeology in them and one of those
Certainly in places like York that has been hugelydiYculties is how you badge something as
successful and one of the things we have argued thatarchaeology or not, so an awful lot more
HLF should be looking at is in a sense more capacityarchaeological work has been undertaken. One of
building rather than just looking at things asthe things that we would certainly want to flag up,

certainly from my point of view, is that one of the specific projects.
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Q226 Mr Hall: If I can just widen it a little bit, are never a replacement for that expert knowledge. One
of the diYculties often for the public is how to makeyou concerned that Heritage Lottery Fund trustees

and expert opinion are going to be used less in an informed judgment and that is where the role of
professionals and expert panels becomes sodecision-making about lottery grants in future?

Dr Heyworth: There is this move towards trying to important. We want to make sure that people are
making informed choices rather than just usingunderstand what the public want and get the public

much more involved in decision-making, and that is standard vox pop type techniques which may look
attractive on the surface but perhaps do notsomething that I think we would want to encourage

and support, but I think the key thing is that it is understand the full reality of the situation.
Mr Hall: I agree with you.
Chairman: I think that is it. Thank you very much
indeed.

Witnesses: Mr Frank Kelsall, Dr Nigel Crowe, Head of Heritage, British Waterways,10 and Mr Stephen Dyer,
Trust Secretary, Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust,11 gave evidence.

Q227 Chairman: I am sorry that, as a result of a fire that with partners and the profit we get from that we
re-invest in the canal system to keep the rest of thealarm and the previous sessions, this session may be
heritage going.a little shorter than we would like but I would like
Mr Dyer: The Historic Dockyard, in terms ofto welcome the three witnesses before us for this last
location, is perhaps slightly more fortunate thanpart, Mr Frank Kelsall, Dr Nigel Crowe of British
some of the other places that Frank mentioned inWaterways and Stephen Dyer from Chatham
that it is virtually a small town in itself. It is an 80-Historic Dockyard Trust. The three of you are here
acre site embedded in the Medway towns,to give us an idea of the work done in preserving the
containing, obviously, a lot of shipbuilding heritageindustrial heritage particularly, which is something
but industrial buildings of all sorts and natures, allthe committee was keen to focus on as part of its
sorts of trades that were required to supportinquiry. Can I ask you to begin with to talk about the
shipbuilding, but also residential properties asvarious options which are available for an industrial
people lived on site as well, and indeed still do. Webuilding as it reaches the end of its working life and
have taken very much, since the trust’s inceptioncan you give us some examples of where particular
when the dockyard closed in 1984, an approach ofdiYculties exist in trying to preserve a building?
retaining that mixed use character of the site in orderMr Kelsall: In my experience the biggest diYculty is
to achieve its eVective regeneration. Yes, we are openusually where the building is. As with most property
as a museum, we do have 130,000 visitors a year atmatters, location is absolutely critical. My
the moment who come to see the heritage and to seeexperience, when I worked in the north west of
our galleries and our ships and so on, but we alsoEngland, was that disused mills and warehouses
have brought the vast majority of the buildings backfound ready alternative use if they were in areas
into use for a whole plethora of purposes, includingwhere a development ended up with a high end
residential, as I mentioned earlier. Some are used forvalue, but in areas where the end value was low it was
what they were originally intended. Number 7much more diYcult. Let us take, for instance, the
Covered Slip, which we restored several years agodiVerence between, say, Leigh on the outskirts of with our Heritage Lottery funding and MedwayWigan and central Manchester. A warehouse in Council, is now back in use for boat repair and boat

central Manchester would find a new use without building. We still operate our ropery ourselves to
diYculty but in Leigh it would not. It is often not the make rope. Some of the big naval storehouses are
building itself which creates the problem but where still in use as storehouses, although it is archive
it is. document-type storage now. For others it is finding
Dr Crowe: At British Waterways we try and keep a use that is sympathetic to the character of the
our buildings in the use for which they were building, and so we have a huge range of uses from
originally intended. A very large part of our estate is micro-breweries to opticians to architects, website
engineering structures that date from the 18th

designers and so on, so it is quite a community. It is
century onwards and many of them are still finding the right solution for the building and, as was
operational. In fact, 43% of our built environment is mentioned in earlier testimony, the best way of
listed or scheduled, so it is very much a question of preserving a building is to keep it in use but you have
business as usual. Obviously, we have to replace lock to be sensitive to the heritage of the building and find
gates and repair aqueducts and so on, but they are a use that is appropriate and will work with the
still largely doing the job they were meant to do. building and allow the building still to be read for
Where we have warehouses and lock-keepers’ what it originally was.
cottages, we do not store grain in warehouses these
days but we can convert them very successfully to

Q228 Mr Hall: Dr Crowe, British Waterways areother uses such as residential or oYce use and we do
engaged in quite an exciting project where you have
got these pilot heritage partnership agreements10 See HC 912-II, Ev 67

11 See HC 912-II, Ev 79 which stretch across local authorities just because of
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the nature of the canal systems and the multi-agency Q232 Alan Keen: I think asking the question was
more important than the answer. Before I start myinvolvement. What are you doing about trying to

enhance community participation in these questions, apart from those who actually sailed on
HMS Cavalier in the last war, this committee caresagreements?

Dr Crowe: At the moment we have got one pilot about it as much as anyone else. How is our friend
getting on?heritage partnership agreement which we are

exploring with English Heritage at the site of Foxton Mr Dyer: Very well, I think it is fair to say. A huge
Locks and Inclined Plane. We have only got to the amount of work has been done on her, of course,
stage where we have drawn up the document. We with a huge amount of volunteering, as I am sure
have got a traYc-light system for consents and you are aware, and they have done an absolutely
clearance and permitted works and so on, and we are magnificent job. The basic structure of the ship is
at the stage now where we are going to go to now secure. It is a Forth Bridge job, of course. You
consultation very shortly about that site and will start painting at one end and once you get to the
most certainly be involving our stakeholders and other you start again where you first began, so it is
customers and the canal societies, the IWA, the local constant care and attention, but she is basically safe.
parish and so on, and the local authority, of course. Most of the for’ard accommodation has now been
We very much hope that the approach that we are returned to its 1960s appearance and we are now
taking, which is open and accountable, which is starting to move into the after accommodation. As
what we want to be, will be welcomed by those a member of the Renaissance South East Museum
people and they will become more active Hub we have also benefited from Renaissance in the
participants. One of the things we have had at Regions funding whicih has also enabled us to
Foxton is volunteer activity over many years expand our in-house ship-keeping team, which is
cleaning scrub vegetation oV parts of the inclined ably supported by our growing body of volunteers.
plane and so on. That is something we welcome
volunteer activity for. Obviously, it needs to be

Q233 Alan Keen: As the only old-timer on themanaged in a safe way and it needs to be managed
committee I think it is worth explaining for othersin such a way that we are not harming the heritage,
that we were approached by the people who hadbut I am very excited about that part of the Heritage
sailed on her and it was not viable because they justProtection Review because I do think that our estate
had one old ship, so we did a one-oV inquiry andlends itself very much to having heritage partnership
managed to help get the money to preserve it and itagreements. It is very long and linear.
is now with a lot of other friends down there, is it not,
and part of a viable place?

Q229 Mr Hall: By the very nature of the canal Mr Dyer: Yes.
system.
Dr Crowe: Indeed, and there are programme-built

Q234 Alan Keen: Can I come on to somethingcanals that were built from one end to the other
completely diVerent? I just could not take anywithin a five to 10 year timeframe, so all their
interest in history at school once we left thestructures are of a similar date and construction, and
dinosaurs. You might think this is irrelevant, but Iwe think it would be a very useful way to manage
was put oV by the woman with snakes instead ofthese with a heritage partnership agreement so that
hair. I would not believe a word anybody told mewe do not have to keep going backwards and
about history after that until, doing my Frenchforwards for repeat consents and for advice and for
homework at the back of the history lesson sixthis, that and the other.
months later, I suddenly heard people talking about
the ironworks and all that. I had never understood

Q230 Mr Hall: Can I ask you a slightly diVerent how the steelworks had got there; I lived in their
question? In your opening remarks you said that shadow, and I believed from that time on that we
British Waterways liked to use buildings for what should have taught history backwards instead of
they were originally meant for. What plans have you chronologically and people would quickly see the
got for the clothes repair and maintenance depot in relevance of it which people like me lost at the time.
Northwich in my constituency? Have you ever had that feeling put to you before,
Dr Crowe: I think Northwich depot is actually a that history should be taught backwards because the
development site. Yes, we do try and retain buildings industrial heritage certainly grips me more than any
for the use for which they were first intended but we other? I am fascinated by every part of it.
cannot always do that. Times change and Mr Kelsall: I think teach-yourself history is goingoperational requirements are diVerent. I think the backwards because of the enthusiasm for genealogy.buildings you are referring to are not actually

There is an enormous explosion in genealogy and mystatutorily protected.
experience is that the first question people ask once
they have drawn up their family tree on a piece of
paper is where great uncle or great-grandfatherQ231 Mr Hall: They are not, no.
lived, and secondly what he did in terms of work.Dr Crowe: So we would not be losing any protected
The interest in the built heritage is gainingheritage, nor would we wish to. I do not know
enormously, and will continue to gain, as a spin-oVexactly what the plans are.
from the interest in genealogy which has beenMr Hall: It was a very unfair question on my part; I

acknowledge that. happening over recent years. Certainly, for anybody
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who has not watched the recent programmes on important to maintain all evidence that survives and
genealogy, where people worked is one of the key that, I think, having heard previous witnesses, is the
points that comes out of that. importance of the record, that it is important that

that building is looked at carefully by somebodyDr Crowe: Industrial history and industrial heritage
have been under-represented until quite recently, I who understands it, in textile mills, for instance, the
think. My first job at British Waterways was to carry evidence of the driving machinery, either races or, if
out a massive listing survey of the canal system in it is really old, shaft-driven machinery. Some years
England and that was sponsored by English ago I took the Society of Architectural Historians
Heritage. I recall that we returned a further 600 into east London on an annual conference and we
items for listing between 1988 and about 1994 and went to two pumping stations, Abbey Mills, north of
that was a very valid and worthwhile exercise. 95% the river, and Cross Ness, south of the river. Cross
of our visitors tell us that they value the heritage of Ness has now been bypassed. Cross Ness is a
the waterways, and we do get 300 million visits a wonderful mid-Victorian building, which has got its
year; that is 300 million visits, not visitors. Clearly four original beam engines rusting and doing
some of those people are just walking the dog or nothing. Abbey Mills was replaced by electric
going fishing or whatever and enjoying themselves, engines in, I think, the 1950s. There you have the
but a number of them are enjoying the heritage as hum of machinery and you have the whiV of sewage.
well. For our organisation it is our essential product The building is still in its use but it is less interesting
and the legacy that we want to create for the future as a monument than Cross Ness, which is in no use
is that the heritage is there for the nation to continue but fascinating as a monument. It is a very diYcult
to enjoy. issue to judge. I think it is fair to say that the balance
Mr Kelsall: I think it is important that the industrial of opinion amongst people that I took to those
heritage is not just seen as very large factories and buildings was that they preferred Abbey Mills
warehouses. In recent years historical studies have because it was still in use even though the machinery
started to concentrate much more on workshops and was not original.
areas like the lace market in Nottingham or the Dr Crowe: I think that is a good point Frank made.
jewellery quarter in Birmingham. Twenty to 25 years Industrial buildings are often very robust. They do
ago I was involved in some of the early ideas of not have ornate ceilings and fireplaces and so on and
listing textile mills in Greater Manchester. That was they can be adapted to modern use, and it is
seen as a new idea then, to start listing the big important that we do that, but certainly at British
factories, but I think in more recent years we have Waterways a lot of our estate is engineering
moved much more to seeing industry as a much structures. We have a very well organised inspection
wider area than simply big buildings: all the small regime where our engineers inspect and report back
things by the canals, but also small workshops, just and so on. As I said earlier, we will do all we can to
where people worked, small forges as well as big extend the life of those structures provided they can
foundries, is the best way of putting it. remain in a safe and workable state, and we see that
Dr Crowe: I would agree with that. I think it is often as very much part of our vision, if you like. We also
the small local details that people are most have a heritage framework and we train our own
passionate about and want to conserve that tell their people to do brick repairs and mix lime mortars and
own story and so on, and it is important we do that. all that to ensure that those conservation aspects are

dealt with.
Mr Dyer: If I can pick up on that, the example of theQ235 Alan Keen: How is it done now? When an
ropery is quite a good one. It is totally at the oppositeindustrial building reaches the end of its useful life
end of the size spectrum, of course, from the smallerwhat mechanism is there for deciding whether it has
units that Frank was talking about earlier. If you doa value or whether it should just be knocked down
not know the ropery at Chatham, it is a building aand replaced by something?
third of a mile long on three floors, three rope-walks.Mr Kelsall: I suppose the critical issue is, is the
We still operate the lower rope-walk. Clearly,building in some way subject to the heritage test? Is it
making rope on early 19th century machinery in thea listed building, is it in a conservation area? In many
early 21st century is not economic but we took thefactory buildings the issue is usually simply that of
decision that the best way of making the ropery workthe building. There are, of course, cases which are of
for our visitors was to manufacture rope on thereparticular importance where there may be
and therefore do it in a quasi-commercial way, andmachinery or that sort of thing inside. Machinery
so we do sell rope that we produce to all sorts ofcan be covered by scheduling and there are
people. There was no need though for the two upperobviously places—and Chatham Dockyard is a
floors in terms of rope making and we decided to findprime example—where there is a very significant
an alternative use for these. As a Trust we have twonumber of scheduled monuments and for anybody
main sources of earned income to support ourwho has not seen the rope-making machinery going
charitable activities. One is from commercial leases.at Chatham, it is a wonderful sight. I suppose
It is an 80-acre estate and a lot of our properties arerelatively speaking that sort of place is going to be
let out to commercial organisations which operatesmall, where you can maintain what is eVectively an
from within our buildings. Our other main source ofout-of-date, old-fashioned technology process. In
income, obviously, is our visitor income but ourmy experience the great majority of industrial
income from our properties is very much the greaterbuildings tend to be shells in which one can do an

awful lot of work to adapt them for new uses. It is and we eVectively use that to cross-subsidise the
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activities we do from a museum point of view and for than waiting for, in the English Heritage graphic
our visitors. The ropery is like that in microcosm terminology, the six hats to appear which means that
because we came up with a creative solution in co- this building is now in imminent danger of loss.
operation with English Heritage principally in terms There are two ways probably of doing that. One may
of how we could do it, which has enabled us to be the stick and one is the carrot. The carrot is
convert those upper floors to be used for archive obviously for the local planning authority to be
document storage, which then provides an income more flexible in alternative uses. In the last 18
which supports the heritage activity on the lower months I have been involved in two cases, both
level, so that we can still show people how the ropery residential conversions of industrial buildings, and
worked 200 years ago. in both cases the local planning authority in my view
Mr Kelsall: If you had been to Queen Street mill in were not as flexible as they might have been, but
Burnley, which still uses its original steam engine probably in both cases not because they were taking
and still drives the looms, just to hear one or two of a diYcult view of the heritage but because of other
those looms in a loom shed which at one time had planning constraints. In one case they were worried
300 looms going, the noise is quite unbelievable and about the amount of development and local pressure
I think it is trying to make the industrial past work, from people because it involved a certain amount of
even if it can only be done in a number of cases— enabling development. In the other case, simply
Styal Mill, Helmshaw Mill; there are a number of because the local authority had already run out of
other places. housing allocation, they were saying, “You cannot

have planning permission for residential conversion
Q236 Mr Hall: And there is the Anderton boat lift. because that would mean we would exceed our
Mr Kelsall: Yes. Queen Street first brought home to housing targets under the structure plan”. I think if
me how noisy the industrial past was, and I think there was greater flexibility at an early stage there
that is important in terms of people understanding might be a greater chance of getting buildings into
the past and understanding not only where we come new uses at an earlier stage. As for the stick, I was
from but where we are going. reading the evidence which had been given to you
Dr Crowe: Anderton boat lift is a classic example of when you were in Liverpool, when I think you had
an industrial structure that, with help from English some discussion about urgent works notices with the
Heritage, HLF, the Waterways Trust, the RDA and witnesses there. My own feeling is that perhaps there
others, has had its life prolonged and is now, I am should be by local authorities a greater use of repairs
happy to say, back in use. notices at an earlier stage. Repairs notices are a
Mr Hall: It is a magnificent piece of Victorian much more draconian measure and are therefore
architecture and machinery. used less often but in practice very often buildings
Helen Southworth: I was just thinking of the noise of fall into disrepair simply because owners haveLancashire cotton mills. When I was young it was unreasonable expectations of value. If localautomatic that older women were deaf and lip-read,

authorities were more willing, perhaps with backingand the number of jokes that you did not understand
from English Heritage, to serve a repairs notice or atif you did not understand that.
least to threaten a repairs notice, I suspect that quiteMr Hall: My mother could lip-read me.
a lot of buildings which eventually come up on the
buildings-at-risk register would not get there in the

Q237 Helen Southworth: Yes, absolutely. Do you first place.
think there is a capacity nationally, spread evenly, to Dr Crowe: I think another way of dealing with it,
be able to identify buildings which are at risk and to and I am very keen on this although I accept it would
find methodologies for preserving them and giving not work for individual owners but it does work for
good access to them? big estates and for big landowners, is the Heritage
Dr Crowe: At British Waterways we have a Partnership Agreement. If you have a management
corporate commitment to reduce our buildings at agreement drawn up and the local authority arerisk to zero if we can by April 2009. We are actively involved and English Heritage and all the owners areengaged upon doing that by negotiating with the

involved, and there is an agreement about the waylocal authorities and by re-prioritising things and
forward to prioritise repairs and look after thingsbringing repairs forward. I think often it is
properly, then I do not think you need a buildings-incumbent upon the owner to do what they can but
at-risk register. I think that is a more mature way ofI have noticed also that some local authorities are far
dealing with things, to be honest.more vigilant over this than others. We deal with
Mr Dyer: Ours is a slightly diVerent circumstance, ofabout 300 local authorities and a very large number
course, because it is a discrete site, but there areof them do not have a buildings-at-risk register.
perhaps lessons to be learned. One of the earlierSome of them do, some of them even employ a
witnesses was talking about how important it is tobuildings-at-risk oYcer, and they are obviously on
consult with English Heritage at an early stage. Ithe ball, but others do not and the whole approach
think that spins oV from what you were saying asto the subject is at the moment rather patchy.
well in that the approach that we have taken withinMr Kelsall: I have ambivalent views about
the Historic Dockyard is to work very closely withbuildings-at-risk strategies. In some ways all
English Heritage and with the local authoritybuildings are at risk in one way or another. I wish
eVectively to take a master planning approach forthat more eVort would be focused on keeping

buildings oV the buildings-at-risk register rather the Historic Dockyard with, in eVect, softer zoning
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which defines acceptable uses within the various to bringing a building back into use there is a
framework there that we are all signed up to whichareas and identifying the likely uses going forward

for each individual building. There is therefore a then really smoothes the whole process. That may be
a model that could have wider application.framework that we have agreed with English

Heritage and with the local authority so that when Chairman: I do not think we have any more
questions. Thank you very much indeed.we do want to do something or have the opportunity
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Witnesses: Dame Liz Forgan, Chairman and Ms Carole Souter, Director, Heritage Lottery Fund,1

gave evidence.

Chairman: Good morning, everybody. As this is the It is at a very early stage and if you want to know
first day that Parliament is back after the recess we more of the detail I will ask Carole to tell you more
are a relatively small but, nevertheless, extremely about it but clearly that is an important ingredient
high quality group. I am particularly pleased to in all this. David Lammy’s description of the
welcome the Heritage Lottery Fund as the first heritage as “experts talking to experts” is one which
witnesses for this particular session. It is true to say we have sought systematically to broaden. Please
that I think the vast majority of submissions that do not misunderstand me, the role of experts is
we have received have acknowledged the huge very, very important but what we have sought to
importance of the work of the Heritage Lottery do is to make a dialogue between expert
Fund so we were obviously especially keen to hear knowledge, which is indispensable for certain parts
from the Fund. Can I welcome Liz Forgan of managing the heritage but also to put that in the
particularly, the Chairman, and Carole Souter, the context of a broader, much more democratic
Director, and invite Philip Davies to begin the definition of what heritage value is and who should
questioning. look after it.

Q238 Philip Davies: At a recent conference David
Q239 Philip Davies: Do you agree with DavidLammy said that the heritage sector was “perceived
Lammy’s description then?as experts talking to themselves”. He said that
Dame Liz Forgan: I think possibly it is historicallyheritage management was about “encouraging and
applicable but certainly I do not think that if youdrawing out local skills, knowledge and experience
took a snapshot of the heritage today that wouldof place rather than dictating what is of cultural
still be true.significance”. What do you think can be done to

enable the local skills, knowledge and experience to
influence the management of heritage protection? Q240 Philip Davies: You mentioned that local
Dame Liz Forgan: You have landed us right in the views are important and were a condition—I thinkmiddle of our perhaps favourite topic, so thank you said—of funding. Is there a conflict of interestyou. In the last eight or nine years, one of the things

between widening local public opinion and alsothat the Heritage Lottery Fund has sought to do
maintaining the excellence? Is there a danger thathas been to look fundamentally at who decides
important things that perhaps the public do notwhat heritage value is, who manages it, who it is
appreciate at the moment are important but mayfor and who feels that it belongs to them. I think
do later could get lost if we widen it too much towe have much work to do but we have begun to
public opinion? Where do you draw the balancewiden the sense of who this is all for and about,
between those two potentially competing factors?whose opinion about heritage value matters and
Dame Liz Forgan: I think sometimes experts fearwho ought to be involved in managing it. We have
that but I think our experience is that if you engagedone that by making it a pretty firm condition of
amateurs/local people/non-experts in a discussionour support that local views are invited about what
about heritage for more than about 30 seconds youhappens, that the definition of heritage in itself is
quite quickly arrive at an extremely sophisticatednot made by experts but it is fundamentally about
view of the subject. If you ask people oV the topwhat matters to people, what people wish to hand
of their heads, “Should we keep this old buildingon, what people value suYciently to hand on. The
or should we have a hospital” it is quite clear theyfirst step in this story has been to broaden the
will say, “Sweep away the old buildings, give usdefinition of heritage in the very first place. The
hospitals”. If you sit and talk a little bit longer, assecond issue, of course, then is one of competence,
we have done for instance with citizens juries and asof who feels able with suYcient skills to manage the
we do with individual projects, people understandheritage, to look after it. It is clear that there is here
perfectly well the value of the past. Theyand there, across the countryside, a serious
understand perfectly well the issues involved indeficiency of heritage skills and competence in the
choosing what you should keep from the past andcomplex activity of managing and running major
what you must destroy in order to rebuild. We haveheritage sites. We have attempted to put our own

money behind a big programme of skills education. had the most sophisticated conversations on this

1 See HC 912-II, Ev 163
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subject with people who would not begin to Ms Souter: Yes. I think we have got a lot of
evidence that it does involve widespread groups ofdescribe themselves as experts in the heritage. We
people. For example, if I stick with parks for ado not think there is a conflict.
moment, because I think they are quite a good
example, a big parks project will often generate

Q241 Philip Davies: Could you explain to me what very strong emotions and very strong feelings from
the mechanism is for getting the public opinion for the local population, people want to see this and
doing it? Presumably, from what you have just said, do not want to see that, and a very strong
you would not be in favour of a local paper going engagement in the discussion about how the project
and asking people on the street what they think we should proceed. We also know that it has lots of
should support and what we should not support spin-oVs and benefits which were not anticipated at
but something more in-depth, so what do you have the beginning of the project. I am thinking of Lister
in mind? Park in Bradford, for example, where on one day
Ms Souter: We have used a whole range of that I visited there were large numbers of Asian
techniques for engaging public opinion and that ladies out walking. It was not organised, it had not
begins at our planning process, so we are in the been part of the project proposal but because the
process of developing our next strategic plan. We park was now a safer, more open, more engaging
issued 5,000 copies of a pre-consultation document sort of place it was bringing in groups of people to
asking people what they thought about what we use its facilities that had not been involved before.
have done so far and what we were thinking of I am sure those folk would not see themselves as

experts in any sense but they had seen a role anddoing for the future. We had nearly 350 responses,
they had taken advantage of what was provided. Iincluding a lot of membership organisations who
think we will see that again and again throughoutspeak on behalf of millions of members. At one end
the projects that we support.of the process we involve consultation in all of our

planning, at the other end of the process in terms
of decision making we have, throughout all of the Q243 Paul Farrelly: I entirely agree with youEnglish regions, and Scotland, Wales and Northern having spent a great deal of my time over the last
Ireland, committees which take decisions between year or so engaging on planning and conservation
£50,000 and £2 million. Those committees are made issues with local people when they are engaged,
up of local people. We advertise in the press and particularly on planning applications. I would not
we get a whole range of responses from people who call it sophisticated but they come out with a great
want to be involved so the decision-making deal of common sense about what needs to be done
involves local people with local knowledge. In to protect the heritage of the area. In my experience
terms of what we ask of applicants, we ask them it is the planning oYcers for various reasons who
to demonstrate the support for their projects, the are the philistines, if that is not giving philistines
need for their projects and how they are going to too bad a name, and indeed so-called conservation
involve people in those projects. Every application oYcers such as we still have in many local
involves people saying, “This is why we know this authorities such as mine. There are great needs that
park, for example, would be a popular project. This we will be concentrating on in the report in these
is how we are going to involve friends of the park”, areas which are partly mainstream local
that sort of thing. Then we also ask people to think government and government funding, getting the
about how they could use volunteers, for example, proper staYng expertise. In terms of your remit, are
how they could improve skills. In terms of priority there any needs which you see that the sector has

which you would like to address whilst keeping thesetting, which is one of the things that has been an
Heritage Lottery Fund as a focus body which youimportant area for us, we do look at planning
are prevented from doing so under the directionsconsultation but we have run some very detailed—
that you currently have? Is there any part of youras Liz said—citizens jury type events. If I take an
remit which could make you and your contributionexample, we worked with the Arts Council in the
more eVective?Thames Gateway to talk to young people about
Dame Liz Forgan: We are primarily grant givers,what they would like to see in the communities that
that is our skill, and we are good at it. However,are being created in the Thames Gateway and they
I think it would be a failure to dispense over £3had some very clear views about needing to keep
billion worth of grants without taking somethings from the past as well as develop things for
cognisance of the strategic impact of thatthe future. At the project level we ask the applicant
investment and therefore having a broad viewto show us details of how the public are going to
about what the strategic application ought to be.be involved, at the decision level we have local
We are very careful to stay out of the way of thepeople with local knowledge and expertise taking
strategic bodies that are set up by statute to do thatdecisions, and at the strategic level we have
job. There is no service to anybody from uswidespread consultation and involvement.
tracking over other people’s responsibilities, so we
are careful about that separation. It is of course

Q242 Philip Davies: Are you confident that this true that we have set out on a path which has a
does get through to real local public opinion or is clear view about how this money ought to have an
this just experts in the local area? You are breaking impact, and I tried to outline it in my answer to the

first question. We do not think of the heritage asthrough the expert barrier.
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something separate that you do on sunny weekends of the additionality question . Once we reach a
point at which we are being looked to for on-goingwhen you have some time and money to spare. We

think of it as the blood and guts of the mental support for core costs, for example, I think it then
becomes much more diYcult to demonstrate as ahealth of our society. We think of it as what

constitutes the extraordinary distinctiveness of lottery funder that we are providing extras. It also,
over time, means that a larger proportion perhapsBritain. We think of it as the key to the identity of

the people of these islands, past and future. For us of our funding would simply be going on day-to-
day running costs. That said, of course, anit is a very big deal and thoughts about the heritage

ought to inform decisions about planning and organisation of the kind that you are talking about
might well want to run projects. We can fund, forpolitical development of all sorts. Therefore, we

will engage with anybody who will talk to us and example, education oYcer posts, community
liaison posts over the period of time that the projectwe will go and beat at the door of people with

responsibility for things that do not sound like runs and I think that is often very helpful for
people in establishing those sorts of posts,heritage like planning and say, “Think of us as an

asset not as an obstacle.” That approach sometimes demonstrating the importance that they have and
how eVective they can be and maybe then going togets a very receptive hearing and sometimes it does

not. If you ask us what we would really like the other funders—maybe it is the local authority or
whatever—and saying, “Right, now we want togood fairy to give us in future, it would not be more

powers to intervene, we seek to persuade— embed this for the long-term because we have seen
what it can do”. We can help in that way but I doadmittedly having money to dispense helps with the

persuasion—not to have powers. I think if you not think it would be helpful for us as a lottery
distributor to get into long-term core costs fundingasked us what single thing would help the heritage

in terms of what might be done structurally with because I think that would confuse the
additionality argument.local government, I think despite the slight hint

that conservation oYcers were not your idea of a
perfect solution, we think that it would be

Q245 Paul Farrelly: One of my colleagues who isextremely helpful to have a properly resourced
not here, Helen Southworth, is an archaeologistproper status network of conservation oYcers as a
and we have heard from the Council of Britishfocus in local government where people could go
Archaeology about one particular initiative thatfor advice, where all the diVerent functions of local
you have which is shortly to come to an end, whichgovernment could have an easy reference point to
they find very valuable and would dearly like someheritage issues. That is asking rather a lot but I
news of any replacement, and that is the Localthink that would be a very helpful thing in terms
Heritage Initiative. I just wondered what words youof bringing heritage to the centre of the hard work
might be able to say about that this morning?of local government and making a place a focus
Ms Souter: Yes, the Local Heritage Initiative haswhere people get proper reliable advice.
been an extraordinarily successful partnership with
the Countryside Agency and the Nationwide

Q244 Paul Farrelly: You touch on an issue which Building Society. It has supported a range of local
is very close to my heart here, and actually we do projects. Its distinctiveness for us has been that it
not have a conservation oYcer in my borough of has provided a level of developmental support
Newcastle-under-Lyme anymore. I do not think the which is not typical for all of our projects so a small
last one was much missed either, quite frankly. I group that has not done any projects of this kind
think we will be very strongly in favour of trying before has been able to have some technical
to get more training and a better supply of assistance and some support in developing their
professionals but also, touching on the point you project. That inevitably comes to an end because
have just raised, I am a patron of an organisation of the changes in the structure of the natural
called Urban Vision in North StaVordshire which environment bodies and will come to an end this
is trying to get people to think about good design year. What we are doing at the moment is reviewing
and heritage and conservation altogether because all of our small grant programmes as part of our
they belong together. That was a CABE seed planning for our next strategic plan and looking at
funded body and it has been partnered by people what we can learn from the programmes we have
in the regeneration zone, English Heritage are not run so far and what we can take forward into the
in there but I may yet approach them for some future. I think the key thing from the Local
money. Is that organisation, which is not a time Heritage Initiative is identifying those groups that
limited project, the sort of organisation within your have got a great idea but not very much capacity
direction which you could help to fund now or by and finding a way of supporting them so that they
virtue of its other partners is that something that can take their project forward. Not all small
you could not touch under your remit? applicants need that sort of support and advice. It

is not something that we provide directly. We doMs Souter: The other partners thing is not an issue
at all. We look for the broadest possible not have the staYng and we do not necessarily have

the local knowledge or skills to do that but thepartnerships and encourage applicants to engage as
many people as they can in support of funding. We important thing for us is to find a way of putting

those smaller newer applicants in touch with theare a project-based organisation and that is a
requirement in our directions that we are looking folk who can provide them with the help, support

and skills. I am sure that is something that will beat projects. I think it is probably important in terms
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an element of our small grants programmes for the money, as people would see it, to wealthy private
future because it has worked incredibly well both owners is not a popular idea. However, we have
with the local heritage initiative and with our historically looked at ways in which we can, with
Young Roots scheme, where we work with the imagination and help, support the private owners
National Youth Agency to provide funding for 13 consistent with our directions. For instance, at the
to 20 year olds to engage them with heritage. You strategic review, having listened to really eloquent
might think they are a rather unpromising group and well-founded pleas, especially from the owners
to try and get involved in heritage but actually they of the historic buildings, what we did was to put in
are incredibly interested and excited and have come place an encouragement to them to come to us for
up with some really great ideas for projects. We schemes to support the public visitors to their
know that finding the right ways of supporting houses: education, public access, so that would all
often first time applicants is absolutely crucial to help with the support of those buildings. Support
the success of small grants programmes. for mending the roof of a historic house in private

ownership is never going to be our key priority, I
am afraid to say. Other people have a role in thatQ246 Paul Farrelly: A replacement is under active
but in terms of lottery funding I think it is right toconsideration. One of the frustrations with
be straight with the private sector and say, “Do notconstant reorganisation across all parts of
look to us for certain things that we cannot do,government is that by the time you have set a
come to us for the things we can”. We will lookscheme up and if anything is valuable people know
again, for instance, in this Strategic Plan to seeabout it, suddenly it falls between the cracks and
whether in terms of countryside management therepeople do not know where to go.

Dame Liz Forgan: That is a very loud message you are other ways in which we can support private
get from any kind of public consultation “For owners who are making their estates and their land
God’s sake do not keep changing the programmes available for public enjoyment, things like that. I
because it takes years for people to realise they are think it would be wrong to imagine that we are
there”. We try to keep a pretty simple structure. likely to embark on a major programme of
Essentially we have big grants, medium sized grants supporting heritage assets in private ownership per
and small grants. We need to have those categories se and as a priority.
because the issues involved in a £10 million huge
great canal scheme are quite diVerent because you

Q248 Chairman: Can I press you a little bit on that.are dealing with diVerent people, diVerent
We have seen the ways in which private owners usedisciplines, and diVerent supervision from a small
considerable imagination to access your funding.community matter like that so we have a diVerent
We went on a particular visit where we sawfocus. We do try to keep the number of our special
facilities such as a sensory tour, a Braille map forprogrammes extremely small and change them as
partially-sighted people and a virtual tour of thelittle as we possibly can. As Carole said, the reason

why small grants have to be looked at again is property, all of which are worthy projects, but they
because of changes elsewhere which mean that pointed out to us that the property is in a severe
structurally it has to change. We will keep that state of disrepair and there is a major need for
message well in mind. expenditure on keeping the roof on. Does it not
Paul Farrelly: I am sure we will address this in seem slightly strange that we should say it is fine to
the report. give private money for virtual tours but the serious

threat to the fabric of the building cannot be
addressed?Q247 Chairman: Your directions specifically
Dame Liz Forgan: It would do but there areexclude grants being given for projects which are
another couple more lines to that dialogue. If youfor private gain and you also say in your evidence
are a private owner of a historic building you havethat “ . . . assets in private ownership are a low
three choices. You look after it yourself, you turnpriority for HLF funding”. We have also heard
it into a trust which gives it a diVerent status andevidence that private owners own and manage two-

thirds of the nation’s built heritage and that they makes it immediately possible to look to us for
are under severe pressure, particularly with the support, or you sell it to someone richer than you
reduction in funding that has taken place from who can aVord to keep it up. Historically that has
English Heritage. Do you think it is now time to happened to many great houses. That is the rule of
reconsider your policy towards grants to private the marketplace. I am speaking to you honestly, I
owners? do not think it is ever likely that the Lottery will
Dame Liz Forgan: We are just starting the process devote the sorts of sums of money it would have
of consulting on our next strategic plan. Every time to to make any diVerence whatsoever to the
we do that we raise this subject again precisely maintenance of the privately owned heritage to
because of the point you make. We are in a bit of make that happen.
a bind. Our direction is pretty elastic, it says we
must have projects which promote the public good

Q249 Chairman: I understand you feel that it is notor charitable purposes and which are not intended
appropriate for the Lottery but you have said inprimarily for private gain, so that gives us a bit of
your evidence, grants for private owners have nowleeway. When we consult people it is quite clear

that the notion of handing large amounts of almost totally gone, HLF funding should not
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replace them and the Heritage White Paper should keen to support is information about education,
address this issue. If HLF is not replaced, how and the development of skills in ensuring that
should the Heritage White Paper address the issue? maintenance happens on a regular basis. As I say,
Dame Liz Forgan: I think that if you talk to the for our own projects or the projects which we fund
owners of historic houses they will tell you that in we can require it, we obviously cannot require
the past support that was available to them from, others who do not come to us to ensure that they
say, English Heritage was much greater and it is no have got good maintenance regimes in place. The
longer what it used to be because English more we can emphasise and draw attention to the
Heritage’s funding has declined. benefits of maintenance the better. I think, sadly,

it is probably true that even as ordinary run-of-the-
mill homeowners we do not always do the day-to-Q250 Chairman: Why is it right that public money
day maintenance in quite the way we should, andcan be spent through English Heritage but not
it will take a lot of encouragement but I think it isLottery money through HLF?
something that all of the bodies concerned with theDame Liz Forgan: I think “right” is too strong a
heritage need to be emphasising all the time.word for it. We have set out, within the terms of

our directions, the priorities which the Lottery will Buildings and historic artefacts will require major
apply to its funding, so everybody needs to be clear maintenance from time to time and that cannot be
about the rules and they have to understand what avoided but if the regular day-to-day, year-on-year
we do, why we do it and what the priorities are. maintenance is kept under control that ten-yearly,
We do not say we will never fund private gain, we 15-yearly cycle is much easier to manage.
say public gain must greatly outweigh the private
gain and it is never going to be a priority. That is
our best guidance to people before they spend a lot Q252 Chairman: Is there a danger that there is a
of money applying to us. I think there is a perfectly perverse incentive that owners will decide not to
good argument, which could be advanced, for the spend money on maintenance because they allow it
nation if it saw fit to support private owners in to deteriorate so badly that they will not have
continuing ownership of historic assets through the access to funding for major repairs?
statutory agencies if they so wanted to. Ms Souter: I think it is certainly the case that some

of the major capital projects and renovations that
we have funded have been the result of lack ofQ251 Chairman: Can I move to another aspect,

which has cropped up in the evidence we have had maintenance over time. I think it would be a very
from several witnesses, which is the plea that rather brave owner who decided to let things go in the
than wait for there to be a real problem requiring hope of Lottery funding in the future, and we
substantial expenditure on repair, more attention would always want to know and understand why
should be paid to promoting eVective maintenance that maintenance had not taken place in the past.
and therefore avoiding the need for that. Is that I think in terms of local authorities it is very often
something which you would be in agreement with quite clear. We would not look kindly on any
and would be in a position to promote? suggestion that money was being diverted
Dame Liz Forgan: Can I ask Carole to answer that. elsewhere on the assumption that we would come
I am passionately in favour of this but it is along and bail them out afterwards.
necessary to keep a very cool head when replying Dame Liz Forgan: This is such an important
to this matter. Carole represents, in this instance, subject. Can I add a couple of points. One is that
a cool head. I think we have to look forward, we cannot really
Ms Souter: We agree entirely. Very often the deal with the past. We need to be sure that we are
projects that we support are tackling problems that doing all we possibly can to see that in 10 years’
have accrued over many, many years and which time people are not coming back and asking forwould not be so acute if proper ongoing money again for the same projects that we havemaintenance had taken place. I think the issue for

been funding. One of the things that we do, forus at the moment is how we can ensure that the
instance, is to allow a local authority which comesprojects we fund put in place good maintenance
to us for, say, a park to capitalise 10 years ofregimes for the future so they do not come back
maintenance budgets as their match funding for10 years later saying “We had that money for that
our funding which means that it is written into theparticular building’s refurbishment, or park, but
contract, there it is, there is a sum of money setnow, unfortunately, it is still in diYculty because
aside in the budget for 10 years or whatever thewe have not been doing the ongoing maintenance.”
case may be. The problem is we do not have aWe require parks projects, for example, and we
police force and the issue of how we enforce thatrequire buildings’owners, to demonstrate what
is one we need to think about a lot. The secondtheir plans are to keep their estate in good order
issue I would lay on the table, because I have nofor the future. What we do not do is provide funds
solution, is this,: I think here and there—and I amfor regular routine maintenance for owners as a
thinking particularly of churches—health andmatter of course and that comes back to the point
safety legislation has made it more diYcult toI made earlier about additionality and ongoing
enforce maintenance regimes. Once upon a timefunding. It is the responsibility of owners to
you could stick a ladder up a church and clear theencourage good maintenance and to make sure that

they deliver the maintenance. I think what we are gutters with a tall verger but now you have to
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scaVold the blooming place and it has hugely added significantly more resource to that area of work. I
think it is important that English Heritageto costs and really made the problem worse, for

good reasons I am sure, but it is an ingredient. continues to be properly resourced. For a whole
range of reasons they have not had the increasing
level of resources which I think they feel they needQ253 Paul Farrelly: The Chairman’s question has
to keep up with demand. Obviously from our pointalready touched on the overlap, welcome or not,
of view the more skills, expertise and knowledgebetween English Heritage and the Heritage Lottery
there is out there in the world, the easier it is forFund, particularly where heritage funding is
us to respond to an application quickly andreducing and people are looking to bodies like
positively, and say, “Yes, this has got everythingyourself to fill the gap. I want to explore that
we need in it”, and to disburse funds accordingly.further. First of all, in terms of the delineation of

roles between yourselves and English Heritage, do
Q255 Paul Farrelly: Without disparaging Englishyou feel that they are clear or are there some areas
Heritage and the good people there in any way, inin which those roles could be made clearer?
short the answer to the question is “no” at theDame Liz Forgan: Carole used to work at English
moment?Heritage so she is perhaps best placed to tell you.
Ms Souter: They could always use more resource,Ms Souter: I think they are pretty clear. We are a
and I think they need more resource to be able toUK-wide body covering the whole of the heritage
make best use of the skills that they have got. Theynatural historic environment, cultures, traditions,
are such an extraordinary resource of knowledgeindustrial, maritime and transport heritage. We
and expertise and, as we have said already, thathave a very broad definition and we go right across
knowledge and expertise is not shared across thethe piece. English Heritage has a range of statutory
countryside in all those places where it is needed.roles and also obviously operates properties and so

on. I think whilst the public may regularly use
English Heritage Memorial/National Lottery Q256 Paul Farrelly: Do you think that impacts on

your work as well and their being insuYcientlyFund, in terms of the practitioners I think there is
no real confusion. I think it is absolutely essential equipped therefore lets you down?

Ms Souter: I do not think it lets us down, but Ifor us that English Heritage is in a position to fulfil
its statutory duties and obligations and that it has think it means that sometimes people who come to

us need to take a little bit longer, need more help,the resources to provide the advice and the
guidance that the sector needs in terms of standards maybe need to buy in help and it might be better

for them to have more skills themselves havingand in terms of knowledge and education and so
on. I think the discussion we had previously about learned from English Heritage and taken advantage

of that knowledge.private owners also relates to the relevant grant
making streams. We work very closely with English
Heritage in two particular ways in relation to grant Q257 Paul Farrelly: Liz, you are straining!
making, both asking them to provide us with expert Dame Liz Forgan: I think in an ideal world you
advice in relation to particular applications but have a really well resourced statutory agency whose
also, in the joint scheme that we run for places of expertise is established and respected which, for
worship where we each contribute appropriate to instance, administers rules about conservation
our own aims, if you like, to a single scheme which areas so that everybody knows where they are and
makes it easier for places of worship to have one they work, and then the Lottery can dance around,
place to go for a grant and not to have to apply to be free to do its work, without getting involved in
each of us for diVerent things. I think that does areas where it has not the expertise. I have to say,
work extremely eVectively and, as with other if you want to see what happens when the statutory
organisations that have statutory responsibilities in agency is really not properly resourced, you look to
fields which we cover, we have very close links in Northern Ireland where you see awful depredation
terms of policy discussions, planning and those going on; not that anybody wills it, it is just there
sorts of things. I think that there is a clear is not a structure, there is not a proper statutory
distinction between them. agency to stand over it and say, “This is right and

this is not right and this is how we are going to do
it”. I think English Heritage does a pretty good jobQ254 Paul Farrelly: That then begs the question,
but I think, as Carole says, the demand for thatdo you think as things currently stand and as things
function and that expertise, in order to maximisedevelop in the near future that English Heritage is
the value of not only the heritage but also thewell-equipped and suYciently resourced to fulfil its
Lottery contribution, is clear.responsibilities?

Ms Souter: I think there is a tremendous demand
on English Heritage to provide the extraordinary Q258 Paul Farrelly: Earlier on in response to

previous questions, this horrible word/jargondepth of expertise and knowledge that they have to
an increasingly demanding customer base, if you “additionality” was used. Given the resource

constraints in English Heritage at the moment, howlike. We talked earlier about local authorities, and
there is no doubt that English Heritage’s work to do you feel that you are now being asked to

substitute for what should be central governmenthelp skill local authorities, both in terms of oYcers
and indeed in terms of members, is extremely funding and projects? What pressure have you

been under?important and I am sure they could happily devote
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Ms Souter: I do not think we are asked directly to comes to us, we will say, “Is there somebody else
whose job this is? Is there somebody else that hassubstitute for government funding. We have

already mentioned local authority funding; I think a responsibility for this? Why have they not done
it?” If somebody comes to us and asks us to fundthere is no doubt that there are areas where we are

funding projects which are dealing with many years their disability access to a building, we will say,
“No, that is your statutory duty. We are notof underfunding, whether it be local museums,

parks, whatever. We are pretty clear about not funding that”. If somebody finds asbestos and they
want asbestos taken out of the roof of the museumsubstituting for government funding. It is a terrible

word, “additionality”, and it is incredibly hard to and they come to us, we will say, “No, that is the
job of the DCMS”. We will only help with thingsdefine, but I think we have got pretty good at

knowing what we mean by it and spotting it. We like that in the context of a completely total Lottery
project. We are quite alert to that. People do try italways look to see how we can add value, if you

like, do things that would not be possible without on, of course they do a) because that is human
nature and b) because the Lottery does represent aour funding. Sometimes that is because there

simply is no other source of funding available; large amount of money and, as you say, it attracts
people with need, but it is our job to maintain andsometimes it is because we can add an extra layer of

quality, inclusion or access to a project that might police that separation. I think it may be that the
fact that we are only a Lottery distributor helps usotherwise have happened but not happened in the

same way. As Liz said earlier, we have got pretty to maintain some clarity in this. The Arts Council,
for instance, has two streams that it administerselastic directions and I think we would both feel

very strongly that we are not placed in a position almost as a single fund and I sometimes wonder
how they manage to tell which hat they arewhere we are asked to do things in an inappropriate

way. Were that to happen, we would be pretty good wearing. It is quite easy for us.
at making clear what that remit is as well. No, I do Ms Souter: Other sources of partnership funding
not think we are regularly asked to substitute for are becoming more and more diYcult to find, so I
government funding. What I would say is that there think that as European monies are lost from some
is a range of areas where government funding areas, for example, we will find more people
would make a significant diVerence. We have not coming to us and saying, “Could you fund more of
mentioned the National Heritage Memorial Fund that because we have not got that source of
this morning which is a fund operated by the same funding?” That is going to be an increasing pressure
trustees that is a resource for acquisitions. We particularly on regeneration-type projects in
would very much welcome an increase to that historic areas and historic buildings.
funding to support acquisitions of objects,
paintings, whatever. We also, of course, hope that

Q260 Alan Keen: Following questions from Philipthe Government’s review of the shares of good
Davies, you talked about engaging the public and,cause money going to heritage, which will be
after all, that is who we all represent really. Weknown in the middle of this year, will confirm the
heard Paul being very disparaging about the localpercentage of good cause monies that the Heritage
authority representative who has someLottery Fund distributes. I think it would be a
responsibility for this field that you are dealing in.great loss to the sector if that were to decline in
There must be some worrying gaps, are there not?any sense.
I represent the western half of the borough of
Hounslow and I live in the eastern half. We have

Q259 Paul Farrelly: Finally, Chairman, if you will got Syon House and Osterley House and some
permit me, let me ask the same question a diVerent other bits and pieces in between. I can understand
way, because any body with money is going to be the Friends of Chiswick House in London going to
approached by anyone with nous to get any project make representations, rightly so, to make sure that
oV the ground. To what extent do you feel—even that house (thank goodness) is being looked after
if it is not a scientific measurement—that people again very well. How will we fill the gaps in between
now are coming to you when they have approached in areas where they have not got Syon House like
English Heritage and English Heritage have said, we have? Is there a role for schools, for instance?
“Sorry, have not got the money, try the Lottery I was intending to say universities but there is not
Fund”, for projects that they previously would a university in every area so that would leave big

gaps. Is there a role for schools to help co-ordinatehave funded? Likewise, although my Government
has done a grand job in giving local councils more and look at what really should be looked after in a

particular local authority area? Are you concernedcash, they are not exactly awash with the stuV at
the moment and there are great pressures on grant- about these holes?
giving for non-statutory functions in local councils Dame Liz Forgan: I never thought of schools. That
these days. To what extent do you feel over time is an interesting idea. One of the frustrations
that again people are saying, “Try the Lottery looking right across the UK as we do is to see
Fund” for projects in the past that they would have where local authorities have really concentrated on
been able to fund or part fund? how to access Lottery money, have really looked

on their heritage as a resource and figured out thereDame Liz Forgan: Occasionally people do say, “Try
the Lottery Fund”, but we are quite alert to this is a lot of money available to look after it properly,

and then resourced the capacity to ask for it. Theyproblem. It is not an exact science, as Carole says,
but we will always ask questions. If somebody tend to be, broadly speaking, the local authorities
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which are better resourced to do everything and the that point of view we can help. The answer to this
problem is manyheaded. One of the contributionsones that do not have that system in place are the

ones that need it most. There is a limit to the extent that we have started to make was when we
devolved the organisation some six or seven yearsto which we can compensate for that. What we do

is to look in every region of England and every ago so instead of everybody living in Sloane Square
and doing the work from there, we physicallynation at an index of combination of heritage lack

and the number of times they have come to us for devolved the organisation so there is now a
presence in every English region and every nation.money. We have identified cold spots in each of

those regions and we target those with particular That means that it is possible for human beings
who work for the Heritage Lottery Fund to engagedevelopment resource to go and work with people

to make sure that they have the ability to ask us directly with people in regions who can then ring
up and say, “We don’t know how to do this. Willfor money. That is the problem. People just cannot

ask us for money because they do not know how you help us?” and we do. That is not at a systematic
level within the statutory framework which is theto frame it and they have not got the resources to

put it together. That is our contribution to this. I bit that is missing here and there. So we do our best
to plug the gaps but it is never going to be thoroughhave had this conversation with the Church of

England, for instance, and I have said to them, until there is a statutory backing for it, I am afraid.
“Why don’t you invest your money in a nationwide Ms Souter: I think it comes back to the small grants
resource to enable little tiny parish churches to point, if I can just make that point. Very often an
come to us for money? It is not up to us to resource area that is not applying to us is not applying to
that; why don’t you resource that? For every pound any other funder for anything else either. So if our
you put into that you would reap many more development staV can find a way of making contact
pounds in response”, and they are thinking about and identifying the folk who can have a £25,000 or
it. I think if you were looking at a national strategy, £30,000 grant to do a heritage trail or a local
one of the ingredients, along with conservation history map or something like that, that can be the
oYcers (who are part of this story), is just to find first time and the first way, and from that you may
a way in which every local authority had the get two or three people who come out of that
resources to ask for Lottery money, to put it at its project who think that they could go for some other
simplest, because they do not at the moment. project for something else, which might not be

heritage related at all, but it has given them the
confidence to know how to access resources and

Q261 Alan Keen: Paul has already mentioned that they can build on it from there on in.
local authorities are starved to a certain extent in
order to make them more eYcient. In the last few
minutes you have mentioned disability access and Q262 Alan Keen: You say yourselves that vital
that is something they should be doing and they tasks remain “still undone” and yet you are going
will obviously concentrate, if they have not got too to face a reduction in your funds. What remains
much money, on things they are forced to do rather undone and how are you going to try to tackle that
than things that they would like to do if money was with even less funds than you have got at the
no problem. I recall when the Lottery first started moment?
that Sport England were not allowed to be Dame Liz Forgan: We work very hard with the
proactive; they had to wait until people applied for statutory agencies to try to get closer than we were
money. That meant all the cricket pavilions in to a definition of need. It is really quite hard to put
Surrey and Sussex got all the money. I am playing your finger on reliable data about what the need
cricket this afternoon so I am not against cricket really is in all the sectors that we deal with.
receiving help, but you are able to be proactive now However, we are making some progress and getting
and you are doing that. You said that you had not there. We have spelt out some of that in what we
thought about schools being involved. Universities have said to you. We simply have to keep our heads
would be the natural source but as there are not in respect of a diminution of funding and what we
universities in every area. I think it is a critical part are anticipating is that in the years leading up to
of young people’s education to understand history. the Olympic Games, which coincides with a couple
Do you think there would be room for that? Is that of other aspects of our funding (it is not only the
something you would like to look at as a possibility Olympic Games), that we will be looking at a
for filling those gaps? diminution of funding which we hope will come

back again if things go well for the rest of this year.Dame Liz Forgan: We do a lot of work with
schools. At least, we do a lot of work with heritage We just have to look very clearly at priorities. To

cut the message short, what the trustees haveorganisations to enable them to work with schools.
I think that has been a transforming feature of the decided is that they will manage this dip in funding

by essentially a policy of the biggest applicantsHLF’s life. We have funded more education
spaces—and I am sure the number is in here taking the hardest hit so the reduction in spending

will be greater for people who are asking us for £5somewhere but there are hundreds of them all over
the country—so that schools can now take children or £10 million than it will be for people who are

asking us for £50,000 or half a million. We will justto see museums or landscapes or whatever and
there is somewhere safe and dry for them to eat have to apply the criteria and do what we can and

remember that it is still a very considerable amounttheir sandwiches at lunch time and be taught in
because previously that was not the case. So from of money and try to manage the views of people
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out in the country so that we do not send a message for a light bulb to go on and for people to look at
the stats themselves and think, “God, we areof panic around the place to say, “Don’t bother

applying to us because we have not got any rubbish. We should go and talk to the Lottery
funders to see what help they can give us to domoney.” So it is quite a tricky business of managing

demand. We need to explain to people that we are better.” How can you strike a balance?
Dame Liz Forgan: We come into contact with mostgoing to have less money so they will have to think

very carefully about what they apply to us for but of the RDAs and most of the local authorities one
way or another and whenever we do we take thewithout turning oV the taps and stopping people

asking us for things they probably ought to be opportunity to say (in slightly more tactful terms,
I hope) “There is an opportunity here. Please thinkasking us for.
about heritage as an asset and not as a diYculty,”
because very often local authorities with the worstQ263 Alan Keen: Will the Big Lottery play a part?
problems simple see heritage as another problem.Ms Souter: I think it might well do. We have

already got a joint parks programme with the Big
Q265 Paul Farrelly: Absolutely.Lottery which we launched recently where they are
Dame Liz Forgan: We will be missionary in takingputting £90 million in to sit alongside the money
any opportunity to say, “Think about it in athat we have traditionally given to parks. That is
diVerent way. Don’t think about it as a problem.a very happy combination of interests. We have run
Think about it as one of your natural assets anda parks programme for a long time and we will
invest in developing it. We can help you in theknow exactly how to do it. They have said, “This
following ways . . . “But in the end they are theis an area we are interested in too. Let’s put the
responsible authorities and they have to take theirparks work together.” We are talking to them
responsibilities. When you get to the point that anconstantly about whether there are other areas in
actual application has come to us, as it often does,which we might be able to do that as well. We can
from a local authority which essentially has not gotsit alongside the Big Lottery quite comfortably
a clue, we will then really go into intensive carebecause we are able to focus on the social areas
mode and surround them with every resource wewhich are important to them, but they do not have
can do to make sure that that project gets deliveredheritage directions so there will be always be very
in an area which really has nothing else going forlarge areas of what we do that are only proper to
it. We cannot do that very often because we simplyus and which are not easily sitting within what the
do not have the resource ourselves, but here andBig Lottery Fund can do. So we work very closely
there when it is quite clear that it is the localwhere there are areas of overlap but I think also
authority which is just not able to put its backwe are very clear that there are things that are really
behind what needs to be done to deliver a projectimportant to us which do not sit very easily with
and it is a project that really needs to be deliveredthem.
in terms of the people and heritage of that place,
we will get closer than we would otherwise do to

Q264 Paul Farrelly: Could I have a supplementary make it happen.
question to the line that Alan has been taking
because this is very close to my heart, coming from

Q266 Paul Farrelly: Sadly, I have lost my tact overan area like North StaVordshire where the real
five years of having to deal with my RDA. I findconcern is about vicious cycles in one area and
that being tactless is the only way to get somethingvirtuous circles because of capacity in other areas.
out of them. Is your main focal point the RDAsPotentially that will get worse as those cities are
because your resource is limited?doing very nicely and want to be city regions. In
Dame Liz Forgan: We will work with anybody whosome areas we are already at the bottom of the food
looks as if they have half an interest in takingchain in terms of cherry-picking people who have
that forward.either expertise in conservation, for example, or
Ms Souter: Realistically we have two or threeexpertise in getting money out of bodies like
development staV per region but they will, as Lizyourself and we are left with just bones to pick
says, work very closely with a local authority thatover. Liz, you said you are already advising the
has shown any interest in a project to get them toChurch of England to set up a body that could
the point where there is something viable.resource parishes. You would have thought the

Church of England would have done that already
and could very well look after its own. Unless your Q267 Chairman: You referred to your hope that

post the Olympic dip you will go back to thefunding increases with the number of grants it is
going to be a zero sum game and for those people previous position. There is of course consultation

going on about that. Are you given reason towho are going to get three quid for every pound
put into capacity building some people down the believe that you will at least get the current 16.6%

to enjoy?food chain are going to get 30 pence, so it is not
going to be worthwhile for them. Without creating Dame Liz Forgan: I am very grateful to you for

raising that question because it would be wrong foran overweening bureaucracy, how proactive can
you be in looking at your stats? Take my area me to leave this room without hoping very much

that when the Committee comes to consider itsNorth StaVordshire—they are so well below par in
making bids and getting grants—would you like to report it might give some thought to this. It is a

very important moment for us. The Department’sbe proactive and help or do you rely on those areas
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consultation on the future distribution of Lottery extraordinary. On the whole looking over the last
11 years of all my predecessors, the record of thefunding has closed. They are in the throes of

making a decision. We are promised a decision in spending of that money is a pretty good one. There
have been few, if any, disasters. As an organisationJune of this year and at the moment, as would be

quite proper, we have no undertakings from we are pretty eYcient. We cost the least in terms
of our administrative overheads of any Lotteryanybody about what the outcome of that is likely

to be. We have guidance that we hope we will distributor. I think we have grounds to be
reasonably confident in the performance of thecontinue to be a good cause. The question of the

shares of the various good causes however is organisation but, more importantly, confident in
the needs of heritage, and anything that you feelabsolutely up in the air. I think it would be an

absolute catastrophe for the heritage of Britain if able to do to support the argument that this
support should continue we would be extremelythe Heritage Lottery Fund were not to continue to

receive at least the share that it currently does of grateful for.
Chairman: I am sure we will wish to express a view!Lottery proceeds. The diVerence that that money

has been able to make has been simply Thank you very much indeed.

Witnesses: Ms Anthea Case CBE, Chairman, and Ms Kate Pugh, Secretary, Heritage Link,2 gave evidence.

Chairman: Could I welcome now Anthea Case and to us not to work at all and not to work at all because
Kate Pugh of Heritage Link. Your organisation the DCMS has not put eVort into making it work, if
represents 82 diVerent heritage bodies and I am sure I can put it like that.
trying to get them all to speak with one voice is not
an easy task, but it is important there should be some

Q269 Philip Davies: Just to clarify, would you preferkind of co-ordination and therefore we were
heritage to continue to be represented by DCMS inespecially keen to hear from you. Can I ask Philip to
government and that they just do it a bit morekick oV.
vigorously or would you prefer that the
responsibility went to a more heavyweight

Q268 Philip Davies: Many of the submissions that government department like ODPM given its role in
we have had, including from some of your own planning and the fact they took over the promotion
members, have focused on the role of the DCMS in of heritage altogether? Which would you see as the
promoting heritage within government and many best option?
have been critical and said it is a small department Ms Case: I think in all machinery of government,
and does not have the influence within government wherever you draw the boundary there is diYculty.
to do that eVectively. What are your views on the Boundaries always cause diYculty. If you look at the
eVorts of the DCMS in promoting and representing views of our members, on the whole what they would
heritage within government? Would you like to see really want is for the DCMS to pursue the historic
any change in the way that they do represent environment with more energy and with a broader
heritage in government? perception of what the historic environment is and
Ms Case: I think you have probably yet to meet an what contribution it could make to modern society,
interest group who thought that the government together with some mechanism so that getting
department that it looked to did its job exceedingly historic environment issues on to the land usewell, but I think you are right to say that there is a

planning agendas of ODPM, Sustainablewidespread feeling among our members that DCMS
Communities, in particular happened because theredo not represent the heritage strongly enough across
was somebody in that Department who took anWhitehall and indeed outside. Our perception—and
interest in it. If I can give you an example of whereI think it is diYcult to measure this—is that even
we feel the DCMS are letting the sector down,within the DCMS heritage, the built environment,
ODPM are pursuing an agenda about communityand the historic environment is not “Top of the
ownership of assets. Our members representPops” as it were. If there is a hierarchy of bits of the
building preservation trusts and are heavily engageddepartment we do not think the historic
in that kind of area and yet it took one of ourenvironment is tremendously high there. Even more
members to put pressure on David Miliband to getworryingly I think we see its impact outside in areas
historic environment represented in the workingwhere our members are involved, particularly with
group on that subject, rather than DCMS taking thethe kind of agendas which the OYce of the Deputy
initiative and ensuring that the historic environmentPrime Minister runs, as being extremely limited.
as one of its sectors was represented. It is that typeEvidence for that goes back to A Force for Our
of slipping between two stools that we would like toFuture which was the Government response to the
see addressed and like to see addressed becauseEnglish Heritage Report Power of Place. Part of that
somewhere in the DCMS there was somebody whowas to set up a network within government
was really championing the historic environmentdepartments of green ministers taking responsibility

for heritage issues in those departments. That seems and the benefits of investing in it across the field.

2 See HC 912-II, Ev 158, 161
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Q270 Philip Davies: In your memorandum you and heritage issues in one department, but then I
think of personalities and personalities drivestate that “our deep concern is that while sport,

museums and the arts have had financial priorities, and if the ODPM is all about relaxing
planning laws to allow people to build even morerecognition from government, the appreciation by

government of the historic environment is too whacking great distribution sheds because it
allegedly contributes to economic eYciency, that isshallow.” Why do you think that the Government

have not been providing stronger financial support going to conflict with the role of people who want
to tighten and make more eVective planningto the sector? Do you think in our world of political

correctness it might be perhaps because you do not regulations. I would fear for that sort of outcome
because priorities come back to people at the endreach out to as diverse an audience as some of those

other sectors do? What is your view on that? of the day. Chris Smith was the last person who
should be negotiating with an entrepreneur, shallMs Case: Can I put the bit about the diversity of
we say, like Ken Bates about the make-up ofthe audience on one side for a minute. I will come
Wembley Stadium in his kitchen with no-oneback to that. I still think there is a perception that
taking notes, but there was no doubting his passionthe heritage is somehow not modern, fuddy-duddy,
for the arts and heritage. Can you now in either thetechnical, the quotation that you used earlier on
ODPM or in the DCMS say to us that there is onefrom David Lammy about “experts talking to
minister there who you are really confident in whoexperts”. I do not think that the DCMS, and
has got heritage really right at the top of theirparticularly David Lammy, actually believed that.
agenda, as you might have said with a person likeI hope we have gone some way to persuading him
Chris Smith? Can you give me a name?that that is not the case, but I think there still is a
Ms Case: I hope we are encouraging Mr Lammyperception in the DCMS that the historic
to take that role but I could not say with my handenvironment is about sites, about things with fences
on my heart that he is yet taking it. In terms ofround them, things you go to visit, so they can
what he is saying he is beginning to say some ofthink about it in the same way as they think about
the things that we would expect somebody to saygoing to the theatre or going to a sports event. You
who was going to champion the historiccan then count the numbers of people going in, tick
environment.access boxes, and get the Brownie points from

doing that. If you take a wider view of the historic
environment and treat it as what surrounds you as Q272 Paul Farrelly: And in the other big
you walk from your home to the shops or as you department ODPM, is there a name?
walk from your home to school, the things that Ms Case: No.
make up an identity of a community, it is much
more diYcult to tick the boxes and therefore I think Q273 Paul Farrelly: Sadly no?it is much more diYcult to make the kind of case Ms Case: Sadly no.which says, “We will fund it provided you get your
visitor numbers up from X to Y.” It goes back to

Q274 Paul Farrelly: English Heritage—after all thethe point we made in our memorandum about
structuring, cutbacks and pressures that they arewhether the DCMS really understands that the
under, do you think they are and can be now ahistorical environment is wider than sites and
really eVective lead for the heritage sector? If not,things that you visit. Turning to the point about
if you had a wish-list what could be done todiversity and access, in one sense if you believed it
improve the situation?is walking down the street, the historical
Ms Case: Yes, I think they can be. Yes, I think theyenvironment is probably the most democratically
need to be. I think that they have been hamstrungaccessible cultural set of assets that there is. You
by two things. One is reorganisation and changecan see it as you walk outside this building. You
and I think that inevitably with any organisationare engaged in the historic environment. You may
makes it rather inward-looking, reduces morale,not understand it but you can understand it and it
reduces the certainty of people inside theis part of what you do. Where we are talking about
organisation but also certainty outside thesites and things that have visitors, I think that it is
organisation. In one sense my wish-list would beright to say that perhaps we have been slower than
that they would be allowed a period of peace andsome other cultural sectors to take up the challenge
quiet, as it were, to get on with doing the job whichof getting more diversity in our audiences. One of
has now been set them, which is a more strategicthe things we hope to do this year, and we have got
focus for the future. Thinking about coming heresome funding from English Heritage among others
today, in my previous incarnation I nearly alwaysto do this, is to try and do some research and to
sat here with the Chief Executive of Englishdo some practical work with heritage bodies across
Heritage. In the time I was at the Heritage Lotterythe regions as to what good practice is and how
Fund, there were four diVerent Chief Executives ofthey can learn how to do it better. I think that has
English Heritage. That does not make forbeen rather slow in coming.
consistency, it seems to me, in how an organisation
develops. The second thing I think they need to be

Q271 Paul Farrelly: I want to get on to English more eVective is more money. It is as simple as that.
Heritage on a similar line of questioning but before I do think that the things that they are now trying
that I want to follow up Philip’s line. I have a great to do, a lot of which are about being more outward

looking, trying to engage with other people anddeal of sympathy for the logic of having planning
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other agendas, are things that actually depend on now we are doing this inquiry in anticipation of yet
another shake-up. Is there a case for any moremaking relationships and growing relationships

over time, and I think that was one of the things change or is there a case for bodies now that have
been modernised and changed to be left alone tothat English Heritage has done not terribly well in

the past. Again going back to your earlier develop?
Ms Case: There are two key public sector bodiesconversation with Liz Forgan, when the Heritage

Lottery Fund opened its doors it was quite clear in the heritage field. One is the Heritage Lottery
Fund and the other is EH. My feeling would bethat people on the ground in the heritage—local

history societies, that sort of group—did not know that they are both now suYciently eYcient,
slimmed down, whatever the right phrase is, towhere to go to to get advice. My feeling was that

the Arts Council and sports did know that there enable them to stay as they are and to go on doing
what they are intended to do. The judgments whichwas a thin dotted line that ran from the local

societies up through the regional arts councils to are made about them ought to be about what they
deliver, not about how they are internallyHQ. If you take the Local Heritage Initiative

scheme, which has been tremendously successful bureaucratically structured.
and which my members certainly want to see
continued, the hand-holding was done by the Q278 Paul Farrelly: We do not want this purely to
Countryside Agency, it was not done by English concentrate on English Heritage. We heard a
Heritage. Is English Heritage now saying that if the reference previously to Northern Ireland and the
Countryside Agency is not going to do it we are shambles there. What about Scotland and CADW
going to do it? That seems to me something that if in Wales? Can you say a few brief words in your
you are serious about outreach and enabling people experience about the situation in Wales and
on the ground to flourish and getting a wider Scotland?
audience for the heritage and wider participation, Ms Case: I have to say my own experience on
you would want to do. Scotland and Wales is not as up-to-date as it used

to be. When I did deal with them, each of the three
Q275 Paul Farrelly: Another horrible phrase statutory bodies—CADW, Historic Scotland and
“modernisation”—and, Kate, you might want to EH—was very diVerent and in some senses I think
come in on this as well as Anthea—English that Historic Scotland both benefited from and
Heritage has been through one of these suVered from the fact that instead of being a non-
modernisation programmes. What precisely has departmental public body and therefore at arms’
that achieved? length from the Scottish Executive, it is an agency,
Ms Pugh: It used to be very well respected for its and it therefore was less good, if I can put it like
research, its conservation and its personnel. I know that, at being seen as the independent leader of the
that some of our members would cite examples sector. I think the same to some extent is true of
where the expertise is now spread extremely thinly. CADW. The other thing to bear in mind is that
For example, the Association of Gardens Trust both of them operate in a much smaller
says that there are only five landscape specialists community, if I can put it like that. It may be a
and the Battlefields Trust says that it is only 10% joke but when you go to CardiV everybody knows
of one man across the whole of English Heritage everybody, as it were, you are not dealing with nine
and across England. Although they are obviously English regions. So I think that the jobs that they
fighting for their own particular specialisms, I do do are rather diVerent.
think the support that specialist voluntary
organisations are getting from English Heritage is

Q279 Chairman: Your body came into existencegetting scarce and very thin on the ground, and as
really in response to complaints from theheritage itself gets wider and wider that is one gap
Government that the sector was too disparate andthat is emerging now. I think on the personnel there
there was no coherent single voice, and youhas been a lot of restructuring and the latest
obviously are attempting to provide that. Do yourestructuring has lost some extremely long-
feel that having set up Heritage Link it is listenedstanding, experienced personalities there which is a
to by the Government?shame. It is a diVerent world; we have to move on.
Ms Case: I would challenge your first assumption
that it was set up in response to complaints from

Q276 Paul Farrelly: So perversely then Government. I think it was set up because when the
modernisation has been a success because it has got voluntary sector organisations in significant
rid of lots of historical expertise, but that surely was numbers sat round the table to do the work which
not the intention? led to Power of Place they realised that they were
Ms Pugh: They were very well-respected oYcers not punching as hard as they could because they
who took voluntary redundancy. were sitting in diVerent silos and not talking to each

other. I think that Heritage Link is genuinely the
creature of a will from the voluntary sector ratherQ277 Paul Farrelly: We have also as MPs of all

parties, particularly since the last Election, been than a response to complaints from the
Government. Whether we are having and howhaving to put up with across many spheres

“permanent revolution”, a concept we thought had significant an impact we are having, I do not know.
I think we are beginning to have an impact. I dogone out in the 1920s with an ice pick. The

Government seems to be changing everything and not make enormous claims because I think any new
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organisation inevitably takes time to learn how to in touch with people in their department and work
in their department that they think we can helpdo the job that it was set up to do. I think there

was a period at the beginning of Heritage Link’s with.
life where the members took time to learn how to
work together, if I can put it like that. I think we Q281 Alan Keen: You have answered most of the
are now doing that and perhaps Kate can questions I was going to ask already so could I just
illustrate that. move straight on to ask if the Government have
Ms Pugh: Yes, I think over the last few years there had discussions on the Cultural Olympiad with
have been definite signs that there is a culture of your sector?
working together, which is really encouraging. I see Ms Case: The DCMS has had one meeting with us
that in several diVerent ways. One of them is the co- about what the historic environment might
operation we now get for signing joint letters and contribute to it. I think at the moment we are in a
responses to consultations on particular issues. state of some frustration, with a feeling that we
This used to be quite diYcult just in terms of oYce want to contribute on the one hand, and a worry
procedures but as people get used to this they are clearly, that the Olympics is going to suck money
much more willing to do this faster, people are out of the sector in some sense. That is not just
keener, they know that we will take the response Government funding but construction skills and all
forward and they are looking forward to having that sort of thing. Also at the moment there does
that help. We always try to show some added value not seem to be anybody for us to engage with about
and that in particular has come true. I think that what the historic environment could oVer in the
there was some scepticism perhaps that we were Olympic context. Certainly some of our members
going to supplant their campaigning activities but have some quite interesting ideas, for example
that is not true. We are always saying it is as well about the regeneration of East London, but at the
as not instead of their own responses. That is one moment do not know who to engage with about
area where there is a lot more co-operation and it. We are due to have a meeting with the DCMS
understanding of our role. The second is the representative on the Olympics Operating Group
interest groups that are now emerging under after Easter when we hope to find a way of opening
Heritage Link itself. There are various groups those doors and facilitating those conversations
already there. The membership is 80 strong. There because I think it would be a pity if when we talk
are the working groups which concentrate on land about the legacy in terms of the regeneration of
use, planning, inclusion and funding. Those bring East London for the Olympics, it was just a lot of
together certain elements of the membership and splendidly designed new buildings (which wearing
under those there are six projects this year, again a diVerent hat I am sure CABE would be interested
bringing together people with a particular interest in ensuring) but equally if it did not do something
in funding or fund-raising skills or inclusion issues. for the existing heritage of those areas which can
Under that formal level there is also a new brand add to the sense of identity and distinctiveness of
of interest groups emerging in response to a those communities.
Government initiative like the Education Task
Group or the Rural Heritage Task Group, both Q282 Alan Keen: There is a great opportunity toresponding to consultations and drawing together have a link with a historical area even withoutcertain sections of the membership. Also the many iconic sites. What ideas have come up frommembers are making up the groups themselves your area?now. There is interest from other areas to come Ms Case: The Heritage of London Trust certainlytogether and swap ideas, join up and act together. has been thinking about it quite seriously and atI think that is partly an influence that Heritage one stage had a thought about whether you couldLink has had. We also facilitate interest groups like take a corridor from Central London going towardskills. We facilitated a workshop with Creative and Newham and Stratford and identify where thereCultural Skills Sector Skills Council and also with were buildings of importance to those communitiesthe Europa Nostra. They oVer a platform for which could do with some maintenance and beingmembers with interests to come together and they refreshed. That is the sort of thing they have beenare certainly taking up those opportunities. I think thinking about. I think it is important that we arethe culture of working together is both at national talking about doing things which will have anlevel and at regional level because we also run impact for tourism around the Olympics but alsoregional networking events which bring the for those communities on-going after the Olympics
voluntary heritage sector together at regional level. so that it is not simply something which happens
Those are certainly areas where I see an impact that in 2012 and then stops being of benefit.
we have made.

Q283 Alan Keen: So is there anything you would
Q280 Chairman: How much access to ministers do like us to put in the report on that?
you get? Ms Case: I think finding some way of ensuring that
Ms Case: We talk to DCMS ministers. We have the historic environment can play its full role and
had a DCMS minister at each of our last two that if one is talking about the cultural programme
AGMs to talk to our membership. We do not get it is not just about festivals and opera, however
very easy access to other ministers, though certainly important they are, but it is about the fabric of

these communities.education ministers have been quite keen to put us
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Q284 Paul Farrelly: I have got a quite separate protection. Like everybody else who has given
evidence to you, our real concern is about thequestion from what Alan was talking about but

come to think about it you have sparked oV resources that may or may not be available to deal
with whatever system emerges. You have alreadyanother bugbear for me! I am the MP for

Newcastle-under-Lyme, which is in North had a conversation this morning about the number
of conservation oYcers and their skills in aStaVordshire if you have not quite gathered that so

far, but when I am in London I have the privilege traditional sense. I am very conscious of the need
for them to have communication skills if they areof living in Hackney. At the moment there has been

a big rumpus, which might be one of many small to engage with local communities. I think one of
the diYculties is that quite often local authorityrumpuses across London but being in the local area

I know about it, about the approach to the new oYcers, whether they are conservation oYcers or
archaeologists, use language which does not makeTube which is coming to Dalston in Hackney which

is being driven by the Olympic timetable so that it much sense to small local groups which are not
used to that planning language, if I can put it likeactually gets achieved, but building the 18-storey

tower blocks in the meantime is going to demolish that. If we are to engage local communities we need
conservation oYcers and others who are skilled inlots of sites near there which have got great cultural

and historical interest to local people. I think there talking to people and letting them have their say
and understand what is being said.is a second injunction there at the moment that the

local group has gone to court to get to stop
Hackney Council deliberately neglecting the area in Q287 Paul Farrelly: We have discussed at length
the hope of demolishing it because of the Tube and the proposal of having statutory conservation
so on and so forth. That shows the local oYcers in each authority and the side eVects of how
engagement. However, when we sat here with Ken that might not work and alternatives which try to
Livingstone in our Olympic evidence-taking session attain the same outcome. There was a suggestion
he made it pretty clear that local groups like that earlier, again echoed in parts of this inquiry, that
are not going to get too much sympathy from him, local areas should be able to draw on committed
and neither presumably are yourselves, because resources for this in terms of architectural heritage
nothing should stand in the way of progress and centres. Is that something that you are also in
the timetable being achieved. The same question favour of?
that Alan was asking, what co-operation and access Ms Case: My experience of architectural heritage
do you get to the London Mayor? centres, including the one in Hackney for example,
Ms Case: We have not ourselves gone to the is that they have been very good at engaging their
London Mayor, in part because we see our role as local communities and in particular in beginning to
being “national” rather than “regional”, but again engage young people. Going back to the question
I believe that those of our members who have tried Mr Keen asked earlier about schools, if you can get
to talk to the London Mayor and the London young people to understand about the nature of the
Development Agency have found it a rather historic environment, the street pattern, why it is
frustrating experience for those sorts of reasons. like it is, I think you are hopefully going to have

a generation which will be much more at ease in
having discussions about planning andQ285 Paul Farrelly: Thank you, Chairman, for
development and that sort of issue.bearing with me, I just wanted to give some

publicity to OPEN, the organisation that is fighting
for that historic environment. That is O-P-E-N, Q288 Paul Farrelly: Final question—is it a
Chairman! I will send them the page of evidence. frustration to you, as it is to many people involved
These are issues that are maybe replicated across in backing these sorts of centres, that heritage by
historic parts of East London, if not West London. its very definition is not a time-limited issue nor is
Ms Pugh: Can I just say that Heritage Link is very design, but these bodies quite often after many
keen on local engagement in the planning process great eVorts setting the things up suddenly find that
and it is the subject of our most recent research. after three years they have to go cap in hand trying
The title of the research was called Why Bother? to scratch around for money to carry on the job?
You do wonder sometimes how the local Ms Case: I think that is a frustration to everybody
communities have the courage to go on and on and who depends on that sort of funding from
on when they get such a disappointing response. government or local government. It is a fact of life.

Q289 Paul Farrelly: More priorities. Kate, haveQ286 Paul Farrelly: You say “Why bother?” The
real question I have been asked to ask here is I you got anything to say on how we can improve

things in terms of strengthening the statutorydetect a certain level of despair from your evidence
when you urge there should not be any dilution of protection on the ground?

Ms Pugh: I do think the resources and skills are thethe current level of statutory protection for heritage
assets. That does really smack of some despair main issues. That has come up from our members

in responses to the heritage protection field. Howbecause surely the issue is how can it be
strengthened? exactly you do that has been discussed enormously

but it is only now really being discussed by DCMSMs Case: If despair was the message that you got,
I do not think despair was the message that we and ODPM. There are some issues—not small—in

the change in legislation. Certainly we have withinintended to give about the level of statutory
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our membership the Joint Committee of the in the Budget. You have written to him about zero
rating VAT on historic repairs. Have you had aNational Amenity Societies who are at the sharp
response from him or the Paymaster General?end of the actual protection. I agree with Anthea
Ms Case: We have not had a response from him.that education and community involvement are
We have had an informal conversation with thegoing to be really important over the next decade
Paymaster General and we are following that up byor so and how to get the best out of the community
going to talk to her, but I think that it is the issueto facilitate their involvement is something that
on which the sector is more united than anythingobviously we are very interested in. So first of all
else. It is one of the things which could contributeyou need the statutory protection but then you
to the “stitch in time” maintenance issue, but evenneed the impetus and public interest in it to make
if nothing is done on the tax front, if you take theit eVective.
grant scheme for listed places of worship, in a sense
the principle that underlies that is the same

Q290 Chairman: Do you think the Government principle as you could apply to any of the non-
properly understands how to deal with essentially trading charitable bodies or private owners in the
what are a huge number of voluntary bodies made historic environment sector.
up of people who do this out of love? You in your
evidence stress the importance of the voluntary Q292 Paul Farrelly: What will you say to the
sector throughout the role of maintaining the Paymaster General if she tells you this will just be
heritage. Is that something that is properly a nice little tax break for the upper and middle
understood within government and do they deal classes? “We have given to the ecclesiastical classes
with it as eVectively as they might? but we—”
Ms Case: I think it is a challenge for the DCMS Ms Case: I suppose they have given a tax break to
to deal with the voluntary sector. Perhaps that is the ecclesiastical classes if one is looking at it like
why we get these criticisms about there being too that. I think what we shall be saying to her is if you
many bodies or not being able to get its act think that this is a perfectly reasonable thing to do
together. My perception is that for most of the for listed places of worship, why do you not think
other cultural sectors the DCMS deals with, there it is a reasonable thing to do for other categories?
are more statutory bodies or more big I think there is a real issue for the Treasury because
organisations for them to deal with. If you take the they are clearly going to be worried about leakage,
museums sector, for example, there is the statutory but if we all put our thinking hats on we ought to
Museums and Archives Council, and there are the be able to find a way in the same way listed places
big national museums as well as the local authority of worship are satisfactorily ring-fenced (or at least
ones so it cascades down. So the normal method of nobody has ever said that they are not) of ring-
intercourse, if I can put it like that, between the fencing building preservation trusts or other sectors
DCMS and its sectors is between the two public within our sector.
sector bodies with the levers, the carrots and sticks

Q293 Paul Farrelly: When you go to see Dawn withas it were, which apply to relationships between
your two or three or four-page memorandum abouttwo public sector bodies. I think that the historic
how ring-fencing can work, would you send that toenvironment voluntary sector poses diVerent issues
us as well?because how does it engage with us? It does not
Ms Case: Thank you.have levers or has not found yet the right levers to

engage with us. The funding levers are held by
Q294 Chairman: Is it not too late though?English Heritage in so far as there are any. We pose
Ms Case: The deadline for the thing I wrote to thea challenge in terms of finding a modus vivendi, in
Chancellor about, Annex K, is passed, which iswhich we can engage fully with them and they can
why I think having the conversation has to be nowengage fully with us. Whether that is better or
probably about extending the grant scheme ratherdiVerent in other government departments where
than changing the tax system.there are a lot of voluntary agencies (the Home

OYce is probably the one that springs to mind) I
Q295 Chairman: You were worried specificallydo not know, but I certainly feel that for our sector
about the opportunity that existed and you gotwe have not yet found the right framework.
no joy?Chairman: A final question from Paul.
Ms Case: We had no reply.

Q291 Paul Farrelly: Just a very quick question Q296 Chairman: You had no reply. Can I thank
about VAT. Everyone is delighted that the you very much for your time.

Ms Case: Thank you very much.Chancellor has extended the scheme for churches
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Janet Anderson Mr Mike Hall
Philip Davies Alan Keen
Mr Nigel Evans Helen Southworth
Paul Farrelly

Witnesses: Sir Neil Cossons, Chairman, and Dr Simon Thurley, Chief Executive, English Heritage,1 gave
evidence.

Q297 Chairman: Good morning. This is the final happening, whereas we believe that what the process
of conservation actually is is the management ofsession in which we will be taking evidence on the

protection of heritage. We have before us this change, so we believe that there has to be a
philosophical change and we are leading the reviewmorning both English Heritage and the Ministers

with responsibility in the Government. Can I begin and the consultation at the moment which will lead
to a very important document which will be aboutby welcoming Sir Neil Cossons and Dr Simon

Thurley from English Heritage and perhaps start oV how we believe the philosophy of conservation
ought to develop over the next few years. The thirdby asking you about the review of heritage

protection and the measures that we are anticipating element of constructive conservation is training and
support for local authorities. What we see is thein the White Paper. You have said in your evidence

that you believe that the reform of the heritage Heritage Protection Review within this wider
package of changing philosophy, of support andprotection system is essential and is eagerly awaited

by partners. I think the evidence we have received training and support for local authorities, that it
cannot be disengaged from those and we do notsuggests that there is mild enthusiasm, but perhaps

it is not regarded quite as essential as you suggest. believe that we can get this much more positive
approach unless we have all three of those thingsCan you tell us what evidence there is that the

present system is failing and where is the pressure for working together.
change coming from?
Sir Neil Cossons: Chairman, good morning. I am Q298 Chairman: Certainly I think we have heard a
Neil Cossons, Chairman of English Heritage, and lot of evidence about the need for a change in
we are delighted to be here. The Heritage Protection attitude, as you have described. The other thing we
Review is something on which, as you know, we have heard a lot about is a need for a change in the
have been working for quite a long while and at its level of resourcing which we will come on to, but
heart is our belief that the present arrangements are neither of those things is necessarily going to be dealt
over-complex and diYcult to understand by many with by structural change in a White Paper. Where
people in the sector, so at its heart we see the do you think it is wrong at the moment and why do
Heritage Protection Review as simplifying and we need to be doing this?
streamlining as a means towards aiding Dr Thurley: I think that Sir Neil is right, that it is too
understanding and in particular, I think, getting a complicated. There are two principal types of
wider appreciation of the value of protective designation, scheduling and Listing, and one of the
legislation on the part of people as a whole. main problems with scheduling is that it is a national
Dr Thurley: If I could perhaps add to that, we believe designation and we are not alone in this country in
that conservation has been regarded all too often as having this problem. Quite often across Europe
something that has been obstructive and as being archaeology is then dealt with by central
something that has prevented people from doing government rather than by local government and
things and held people back. Our view is also that what that does is it divorces the decision-making
that is a misplaced view, so what our core focus is as about important archaeological issues from local
an organisation is to bring about what we describe as people and from the local authorities and that
‘constructive conservation’ and that is a much more somehow gives them the feeling that it is somebody
positive attitude to the whole series of issues around else’s problem. We certainly believe that a very, very
protecting the historic environment. We believe that important part of the Heritage Protection Review is
there are three things which are absolutely making sure that the important decisions about
fundamental if we are going to achieve a much more people’s localities should be made in the localities
constructive way of dealing with conservation. The and it should not be for national government and a
first one of those is the Heritage Protection Review, secretary of state to make those decisions on their
and I will come on to that in a second. The second behalf. Therefore, what that is all about is actually
is a fundamental look at the way the philosophy of about making a system that people can own much
conservation is operated in England, and it is all too more and also a system that is much more open and

less secretive because, as I am sure you are aware andoften still seen as a recipe for stopping things from

1 See HC 912-II, Ev 149
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you will have heard evidence on this, the current Q302 Paul Farrelly: I am not even lucky enough to
own a Grade II thankfully! The question was notsystem of Listing means that an English Heritage

inspector can come and view your building without between II* and I, but between II* and II in terms of
degradation potentially, a building slipping down.you knowing, make a recommendation to the

Secretary of State and the Secretary of State can then Dr Thurley: There is no suggestion that there would
be large numbers of II* buildings that would be, asList your building without you knowing and the first

thing you know about it is a letter through your it were, relegated to Grade II. However, it should be
said that the proposals would involve eVectively a re-letterbox informing you of that. A system that does

not allow people to participate, does not allow Listing of our Listed building stock and we would
have to write new List descriptions of every singlepeople to be involved in the decisions about their

own assets is going to be a system that does have less Listed building and that would result in some
buildings that are currently Grade II beingrespect and has less power and eYcacy, so we believe

this is really about giving people a much greater promoted to the new Grade I and possibly some
buildings that are currently Grade II* being, in youropportunity to be engaged both in the consent side

and in the designation side too. words, relegated to the new Grade II, but that is
something we should be doing anyway. That is
something that we actually ought to be looking at

Q299 Chairman: Before I move on, could I ask you because some of the Lists are quite old and need
if you are happy that one of the tiers, the Grade II* rewriting and looking at again.
tier, is going to disappear?
Dr Thurley: One of the proposals is that in order to

Q303 Paul Farrelly: Who would be doing this work?simplify the list, instead of having Grade I, II* and
Dr Thurley: Well, the current proposal is, and ofGrade II, one will just have Grade I and Grade II,
course the White Paper has not been published so weand probably most of the scheduled ancient
do not know whether the Government is going tomonuments, the Grade Is and the II*s, will become
take this or not, that in the future, if this were to goGrade I and the Grade IIs will remain as they are.
ahead, as Listed building applications came in, theyThere is a benefit to this because those three classes
would have new List descriptions written for them,are the three classes that are referred up nationally
so there are about between 30,000 and 35,000for consultation, so it will be very, very clear that if
applications a year for Listed building consent andyou had a Grade I category site or monument, you
the aim would be to rewrite the List descriptions ofwould, therefore, be liable to have your application
each of those buildings as they came up.referred to a national level. We just think again that

it makes things simpler. It is not a downgrading in
Q304 Paul Farrelly: What about the present stock?any sense and, if anything, it is an upgrading for
Dr Thurley: The present stock would be coveredthe IIs.
under that, but they would only have their ListSir Neil Cossons: By the same token, on my earlier
descriptions rewritten if the owners were to apply forpoint about simplification, the idea of having Grade
Listed building consent.II* is arcane from the point of view of the wider

public understanding of what Listing means, so
anything that simplifies and enhances the quality of Q305 Paul Farrelly: It is a potentially amazing

amount of work.categorisation is, we believe, constructive and, as
Simon says, putting II* into category I simplifies it Dr Thurley: It is a potentially huge amount of work,

but the benefits would be enormous because one offrom the operational point of view and certainly
simplifies it from the point of view of a wider public the other problems that we have is that the List

descriptions very often do not make it clear why aunderstanding of what Listing is and what it means.
building is significant and that actually does give
problems for the owner because the owner is not

Q300 Paul Farrelly: Do you not think that there fully aware of what he can or cannot do, what is
might be a danger of degradation because there may important about his building and what is not
be a minority perhaps of frustrated owners of Grade important. Particularly when looking at buildings at
II* buildings who face more restrictions under that risk, when looking at, for instance, churches, which
category in what they want to do with those we may want to come on to later, the List
buildings than if it slipped down to Grade II? descriptions do not make it clear what adaptations
Sir Neil Cossons: Well, we do not think so, Simon, to a building would actually be acceptable and what
do we? We have looked at this in some detail and we would not, so the new List descriptions will make, I
believe it is a good move in the right direction. think, everybody’s lives a lot easier because it will

give much greater clarity about what was important
in a building and what was not.Q301 Paul Farrelly: There is sound evidence that it

would not be a degradation?
Dr Thurley: In practice, there is no diVerence Q306 Paul Farrelly: You have also been running

pilot projects to test the wider reform proposals andbetween a Grade II* and a Grade I building in terms
of the consent regime. Both are referred to English I think there is a concern out there and with us that

some of these proposals may lead to, in particular,Heritage for advice at the moment. I actually own
both a II* and a Grade I and, I must say, I have not more unfunded burdens for local authorities and

would also place a demand on skills that frankly arenoticed any diVerence in what I have to do with the
local conservation oYcer. lacking at the moment. Can you just tell us a little bit
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more about the pilot programmes that you have In other words, we are trying to come to agreement
with owners before their application is submittedbeen testing and what conclusions you have drawn

so far? to local authorities as to the benefits and disbenefits
of any particular scheme, so our own case workDr Thurley: The DCMS have actually just

commissioned a piece of work by a man called David right the way across the board we are trying to
move forward before the applications come in soBaker to have a look at the pilot projects and you

may have seen his report. I certainly have, I was that, when the applications come in, it is simply a
question of ticking them through. This is part of areading it last night. The overall result of his analysis

of the situation is that there is a general view that wider trend and it is expensive in the short run
because in the short run you are both doing the pre-these types of arrangements will be beneficial in the

long run, but we have got 20 and we have chosen application stuV and you are doing the, as it were,
post-application stuV, but that bulge of worksome quite diVerent and quite diYcult cases and

there are quite a lot of things that we need to do to theoretically, and I believe it will happen, will pass
and we can deal with most things in pre-make sure that they are working properly, but the

overall view of the DCMS’s own research, which we application.
welcome and support, is that they do have
considerable potential to make life more Q309 Paul Farrelly: What do you think local
straightforward and in the long run actually to authorities should be doing in particular to prepare
save money. for this? Where are they lacking in expertise? My

local authority has lost its conservation oYcer
because he has gone to go and tout for developersQ307 Paul Farrelly: Potential in the long run? In

the long run clearly we are all dead, as the famous and that is a pattern that is aVecting many other
local authorities which are pretty much cash-phrase says! What about the short-run

implications? strapped around the country.
Dr Thurley: I think the first thing that should beDr Thurley: Well, like many things and many

management agreements, you have to put a lot of said is that both the Baker Report and another
report which has been commissioned by the DCMSeVort upfront to negotiate the agreement before

you get the benefits at the end, so if you take one of from Atkins has shown that the local authorities
broadly welcome the concepts behind HPR. Therethe examples, which is the Holkham Estate which is

a big, historic estate in Norfolk, actually setting up are anxieties, as you rightly say, about resources
and we too have anxieties about resources. We dothe management agreement will take several

months of negotiation with the owner of the estate, know that there are local authorities who see the
historic environment service they provide as beingwith the local authority and with us and that is a

significant investment, but once that agreement is of low priority and we do know of a number of
local authorities at the moment who have lost staVin place, it means that all three parties have to do

far less work. The diYculty of course with the exactly as you say. Clearly this is one of the issues
that will need to be resolved and worked throughsystem is that to get these things in, you have to

put in money, time and resources upfront to save in the timescale of the White Paper.
money later and that is quite often the nature of
trying to make things more eYcient. Q310 Paul Farrelly: One of the reasons my local
Sir Neil Cossons: The philosophical framework authority has lost staV is because it is a two-tier
within which those pilots are exemplars is entirely authority and we are at the bottom of the food
based on our belief that conservation is best served chain when it comes to everybody else snapping up
by going for a managed solution rather than an everybody else and not least because of some of the
adversarial one and that involves, as Simon says, regeneration quangos that the Government has
input at the beginning in order to achieve savings secured around the country, so at this time of major
and I think greater sign-up and buy-in later on setting up of other structures of regeneration, we
because, as managed processes, if we take the are setting up another set of reforms and, too right,
Piccadilly Line, for example, which is one of our there are going to be pressures on the resources.
pilots, we will become more familiar with handling How do we resolve that?
what are quite complex buildings and so will the Sir Neil Cossons: Well, in the generality we have
owner in terms of his understanding of what their been encouraging the appointment of heritage
conservation entails. Therefore, an intensive period champions amongst elected members in local
at the beginning we believe reaps benefits later on. authorities and there is considerable sign-up for

that and we bring heritage champions together
from time to time to provide at member level aQ308 Paul Farrelly: Do you have an estimate of the

financial burden that you will incur through that fuller understanding of the values of the historic
environment and of the role of the local authorityand also the financial burden upfront that local

authorities will incur? in it. One of the advantages we have is that there
are the best and the rest of course amongst localDr Thurley: That is part of the research that is

going on at the moment. We do not know and I authorities and the best are very, very good. They
can themselves provide outstanding exemplars ofthink we have to be quite open about that, that we

do not know, but it should be set in the context of best practice, so there is a better sign-up and
understanding on the part of elected membersour own activities because what we are increasingly

trying to do is what we call ‘pre-application work’. which we see as an important part of our work to
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encourage, train, assist and then the training of pointed out how damaging that has been to their
particular organisation. Could you tell us whatoYcers as well in which we would see it as a very

useful part of our work to help the capacity- arguments you are putting forward to the DCMS
to secure a better settlement in the 2007building capability amongst local authorities as a

means not only of putting the responsibility down Comprehensive Spending Review?
Sir Neil Cossons: Can I set the context for theto the local authority level where it should be, but

preventing feedback into our own oYces of issues funding of English Heritage because I have been
Chairman for six years and one of the things thatthat are essentially local issues that should be

determined locally. I was asked to do by the then Secretary of State
was to bring together representatives of the wider
historic environment sector to report back toQ311 Paul Farrelly: Do you and the Department,
government on the management of the historicworking together, actually have an up-to-date
environment and that appeared in the form of apicture, a snapshot, of current capacity and levels
report called Power of Place. One of the things thatof expertise by, for example, local authority
we discovered, what many of us had known, butconservation oYcers and also archaeologists?
now had serious evidence of, was the lack ofDr Thurley: We know the broad picture across the
quantitative data right through the historiccountry. We know that on average there are 1.7
environment area. Much of the argument inconservation oYcers per authority and each of
support of the heritage historic environment hasthose has to deal with about 1,200 Listed buildings
been based on emotion and not enough of it onand about 30 conservation areas. That is the sort of
sound evidence. One of the results of Power ofaverage picture across the country. There is a whole
Place was that there was a government response ofseries of bits of research done by an organisation
course and we have been each year producing ancalled ALGAO who are the Association of Local
audit of aspects of the historic environment calledGovernment Archaeological OYcers. There is also
Heritage Counts and that is for the first time givingwork by the IHBC, the Institute of Historic
the Department, ourselves and the wider heritageBuilding Conservation, but there is no
sector the serious evidence that enables us to makecomprehensive once-and-for-all piece of research
a persuasive case. Even more recently thethat tells us what the situation is. I think that you
Department’s own participation surveys indicatedare right in pointing out that there is a problem.
the levels of engagement with the historicThe sort of skills that we need from people now
environment on the part of people at large. I thinkare very diVerent from the skills that were needed
one of the big issues that we have all had, and itbefore. We do need people with a much greater
is common to the sector, it is common to Englishawareness of issues of regeneration, a much greater
Heritage and it is common to the Department, isunderstanding of the economics of the market and
that we have not been serious enough in the waywe need people who not only have archaeological
in which we have engaged with each other in termsskills, but also skills in historic buildings, and the
of the arguments that we can deploy, so in the run-training that exists at the moment does not really
up to 2007 we feel confident for the first time reallygive us that. We do have a number of schemes and
that we will have the quality of informationprojects on the go at the moment to try and make
available to us to make a persuasive case.sure that in the future the right sort of people will

be turned out by the training institutes, the colleges
and the universities, but right now there is a Q314 Philip Davies: How confident are you that
shortage of the right sort of people. that will be listened to and that you will actually get

a much better funding settlement or do you think it
will fall on stony ground, your request for moreQ312 Philip Davies: Just before we move on to
funding?heritage protection, can I just ask if you think there
Sir Neil Cossons: I am confident that it will bewould be any additional protection for World
listened to, but I do not know how stony theHeritage sites specifically and, if so, what that
ground is going to be and that of course appliesmight look like?
right across government in a whole range of areas.Sir Neil Cossons: Yes, I think we do feel that World
What I am confident about is that the nature of theHeritage sites deserve better than they get at
relationship in terms of our mutual understandingpresent. The designation of World Heritage sites is
of the wider issues in the historic environmentof course material in the planning process, so to
between the DCMS and ourselves is better nowthat extent they are better regarded than would be
than it ever has been and that, I think, must bean equivalent area that was not a World Heritage
good for both parties.site, but, as we refine what HPR might represent

in detail, I think certainly we need to look at what
provisions there are for World Heritage sites and Q315 Philip Davies: Well, I hope that it does not
determine what is possible and practicable. I do not fall on stony ground, but, if it does and the worst
think we have a more detailed view on it at this comes to the worst and your funding continues to
stage. decline, where would the cutbacks in services be

most likely to be made?
Dr Thurley: We have, as you know, a publishedQ313 Philip Davies: In terms of funding, virtually

every submission we have heard and received has strategy and we have costed that strategy so that
we have the resources from the current spendingnoted that your funding has gone down and
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round to fund that strategy. It is one that we have this is only valuable because people value it and at
the heart of our changes has been a reorientationagreed with government. If, for some reason, we do

not have the resources to achieve everything on in that direction, so we have taken out a lot of
bureaucracy and we have had a lot greater focus onthat, we will have to have the discussion with, first

of all, DCMS, but then after that ODPM and regional delivery. Constructive conservation that I
mentioned earlier has been a major part of that,DEFRA as to which of the things in our strategy

they regard as being less important and we would trying to work upstream with planning
applications, talking to people before they put theirhave to stop doing those things. I do not think we

have ourselves, as it were, a hit-list, but we would applications in rather than waiting for them to
come and us just saying, “Well, we don’t like it”.have to discuss that with our funding partners.
That has resulted in about 11% of our staV turning
over, so we lost about 11%. Quite a few of those

Q316 Janet Anderson: You have gone through posts we replaced with diVerent types of people, as
some fairly major restructuring in recent years. I Sir Neil said, but at the end of that I think we have
wonder if you could just tell us in what way you got a body that is able to work in what I describe
feel that the modernisation programme has made as a more constructive way, and that is what we
English Heritage a fitter organisation and perhaps were trying to achieve.
you could also tell us a bit about what has
happened to staV numbers since, say, 2002?

Q317 Janet Anderson: I certainly think that theSir Neil Cossons: In the generality, the
regional emphasis is very welcome indeed and, asmodernisation programme in English Heritage,
a Lancashire MP, I very much welcome that. Whatwhich has run over the last five or six years, has, I
has all of this done for staV morale, the staV youthink, made us a much fitter organisation, fit for
have now? Has it had an eVect?purpose in terms of the changing needs of the
Sir Neil Cossons: I think there was a drop, andhistoric environment and enabling us in particular,
there always is when uncertainty exists in anI think, to focus on the key areas that are priority
organisation. One of the things that we were veryareas for the historic environment in general and,
keen to do was to reduce the period of uncertaintytherefore, for us. That has meant that we have had
during the modernisation process so that we couldto change the nature of our people in order to be
feed back as quickly as possible into the newable to have expertise in areas which in some cases
structure and, in particular, to the people who werewe did not have before and to be a little more
going to be an integral part of the newrelaxed in some areas where we might have a
arrangements clarity and certainty as to what themismatch, but what I think we have now got is an
arrangements would be that followed on from that.organisation which is very closely attuned to the
My feeling is that the organisation is in pretty fitneeds of the wider historic environment market and
fettle across the board.that is a good thing. It has also, I think, given us

a quality of flexibility that we did not have in the
past and we have, I hope, been able to protect the Q318 Janet Anderson: Some people think that
particular quality by which we are most valued by English Heritage tried to spread itself too widely in
most of our partners and that is the quality of our many ways. I am just wondering in what areas have
expertise because it is that core of knowledge which you found the greatest danger of conflict between
feeds into all our work, into our grant-giving, into your many diVerent roles as regulator, as adviser
our statutory work, into the operation of our to government, grant-giver, et cetera, and how do
properties and into the advice that we give to you manage those potential conflicts? Is it
others. That has been something which we have something that you would like the peer review,
been very keen not just to protect, but to move on which has been recently announced by the
into areas where we know we were weak, and one Minister, to address?
thinks, for example, of education and outreach as Dr Thurley: One of the reasons behind our
an example where we were decidedly sub-standard modernisation programme was the quinquennial
and we now believe we are up to scratch. Simon, review that was completed in 2000 which actually
you could probably fill in some of the detail on raised many of the issues that you have just
that. mentioned and our modernisation programme was
Dr Thurley: I do not know how much detail the very much in response to that and it was trying to
Committee would like to hear, but I think that in make our internal management much, much
terms of principle what we have been trying to do clearer. There was what then was called ‘matrix
is become more, as it were, people-focused rather management’ where everybody sort of did
than buildings- and archaeology-focused and everything. We have now managed to separate the
recognise that the only point in having these functions and we have got much, much clearer
wonderful sites and monuments and the wonderful responsibilities and accountabilities through the
history of our country is because people can enjoy organisation, and that does mean that we are far
it. I think there is always a tendency with an less likely to find ourselves in the circumstance
organisation that is full of experts for the experts where our various diVerent functions actually
to concentrate on what they really know about conflict and, in areas where they might conflict, we
which is bricks and mortar, the stratigraphy in the have put in place various mechanisms to make sure
ground and roofing materials and all the things we that we can sort that out before it gets too diYcult.

Of course the most important thing we have done isare expert in, and what we have to realise is that
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the preparation, submission and agreement of our Dr Thurley: I think it would be a dereliction of my
duty as Chief Executive if I said that there was notstrategic plan which makes very, very clear and
scope. Of course we could always become morepublic how our resources, £165 million of
eYcient.resources, are being divided up between those
Sir Neil Cossons: We certainly see the peer reviewvarious areas of responsibility and the plan makes
as an opportunity rather than a threat and I thinkprovision, as we go forward, to continually look at
the point that Simon made about it beingthat balance of resources and to continually ask the
something on which the DCMS and ourselves arepeople whom we work with whether that balance
at one provides us with the opportunity tois actually right and, if it is not right, it has
demonstrate to the peer review team what we haveprovision for us to move resources around to make
done over the last four years and, we believe, getsure that we can put them where the needs really
some quite powerful endorsement of theare, so I am pretty happy with that at the moment.
modernisation programme and its results.

Q319 Janet Anderson: Do you think the proposed
Q323 Alan Keen: You spoke right at the beginningreview is a good idea or do you think it might cause
about training for local authority people. Couldunnecessary delay over the expected White Paper?
you expand on that a little bit more please?Dr Thurley: I think the review is excellent. We
Dr Thurley: Well, we launched a scheme that wejointly commissioned it with the DCMS. We have
called “HELM” two years ago, which is Historicspent quite a lot of taxpayers’ money; we have
Environment Local Management, another terriblespent over £13 million on our modernisation
acronym, which has a website which is available forprogramme in terms of redundancy, in terms of
various types of oYcers and actually members ofnew IT systems and in terms of all the things we
local authorities who deal with the historichave done. I think it would be quite improper for
environment. It has about 120,000 hits a year onus not to have a thorough review to see whether
it. That is in a sense the core of what we are doing,the criticisms that were levelled at us in 2000 had
but around that is a series of training sessionsbeen met or not, so we and the DCMS are
where we are training about 1,000 people a yearabsolutely at one in thinking it is a very good thing.
and we are providing advice and guidance for local
authorities too. I would say that I do not think it
is still enough. We have reorientated our grantQ320 Chairman: You, therefore, see the review as
programmes so that we are putting twice thereally an assessment of the modernisation
amount of money into supporting people in localprogramme that has taken place, not as a review
authorities and others in dealing with the historicto make a recommendation for further radical
environment, so we are now putting about £7change?
million worth of grant, and in some localDr Thurley: The terms of reference are not to make
authorities we are actually part-fundingrecommendations for radical change. I think that
conservation oYcers and other historicthe review comes at an extremely good time and it
environment professionals. There is a lot to do andwill coincide with the report of your own
I think we are doing a lot, but I would certainlyCommittee and I think that the review will give
say that we still have more to do.quite a lot of weight to what this Committee finds.
Sir Neil Cossons: And in areas where there is veryIt will be an opportunity to build on the
specific need, we have made special provision, so,improvements that we believe we have made and
another acronym, HELP, the Historicto see whether our partners whom we work with
Environment Liverpool Project, is in a city whichright across the country believe that we are
has been in crisis over recent years, is undergoingimproving.
extraordinary renaissance now and much of that of
course based on the quality of its historic buildings,
many of which are severely neglected. We have putQ321 Chairman: Are you concerned that it may be
our own staV into Liverpool City Council’sanother attempt to try to find eYciency savings to
planning oYce to help with the preparation of theallow you to spend more on front-line services
World Heritage bid which was successful, with therather than actually increasing your grant?
definition of a sophisticated Buildings At RiskDr Thurley: Well, we have no problem about
Register, which itself came oV the back of Themaking eYciency savings. In fact we rather pride
Liverpool Echo’s ‘Stop the Rot’ campaign in whichourselves that we have become a very, very eYcient
they were castigating the City Council for neglectorganisation. One of the reasons we have had to
of historic buildings. That will be a short-termbecome eYcient is because we have not perhaps
involvement at a very deep level by us for a periodhad the grant-in-aid that we wanted, but that in a
of, say, three years and those people will then comeway is not a bad thing. We are not frightened of
out and our belief is that Liverpool will be able tobecoming more eYcient and we strive to be an
cope then from the quality of the knowledge whichorganisation that is excellent in every way,
it has in-house with its historic environment issues.particularly in the management of our finances.
We have a number of examples of that and usually
it is a slightly smaller scale with local authorities

Q322 Chairman: So you think there is still scope where there are particular issues, short- or medium-
term, which have to be dealt withfor more eYciency savings?
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Q324 Alan Keen: As you probably know, we visited road, trying to stop them, but that is the sort of
Liverpool. thing that is not looked after, like the river frontage
Sir Neil Cossons: Indeed. at Brentford and the canal where the Grand Union

joins it. I have asked this question in earlier
sessions: is there a role to make sure we get it all,Q325 Alan Keen: It is thrilling frankly and you
that we catch everything in an area? Is there a roledeserve a tremendous amount of credit for your
for schools because, if a local authority has not gotinput into that and so does the local authority as
the resources, should this be part of the schoolwell. I thought it was so impressive that that
curriculum so that the future people who are goingregeneration could come and link with the old
to look after it get involved at a very young age?buildings and the traditions of the port.
Is there a part there and are you involved in anySir Neil Cossons: Well, England’s finest Victorian
way? Has anybody really pushed this?city deserved better and we recognised that.

Dr Thurley: Chairman, the inhabitants of Sir Neil Cossons: If you accept the argument that
Manchester might disagree, but perhaps we will not the historic environment is part of the DNA of the
go into that! nation, it means something to everybody, it is part

of all of us, and what underlies a lot of our
philosophy in terms of how we have beenQ326 Alan Keen: What about the local authority
developing the appreciation and understanding ofbudgets themselves? How are they coping? We all
the historic environment, particularly since theknow that local authorities’ budgets have been cut
publication of Power of Place, firstly, it is ourback everywhere really in order to force them to be
recognition that it is something which is importantmore eYcient. Overall, how are they coping with
to most people in one sense or another and thatthe demands that you would like to see them meet?

Sir Neil Cossons: We addressed that in part in that importance happens at a series of levels, and
Simon’s earlier answers about conservation oYcers. sometimes it is at the level of an individual
We know that there are areas of stress in local community or even a street corner. Those are the
authorities and we see our work as being to areas, I think, where we see the opportunity to
encourage local authorities to move the historic engage youngsters in educational programmes,
environment higher up their agendas. school activities and visits and all that sort of thing

is particularly eVective. One of the other things that
came out of the Power of Place work was theQ327 Alan Keen: Do you think the DCMS has got
comparison that was made by the relativethe power to help get funding particularly for this
eVectiveness of the natural environment lobby inaspect of local authority responsibility? It is a

diYcult area, is it not? terms of frogs and natterjack toads and village
Dr Thurley: Of course local authorities have to ponds and species in hedgerows, for which there is
make their own decisions about their own priorities huge buy-in right through all levels and all parts of
and I think it is diYcult for either us or the DCMS society, and the relative paucity of the ability of the
to oblige local authorities to do anything in this historic environment people to achieve the same. I
respect. I think that the Chairman is absolutely have no doubt at all that the need is there and that
right when he says that the level that we have got the desire is there on the part of people to engage.
to work at is the level which encourages members We would see our role as one of scene-setting,
in particular, but also oYcers, to value the historic helping, initiating and enabling rather than direct
environment, and we believe that if they value it, engagement with the local communities, but that is
they will want to make sure that their historic at the heart of a lot of our education and
environment services are properly funded, and that outreach work.
really is the thinking behind the Heritage
Champions project that we have got. We have now

Q329 Helen Southworth: You referred earlier to thegot 181 champions which is almost 50% of all local
“best of the rest”. For Members of Parliament andauthorities and we see that as our way in to try and
many other people based within a local community,persuade local authorities to give the historic
it is very helpful for us to know whereabouts weenvironment a higher profile.
are in either the best or the rest and I am wondering
whether you have some sort of map or guidanceQ328 Alan Keen: The point I have raised in earlier
that shows where there are comparisons in termssessions is that in my own London Borough of
of heritage. The stuV you did at Liverpool wasHounslow, we have got real icons like Osterley,
absolutely fantastic, although quite frankly it wasSyon, Gunnersbury, Hogarth House and nobody is
not before time and Liverpool was having buildingsgoing to let them fall down, and the people in the
drop by the day of absolutely fantastic quality, butboroughs are very good at looking after their own
many of us in our own local communities haveareas and we have got funding in the past for,
other buildings, such as the north-west industrialagainst other people in the borough, but they are
heritage buildings that just do not have anybodyvery good. I was going across the road on the Great
around who knows how important they are or howWest Road Golden Mile when the Firestone façade
to deal with them and they are seeing thatwas knocked down, which was wonderful, though
somebody else is going to do it. Do you have a mapnot as good as the A40 Hoover factory, but pretty
for us that says where the best are and where thegood and that was knocked down one weekend. I

was not in there at the weekend, I was across the rest are up to?
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Sir Neil Cossons: We certainly carry around in our Sir Neil Cossons: For the whole of it, no, but
elements of it, yes. For buildings at risk, I think weminds those that we recognise as good and we point

others to them when they ask, so it is not a have got a price tag of £400 million. We publish an
annual Buildings at Risk Register which has aboutpublished league table.
1,400 key buildings that are under serious threat
and we take some oV that list each year usuallyQ330 Helen Southworth: Why not?
because they are protected rather than because theySir Neil Cossons: It think it would be invidious if
fall down. Of course a few go on to it each year,we were to do that because our desire is to raise the
so we keep a running tally of what the cost mightrest to the standards of the best and we do not
be of bringing those back into decent order and it,think that is going to be done by castigating
broadly speaking, is in the order of £400 million.anybody. We think it is going to be more an

opportunity to show by example.
Q334 Mr Hall: Is that just for Grade II Listed
buildings or is that everything?Q331 Helen Southworth: So how are you doing it
Dr Thurley: Grade I and II*.then? Do they know which category they are in?

Sir Neil Cossons: Well, we go to great eVorts to
congratulate the best and certainly through our Q335 Mr Hall: Have you done an assessment of
regional oYces, and it is worth remembering that those buildings which are outside that
regionalisation for English Heritage was one of the classification?
key steps in devolving responsibilities from Saville Dr Thurley: One of our aims in our strategic plan
Row to the places where those responsibilities are is to achieve more or less, I think, what you are
both met and properly answered, so our regional asking about which is some sort of quantification
oYces and our regional staV are very close to local of what it would cost to put what are nationally
authorities of all types in their particular regions, regarded as the significant buildings and sites into
so out of the Manchester oYce you will find people a secure condition. We at the moment only monitor
who will know every single local authority in the the ones that we have direct statutory responsibility
region, will be aware of all of the key pressure for, which are the I’s and the II*s, but we are
points and will know by name the key elected working with lots of local authorities to try and
members, the conservation oYcers and the encourage them to maintain registers and we have
directors of planning in those areas. Now, that is, run a number of pilots for scheduled ancient
I think, the right role for us and we will oVer help monuments as well, so our aim is certainly to try
and encouragement wherever we can. and quantify that. With specific building types we

are also doing it and on 10 May we are going to
launch a campaign for places of worship. We haveQ332 Helen Southworth: So who should take the
actually now done a quantification of what theother role then, the one that identifies where socks
annual repair bill for places of worship is, Listedneed pulling up or whatever?
places of worship.Dr Thurley: Well, we do actually do that, but I

think, as Neil says, as a national body going in and
castigating people is not the way which we feel is

Q336 Mr Hall: With this list, are you treadingthe most eVective way of trying to make things
water, are you making progress, or is the listbetter, but there are local authorities that we feel
getting bigger?have got significant problems and, when we find
Sir Neil Cossons: I think we are making progressauthorities like that, we do need to be involved. For
in some areas. We have been with the great Englishinstance, sometimes one of the ways that we do it
cathedrals for 12 or 13 years and, arguably, theyis that when our Commission meets, they decide to
are in the best state they have been in since the 13thgo and meet in the particular town and have dinner
Century. Now, that does not mean to say that thewith the leader and the key members of the local
job is done, it never will be, but it means that weauthority and actually address it head-on like that.
were able to strategically tackle an issue ofThere have been a number of occasions,
cathedrals and their maintenance and repair, butNottingham being one of them, where we have had
while we were concentrating on that, the emerginga fairly diYcult relationship on occasions and I
crisis of English parish churches wherethink that that is the way we prefer to work.
congregations were diminishing and the cost of
maintaining the roof was not has highlighted other

Q333 Mr Hall: In an earlier answer you have both areas of need and that is what we will try to tackle
referred to the Power of Place document which in the Inspired campaign.
identified a serious lack of data about the built
environment and in answer to Philip Davies you

Q337 Mr Hall: If I can put the question in a slightlyactually said that there is now significant
diVerent way, are the number of buildings thatquantitative and qualitative evidence which would
require repair work, essential and necessary repairbuild the case for the 2007 funding bid. Could you
work, is that list growing or is that list diminishing?give the Committee an indication of what the actual
Dr Thurley: For the register that we maintain, wecost would be for outstanding necessary repairs to
use 1999 as the base year and we have taken oVthe physical environment that you are responsible

for? that register 36% of the buildings. Now, when I say
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“we” have taken them oV, I might just rephrase maintaining parish churches and other places of
worship and we think it is about £185 million athat and say that 36% of the buildings have

come oV. year. We think that once you have put in all the
contributions from the congregations, from the
denominations and ourselves, there is a £118-Q338 Mr Hall: Is that because they have fallen
million-a-year shortfall and we do not think thatdown?
that £118-million-a-year shortfall can be reducedDr Thurley: No, because they have been restored.
by simply patching up the problems once they haveWe have made a significant contribution to that.
happened. We think the way to deal with it is toOver the last five years we have put £31 million
make sure that the place is properly maintained inworth of grants into buildings at risk on that
the first place, so we will be making some proposalsregister, but what happens is that every year when
for various schemes which will hopefully reducewe take 300 or 400 oV, another 300 or 400 come
that annual maintenance deficit by making sureon. Now, a slightly smaller number come on than
buildings do not fall into disrepair in the first place.we take oV, so the number is diminishing, but the

real problem is that there are a hard core of very,
very diYcult buildings when 3% of the buildings on Q340 Chairman: That is a point which applies more

widely. One of the principal recommendations wethat list actually account for the vast majority of
the £400 million and these are buildings with what have received from a number of witnesses is that

more should be done to encourage maintenancewe describe as ‘significant conservation deficit’. In
other words, the amount of money you need to rather than waiting until major repairs are

necessary. How can you try and encourage thatspend on them is far, far greater than the value of
the building after it would have been conserved, so to happen?

Sir Neil Cossons: The first point to make is thatthere are some very, very diYcult buildings on that
list which it is going to take a lot of, I am afraid maintenance is good value for money, whether it is

public money or private money, not only in that itit can only be, public money to sort out.
Sir Neil Cossons: That in a sense sets the agenda avoids having to engage in major capital

expenditure at intervals, but in terms of thefor English Heritage because, if you look at the
wider issue of buildings and their recycling within protection of the fabric. It is completely silly to put

millions of pounds into taking old, original workthe historic environment, most of the money of
course comes from areas which are not English out, putting back the right materials that are new

and then to come back 30 years later because thatHeritage. If you think of the huge eVorts to
regenerate the Lancashire textile mills, many of too has fallen into disrepair, so maintenance is

absolutely central to a responsible regime forthose have gone back into being used often as
residential accommodation and developers like managing the historic environment. Now, there are

diYculties, we know, in VAT, and I do not wantUrban Splash and others have made a spectacular
contribution there to the protection of the historic to go down that particular avenue, but we know

that there are opportunities for a more encouragingenvironment in its wider context, so too has money
from the Heritage Lottery Fund. Therefore, what regime on the part of the Government and the

nation as a whole towards that. The other one, Iwe try to do is assess where our money is most
required strategically and it is some of these critical think, is recognising that need in our own

educational work in supporting that. Simon, I dobuildings which are highly important in historical
or architectural terms, but where the payback in a not know whether you want to amplify that.

Dr Thurley: We do have some specific programmes,straightforward commercial sense is non-existent
where we have to concentrate our eVorts. a number run with the SPAB, but also programmes

of our own, including the churches’ ones that we
are going to be launching in two weeks’ time, toQ339 Mr Hall: I interrupted you when you were
address this. All I can say is that I would agree withreferring to the Inspire agenda that you have got in
your point and we would agree with theterms of historical churches and cathedrals. We
submissions made by other witnesses to thishave had evidence on this, as you well know, and
Committee that it is a major area of focus and weone of the concerns is that parishioners are getting
need to focus on it more.older and congregations are getting smaller and the

burden to preserve and conserve these buildings is
falling on a smaller section of the community. Q341 Chairman: Although you say you do not

want to go down that avenue, let me press you. ItWhat can you do to help?
Dr Thurley: Well, not to spoil our announcement has been raised by almost all the submissions we

have had that the VAT regime currently mitigateson 10 May, but we actually agree with you that
there is a problem. We have been working with the against carrying out repairs. What have you done

to try and press the Government to address theHLF in our joint grant scheme putting substantial
amounts of money, more than £25 million a year, imbalance between the rate of VAT on repairs

against new building?into what I would describe as ‘remedial work’ for
parish churches. Now, what our campaign will be Sir Neil Cossons: My only reason for having

reticence about going down that particular avenuehighlighting, I think it is, next week or the week
after is that actually we believe that more needs to is because I know everybody else has been down

it before us. There is unanimity across the historicbe done in terms of maintenance. We have
managed to quantify the annual cost of environment sector about this as something
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worthwhile, and that includes developers, many of essentially, is to provide more on-site, direct
teaching. We have not done this before. What wewhom, of course, are engaged in handling historic

buildings. There is straightforward commonsense have normally done is we have given an education
pack to the teacher, they have come along with theat the root of that, and we say that at every possible

opportunity. I think my last occasion was at the school children and they have made up their own
visit to our sites. We do not feel that is goodlaunch of the Historic Houses Association

educational programmes only last week, which was enough any longer because that is not what schools
seem to want, it is certainly not what othernothing to do with VAT but it seemed to be a good

opportunity, with a good audience, to make the locations are oVering, so as from the beginning of
this year, we are running a new scheme which ispoint yet again.
oVering talk sessions at our sites, which obviously
is considerably more expensive, but, if we do notQ342 Chairman: I was present when you did.
do that, we will continue the slippery slide and weSir Neil Cossons: I know you were.
will lose more school visitors as they go to other
places which are better resourced.Q343 Chairman: However, you will also be aware

that there was an opportunity to address this,
Q348 Helen Southworth: Are you looking at newwhich expired on 31 March, when the European
technologies and new methods of communicationCommission would have allowed us to bring in a
in making things accessible?reduced rate had we asked to do so. Did you press
Dr Thurley: We certainly are, and technology inthe Government to take advantage of that?
our sites, as in all museums, plays an increasinglySir Neil Cossons: Yes.
large role in helping people understand and
appreciate them. I can give you examples but youQ344 Chairman: Without any success?
probably do not need them.Sir Neil Cossons: We do not know yet.

Q349 Helen Southworth: I do not know; I wouldQ345 Chairman: We do because the deadline has
be quite interested to hear them?now passed?
Dr Thurley: There are a number of specific uses ofSir Neil Cossons: Because the deadline has gone.
technology. One of the things we find it most usefulThat is it, yes.
for is helping people with disabilities, because aDr Thurley: That presumably was a comment not
very large number of our sites are very inaccessiblea question, Chairman.
to people who have impaired mobility. If you go
to see Dover Castle there is so much you can doQ346 Chairman: Unless you were going to give me
with ramps and handrails, but there are large partsevidence to contrary.
of the castle which, unless you are fairly able-Dr Thurley: Sadly not, Chairman.
bodied, you never see; so a lot of our sites now have
a whole series of technological solutions to allowQ347 Helen Southworth: You have described people who cannot physically get to the whole site,yourself as England’s leader in heritage education, or perhaps might be visually impaired or have somebut you appear in your report to have had a rather other disability, to actually appreciate it by usingmixed performance. Your report says that “while technology.substantial progress has been made in outreach and

events, the pace of delivery has been slower in
Q350 Helen Southworth: Are you going to makeeducation”, and the total number of educational
those available, for example, to teachers to look atvisits to English Heritage sites in 2004–05 was
in the classroom in an IT setting in the classroom6.14% lower than the target figure and 4.25% lower
before a visit or as a marketing tool maybe?than the 2003–04 figure. I wonder what you are
Dr Thurley: Yes, some of our sites do have theactually doing to build awareness of the historic
materials that are on site available on CD whichenvironment in the schools curriculum.
can be used oV site.Dr Thurley: I can explain that. The market for

attracting school children to sites is, surprisingly,
Q351 Helen Southworth: How are you going toincredibly competitive, and one eVect of
know whether you have succeeded and whether youRenaissance in the Regions, which you will know
have increased the number of people who areabout, has been to make lots and lots of regional
getting involved in heritage and who aremuseums have incredibly well-funded and very
understanding their own environment?professional and very attractive education
Dr Thurley: Are you talking on the very widestprogrammes. Ironically, what it has meant for a lot
canvas now, or are you talking specifically aboutof other sites, like our own sites and sites that have
English Heritage sites?not benefited from some of the Renaissance money,

is that their school visits have fallen quite
significantly. We are one of the group of Q352 Helen Southworth: I suppose in both, but if

you actually split the two things up because soorganisations that have, suVered is not quite the
right word, but have felt the eVects of increased much of what people are doing in the local

authorities, for example, is actually determined byinvestment in Renaissance. What we need to do is
to oVer the same sort of educational experience as what they feel and understand and know about

their local heritage.the Renaissance museums are doing, and that,
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Dr Thurley: We are one of the DCMS bodies that marvellous part of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne was
severely degraded, and part of our insistence wasare contributing to a big DCMS project, which is

called the Participation Survey, which is an that we wanted to see that improved with the right
quality of materials, and so on, as a means ofincredibly ambitious survey to try and ascertain

people’s views about culture, media and sport. setting oV the historic buildings and historic
setting. You can see the same thing going on inThere is a significant heritage section of that and it

has had its first report and it is very, very Liverpool, which you probably saw on your visit,
where they concentrated in those key areas on theinteresting what it comes out with. It demonstrates

that the most popular activity of the CMS activities right sorts of materials and very high quality
urban design.is going to visit old places. The data we have got

from that will now need to be refined and we will Dr Thurley: May add to that, if you will allow me.
need to look at it more closely, and we will also One of our most successful and most popular
need to put it against our own surveys that we do, campaigns that we are running at the moment is
because obviously we conduct a lot of surveys every called “Save our Streets”, and it is a campaign to
year of diVerent types to try and work out how reduce the visual intrusion of street signage,
people are feeling, what they believe in, what they bollards and railings, particularly in conservation
regard as important, and so we have got an areas. It has been hugely popular and very eVective.
increasing bank of data on this, which, as Sir Neil I was in York launching the York one just a few
mentioned earlier, we are now publishing annually weeks ago and there were 1,400—if I have got the
in our report to heritage accounts. figures right—signs in the York central

conservation area, 600 of which have been hacked
down and thrown into a skip.Q353 Helen Southworth: Are you able to take
Sir Neil Cossons: That is by the authorities.account of how many people are new to the
Dr Thurley: Not by me personally, I hasten to add,heritage experience?
Chairman.Dr Thurley: Yes, we are. We are able to do that
Sir Neil Cossons: It is one of those areas where, ofthrough the questions that we ask in the survey, but
course, we work closely with CABE as well,also the direct questions we ask on our own sites.
because we see very closely eye to eye in terms ofFor instance, one of the big things that we do every
quality of urban design, which are often publicyear is fund heritage open days, which happens in
realm issues which are central to the well-being ofSeptember, and we are making a special eVort there
the historic environment and the setting for newto try and calculate who is new, which people are
buildings as well.coming who would not normally come. It is one of

the things that has the ability to capture people’s
imagination. We regard that data as very
important, and we are collecting it.

Q354 Helen Southworth: One of the things I have Q356 Helen Southworth: Have you carried out any
noticed with particular pleasure is the way the economic appraisal of the impact of public realm
heritage open days are moving into heritage open on investment in heritage or user sites, first of all,
weeks because there are too many people turning and, second, do you have an opinion about how
up. much that is understood by ODPM and local
Dr Thurley: Which is tremendous, I agree. government?
Sir Neil Cossons: Just looking ahead to the next Dr Thurley: We have carried out an appraisal. We
Heritage Counts, each year we have a theme on have conducted for many years a series of grant
which we concentrate. Last year it was the heritage schemes, which are quite low level, which set out
in the rural environment. This year it is the to try and regenerate the centre of mainly small
meaning and value of the historic environment to towns and historic area schemes, and we have
local communities; so that will again give us an published two surveys of this, both of which are
additional handle on the level to which there is called Heritage Dividend I and II, which tries to
involvement and participation in heritage activities put figures, in pounds, shillings and pence, on the
in the community. eVects of relatively low level but very focused

heritage investment in just lifting the quality of the
area. We believe that we have managed toQ355 Helen Southworth: Can I ask you something
demonstrate that it is very eVective. When we haveslightly diVerent. What do you think is the
been in discussion with ODPM and others aboutimportance of the public realm in terms of
the Thames Gateway, it is one of the things thatsupporting, developing heritage sites and getting
we believe is going to be very important for theseinvestment into heritage sites?
little historic towns, little historic nodes, we callSir Neil Cossons: It is breath-taking when you see it
them, right the way through the gateway, to investrolled up, and again “the best of the rest” argument
in their historic centres just to bring them up to giveapplies. If you think, for example, of the work put
those places a sense of place and being. We believein as part of the regeneration of Grainger Town in
what we have done and what we have managed toNewcastle-upon-Tyne, in which we were a partner
quantify being really very important, and we dowith the local authority and One NorthEast and
believe they will be influential in thinking aboutothers, one of the most extraordinary aspects of

that was the fact that the public realm part of that how you make new places.
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Q357 Helen Southworth: What about local Sir Neil Cossons: Indeed so. You mentioned
Stonehenge, and Stonehenge is a major heritagegovernment? Is there work to be done in convincing
issue for the Department for Transport and is anlocal government that the investment will pay
area in which we are working hard now to get andividends, or is it widely understood?
understanding. We have an opportunity, uniquely,Dr Thurley: I think that there is an increasing
I think, and I can remember quite a large part ofunderstanding of the role that heritage can play in
the campaign to sort Stonehenge out. I think theregeneration locally. We have seen in our work
first Chairman of English Heritage saw it asagain and again that people have come to us and
something he might achieve; so did the second; Ibeen using our arguments against us, as it were, or
am the third and we have still a year to go, but Iwith us, so I think there is increasing recognition. think we have in the current DFT Highways

I do not think that the battle, if it is a battle, is Agency proposal a proposal for an on-line solution
entirely won, but there is no doubt that many local to the A303, the removal of the A344 and the
authorities do see their historic environment as an introduction of the visitor facilities and access
asset that can be exploited. arrangements, which is the joint project between

ourselves and the National Trust, which is
excellent. It is interesting that as yesterday

Q358 Chairman: Finally, Helen referred to the need approached—the closing date for consultation on
to influence ODPM and, indeed, to oVer an the road scheme—a large number of the bodies that

have been consulted have fallen behind thateducation curriculum. You have also referred to
proposal, and so, for the first time in the lifetimesthe fact that the Treasury might have been
of any of us, there is a degree (and I use the wordpersuaded to look at the VAT question. Neil, I
degree carefully) of unanimity about the currentknow you attach particular importance to trying to
proposal being the right one. We know that it isresolve the Stonehenge question, which, of course,
going to cost a fair amount of money. That has tois a matter for the Department for Transport. How
be set in the context of what alternative schemeseVective do you think the DCMS is in putting the
there might be, and we know that there is nocase for heritage across the rest of Whitehall?
support for the northern and southern routes whichSir Neil Cossons: I think this is an issue both for are in the consultation proposal because of the

English Heritage and for the Department. We are environmental damage that they would entail, and
in that sense mutually reinforcing. I come back even the bored tunnel route and the diVerence
again to the point I was making earlier about data. between its price and the covered tunnel route is
We believe that the department should be a not that huge. Set against that is the opportunity
powerful advocate for the historic environment, cost of not doing it, and it will take between five
and we believe it is our job to load the gun which and seven years for us to be at the point at which
they fire, and that, I think, focuses our attention on we are now with the new scheme having been
their role. It is not only, of course, for DCMS, it submitted, having been through public inquiry,

having had all of the environmental assessmentsis for ODPM and for DEFRA as well. We are
carried out and having been in front of the Ministerunique, I think, as an NDPB, in having our funding
ready to press the green button, plus three years foragreement signed oV by three secretaries of state,
construction. We either take the opportunity now,and that is illustrative of the cross-departmental
grasp the nettle now, this summer, of gettingimportance of the historic environment. It was
something out of the last 10 or 15 years of worksponsored by DCMS, but we work very closely
and expenditure, or we see the people of the south-with ODPM and DEFRA, and one of our
west suVer an inadequate A303 for another decade,objectives is to ensure that all three departments,
another eight million visitors enjoy or endure thefirst, understand the value of the historic national disgrace which was identified by the

environment and then can be powerful advocates Parliamentary Committee in 1993. It is a critical
for it, and that is what lies at the heart of our two to three months for us, and my feeling is that
putting data into the hands of ministers to enable the nation has to do its duty by Stonehenge by
them to make their case more strongly and more restoring the dignity of the monument, providing
powerfully. access to that site of world-class quality and it has

the opportunity to have that up and running in
time for the Olympics.

Q359 Chairman: And other departments, like the Chairman: Perhaps that is a good way for us to turn
to the Ministers. Thank you very much indeed.Department for Transport and the Treasury?
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Q360 Chairman: Can I welcome David Lammy Q363 Mr Hall: One of the most important things
the Government could do is to make sure that thefrom the DCMS and Baroness Andrews from the

ODPM. Thank you for coming to give evidence to White Paper addresses the problems that have been
caused with PPG15 and PPG16 in the light of theus and also thank you for coming to listen to our

previous session, which I hope you found helpful. Shimizu ruling, which I think was totally and
utterly bizarre, by the way. Can you give thePerhaps I could begin by asking you about the

proposed reforms of the Heritage Protection Committee an assurance that that will happen?
Baroness Andrews: Yes, I can. We are conscious ofSystem, why you think it is necessary to make the

changes and what evidence there is of the failures the anxiety that has been caused by the decision,
by the delay and, of course, revising PPG15 is goingof the existing system?

Mr Lammy: I think it is important to set the to be a very important way of addressing a number
of changes across the planning system as well aschanges in the context of the last five years, and in

that sense both the “Power of Place”, and a “Force what the HPR itself is going to pick up. We will
certainly be taking account of Shimizu, hopefullyfor our Future” and what English Heritage has been

saying in its English Heritage accounts are restoring the levels of control that were in place
before and hopefully delivering a much stronger,important. We have heard in the last session about

access and education, we have heard about the clearer planning statement for heritage protection
generally.contribution that English Heritage is making

around regeneration. The other strand that comes
out of that work is protection and conservation. It Q364 Mr Hall: Could that happen in advance of
is clear that we have been able to make some the White Paper or does it have to wait?
changes without legislation. We have been able to Baroness Andrews: No, I think it does have to wait,
notify people when their houses are listed. That was for the reasons why Shimizu has to wait on the
something we were not doing before; it just Heritage Protection Review itself. In order to take
suddenly happened to you. We have been able to account of the broad sweep of changes that are
avoid duplication and transfer some of what my coming forward, waiting for the White Paper
oYcials were doing in the Department for Culture, actually will then ensure that we are completely
Media and Sport to English Heritage to avoid the consistent. Everybody knows the values which
duplication that existed previously, but there are underpin the White Paper, which will be reflected
things that we need to do with legislation, and, in new PPG15 and its appendices, so we will have
indeed, that comes out of what the heritage sector a very clear account of how we want to see that
said themselves of the consultation. There were implemented.
over 500 responses and, overwhelmingly, they said
that we needed to move towards a more simplified,

Q365 Mr Hall: In the meantime we still have totransparent and accountable arrangement in
suVer the consequence of the judgment and therelation to heritage protection, and so what comes
damage that it is doing to some of our historicalout of that is the Historic Environment Record and
sites?a new designation regime, unifying our consent
Baroness Andrews: Yes, I could not dispute that.regime but also looking to see how we can support
One of the things I have been asking, not least yourlocal listing, because of the appetite that exists in
own experts, in fact, and English Heritage, isthe country, and how we can, with larger assets,
whether we have evidence as to the impact ofthrough looking at the pilots, work out managed
Shimizu, whether we have been collecting itagreements for the historic environment. Those
systematically. There is clearly a range of anecdotalthings require legislation. I think it is a good thing
evidence of damage. There is not much systematicto have a debate on heritage protection in the
evidence, and I can understand why, because, ofHouse, something that has not taken place since the
course, it is operating at a local level, but the soonerformation of English Heritage decades ago; so I
we get it put right the better.think the time is now appropriate.

Q366 Philip Davies: Could I ask if you think that
Q361 Chairman: Can you give us an indication world heritage sites in particular, as our sort of
when you expect the White Paper to be published flagship heritage, need some additional protections,
and when you are hoping for legislation? as many people have given in their evidence,
Mr Lammy: I would want to publish the White including English Heritage, and, if so, will that be
Paper after you have reported, and I anticipate that incorporated into the White Paper as well?
would be in the autumn. Mr Lammy: The answer is, “Yes.” I think it is

important that they are brought into line with the
new designation regime. They obviously are aQ362 Chairman: And legislation?

Mr Lammy: Legislation is down to other people in material consideration, but I think overwhelmingly
MPs that come from those areas that are worldother parts of the system, so I cannot say when that

legislative slot might be found, but obviously that heritage sites—the All-Party Group it self and I
have done quite a lot with the world heritagewould follow in due course.

2 See HC 912-II, Ev 134
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community, as it were, in this country over the last Mr Lammy: When we consulted and began to look
and ask the sector: “How can we better protect ourfew months—want to see that, and, again, without

legislation we would not be able to make that historic environment?”, it is right to say that some
of the options on the table would have meant achange, and so I do want to see that. That does

not mean, of course, that there is a necessity for significantly increased burden and there would
have been costs attached to that. I also say withinincreased or changed protection. I do not think

people are calling for that. That would make things government that the compact we have with our
local government colleagues is that where we placevery diYcult for cities like Bath, where virtually the

whole city is listed, but it does mean that they extra burdens on them we resource those extra
burdens, and that must be part of the White Papershould be identifiable through a new designation

arrangement definitely. going forward; but let me just say that part of the
consultation, one of the options on the table, for
example, was where we looked to see and supportQ367 Alan Keen: With the introduction of the
local listing. Do we make that statutory andHeritage Protection Reforms, what do you think
mandatory? Were we to do that, it would have costwill be the main impact on local authorities?
implications. Another point of consultation andBaroness Andrews: There will be two new statutory
discussion was: do we make Historic Environmentrequirements placed on local authorities. First of
Record statutory? I know what Helen raisedall, they are going to have to operate the new
before, which is: “How do local communities reallyunified consent regime. What I think we would
take stock of what they have and support what theywant to get across essentially is that this is not a
have and know what they have?”, but if we placenew burden. When we look at what can be achieved
that as a requirement on all of the 350 plus localby combining scheduled monument consent, which
authorities, then that too has a financial impactis a very minor part as far as Listed buildings are
attached. We are looking at other ways of doing it.concerned, we will be looking at new ways of
Access to an Historic Environment Record thatworking and not new burdens on local authorities,
may either be kept nationally or regionally is anbecause we are bringing together disciplines which,
option that would be less expensive. Kay hasas the Atkins Report shows, in the best local
already mentioned the unified consent regime.authorities are already establishing very interesting
That, I think, requires a new way of working, assuccessful interdisciplinary ways of working, but
opposed to an added burden, simply because whenobviously getting that right under the new unified
you look at the amount of applications there areconsent, which we very much welcome, because its
around scheduled monuments across the country,fits in with many of the things we are doing for the
we are talking about three per authority thatreformed planning system in terms of greater
should be able to be absorbed within any newsimplicity and focus, is obviously going to be the
arrangements. There are areas where we have tomain task for local authorities. The second thing,
analyse the evidence very clearly, and certainly thatwhich I will refer back to David, is, of course, the
would be the case with the pilots where we have theHistoric Environment Record. The question there
management agreements particularly, but we areis whether, in fact, every local authority should
not saying that that is statutory, we are saying thathave one, or whether, in fact, they should have
that is available to you, it is an option available toaccess to one, and that is the preferred route and
you, it is a way of working should you require it.it is commonsense in terms of both the size of the
I think we have to bottom-out and see where we gettask and the natural usefulness in terms of what
to on Historic Environment Records, particularlyaccess it will give you, because it covers so much
when it comes to costs attached for localof the country already, but that is, of course,
government.another area of very interesting and exciting

development, I believe. There are two other
optional opportunities for local authorities too. I Q369 Alan Keen: You probably heard me express
noticed earlier, Mr Keen, you referred to local concerns with English Heritage, even within my
character, local listing arrangements. Of course, own local authority, about the diVerence between
one of the things we are looking closely at is what the iconic sites, which are definitely going to be
else we might be do to build up and support local looked after somehow or other, and the rest of it.
listing arrangements without actually making them Not only is there a variation within local
national, without confusing them with a national authorities that I am concerned about, but there is
designation system, because they are not about a danger of massive diVerences between the ways
that, they are about very well loved local landmarks that diVerent local authorities look after the
and buildings. So that is something that we want environment. Should it really be statutory, because
to address as well through the process. The fourth it does worry me? How do you think you would
option is the question of the management cope with those variances?
partnership agreements which have been piloted by Baroness Andrews: You are absolutely right. There
English Heritage and which David will be largely is wide variation. Only half of all local authorities,
responsible for but which local authorities will be I think, keep a local list, which is significant. One
able to opt into as appropriate. of the things that has interested me in your inquiry

is, in a way, establishing the gaps in knowledge
about the way local authorities actually work, theQ368 Alan Keen: Have you attempted to cost the

eVect on local authorities? information and intelligence they have at their
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disposal, the information we have, that English about earlier, it will published, and we would hope
Heritage has. There are a lot of gaps in what ought to provide much of that evidence alongside the
to be a clearer picture which would allow us to White Paper in the autumn.
make more guidance more eYciently and more help
more eVectively available. I think it is at that level

Q371 Mr Evans: So if there are extra costs, theythat we need to be looking for change and
will be costed out fully by your department and theimprovement. I do not think that putting a
full 100% of the resources will be passed on to localstatutory framework around either local listing or,
authorities?indeed, around local authorities would necessarily
Mr Lammy: That is the undertaking that I havebe appropriate. What we need is to work out why
made. I have acknowledged where there has to besome local authorities are so much better than
an understanding of what flows from theothers. What is it that they are doing, either with
consequences of the policy arrangement that we gettheir professional staV, with their resources, with
to, accepting that policy has changed vis-à-vis localthe way they are using their planning systems
listing, is changing vis-à-vis the HER and that nocreatively, with the way they are actually
new burdens are placed through the consentdesignating their conservation areas, how they are
regime. Acknowledging that backdrop, if there arehandling their consent regimes? We need a lot more
costs, then they would come from my departmenthard knowledge about how to promote best
to meet those costs.practice, and I think that precedes notions of

statutory requirement.
Mr Lammy: I think there are two aspects to this. Q372 Paul Farrelly: I wanted to pick up on
First, the overwhelming thrust of government something that Baroness Andrews said a moment
across Whitehall is not to place new burdens on ago as to why in some areas it is good and why
local authorities. It is to see the continued revival in some areas it is pretty appalling. If you have a
of the locality and to see these decisions made champion in an area who builds capacity, then in
locally. If you had the ALG here, or the LGA, they our environment now, where there is a lack of skills
would be saying that they would be deeply and a lack of finance to pay for those skills even if
concerned were we talking about placing new they were available in some local authorities, you
statutory burdens upon them. I think the second get virtuous circles in certain areas and vicious
thing to say is also that, if we were to place a new circles in other areas that are trying to break out
statutory burden or requirement on them, then the of that historic lack of ability or placing priorities
case for that would have to be significantly made on conserving the built heritage. In my area I am
out and would have to be required. If you look at the patron, and I apologise for saying this yet
the backdrop of where heritage finds itself in 2006, again, Chairman, of Urban Vision, which is the
I do not think we could say that that was the case. architectural centre for North StaVordshire—it
We had 60 million visitors last year to our heritage could equally be called the architectural and
sites, a huge success (as you have already heard) in heritage centre for North StaVordshire. That was
the heritage open days, a huge success, over- seat-funded by CABE but went for its main
anticipated, with BBC shows like Restoration and funding to a regeneration zone that was funded by
Time-Team. Heritage is in a strong place with the the RDA—not your department, the Department
public and sitting alongside what we have been for Trade and Industry. The delays and
trying to do to encourage local champions and bureaucracy in getting the money out of them after
local councillors to better understand and take this they had agreed to set it up meant that, within 18
up through the HELM project funded by ODPM. months of operation, we had to go back cap in
The way forward must be to support locally, to hand, and you have an RDA that says, “Actually
encourage locally, not just to encourage through we do not get measured on outputs for design or
means of training and workshops but also to anything to do with quality really, so we cannot
encourage financially. English Heritage also commit to giving you money.” It is a hand to
support conservation oYcers to the tune of 1.75 mouth existence for bodies like this to exist. Your
million and require match funding to increase the department has been very good in terms of housingnumber of conservation oYcers, but that must be market renewal in saying that this is a core needthe way forward, not to choose the statutory

for our area, or areas like mine, where we have notoption, which in a sense is a quick fix but adds to
got the resources of individual councils and you sothe burdens that local government are saying they
you draw on this centre of expertise and notreally do not want.
inflated management consultants’ rates. It is a hand
to mouth existence and we are forever trying to get
money every three years; but design and heritageQ370 Mr Evans: To get it clear in my mind, is it
are not time-limited issues by definition, so what weintended that the impact of these changes on local
would like to see is your department, particularlyauthorities would be cost neutral?
DCMS, championing those eVorts and I would likeMr Lammy: No, I am not saying that. What I am
to hear more about what you are doing to helpsaying is that where there is a measurable impact
build capacity and encourage those people andthat we can agree, then the resources must follow;
support those people who quite often do it forand we are doing that analysis, of course. Part of

that analysis is the Atkins Report, it was talked nothing themselves.
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Mr Lammy: I would go back to saying that English regeneration, and you referred to the importance of
regeneration, and, of course, we are looking atHeritage have a fund that supports conservation
place-making in a new way now in this country inoYcers and other posts and levers in funds to
terms of building regenerative communities andensure that local authorities can have those
new communities, and we need new skills. Theconservation oYcers. That is the first thing. The
Academy for Sustainable Communities in itssecond thing is that pressure is applied locally when
curriculum will have the capacity to look at howlocal councillors are informed, and local oYcers are
heritage skills all fit together, and I think that is ainformed in that sense, and HELM is key to that
great possibility, not least because the new head ofprocess, and we have seen real growth in that
the academy is closely linked, as a peer reviewer Iproject. I think 185 local authorities and
understand, to English Heritage’s own review; soindividuals are now engaged in that particular
there is a lot of symmetry there too. We have toproject. Let us see where we get to with the Atkins
look, sometimes quite deeply, into the processes toReport. Indeed, we are doing another survey. The
look for where there can be additional capacity1.7 conservation oYcers was a survey in 2002 and
grown.it will be interesting to see where that figure is now,
Mr Lammy: I am ably corrected that in my eVortsbut it is right to acknowledge, I think, a couple of
to be cautious I said 85 conservation oYcers. Ithings within the figures. One is that when you look
should have said 700. There are 85, of course,at the 85 authorities that have conservation oYcers
Historic Environment Records, and I think you canand are leading in this area, I think you identified
say that those are the local authorities that arethat there can be diVerent arrangements at district
leading.and unitary level, and there are authorities
Paul Farrelly: I know, Chairman, there are someproviding services for smaller authorities; so we
wider questions you would like to prompt on thehave got to unpick a bit of that. There are also
championship aspect, but if I can just leave youauthorities contracting out their services, and we
with this point on capacity building. Quite oftenhave got to understand that as well. There is
these organisations have been championed as a cryfinancial support in this area, and we want to see
of desperation because it is not happening withingrowth. I think, by virtue of actually having a
the local authorities. The great thing that has beenheritage protection debate and having that debate
achieved with this and other originally CABEin this House and having that dialogue with local
funded organisations around the country is thatgovernment, we are bound to see an improvement
they have not had an adversarial relationship withover the next period.
local authorities but they provide expertise andBaroness Andrews: In relation to a couple of the
their role has been recognised. The diYculty is thekey words that you used—championship,
funding, the role is not recognised higher up theleadership—they are extremely important.
chain, and actually these are new ways of providingLeadership from ODPM, working with DCMS is
capacity that should really not be time-limited invery important, something that I am passionately
their funding.committed to, as the rest of the department is, and

there are very exciting opportunities, I think,
working through the HPR to demonstrate that and Q373 Helen Southworth: There has been a fairly
to appear on joint platforms, not least with David. recurrent theme in the evidence that we have been
Championship, through the champions that you getting in this inquiry, which is that DCMS is
are familiar with, actually going through the oYcer ineVective in standing up for heritage interests in
level, I think, is crucial as well, but in terms of government; so I give you this opportunity to give
building capacity, we do it in a number of diVerent us some hard evidence for DCMS’s eVectiveness in
ways and some of them are actually quite diYcult this area.
to detect sometimes because they go in through the Mr Lammy: I think you can probably see that we
planning system itself and they improve the are working very closely with our ODPM
processes. I am thinking, for example, of the colleagues and would not have been able to get to
Planning Delivery Grant, which, as an end local where we have got to on heritage protection and
authority, is to achieve a massive increase in some conservation to move towards the White Paper and
instances in their staYng, 45% of that has gone on then towards legislation without that joint working.
staV, half of that has gone on specialist staV. It may I think it is right to say also that on education
not show up in the various direct statistics in terms outside the classroom and on the Engaging Places
of conservation oYcers, but the fact that you have initiative, which is really examining the built
more planners and, more interestingly, planners historic environment in the classroom, we had to
coming from diVerent disciplines, because the new work very closely with our DfES colleagues as well.
planning schools are actually recruiting from I think it is right to say also that we should
disciplines as diVerent as languages and recognise the contribution of DEFRA and ODPM
philosophy, not just from geography, the built in the funding agreement for English Heritage and
environment discipline, and so we are looking, we should acknowledge the DEFRA resource that
possibly, at more generic skills across planning. has gone into the historic environment, particularly
Another way in which we are seeing capacity through their rural funding base in which we have
building, we have got this Academy for Sustainable seen 90 million go into this area. Paul has also
Communities and in evidence English Heritage raised the work of our RDAs and, indeed, the work

of English Partnerships, which also goes to benefittalked about the new skills that were needed for
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the historic environment. So I think when we look you would acknowledge also that we can go even
further in engaging all of our population, bothat a package of activity, I think when we

acknowledge that there are more people than ever socio-economically and ethnically, in this great
story that is Britain’s heritage. Organisations likebefore visiting our historic environment, when we

relate that to the participation survey, the Taking the HLF, I think, have widened and opened the
door to that discussion. I have also talked aboutPart survey which we are constantly trying to better

develop and deepen, when we look at the eVorts public value and how, in a sense, we can move from
a basis that is, yes, statutory in terms of thethat have been made by the sector to address

Britain’s ethnic minorities feeling engaged and department’s relationship with English Heritage,
that is, yes, based on academic opinion around ourfeeling able to take part in the historic

environment, I think of the work of the Black historical and architectural interests but, I think,
also in the twenty-first century has not just to beEnvironment Network, I think of the Anglo/Sikh

trail and I think of huge regeneration with the more simple and transparent, which is what we are
doing eVectively with the Heritage Protectionhistoric environment as a key component of that,

whether it is an Oxford, whether in Liverpool, Reform, but also has public value and the public
are able to say what they value also in their localwhether it is up in Newcastle. Right across the

sweep, this has taken more than just the environment and we find new mechanisms for
doing that. That is the future, and that will takeDepartment for Culture, Media and Sport; it has

taken close working with colleagues across eVort, yes, across Whitehall but also amongst the
sector itself.Whitehall and close working with local

government. That is not to say that you have not Baroness Andrews: May I add something to that,
heard, and I have read all the transcripts, some of because I think it is so important. One of the ways
the people that have come before you saying, “We in which the planning reform is paralleling the
would like to see more work done with our Heritage Protection Reform is in the emphasis on
churches, or more work done around VAT.” You openness. People know what is going on and have
have got to unpick, I think, what people who have a stake in being informed very early on. One of the
not been as successful. Equally, I have heard people changes that we have made in the planning
say that, were we in another department on the performance is to require a statement of
consultation we are currently doing on the Lottery community involvement from every local authority
shares, for example, heritage might lose out as part of the local development framework plans,
because DCMS is the sponsor department for the so that people at a very early stage know what is
Lottery. I think these things cut in a number of going on by way of change and development, not
ways, but I think on any objective assessment just that their views are taken seriously but they
heritage is in a stronger place in 2006 than it was know what their rights are in that process and the
around the timing we are doing the quinquennial local authorities know how to account for that.
review of English Heritage, and that has been Given how attached people are to their local
because we have been working very closely indeed, environments, how they become so enthused and
and the fact that Kay and I are here before you I active in protection and development issues, I think
think is testimony to that. this is a very positive step forward and it matches

all the things that we are trying to do through the
HPR itself in making sure that people have the

Q374 Helen Southworth: You have told us about right information at the right time to be properly
where you have got to today, but, as a follow up, informed and to take an informed decision.
what do you want to see from those departments
as the strong champions of heritage over the next
five years? What is your shopping list? Q375 Helen Southworth: This is a question for each

of the departments. We have heard about “the bestMr Lammy: I think that there remains progress to
be made in the area of regeneration, and we would and the rest”, but we also know that usually there

is “the best, the rest and the abysmal”. What arecertainly hope to see, for example, in the Thames
Gateway, in the Olympic build, that heritage is each of you going to be doing to make sure that

we do not have parts of the nation that have poorfactored in, that the built environment is on the
response to the built heritage, that do nottable, and we are taking that seriously. We want
comprehend heritage as an economic driver, thatto see progress following the Heritage Protection
do not regenerate and perhaps, most importantly,Review, capacity at local level, increased local
do not give their population access to heritage?listing and the ability of a large, if you like,
What are each of you going to do about that?portfolio of land-owners, whether that is British

Waterways or whether that is London Mr Lammy: I think I have outlined, and we have
had some discussion on, the HELM initiative,Underground, able, through new management, to

deal with their assets in a more eYcient way and which in the end is about local councillors
themselves and local people themselves determiningin a way that is more cost-eVective to them, and we

want to see the continued growth of the sector. As issues around the historic environment, and I think
that is vitally important. I think, if you look at theI say, I think the picture is a positive one, but it

can get better. We want to see more educational RDAs, and I have visited the south-west region on
eight occasions since becoming minister, there yououtlets. You were asking English Heritage about

access and education. They have made progress. I have a strong regional development agency using
the historic environment to best eVect,think we could go further, and I suspect that all of
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notwithstanding areas where they and others would those stories and what they mean very clear to
people who are reluctant to do it because they havelike to have seen more progress than that of
not got any direct experience and they do not seeStonehenge. I think also in the north-west there is
the necessity for it. A lot of that is about enablinga strong Regional Development Agency that well
our colleagues in local government to go forwardunderstands these issues and the issues of
and tell their own stories but also to show that theyimportance to local people and is making progress.
have the evidence. I think again of the work of theEnglish Partnerships is making progress. I think
DCMS and the Atkins Report, which is all buildingthat there have been issues in our rural
up a better picture of that and showing bycommunities, both in the funding from Defra and
comparison that it does not take that much morethe engagement of a lot of people across the sector.
resource and eVort to get a much bigger andI think of the contribution that Prince Charles has
better result.made to craft skills and the work that English
Mr Lammy: Obviously you are concerned with theHeritage has been able to put in. The work of our
historic built environment, but there are also hugeSector Skills Council has grown our craft skills
players in the field—the work of CABE, the Primeright across the piece, and so my own view is that
Minister’s Better Public Buildings award—and wewe are doing that work, there is more work that
are in the midst of a huge building programmemust flow in that direction and, indeed, English
across the country and also the huge and significantHeritage themselves are better equipped, following
contribution of the Heritage Lottery Fund right uptheir quinquennial review, to lead and shape much
and down the country where our public realm, ourof that work in the priorities that they set
parks, our buildings and also our buildings andthemselves as our statutory advisers.
historic environment play a huge feature in pursuitBaroness Andrews: It is a challenging question, and
of their values.I think there are many ways in which you could

answer it. If I can talk very briefly, I think it is
extremely important that we at ODPM Q376 Philip Davies: Can I just press you a bit
communicate our enthusiasm for the creative further on the level of influence within Government
possibilities of planning in the new planning system for promoting heritage. You mentioned that you
because that puts regeneration and heritage very worked closely with DfES and we heard recently
much at the heart of what can be achieved. Just as that the GCSE in archaeology had been scrapped
we want to see the planning process moving to the as a subject. Can you give us any evidence that in
centre of the local policy process, so we want to see your discussions and in your liaisons, that these
heritage and regeneration expressed and evidenced other departments take any notice of what you say?
as part of what drives social and economic Nobody doubts that you discuss these issues with
regeneration. Part of that is about the messages them. What there is a doubt over is whether anyone
that we send. I am engaged at the moment on a takes any notice of your lobby into these
grand tour of planning oYces and councils around departments. What do you think about the loss of
the country to talk about what we all want to see. GCSE archaeology as an example of that?
Some of it is about communication and about Mr Lammy: If you take the Engaging Places
making sure there are very clear consistent initiative and the three pilots in three regions of the
messages. The other thing I think about is what country, then we would not have been able to go
agencies and resource we have to make things work forward without the engagement of us, of CABE,
better. For example, local area agreements have the of English Heritage and DfES colleagues in taking
capacity to bring funding streams together, have forward, piloting and looking at the built
the capacity to bring the statutory and voluntary environment in schools in that context, and then
sectors together in new ways so we will actually get building oV the back of that once we have learnt
more value for money and it is shown to be a better next year what the results of those pilots are. If we
way of working. We can get more out of the take education outside of the classroom as a way
resources that we are using because LAAs are now in which we have been able to ensure that the built
spreading nationwide, and we have got some environment has been part of that, if you look at
expectation of that. Then, I think there is a whole the Building Exploratory in Hackney, it is a
series of issues about proof, showing what works wonderful resource, not just for Hackney children
and celebrating what is being done. You were but for London in helping those people understand
talking earlier about the role of education and the the historic environment, education has played a
way in which we should be looking at the education feature there. In the end, GCSEs and their uptake
curriculum in DCMS. It is absolutely vital to see are about individual choices. I was with kids in
that as part of the right of every child to know the London Fields with a scheme sponsored by the
memories of the community and how they fit into Museum of London last summer who were on a
that. When I go round the country it is a great dig. There is a dig in my constituency. There is an
privilege to see regeneration projects, and I see appetite there. How we configure that changes over
young people and old people together working on time and is very much about meeting the needs of
building the collective memory of small the population as it exists today. I make no
neighbourhoods which have been refurbished; for comment on archeology within the curriculum.
example, the refurbishment of a local park, which That depends on the appetite amongst young
can turn around an area which has an impact people to sit that particular subject at GCSE level.

That does not mean that there is not activity goingbeyond any scale of investment. We need to make
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on in local communities across the country. It does in it as the trade weekly for architects, but the
editorial said that we should transfer it out becausenot mean, for example, that we have not got the

Young Roots programme, which is an excellent the Department has not got the clout. Some people
have said put it with ODPM because it reunitesprogramme funded by the HLF, working with

young people dealing with their historic planning and heritage and that has some logic to
it. I have an unease about that, principally—andenvironment in ways that are relevant to them.
this is no reflection on individuals particularly
English Partnerships who in my area are workingQ377 Philip Davies: Are you saying that all of the
on local and regional issues—because I have aorganisations that have contacted us saying that
perception of ODPM as being more interested inthe DCMS is not particularly eVective at
relaxing the planning laws than championing apromoting heritage within government are wrong?
tightening of the interpretation and application ofI will just give an example. Last week we heard
planning laws that they are supporting, as it comesevidence from Heritage Link in answer to a
down to good design and the quality of our builtquestion that Paul Farrelly asked (I believe it was)
environment. I spend half my time fighting blots onabout whether they could give any specific names
the landscape in the form of half a million squareof people in the DCMS or ODPM who were really
foot warehouses where design is not uppermost inchampioning heritage—and I stand to be corrected
the minds of industrial architects around theand I have not got the exact quotes in front of me,
country. Where do you come from on thisI paraphrase—but I think the reply was “We have
particular issue? Does it fit ill in your Department,high hopes for David Lammy who seems to say the
David, being divorced from the Department whichright things but we could not come up with
has responsibility these days for planning?anybody in ODPM who appears to be promoting
Mr Lammy: Paul, I think you have heard evidence,heritage at all.” It is hardly a glowing reference
from my recollection of the transcripts, I think itreally. Are all these organisations wrong? Do you
was Heritage Link that said that they would benot accept that you really could do a lot more?
concerned if, for example, heritage sat with ODPMMr Lammy: With respect, that is a contradiction
because heritage issues would get swamped bybecause you said that they are currently with
planning issues.DCMS and they have high hopes for me. That is

a contradiction. If there is a suggestion that they
should be with another government department Q380 Paul Farrelly: That is so.
then you would have to name what that other Mr Lammy: There are definitely people within the
government department would be. When you heritage sector who believe that the protection and
unpick some of that comment I suspect that the conservation of our heritage is absolutely key and
other government department might be the they want a department that has that as a priority
Treasury and I suspect that there are stakeholders and as a mandate, if you like, in their relationship
right across the system that would like their with the statutory adviser, English Heritage. There
sponsor department to be the Treasury. So let us might be great concern were you to move heritage
be honest about where we sit and let us be honest to another department, particularly a department
about the huge progress made and about the with planning responsibility, a department that has,
advances that we can make through heritage by definition, to have a relationship with developers
protection reform. and the construction industry, that there might be

a very obvious and clear conflict in the exercise of
Q378 Paul Farrelly: I did ask the questions and that those duties. So I think on my reading of the
was a pretty accurate paraphrasing. Baroness transcripts that was also understood and that is
Andrews, can I say that it is an issue of why I said provocatively “if not with DCMS, then
communication, as you have said, particularly if where else to?” I suspect when you unpick that it
ministers are relatively new to posts with a great is actually to the Treasury. The other point which
and wide range of responsibilities, so I am very glad I think is quite important is what is our assessment
to hear about your communication tour to of where we have got to. If we go back five or six
planning oYcers around the country. Could I years we were in a place in this country when
warmly invite you to North StaVordshire to talk to people were almost writing oV the heritage. They
our planning oYcers, where you will be greeted and were writing books about “Theme Park Britain”.
treated by myself and Mark Fisher, my close friend There was a cynical air about heritage. We had had
and neighbour who is a former Culture Minister a quinquennial review of English Heritage that said
and other colleagues, so I welcome that. there needed to be transformation and reform, and
Baroness Andrews: I warmly accept. they have undertaken that, and that there needed

to be eYciency savings and changes in the way that
they run their back-room operation. There stillQ379 Paul Farrelly: But it would be remiss of me
needs to be closer engagement with the harder-to-not to put this question bluntly: some of the
reach communities on heritage, but up and downevidence we have heard is that the DCMS is not
the country, in this hearing today, we have heardseen to be a champion and does not have the clout,
examples of huge heritage success stories in ourso we should take the responsibility for heritage out
great cities but also in rural environments. I canof DCMS and put it into ODPM. I picked up my
think of the support in my own constituency inwife’s copy of Building Design magazine last night.

It has always got a number of provocative articles Tottenham that English Heritage has given to the
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Tottenham High Road and the townscape there. Q383 Chairman: It is about finding the money.
Mr Lammy: It is about working together on whatThose examples were not freely on the table five or

six years ago. So we must also acknowledge the has proved to be a significant challenge. You are
right to mention the money in that, Chairman,progress that has been made. I hope that my

Department has played a role in that and the key because of course the money went up considerably
from what was anticipated so I think it was rightwork that we have been able to do with partners

in other government agencies to take that forward. to stop, to look, to consult, to review (and the
review and consultation has only just ended) to see
how we can proceed henceforth from that place. I

Q381 Paul Farrelly: David, you have put your am clear, having been down to Stonehenge, that we
finger on another source of great unease about the must solve the problem, and it is hugely significant
suggestion of a transfer. There you have it, to the heritage community and to the heritage of
Baroness Andrews, for your tour, straight from the this country, but we have to solve it in a way that
lips of a government minister that the overriding demonstrates value for money for the British
perception of any heritage responsibilities landing taxpayer, and that is where there have been
in your department is one of conflict. It surely diYculties. There have been diYculties within the
should not be that perception, should it? heritage community itself about the solutions, and
Baroness Andrews: No, and it is a completely those solutions have diVerent fiscal outcomes, and
wrong perception as well because we take our then when we land on a solution there looks to be
responsibilities for the protection of the heritage some inflation in the cost, so we have to work
very seriously, and they are very robust. If you look through that. There is a lot of eVort going in and,
at the range of controls we have—building if I might say so, I think Sir Neil is doing a great
controls, conservation area controls and so on— job to keep this one very publicly on the table, and
they are robust. I can tell you from experience that let us look to see where we get to by the autumn.
the planning application process is extremely
rigourous when it comes to observing and placing

Q384 Chairman: It will be a good test for yourall that in its proper context. When we now have
planning.a plan-led system of reforms and you see the place
Mr Lammy: As it has been for my six predecessors.that the heritage has in our overarching PPS1,

which is our formative statement of planning, when
you see it working through the protection of our Q385 Chairman: Indeed. Let us hope we can do

better than that. Can I ask you about the prioritytown centres, PPS6, our rural communities, PPS7,
which you attach to heritage within the DCMS. Iand PPS15 which will modernise, and then through
heard you yesterday at Question Time talkingthe local development frameworks—and it has got
about the increase in resources that have beento be clear there, it has to be clearly developed in
given, for instance, to the arts and your colleagueour supplementary documents—it is a very robust
Dick Caborn will tell us how much the increase tosystem, but it does not mean that it is swamped by
sports has been. These are considerably greaterplanning. What it means is that planning is
than the increase that has gone to the architectureproactive tool to create the sort of spaces we all
and historic environment division of yourwant to live in. In the middle of that is the value
Department. Would it be true to say therefore thatthat we put on the character of places in which we
heritage is seen as less of a priority within thelive, which is the heritage. What we have achieved
DCMS?through those reforms is a much clearer and a
Mr Lammy: We have been clear on our prioritiesmuch more generous definition of the role that
vis-à-vis sport and the inheritance that we had thereheritage plays in place and also, as we have said
when we came into oYce. I think it should also bethis morning, about the economic and social
acknowledged that within the arts budget there arebenefits that are derived from that. It is auditing
areas that have a direct impact on the historicthat and celebrating it which will actually feed that
environment. I am thinking there of things likeappetite which the Atkins Report itself said is so
Creative Partnerships where we have some Creativeinteresting, so clear, and now goes beyond the
Partnerships in our schools where heritage isprofessionals. I think that is the most optimistic
playing a feature there. The important thing tostatement in that report.
remember vis-à-vis heritage is the overall envelope.Paul Farrelly: Chairman, that is music to my ears
A key plank of what we said when we came toand the invitation is on its way!
power and the resulting action was that we wanted
free entry to our national museums. That costs the

Q382 Chairman: Can I quickly ask the Minister Department just over £140 million every year and
then, as a specific example of the clout of DCMS that is because, of course, our museums play a key
in Whitehall, Sir Neil referred to the opportunity part in our national appetite for heritage and access
to resolve the national disgrace in the next few to heritage. Indeed, that budget has gone up from
months that is Stonehenge. Are you confident that £384 million to £415 million into the next fiscal
it can be resolved and will you persuade the year. You have got to link that alongside the £130
Department for Transport? million that we give to English Heritage a year.
Mr Lammy: It is not about persuading the £130 million for an NDPB within the department
Department for Transport. It is about working is a lot of money. It sits alongside the work of other

government departments, and that includestogether.
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ODPM. We have heard about the work of RDAs Mr Lammy: I did actually.
and about the work of English Partnerships. We
know that DEFRA has put £90 million specifically Q388 Paul Farrelly: —the issue by saying:
into the rural historic environment. Then on top of “Together with ODPM, we will keep the impact of
that sum you must add the £3.3 billion that the VAT on repair, refurbishment and maintenance of
Heritage Lottery Fund has made to the heritage buildings under review, but to date the case for
sector over the last decade. So against that change is unproven.” That seems to imply that the
backdrop, fiscal decisions have to be made, but departments have gathered some evidence on this
there is no doubt about it, there is more money in or reviewed or modelled the eVects. Would that be
heritage now when you look at the combination of the case?
all that eVort than ever before. Mr Lammy: Actually I think it is to the contrary.

We have been able to make progress where on
residential properties people could indicate thatQ386 Chairman: But it is also going down?
they are making alterations and there is VAT reliefMr Lammy: In relation to English Heritage, it is
under those circumstances. There is also VAT reliefimportant to reflect on where we were in previous
that attracts to charitable causes. Where there is aspending rounds. We had stated priorities. We had
case that is being made by parts of the sector is ina quinquennial review that suggested that reform
the area of repairs and the case has not been madewas needed. That reform has been embarked on.
out to Treasury that, in a sense, that would be costThere have been eYciency savings of just over £28
eVective, because in terms of private ownership itmillion, some of which English Heritage has been
would generally benefit those in high income andable to put back into the operation. English
middle income brackets, and as they look acrossHeritage has received funds for specific projects.
the piece they have to make those determinations.We have heard about HELM where ODPM have
I might also say that this is an area where we wouldfunded that to £100,000. They have been able to
have to be in discussions with our colleagues inreform their IT network. They have been able to
Europe and gains specific to the heritage sectorgrow their membership to 600,000 people across
might mean losses in other areas like newthe country. They have been able to renew some of
construction and other things. So in the end this istheir properties. They have been able to
a determination that Treasury colleagues mustconcentrate on their education facilities. They have
make. That is not to say that they have not lookedbeen able to move, as Simon fairly outlined, to a
favourably upon parts of the historic environmentmore transparent arrangement that is not just
like the listed places of worship scheme. That getsabout experts but is about engagement. During
that money back, as it were, to our faiththat journey and during the reform that the
populations so that where there are alterations theyquinquennial review found that they needed to
can get that zero or 5% rating. It is to say, however,make, it would not have been right to put lots of
that the case has not been made for blanket zeroextra funds into the organisation. It is important to
rating across the piece.bear in mind also that on huge national priorities

like our cathedrals the Cathedrals Fabric Survey
has shown huge progress because of what English Q389 Paul Farrelly: That is quite interesting
Heritage has been able to do. So that is the because you have said that you have not made the
backdrop, that is where we have arrived at. We case, so there is no document within your
now move to a peer review, as I have said to the Department that has been submitted to the
Committee, and we will see where we get to. No Treasury to make the case?
minister anywhere in Whitehall can give financial Mr Lammy: Hang on, let us just be clear on that.
undertakings as you move into another spending I am in constant dialogue with colleagues in other
round, but that is the overall envelope within which departments, and that would include the Treasury,
I think we are operating. and we have been in constant dialogue on this issue.

They have made a determination. In the context of
your question you point to those that might benefitQ387 Paul Farrelly: I was just remarking on the
and in their overall analysis of our VAT regimefigures here because from the figures it seems that
they have not found the case made out to movethe whole budget for sport in the country is only
forward to the extent that parts of our sector would£24 million more than the budget of English
like, but they have been able to make progress inHeritage, so there is a diVerent way of looking at
other areas that have benefitted our sector.this as well. I wanted really just to look at the issue

of VAT which unites the heritage sector. Not
everybody who is looking for VAT relief is Q390 Paul Farrelly: Can we be precise then: a case

has been made but you have not persuaded thesuggesting that it needs to be a blanket relief; it
could be clearly limited to avoid unjustified middle Treasury. Is that more accurate?

Mr Lammy: The Government is at one! There isand upper class subsidies and the like. It could be
limited to organisations such as charities or constant discussion within Government and the

case that I put is quite simply that such a changebuilding preservation trusts. I was just looking,
David, at one of your Parliamentary questions is diYcult to make just in the context of the historic

environment without repercussions for otherwhere you deftly sidestepped—and I do not know
whether you have played rugby before but you sectors and that, rightly, is the preoccupation of

colleagues in the Treasury, and I suspect why thisdeftly sidestepped—
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has not found favour. What has found favour, and the Treasury would be absolutely confident with its
worshipful places scheme that there are not thatdid indeed once again in the last Budget, is being

able to recoup some of that money and get it back many tax-dodging vicars around the country, but
with organisations such as BPTs or otherparticularly to parts of the historic environment

like our faith communities and like our churches. organisations, they will want make to sure that
there is a limit to the potential for abuse. In thatSo in that dialogue I can well understand why

colleagues in the Treasury have reached the context, has your Department made any case for a
more limited form of relief that is not blanket butdecision they have on the basis of the information

that they have available to them and on their limited to certain forms of organisation?
Mr Lammy: As I have said, we have been able topreoccupation with the overall envelope within

which we make decisions about VAT. These are make progress on the listed places of worship. We
have been able to make progress on alterations oftechnical discussions that we would be required to

have with our colleagues in Europe, and that is not residential homes. We have been able to make
progress vis-à-vis charitable organisations. That isobviously the primary concern of those in the

heritage sector. some progress in terms of our VAT arrangements.
We have not been able to get to a place where therePaul Farrelly: I am very glad to hear that the

Government speaks with one voice, although my is zero-based rating and relief for repairs, and that
remains of some concern in the sector, but that hastwo colleagues here might have something to say.
implications for other parts of the VAT regime. It
would be unusual to restrict that kind of VAT reliefQ391 Chairman: Minister, you will be aware that

there was the opportunity from Europe to reduce to one sector, notwithstanding where we would get
to with our European colleagues. So that is thethe VAT rate and that 80 heritage organisations

wrote to the Chancellor asking him to take picture. It would not be right to say that there has
not been progress in some areas, but it is right toadvantage of that opportunity. You presumably

would be supporting those 80 heritage say that in this area there would need to be more
evidence, in fact, as to why the sector themselvesorganisations in making that case?

Mr Lammy: They are entitled to make the case. If would not be able to make the repairs that are
necessary because this also sits against a backdropthat is what you mean by my support, they are

entitled to make that case and that case is entitled in which I have said more people than ever before
are visiting our historic environment. This sitsto be heard.
against a backdrop in which we have and English
Heritage has been able to make a substantialQ392 Chairman: In the hope you might be

championing it. contribution, for example, to the fabric of our
cathedrals, and the surveys there bear that out.Mr Lammy: That does not mean that the

conclusion of that case will be one that they would They are moving on now to look more closely at
parish churches. It sits also against the huge impactnecessarily want because of course progress in that

area might have big ramifications for where we that the HLF has made. £3.3 billion, by any
estimation, is not a small amount of money. So Ihave got to on new construction and the VAT

arrangements. Inevitably that is a preoccupation of am sure all of those things are preoccupying the
number-crunchers in the Treasury, as they should.the Treasury and indeed I should be aware of that

with my responsibilities for architecture. It is not a Paul Farrelly: Chairman, I am conscious of time,
and so I will take it from that answer that you havepreoccupation of some of the heritage community

that are calling for blanket VAT relief. That is the tried but not been entirely successful, sir.
assessment that has to be made.

Q394 Chairman: Ministers, there are many other
questions that we would like to ask you but I amQ393 Paul Farrelly: I wanted to be precise. In my

question I did not ask for blanket relief, but there conscious of the time so I think we should probably
draw a line at that point. Can I thank you bothare clearly reliefs that could be targeted at

specifically defined organisations, perhaps as a way very much for giving up your time this morning.
Mr Lammy: Thank you.of promoting those organisations, for example,

building preservation trusts. I am quite sure that Baroness Andrews: Thank you very much indeed.
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Written evidence
Supplementary memorandum submitted by Association of English Cathedrals

Inquiry into the Heritage Sector

Thank you for the invitation for representatives of the Association of English Cathedrals and the Church
Heritage Forum to appear before the Committee for Culture, Media and Sport. We appreciated the
opportunity to talk about cathedrals and churches in the context of the inquiry into heritage. This letter is
sent on behalf of those representatives of both organisations, to reiterate some of the points we made and
summarise those which we would like the Committee to bear in mind as it finalises its report.

The questions were helpful, enabling us to emphasise the role of cathedrals and churches in the nation
and its heritage; serving the community; for most people, the most accessible heritage building in an area
continuing its original use; providing an easily accessible focal point for those living in the surrounding
district; and creating a sense of place. We pointed out the fragility of the status quo, as mounting repair and
maintenance bills can no longer easily be aVorded by the few who give voluntarily for the benefit of the
many, and drew the Committee’s attention to the need for a new partnership between Church and State to
assist in funding these bills. The assistance from English Heritage and the Heritage Lottery Fund has been
and is very important, but is not enough to help more than a small proportion of those needing or requesting
grants. In particular, we expressed concern at English Heritage’s total budget and the amount of money
allocated to the Cathedral Grants Scheme—the entire year’s grant would fund the annual repair bill at one
large cathedral, yet has to be divided between 43 Anglican and 18 Roman Catholic cathedrals. Independent
research has shown the socio-economic benefits for communities surrounding cathedrals; benefits also
accrue to the communities surrounding churches as has been demonstrated in the recent project in Yorkshire
to encourage visits to parish churches. The contribution made by cathedrals and churches to the heritage
of our nation deserves increased support from the Government, support which will itself generate more
benefits for communities. The Church Heritage Forum is therefore asking for 50% of the repair bill for
churches and cathedrals to be met from public funds.

Lack of public finance is a significant factor in the growing trend for cathedrals and Royal Peculiars to
charge for entry. The decision to charge is never taken lightly by Chapters but is necessitated by mounting
costs for running and repairing the buildings for which they are responsible. Smaller cathedrals which attract
fewer visitors use such resources as they have to continue to open their doors 365 days each year; the trading
subsidiary of Southwark Cathedral was given an Inner City 100 award in 2004 as recognition of its position
as one of the fastest growing profitable companies in inner cities in the United Kingdom. Chapters are not
seeking to abdicate their responsibility to manage but ask that the Government recognises their contribution
by increasing funding.

We welcomed the opportunity to speak of the schools education programmes run by cathedrals and
churches. Cathedrals and churches also act as centres for adult learning. Volunteers are able to develop new
skills and understanding that is of benefit to them and their communities. Many volunteers of employment
age discover that they can develop skills and confidence that enable them to take or return to paid
employment.

The role of cathedrals in contributing to the nation extends beyond the built heritage. We regret that there
was not the opportunity to explore with the Committee the significant contribution to the nation’s musical
heritage and development. Cathedrals make an important financial investment by running choirs which
maintain and extend the English Anglican Choral tradition and provide unparalleled opportunities for
children of all backgrounds. Many of today’s professional musicians started as choristers in cathedral choirs
and participation in amateur music by former choristers is also common. These days, almost as many girls
participate in cathedral choirs as boys, and it is more common for children to come from a variety of local
day schools than for choristers to be drawn from an attached choir school (whether day or boarding).

It is important that the Committee notes that the role of cathedrals is much wider than maintenance of
the Cathedral Church and ancillary buildings, and that the built heritage is only one part of the work of
cathedrals and only one of many aspects of cathedral life for which Chapters have financial responsibility.
Cathedrals and churches also provide the focus for extensive social and community work carried out by
volunteers, thereby making a major economic benefit often underestimated by public bodies.

We would again like to draw the Committee’s attention to the Association’s written evidence when we
stressed the frustration of having to deal with a number of diVerent Government departments (principally
DCMS, ODPM and DfES) and the tendency for each department to refer us to another rather than taking
ownership of an issue. We consider that the disorganisation is indicative of the low priority given by the
Government to heritage matters.

We suggest that a statement such as that set out below would be an appropriate summary of what we
would like to see the Committee recommending as a result of the current inquiry:

“New money should be provided to give greater support for repair and maintenance of historic
places of worship. The Government should consult with faith groups to develop a cross-
government code of practice for historic places of worship. This will emphasise the responsibility
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of Government in encouraging, and, where appropriate, funding the use of these buildings for
regeneration, for education, for service delivery, for enjoyment of the arts, and for tourism, as well
as the buildings’ role in providing valued community spaces and creating a sense of place. It will
clarify the rights of faith communities to access relevant social funding. The code will emphasise
the complex symbiosis between volunteers, the community and historic buildings, not least to
ensure that legislation framed with commercial undertakings in mind is not applied to places of
worship without careful consideration of the implications for volunteer groups. In addition to the
code, public authorities should also encourage faith groups to explore ways in which, in suitable
cases, the local community might become more engaged with using and supporting the historic
place of worship at its centre.”

8 May 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Community Landscape Archaeology Survey Project
(CLASP)

Further to our original submission of evidence to the inquiry, CLASP considers it appropriate to submit
supplementary evidence to inform the Committee of the updated situation with one aspect of our evidence.

At paragraph 9.1 we refer to proposed cuts to Northamptonshire County Council Budget and their eVect
on the protection of the Historical Environment within the county. The Council takes the view that they
will only support any function that has a formal statutory requirement. To this eVect they have virtually
totally withdrawn from “day to day” activities to support protection of the historical environment within
the county. They will in future be concerned only with the County Council’s strategic planning and work
on management of its heritage assets.

It appears that most of the existing posts within the Historical Environment department have been
slashed, including the Team Leader (County Archaeologist) and Conservation OYcers. The functions of
the department included provision of archaeological advice and guidance to the local District and Borough
authorities, developers, land owners and members of the public on planning applications across the
county—in line with Government advice. They also set standards for the conduct of archaeological
fieldwork undertaken by the myriad of archaeological contractors that operate in the county as well as
monitoring their work. Other services included wide ranging advice and guidance to local councils, other
organistions and individuals on everything ranging from the impact of new tree planting schemes to the care
of individual monuments, historic buildings and landscapes.

It does appear that District Councils will therefore be expected to take on board some of the current
activities of the County Council. There is no indication of additional resource to Districts to undertake this
work nor are they aware that it has been passed to them. CLASP would query whether they have the
expertise to undertake this work.

These cuts, which may be reflected elsewhere in the country, are a retrograde step that will possibly return
the situation with regard to protection of local heritage to that of over 30 years ago. At that time local
authorities had neither the means nor perhaps the will to stop the destruction of the past in the face of
development.

With the advance of major expansion scheduled in Northamptonshire during the next 20 years with the
creation of the West Northamptonshire Development Corporation and other schemes in the east of the
county and at Milton Keynes the situation is perhaps more serious than it could be at any other time.

Position of Heritage Conservation and Archival Storage in Local Government

At paragraph 7.2 of our original evidence we mention the question of archival artefact storage undertaken
by local authorities. We are pleased to be able to update this section of our evidence by informing the
Committee CLASP has positively responded to a consultation exercise currently being undertaken by
Daventry District Council on this topic. We have intimated to them that we would be prepared to enter into
a partnership with them and possibly an adjacent district council to provide a store for the artefacts of the
area. There would be considerable hurdles to overcome with these proposals, not least funding. A response
to our proposal is still awaited. Equally we still await a response from West Northamptonshire Development
Corporation to the response we made to their consultation exercise mentioned at paragraph 9.2 of our
original evidence.

21 April 2006
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Supplementary memorandum from Michael Coupe

I refer to the ongoing inquiry by the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee, and you will be aware
that I submitted evidence to the Select Committee in a personal capacity.

Although I was not called to give oral evidence to the Committee, I understand that it may still be possible
to submit supplementary factual evidence in support of the evidence already given. I had hoped to be able
to get the necessary information before now, but regrettably this did not prove to be possible.

In my evidence, I drew attention to the real terms cuts in the grant in aid from Government to English
Heritage and highlighted the deleterious eVect this was having on the work of the organisation. One obvious
eVect was the serious decline in the amount of grant funding from English Heritage to the heritage sector
as a whole—as evidenced recently, for example, in the complaints by the Cathedrals about the level of grants
made available to them.

With the help of GriV Parry, I have calculated what would be the current buying equivalent of past sums
of grant in aid made available to English Heritage, and compared them to the present figures. The
Committee will note that this comparison reveals a startling real terms decline in English Heritage’s funding.
The relevant figures are as follows:

1994–05—£104,439,000 (before accounting adjustments).

[Note. This figure is before accounting adjustments but, unlike subsequent figures, does not exclude
specific grants. To make it comparable, it would be reasonable to subtract c £1 million—which probably a
conservative estimate. In fact, I have not chosen to do so because of the uncertainty as to what the true figure
should be. It follows, therefore, that the real terms diVerence by comparison with the current figure of grant
in aid will be an underestimate.]

1997–08—£102,900,000 (excluding specific grants and before accounting adjustments).

2004–05—£122,942,000 (excluding specific grants and before accounting adjustments).

The current buying equivalent of the 1994–05 figure is as follows:

£141,289,000 (RPI).

£192,197,000 (TPI).

and of the 1997–08 figure:

£139,207,000 (RPI).

£164,127,000 (TPI).

[Note. RPI is the Retail Price Index, and TPI the Tender Price Index. For an organisation directly
involved in funding building repair work, the latter figure is obviously the most relevant. It is also important
to note that planned maintenance/repair, unlike new build, is subject to VAT at the full rate.]

By subtracting the 2004–05 figure, the extent of the shortfall is as follows:

1994–05:

£18,347,000 (RPI).

£69,255,000 (TPI).

1997–08:

£16,265,000 (RPI).

£41,185,000 (TPI).

If one also takes into account the fact that English Heritage has absorbed the responsibility (and the
financial consequences) for a number of new duties during this period, the seriousness of the situation is
immediately apparent.

Memorandum submitted by English Historic Towns Forum (EHTF)

As you may be aware, the EHTF was founded in 1987 to support professionals working in the historic
built environment and involved in the management of conservation areas. Through its Membership and
Partnership schemes it oVers everyone with an interest in historic towns and cities of England opportunities
to exchange and develop ideas, and facilitates exchange with European colleagues.

The historic environment is valuable for a range of reasons; not only does it reinforce that special “sense
of place”, it can also provide sustainable urban living with a mix of uses, legible townscape and a permeable
and pedestrian friendly environment. In addition, it plays an important role in the delivery of public policy
objectives, including supporting local communities through sustainable economic regeneration, social
inclusion and education. The community, as a whole, values the historic environment and other heritage
assets, and the EHTF welcomes the opportunities that the Heritage Protection Review will bring to assist
local communities to understand and value the heritage. However, there is widespread concern about the
resource implications of the proposals, for both English Heritage and Local Authorities, and the EHTF
hopes that this area can be explored in conjunction with the publication of the White Paper.
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The EHTF welcomes the opportunity to make representations to the above inquiry. We appreciate that
the oral evidence are already in session, but would be grateful if the following issues could be taken into
consideration;

— The resources required to successfully implement the Heritage Protection Review—both financial
and professional.

— Clarification and reinforcement of the roles and responsibilities of the ODPM and DCMS in
relation to the historic environment, and their relationship with English Heritage.

— Raising the profile of heritage interests across government departments (for example, a re-
examination of VAT levels on the repair of listed and historic structures could be of huge benefit
to the historic environment as a whole).

— Reintegration of the value of culture and heritage with land use planning—nationally, as well as
locally.

— Strengthening the protection and enhancement of the special character of conservation areas by
improved statutory protection. (For example, reviewing permitted development rights and
clarifying the position regarding demolition (with reference to the Shimizu case). This could be of
tremendous benefit, where for instance, small incremental changes have a detrimental aVect on the
character of conservation areas.

13 April 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Heritage Link

During our oral evidence session on 18 April the Committee raised the question of whether the interests
of the historic environment would be better served if it were moved to another Department, in particular
ODPM.

As we explained to the Committee, we felt that a complete move risked creating another, diVerent but
potentially diYcult boundary and suggested that what would be most desirable was more vigorous
championing by DCMS together with a better understanding in both Departments of the very significant
eVect of planning and other issues in the ODPM stable on the management of the historic environment.
Elaborating on what we said on 18 April, one means of achieving this might be to create, at a senior level
within ODPM, a unit with responsibility for heritage issues. Such a unit would provide a dedicated resource
within ODPM which would act as a counterpart to DCMS’ broader interests and would reinforce the
embedding of historic environment issues were in ODPM agendas. (It would of course be possible to argue
for similar units in other departments eg Defra but if the key interest outside DCMS in ODPM were covered
by a dedicated unit, the needs elsewhere could be met by full implementation of the “Heritage Minister”
proposals in A Force for Our Future.)

I hope that the Committee will feel able to take these further thoughts into account in its consideration
of its Report.

10 May 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Historic Houses Association

The Effects of the Budget Changes on Trusts on the Long Term Stewardship of Britain’s Built and
Natural Heritage

1. There are about 1,500 privately owned historic houses, parks and gardens in the membership of the
HHA in the UK, of which some 500 are open to the public, more than in the National Trust, English
Heritage and their equivalents throughout the UK, combined. These houses attract 15 million visitors per
year, inject about £2 billion into the local and national economy and provide a focus for local, national and
international tourism. They are also increasingly used as a magnet for inward investment into regions, and
they generate local employment. Heritage was used as a backdrop for many of the images in the successful
bid for the London Olympics.

2. In addition, these houses provide a cultural, educational and recreational benefit for the public, and
contribute to public policy objectives for education, health and regeneration. They are an essential part of
Britain’s modern future as well as providing a link with the past. They help to define our national and
individual identity. Britain has retained more of its privately owned heritage than most if not all other
European countries—it is all this that is at risk.
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3. So far as the Budget changes to trusts, and the consequences of these changes to the long term stewardship
of this unique heritage is concerned, our chief concerns are as follows. These concerns are distinct from the
eVects that the changes will also have on individual families as such; rather, they relate to the broader impact
of the changes on public policy in the area of heritage conservation.

4. First, the change in the age from 25 to 18 at which assets must be made available to the beneficiaries
of Accumulation and Maintenance (A & M) Trusts will remove the safeguard which requires beneficiaries
to wait until they have reached the more mature age of 25 before being called on to manage assets themselves.
The ability to manage heritage assets, be it a house, its contents or surrounding land—including knowing
when to take and how to act on professional advice—can vary greatly between these ages. The current
safeguard enables beneficiaries to complete their education and to obtain relevant professional
qualifications before assuming these responsibilities. It appears to us that to retain the age of 25 would
neither conflict with Government objectives for a successful rural and national economy, and indeed it was
the age that the Labour Government stipulated when it introduced A & M Trusts in the 1970s, nor change
the fiscal position in any substantial way.

5. Second, the changes in tax treatment to Interest in Possession (IIP) Trusts will, we believe, in common
with a wide range of professional organisations (represented in STEP, the Society of Trust and Estate
Practitioners), mean that in future the use of such trusts for the transfer and management of assets, including
heritage assets, will be disadvantaged in IHT terms compared to outright ownership.

6. IIP trusts are not a tax avoidance vehicle, as IHT is chargeable upon the death of the beneficiary and
CGT will be chargeable if and when assets are disposed of (either out of the trust or when the trust is
terminated). However, the removal of the spouse exemption, where assets are left in trust for a survivor, and
the application of entry, periodic and exit charges mean that such trusts will compare unfavourably with
transfers of outright ownership between married or civil partners and potentially exempt transfers to other
family members or others.

7. IIP trusts (and their forebears), including those settled on individuals by themselves, have been an
important element in bringing a longer term protection and management view of heritage assets, such as
historic houses, their contents and their surrounding landscapes.

8. The beneficiaries know that the assets are not available to them to sell, and the trustees are required
to take a view that puts the long term security of the assets in the trust first. Trusts also protect the asset
against the risk of profligacy or poor judgement by individual beneficiaries. As a result of the use of trusts
over many generations the UK has the most developed system of trusts in Europe if not the world.

9. It can be argued that, together with the absence of bloody revolutions and invasions by foreign powers,
the use of the trust is the reason why Britain has retained a larger proportion of its built and natural heritage
to this day, compared with many other European states. It is this structure that the Government’s changes
would undermine.

10. It is not a question of seeking more favourable tax treatment status for trusts than other forms of
ownership. We, and others, are arguing that the Budget changes will unreasonably discriminate against
trusts, and by so doing will undermine a form of ownership that has promoted long term stewardship of
heritage.

April 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Merseyside Civic Society

Introduction

Merseyside Civic Society is grateful for the opportunity to give evidence to the Select Committee,
prompted, in part, by the interest shown in the matters raised directly with members of the Committee in
the course of their visit to Liverpool on 20 March 2006.

Merseyside Civic Society (MCS) is a charitable body with aims that include the protection and
preservation of the architectural and built-form heritage and public amenity features of the Merseyside area,
the promotion of high standards of town planning, architecture and design within the area and the
safeguarding of areas and structures of historic and/or public interest.

For many years MCS has oVered constructive comment and opinion on schemes and policies that have
been directly related to, or appear to threaten, the city’s enviably large and varied stock of heritage
architectural structures and related spaces.

We recognise that the Committee’s primary concern is with identifying issues that should be given a degree
of priority in the forthcoming Heritage White Paper, together with particular matters to which the terms of
reference of the inquiry refer. To this end, this memorandum draws on, or refers to, material assembled for
the above “lobbying” purposes in an attempt to highlight those heritage-related issues that are of more direct
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general concern to the Committee. Where relevant, active web links are provided in the text to enable access
to be gained to the original, more substantial source material, most of which is linked directly to the MCS
website [http://merseysidecivicsociety.org.uk].

The issues on which we have chosen to focus are grouped under the following headings:

(a) Undervalued Heritage

Concerns about the architectural heritage and resident insensitive, cavalier manner in which the
local New Heartlands Pathfinder has chosen to pursue many of the otherwise entirely laudable
aims of the Housing Market Renewal Initiative.

(b) Neglected Heritage

Concerns about the depressingly lengthy list of failures of local authorities on Merseyside to
address satisfactorily a wide range of heritage stewardship matters, despite public commitments
to protect and enhance the area’s heritage assets.

(c) Appreciated and Celebrated Heritage

The welcome initiatives to promote appreciation of heritage matters, best exemplified by the eVorts
of the Civic Trust (now supported by the Liverpool Culture Company) to widen the impact of the
Heritage Open Day programme.

These we couple here with the commendable initiative of the Liverpool Heritage Forum (led by Andrew
Pearce) in seeking to galvanise the eVorts of many disparate interest groups engaged in heritage-related
activities, ahead of the celebration of Liverpool’s 800 birthday in 2007 and the city’s status as the European
Capital of Culture in 2008.

(a) Undervalued Heritage

1. MCS has made representations to voice concerns about the direction taken by government policy and,
more especially, the way in which policy is implemented in the name of Housing Market Renewal as a vehicle
for addressing significant problems facing the future of the housing stock (see, for example, submissions to:

the ODPM Housing, Planning, Local Government and Regions Committee on Empty Homes and Low-
demand Pathfinders, January 2005

[http://www.liv.ac.uk/mcs/lfs/consultations/odpmhmrplet0105.pdf];

the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee, October 2005

[http://www.liv.ac.uk/mcs/lfs/consultations/paclet1005.pdf]

and the ODPM Select Committee on AVordable Housing, November 2005

[http://www.liv.ac.uk/mcs/lfs/consultations/odpmaVhlet0511.pdf]

The main lines of argument are featured in an article by Peter Brown that was published in the April
2005 issue of the Civic Trust magazine Focus

[http://www.civictrust.org.uk/news/enews/members/may05/Page%204-5.pdf].

2. The principal target of our criticism has been the approach adopted by the Pathfinders, as is well
exemplified by New Heartlands, in demonstrating a clear presumption in favour of large-scale clearance and
new build, rather than viewing demolition as a measure of last resort, only turned to when all other avenues
of regenerative refurbishment have been fully explored. This is especially critical in areas of otherwise
attractive terraced properties, located in tree-lined streets of considerable character, such as in most parts
of Liverpool’s Welsh Streets area.

3. Such areas display heritage qualities of streetscape and the specific conditions to support a sought-after
“street-based” lifestyle that are massively undervalued by those bent on sweeping away areas that have
functioned so well for generations.

Other threatened areas, such as that aVected by the Edge Lane West scheme, display a coherent and
attractive Victorian townscape, and a setting for several listed buildings, that is to be replaced by bland and
nondescript architecture of little local resonance, prompting the local MP and Government Minister, Jane
Kennedy, to describe the plans as “social cleansing” and “municipal vandalism”.

4. In many such areas, so-called “market failure” can be seen to be attributable, in no small measure, to
the high proportion of long-neglected properties, in the ownership of the local authority and/or registered
social landlords, that have been intentionally withheld from the market in anticipation of future receipt of
substantial grant aid from the clearance/new build programme—despite clear evidence of a significant
revival in the local property market.

5. A not untypical example is that of an owner-occupier on Venmore Street in Anfield who recently
agreed to a compulsory purchase sale of his substantially improved 4 bed terraced town-house to the
Pathfinder/Council for £87,500, just over two years after buying it, in a derelict condition, for £25,000. No
doubt the house would have been worth rather more if the City Council were not committed to demolishing
it, and much of the district around it.
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6. Particularly frustrating, in these depressing circumstances, is the unenviable position of the owner
occupiers located in the areas threatened with clearance. Evident shortcomings in the processes of
consultation and community engagement have failed to capitalise on the commitment to the area and
abundant goodwill of those owning a stake in an area’s future that should be more eVectively tapped in
achieving the truly sustainable conditions in which a local community can prosper.

(b) Neglected Heritage

7. MCS has long sought to promote the adoption of a more pro-active approach to the stewardship of
the area’s inherited stock of buildings of high architectural quality and, especially, its unrivalled scale of
provision of fine Victorian public parks. We have been disappointed by the poorly developed appreciation
of the need for a serious commitment to a heritage strategy for the city of Liverpool. We believe that such
a strategy should embrace the protection and enhancement of the qualities of place and space that have made
Liverpool so distinctive and historically unique—throughout the city, not just in those areas that enjoy
existing statutory protections.

8. This eVort is, in part, reflected in the brief and activities of the Society’s Parks and Suburban Heritage
Committee, a significant product of which was, in February 2005, an 11-page submission, to Chris
Blandford Associates, of comments and suggestions in response to a consultation exercise on a proposed
“heritage strategy” for the city [see http://www.liv.ac.uk/mcs/lfs/consultations/blandfordlet0205.pdf]. This
submission advocated the production of a Historic Environment Masterplan, as a unified spatial heritage
development strategy, to be embedded within the Local Development Framework. We believe that this pro-
active approach could be usefully pursued more widely, in other towns and cities, where heritage assets are
neglected or under-used.

9. The submission identified a number of neglected elements of Liverpool’s urban form that, with
imagination, could be pressed into making a contribution to the area’s regeneration. These included the
Great Streets that define the structure of the city, the Great Parks (Botanic Gardens, Princes, Newsham,
Stanley and Sefton Parks), many landmark buildings, suburban villas and park estates, plus village centres
and their associated churches and other key buildings, the cores of settlements that have been absorbed into
greater Liverpool over a long period. What is required, in many of these cases, is not only continuing care
and management, but also clear statements of principles (written/visual/statistical) relating to “making
places”, ie establishing a future for the past, while allowing for change, adaptation and development, for
relatively small-scale environments.

10. It is regrettable that the impression has been gained that the above exercise in consultation merely
served as a means of prioritising bids for Heritage Lottery Fund allocations, rather than providing a basis
for establishing a coherent strategy directed at maximising the benefit to be derived from the nurturing, and
positive stewardship, of the area’s inheritance of architectural and public space assets.

11. We also note with frustration the inadequacy of the current Spot Listing machinery, now
administered by English Heritage, as a measure of last resort in eVorts to retain threatened buildings, the
contribution of which to the maintenance of an attractive local street-scene or townscape seems to be
undervalued in making judgments. We cite, as an example, our eVorts to prevent the demolition of the old
Post OYce building in Kensington where the grounds for rejection of listing were largely based on “loss of
internal structural detail”, without adequate attention being given to the enormous value of the presence of
the building and its attractive external detailing. It seemed that, in this case, a featureless, “bitmac-filled gap”
between buildings was the preferred fate of this superb example of Victorian architectural endeavour.

12. We are further depressed by the statement by English Heritage’s chief executive Simon Thurley to the
eVect that EH “has now got no problem with housing market renewal” as “almost no buildings of national
importance are under threat” (!!).

(c) Appreciated and Celebrated Heritage

13. We are pleased to note the existence of commendable initiatives to promote appreciation of heritage
matters that have been promoted by the Civic Trust, including the Green Flag Award scheme and the
Heritage Open Day programme. We also welcome the way in which the potential of the latter programme
has been recognised by those involved in the preparations for celebration of both Liverpool’s 800 birthday
in 2007 and the city’s status as European Capital of Culture in 2008.

14. Beyond that year, incidentally, we note the celebration of the centenaries of the establishment of the
University of Liverpool’s Department of Civic Design, as the first university department devoted to the
study of town and regional planning—the world’s first planning school, in 2009, and the following year, the
publication of the world’s first quality journal to focus on the subject of town planning, The Town Planning
Review, which continues to be edited in the Department of Civic Design.
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15. The Liverpool Culture Company’s Heritage and Environment Manager, Eileen Willshaw, has
worked closely with Civic Trust staV to initiate plans to widen the impact of the Heritage Open Day
programme during the 2007–08 celebrations, including, eventually, the devotion of a whole month, rather
than a week, to Open Day activities and a scheme to encourage earlier interest in heritage issues among
school children, through the direct involvement of teachers, during the summer term.

16. We also recognise the enormous value of the of the Liverpool Heritage Forum (led by Andrew Pearce)
[see: http://www.liverpool-heritage.org.uk/] in seeking to galvanise the eVorts of many disparate interest
groups engaged in a broad range of cultural and heritage-related activities, ahead of the above celebrations.
It must be said that this welcome initiative was prompted, in part, by the failure of the principal organisers
of the celebrations to engage with the diverse range of groups that were eager to make a contribution but
who were not oVered any obvious means of communicating or delivering that desire. The Forum is
providing what seems to have provied to be an eVective means of channelling and tapping that under-valued
reserve of knowledge, expertise and commitment that is essential to the eVective passing on, to future
generations, of awareness and appreciation of heritage issues.

17. Finally, we are pleased that the unique character of Liverpool’s architectural heritage has been
recognised through the inscription of the World Heritage Site. However, we are also concerned that there
is a danger that the protection that this status aVords the site and its buVer zone is interpreted as a block on
all future development within its boundaries. There is a critical need to ensure that whatever development
is permitted is of suYcient architectural quality and that design details and materials are of an adequately
demanding specification to warrant a place in this valued location. We believe that the area must be allowed
to evolve and incorporate good examples of architecture, urban design and cityscape that have a place in a
dynamic 21st Century city. It should not be allowed to become fossilised, as a snapshot of the relics of
bygone ages in which the city benefited from the construction of often unplanned assemblages of
individually iconic buildings—the fruits of world trading success, entrepreneurial enterprise and magnificent
demonstrations of corporate and municipal pride.

31 March 2006

Memorandum submitted by NewHeartlands HMR Pathfinder, Merseyside

Low Demand Pathfinders

1. Background

The NewHeartlands area extends across the inner cores of the three local authority areas of Liverpool,
Sefton and Wirral. Of the 122,596 properties in the NewHeartlands area, Liverpool accounts for the largest
share with 76,209. The NewHeartlands areas in Wirral and Sefton contain 23,882 and 22,505 dwellings
respectively. Each of the three NewHeartlands areas has its own social, economic and demographic
characteristics. The area as a whole is characterised by a preponderance of low-value terraced and otherwise
monolithic housing—typically with limited space and sometimes failing to meet decency standards. There
is a low level of owner-occupied housing, with higher levels of social housing and generally high—and in
some areas extremely high—levels of privately rented stock. What unites the NewHeartlands area is the
presence of housing neighbourhoods in which markets no longer function in a viable way.

Given the scale of these problems, the vision for NewHeartlands is appropriately bold. It seeks to address
not only housing market issues, but to rebuild the community infrastructure—both economic and social—
and turn all the constituent neighbourhoods into places where people want to live. The four main goals of
NewHeartlands are:

— To create the conditions for the revival of housing markets in the NewHeartlands area;

— To create attractive and sustainable urban neighbourhoods through the delivery of a more
balanced mix of housing, with values and types to meet the needs of the existing population and
which help attract new residents;

— To build sustainable communities, ensure community cohesion and safeguard investment through
the provision of quality public services and through the development of supporting
infrastructure; and

— To contribute to the competitiveness and prosperity of the wider Merseyside conurbation and the
North West region.

NewHeartlands has developed strategic plans to achieve these goals and restructure the local housing
market over a 10–15 year period.. This involves investing in the physical infrastructure, environmental
improvements and neighbourhood management services with the aim of creating thriving communities and
improving Merseyside’s economic and competitive position within the UK.
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2. General Progress

To date, NewHeartlands has made substantial progress to date in terms of:

— Delivery Structure

— The core Pathfinder and local delivery teams have been established

— Preferred developers and lead RSL’s have been identified within Liverpool, Sefton and
Wirral.

— Investment Profile

— As of 31 March 2006 NewHeartlands was operating at 100% of forecast spend profile for
funding period 2004–06.

— An allocation of £97.7 million for the funding period 2006–08 was announced by the ODPM
on 24 March 2006. This will leverage approximately £400 million of additional revenue from
public and private sector sources.

— Programme Delivery

— The Early Action Programme resulted in “quick wins” for NewHeartlands in terms of the
Living Through Change initiative, environmental investments, strategic research projects and
the acquisitions programme.

— Substantial progress has been made with regard to the allocation of main programme funding
to deliver strategic site assembly and acquisitions.

— The clearance programme has commenced across the Pathfinder. Current estimates indicate
that 10,500 (approx 8%) properties will be demolished.

— Refurbishment and newbuild projects have commenced in all three local authority areas. It
is worth noting that twice as many houses will be built as opposed to demolished and six times
the number will be refurbished.

— Masterplanning/Neighbourhood Renewal Assessments have been completed in the
intervention areas earmarked for major investment in the period 2003–06.

3. The scope and scale of the initiatives proposed and underway in the HMRF areas and in other areas with
problems of empty homes.

The NewHeartlands Prospectus and Scheme Update establish the case for major interventions across a
significant geographical area on Merseyside. The programme involves the allocation of resources across a
number of key themes to bring about the wholesale restructuring of the housing market in terms of property
type, tenure mix and value in the intervention areas identified. The key themes are as follows:

Housing clearance

Acquisition and clearance programmes play a key part in programmed activity. The plans in all
three local authority areas are informed by detailed research and focus on identified “hot spots”.

Strategic Site Assembly/New Development

The acquisition of strategic sites for development supplements the NewHeartlands clearance
programme. Investment in new housing is achieved from a variety of sources with private
developers delivering new opportunities for owner occupation and housing association/Housing
Corporation funding delivering aVordable housing.

Improvements to retained stock

In addition to the new build programme, there is a programme of improvements to homes within
the private sector across NewHeartlands. This is a vital part of the delivery plan providing
temporary accommodation for local people while the HMR programme is delivered and raising
the quality of existing properties to meet the Government’s Decent Homes Standard.

Living Through Change

The Living Through Change (LTC) programme supports pathfinder residents during the delivery
phase of HMR. The programme includes a range of initiatives to ensure a comfortable and secure
transition as neighbourhoods are re-developed. It is anchored around:

— neighbourhood management and security measures;

— financial and relocation advice; and

— assistance with home maintenance and improvements.

Environmental Investments

The NewHeartlands programme includes action to create high quality environments to
complement the property based developments. The key aims of this work are to improve the look,
feel and use of open space within neighbourhoods.
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4. The commitment and contribution of all Government departments and other agencies to tackling the
underlying causes of low demand.

The inclusion of LSP representatives from each of the local authority areas on the NewHeartlands Board
alongside representatives from Government OYce North West, English Partnerships, the Regional
Development Agency and the Housing Corporation, ensures a broad strategy perspective and awareness of
complementary projects and initiatives. This resource provides the Pathfinder with an inbuilt structure that
highlights opportunities for engagement, commitment and contribution that can be developed to enhance
performance.

5. The dissemination of good practice.

NewHeartlands contributes to the dissemination of good practice within the Pathfinder and across the
HMR sector in a number of ways including:

— Hosting conferences and briefing sessions for stakeholders on key issues such as Living through
Change and Financial support for Homeowners

— Piloting initiatives such as the Landlord Accreditation Scheme prior to roll out at a sub-
regional level

— Establishment of an RSL forum to engage and exchange information with our housing
association partners

— Publication of key documents such as “Fulfilling The Potential”

— Sharing of approaches and models with colleagues in other Pathfinders through the national
Communications and Finance Groups.

Whilst these initiatives given an indication of how NewHeartlands is actively committed to sharing good
practice it is by no means an exhaustive list.

6. Have Councils suYcient powers to tackle the problem of empty homes in their areas?

The consensus view of our local authority partners is that while the powers are generally suYcient there
is an issue around the availability of resources. In addition, action to streamline the CPO process, whilst
maintaining and protecting the need for fairness, transparency and openness, would be most welcome. This
issue impacts on the Pathfinder programme with regard to strategic site assembly and demolition and has
the potential to hinder delivery of housing market restructuring on Merseyside.

7. The priority given to demolition of homes and the consideration given to eVective means of refurbishment.

Clearance has a high priority in the early stages of the NewHeartlands delivery programme as we seek to
create the essential development opportunities for our delivery partners. Alongside strategic site acquisition
it accounts for a high proportion of resource allocation to date.

The tactical refurbishment of private sector properties augments the demolition and site assembly process
providing decant opportunities and delivering quality improvements to the overall property portfolio.

8. The availability of the necessary skills and training to support staV promoting projects to tackle the needs
of areas with weak housing markets.

The scarcity of individuals with the appropriate skill set and experience to deliver major regeneration
programmes is undoubtedly a challenge for NewHeartlands. Initiatives to address the issue include:

— The establishment of a local regeneration academy providing bespoke training and support for
personnel within the regeneration sector

— Partner developers committing to a common approach to training and development

— The creation of a range of formal apprenticeships directly related to long term HMR contracts

— The provision of secondment opportunities for graduate trainees employed within partner
organisations

9. How housing market renewal is addressed in other strategies, including local and regional plans and other
regeneration programmes.

Action to achieve strategic alignment between HMR and complementary strategies takes place at both a
local and sub-regional level. At a local level NewHeartlands’ local authority partners have established
structures and mechanisms to integrate HMR with a variety of strategy areas including:

— employment;

— housing;
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— community safety;

— health;

— education;

— transport;

— economic development;

— neighbourhood renewal; and

— voluntary sector

From an operational perspective strategic alignment is supported by the use of tools such as
masterplanning and geographical information systems/mapping and by regular multi-agency meetings at
oYcer level. This approach supports proactive communication and information sharing and promotes
joined-up decision making and strategy planning.

At a sub-regional level, NewHeartlands has engaged with other stakeholders to facilitate strategic
alignment. This is evidenced with regard to participation in the Merseyside Housing Forum and Merseyside
Planning OYcers Group through which joint submissions have been made concerning regional housing
strategy, economic strategy, spatial strategy and the Northern Way. These relationships will be developed
and cemented as the HMR programme evolves through joint working on a range of sub-regional initiatives
such as the ongoing market intelligence/research project.

10. How Pathfinders are seeking to involve the private sector in their long term planning and programmes.

NewHeartlands has taken a proactive approach to engaging with the private sector at all levels. Preferred
developers have been appointed to work with us in all intervention areas across the pathfinder. Our
developer partners have been actively involved in the planning, communication and consultation process
and are making a valuable contribution to the delivery of housing market renewal.

At a strategic level, NewHeartlands has appointed two private sector board members with plans to recruit
a third in the near future. Their presence and participation on the Board delivers a breadth of experience
and expertise that complements the skill set of public sector colleagues and ensures a fresh perspective when
considering the issues and challenges we face.

The private (third) sector is also playing a vital role in delivering housing market renewal on the ground.
We have appointed a number of preferred housing associations to work in specific intervention areas and
they are developing new models of neighbourhood management to complement investment in the physical
infrastructure. At a strategic level the associations are represented by an RSL forum. This was set up by
NewHeartlands to support engagement across the sector and provides a vehicle for combining operational
practice, strategic engagement and coordinated investment.

Recognising the increasing role of private sector landlords in pathfinder areas, NewHeartlands has
piloted a Private Landlord Accreditation scheme to be rolled out across the sub-region in the next two years.
In return for signing up to a specific code of practice, the scheme provides incentives and support for
landlords enabling them to be part of, and benefit from, housing market renewal.

NewHeartlands is also exploring ways of engaging with private sector financial institutions to become
funding partners for the delivery of financial support for homeowners. This would significantly extend the
potential reach of any product and would release public sector resources to support other areas of the
housing market renewal programme.

31 March 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Planning OYcers’ Society

PROTECTING, PRESERVING AND MAKING ACCESSIBLE OUR NATION’S HERITAGE

The Planning OYcers Society, or POS for short, represents the most senior professionals and managers
of planning functions in the English Local Authorities.Our statement of objectives is:

— To act as an advocate for all local government planning and related services; to provide, through
research, exchanges of information and best practice, an eYcient and eVective service delivery.

— To provide assistance and advice to the Local Government Association and to Central
Government on planning related matters.

— To promote the planning services within Local Government.

— To provide appropriate services and support to the members of the Society and their authorities
in furthering planning in Local Government and enhancing service delivery.
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— To act as a centre of excellence in Local Government planning matters, for example, by the
production of advice notes, codes of practice and act as a network of Committees and Regional
Groups through which information and best practice is shared between Local Government
planning practitioners.

— To act as a focal point for liaison between other planning professionals and those practising in
Local Government and to liaise with the Royal Town Planning Institute and other related
professional bodies.

— The Society’s aim is to ensure that planning makes a major contribution to achieving sustainable
developments, from national to local level, in ways which are fair and equitable and achieve the
social economic and environmental aspirations of all sectors of the community.

What the Department for Culture, Media and Sport should identify as priorities in the forthcoming Heritage
White Paper

The Heritage White Paper will be the vehicle for the Government to modernise, clarify and endorse the
heritage protection system. The review begun in “Power of Place” and developed in “The Historic
Environment: A Force for our Future”, needs to become a positive framework for future action.

The first priority must be for the White Paper to emphasise that the role of the historic environment is
positive and wholly complementary to the Government’s wider vision of sustainable development and
quality of life. It should require that other Government policies be “heritage linked or tested” to illustrate
the serious intent of Government with regard to these areas of endeavour.

It will be crucial that the White Paper makes the required connections with other relevant systems,
principally urban, rural and regional planning. It will also be necessary to indicate the positive role played
by the historic environment in regeneration, community cohesion, civic identity and neighbourhood pride.

The White Paper priorities should include:

— A legal obligation/statutory duty for the local authority to care for both its public and private
historic environment.

— An overarching key opening re-statement of the presumption against loss and damaging change
to the historic environment.

— A requirement for local authorities to include the asset role of the historic environment in their
Community Plan, Local Development Framework and accompanying supplementary planning
documents.

— A statutory duty for local authorities to protect the significance of World Heritage Sites and
their settings.

— The role and relationship between English Heritage and the local authority as deliverer of the new
localism heritage agenda.

— Consideration of the resource and capacity needs of the local authority to deliver the local elements
of the new unified heritage register.

— Consideration of the resource and capacity needs for the local authority as the proposed
administrator of the Scheduled Monuments regime.

— Consideration of the resource need for the local authority responsibilities for Buildings at Risk,
enforcement, Conservation Area designation, action and review.

— Appropriate protective processes and responsibilities for Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
and Historic Battlefields.

— Central Government responsibility for partnership, audit and peer review.

Cross departmental legislative recommendations to the ODPM with regard to heritage matters including:

— Clarity and assurance over the status and place for conservation and heritage policies in the new
LDF and SPD framework.

— Reversion to the “status quo ante” pre the Shimizu case (whereby partial demolition in
conservation areas required conservation area consent).

— Control over the demolition of locally listed buildings.

— Removal of the existing GPDO rights for single family dwellings in Conservation Areas with
regard to front windows, front doors, porches, bays, boundary treatment, etc.

— Consideration of fees for Listed Building Consent processes or hypothecated central funds for
local authorities dealing with significantly high heritage workloads.
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The remit and eVectiveness of DCMS, English Heritage and other relevant organisations in representing
heritage interests inside and outside Government

There are many in local government who consider that the work and focus of the DCMS appears more
eVective and vocal in the areas of media and sport. The role and responsibilities of the ODPM in relation
to land-use planning, urban and regional planning and regeneration appears to be a senior partner. This
leads to heritage management often being considered as an afterthought rather than being fully integrated
at the outset of consideration of planning options. From that situation develops the unfounded assumption
of a tension between the supposed “negative drag” of conservation and the “economic vitality” of
development. The split between departmental responsibilities for planning and the historic environment
should be reviewed with a view to a more holistic approach being taken. A powerful case could be made to
relocate the Historic Environment sector of DCMS back into the mainstream of ODPM.

English Heritage has a vital role to play in protecting and enhancing the heritage of the nation. However,
in recent years its ability to perform this role eVectively has diminished, largely as a result of resource
reduction. In addition English Heritage has been the subject of review, streamlining, reorganisation and
reduction in staYng complement. It now needs time to consolidate and stretch its refocused role. This
includes partnering, promoting and developing the organisational infrastructure required within local
government.

Much suggested work in the DCMS document “Review of Heritage Protection : The Way Forward” for
improving the system of heritage protection is already underway, such as the Unified Register of Historic
Sites and Buildings, Summaries of Importance, Statements of Significance and test case Management
Agreements. The burden of this work has reduced English Heritage’s activity in statutory casework which
now falls to local authorities to carry out. This work cannot be done eVectively unless adequate and targeted
resources are allocated. In addition, other specialist advice has been reduced, leaving local authorities to
source their own occasional advice, which does not give the advantages of the economy of scale of the
previously centralised resource and is less cost-eVective and sustainable.

It is vital that English Heritage has a continuing role in education and capacity-maintenance as well as
capacity-building in local authorities, if the new roles that Local Planning Authorities are required to play is
to be eYciently and expertly delivered. The organisation also has a key role to play in setting and monitoring
standards in the enfranchised local authorities. The Planning OYcers Society has produced quality
indicators in the field of conservation and design which could contribute to this process.

English Heritage also has a role to play in commissioning and promoting exemplary projects and
establishing best-practice formats for consistent cost-eVective methodologies for scheme promotion.

English Heritage is the appropriate responsible body, with the relevant expertise, to take the lead on
design guidance matters in both new-build and conservation projects in the historic environment. They are
also the main body who should lead with clear urban design guidance for the location of tall buildings in
areas of heritage townscape and in those areas aVecting the townscape setting, on behalf of government.

The Heritage Lottery Fund has played a key role in delivering projects within the heritage built and
planned environment. The projects have ranged from large to small and have benefited the widest range of
circumstances. Sometimes the balance to be struck between the detail required to validate an application
and the conditions attached (including access) and the delivery of an otherwise unattainable heritage
solution can be challenging and onerous. Nevertheless the legacy schemes already delivered are highly
significant for the country’s cultural capital. It is crucial that other competing claims for lottery money do
not diminish this fund.

Heritage Link has made a significant contribution to the sector since its recent formation and has
strengthened the impact and activity of the poorly funded voluntary sector. The new localism agenda could
suggest a growing role for this body and the wider voluntary sector in delivering to the shared heritage
agenda. The advice and activity of local civic amenity societies or their equivalents with their detailed local
knowledge and long-term commitment to an area provide established and valued resources for local
authorities to utilise.

The balance between heritage and development needs in planning policy

It is widely accepted by conservation professionals and the public that the historic environment makes a
significant contribution to the social, environmental and economic welfare of the country. There is no
intrinsic necessity for conflict in coming to decisions regarding the historic environment; the skill that is
required is one of optimising rather than maximising opportunities. Recognition is increasingly given to the
“heritage dividend” whereby the positive aspects of the historic environment delivers across the widest
government agenda in health and well-being, in education, in employment, in regeneration (urban and rural)
and in culture and tourism.

There needs to be a sensible balance between the historic environment and development, grounded in an
understanding of sustainability and resource management. The current advice set-out in PPG 15 and PPG
16 guides local authorities wisely. This advice should be carried through into the new PPS, combining PPGs
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15 and 16, updating those areas that are currently weak in respect to sustainability and access. Local
authorities need to ensure that they have the necessary skill base and professional expertise to respond
eVectively to this remit.

Local Planning Authorities have responded to be best practice guidelines and the expectations and needs
of stakeholders in developing clear policy frameworks, drafting supplementary planning guidance and
documents and oVering pre application advice to ensure stakeholders and applicants are aware of the
criteria and factors that will best lead to the appropriate balance of judgement in developing proposals.

Access to heritage and the position of heritage as a cultural asset in the community

An awareness of one’s heritage can create a feeling of pride and a sense of belonging within communities.
The destruction of historic areas leading to the loss of communities and their infrastructure was recognised
half a century ago with the legislation defining Conservation Areas. Heritage has a fundamental role in
defining national, regional and local cultural identity. Local authorities have a major role in identifying and
understanding the importance of their “local distinctiveness” in both the physical and social capital of their
area. The planning service has a particular responsibility to articulate and communicate an understanding
of what is significant about its local environment.

Heritage is not just about the built heritage, but also relates to documents, archives, artefacts and other
records—eg oral history. Libraries, museums and archives are important collection points and repositories
for heritage resources and their interpretation as well as access points for heritage information. They also
represent the interface with both the informal and formal education environment.

“Access” to heritage sites is not just physical access, but also includes how sites are interpreted and made
accessible, so that people can identify the historic significance and relevance of sites/documents/artefacts etc,
as well as enjoying and appreciating their architectural aspects, thereby building an audience.

It is normally possible to ensure enhanced access to a heritage asset. In terms of such physical access to
heritage, the planning authority will soon have a statutory responsibility to require access statements in
relation to all planning applications received and to work actively to facilitate and oVer expertise and
resolutions so that access can be achieved in the historic environment.

Funding, with particular reference to the adequacy of the budget for English Heritage and for museums and
galleries, the impact of the London 2012 Olympics on Lottery funding for heritage projects, and forthcoming
decisions on the sharing of funds from Lottery sources between good causes

The budget for English Heritage is insuYcient for its current role and it will need to be increased if English
Heritage is to carry out the roles identified in “Review of Heritage Protection : The Way Forward” (2004).
Further, additional and adequate funding for the expanded role of local authorities should be recognised.

It should be acknowledged that London’s heritage made a significant contribution to the success of the
Olympic bid, assisted by the excellent document “Capital Spaces” published by English Heritage. Funding
for heritage projects is even more relevant in relation to the Olympics, because projects between now and
2012 should be creating a consolidated and sustainable heritage for future generations. Therefore the
Committee should be lobbying for more funds to create lasting legacies. However, funds should not be
diverted from Heritage lottery projects to sports/Olympic lottery projects.

Whilst the London focus is necessarily on the Stratford area and a reinforcement of the drift of London
eastwards, the opportunity of integrating the London-wide network of heritage sites and their links to the
wider London fringe and regions should be taken. This strategy should assist in building the identity of
London as a World City and provide a relieving support framework for the stressed key visitor sites of
the centre.

What the roles and responsibilities should be for English Heritage, the Heritage Lottery Fund, local authorities,
museums and galleries, charitable and other non-Governmental organisations in maintaining the nation’s
heritage

The current role of English Heritage and the proposals set out in “Review of Heritage Protection: The
Way Forward” (2004) are generally supported. English Heritage is the leading agent for central government
for the heritage sector, setting authoritative standards and playing a crucial role in scholarship and research.
However, as mentioned above, there are limits as to what can be achieved without more resources. They
should have a continuing role in grant giving and funding.

The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) provides funding for heritage via two main funding streams relating
to either individual building projects or the Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI). HLF funding is essential
for maintaining the nation’s heritage. By funding a variety of projects the Heritage Lottery Fund helps to
conserve, enhance and encourage involvement in the nation’s heritage.
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The co-ordinating bodies for the voluntary sector such as the Joint Committee of National Amenity
Societies and Heritage Link bring a particular energy and purpose to the debate. Their autonomy and
separation from central and local government and their ability to campaign is a particular strength. They
represent a constituency rooted in the community and are able and committed advocates for the sector.

The role of the Building Preservation Trusts is a crucial lifeline for threatened buildings. Many of them
display remarkable business acumen, determination and energy and are reliant on a high commitment from
the voluntary sector plus the support, financial and otherwise, of the Architectural Heritage Fund.

All of the bodies listed above play a variety of roles actively furthering and supporting the heritage sector.
The involvement of the bodies does not illustrate duplication of resources, but rather is a measure of the
vitality and diversity of the sector, demonstrating linkages, partnerships and supportive relationships
between public, private and voluntary sectors increasing capacity and expertise.

Whether there is an adequate supply of professionals with conservation skills; the priority placed by planning
authorities on conservation; and means of making conservation expertise more accessible to planning oYcers,
councillors and the general public

It is widely recognised that there is a shortage of well-qualified conservation staV. The joint DCMS/
English Heritage/IHBC publication “Local Authority Conservation Provision” provides valuable
information in this regard. Local planning authorities often find it diYcult to recruit suitably trained
professionals. There is evidence that some authorities do not even employ a conservation oYcer or have
access to continuous and suYcient conservation skills and so in parts of the country there is a serious lack
of protection of the historic environment.

Specific legislation, CPA type indicators and core resources should require every local planning authority
to employ or have access to qualified urban design and conservation expertise. Without seniority in the
organisation it will prove diYcult to work constructively with the development industry which will be to the
detriment of quality outcomes.

The core skills required by those operating in the historic environment include:

— Specialist advice on policy making and SPD drafting, requiring academic knowledge of the subject
matter and knowledge of the legislation and its application and case-law.

— Planning skills to negotiate and make sound recommendations on planning, Listed Building and
Conservation Area applications involving discrimination and judgement while balancing policy
objectives and material matters.

— Designation, review and production of enhancement and management strategies for conservation
areas requiring comparative judgement.

— Monitoring and active management of public and private Listed Buildings including programmes
to reduce Buildings at Risk, requiring building and specification skills and knowledge.

— Taking enforcement and other legal action including service of Urgent Works and Repairs
Notices, requiring knowledge of legislation, case-law and tests of expediency.

— Administering Grant Aid, involving financial and business skills and programme management.

— A need for appropriate management and care of local authority owned heritage assets.

There is a clear need for significantly greater training for all those involved in decisions aVecting the
historic environment, including planners, architects, surveyors, highway engineers, developers and elected
members. There are skill gaps in both the public and private sector. There is also a great need for training
in traditional methods and conservation techniques in the building trades, including apprenticeships. There
is a role for English Heritage in providing some of this training both via its HELM initiative, via Web based
learning, via continuing publications and regional seminars. The full and part-time day-release courses
leading to academic qualification are crucial to providing an expanded skill base but resource cuts in local
authorities often lead to reduced training budgets which, in turn, threaten the viability of such courses.

The squeeze on local authority planning budgets usually results in reduction or cuts in anything other
than “statutory” work. The opportunity for “Town Trail” type publications and other educational/advisory
publications for the general public are limited. Council web sites will become increasingly accessible options
for reaching a wide audience and in supplying informative and engaging presentations regarding the historic
environment, when staV time and resources allow, All opportunities need to be explored to build the widest
and most inclusive constituency for the heritage and ensure its central place in contemporary society.

April 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Royal Town Planning Institute

PROTECTING, PRESERVING AND MAKING ACCESSIBLE OUR NATION’S HERITAGE

Introduction

1. The Culture, Media and Sport Committee is in the process of conducting an inquiry into the means
of protecting, preserving and making accessible our nation’s heritage. The terms of reference of the inquiry
refer specifically to:

— the priorities the Department for Culture, Media and Sport should identify in the forthcoming
Heritage White Paper;

— the remit and eVectiveness of DCMS, English Heritage and other relevant organisations in
representing heritage interests inside and outside Government;

— the balance between heritage and development needs in planning policy;

— access to heritage and the position of heritage as a cultural asset in the community;

— funding, with particular reference to the adequacy of the budget for English Heritage, etc;

— the roles and responsibilities of English Heritage, the Heritage Lottery Fund, local authorities,
museums and galleries, charitable and other non-Governmental organisations in maintaining the
nation’s heritage; and

— whether there is an adequate supply of professionals with conservation skills; the priority placed
on conservation by local planning authorities; and the means of making conservation expertise
more accessible to planning oYcers, councillors and the general public.

General Comments

2. The Royal Town Planning Institute is happy to respond to the late invitation to submit evidence in
connection with the Committee’s inquiry into this important topic. The Institute believes that the historic
environment has a central role in the regeneration of urban areas, the diversification of rural economies, and
the creation of inclusive and sustainable communities. It is a crucial element in transforming urban and rural
areas to cater for modern needs and demands. Historic areas are often at the cutting edge of modern
regeneration practice, helping to deliver economic growth and foster innovation.

3. The reuse and refurbishment of historic buildings also represents one of the most sustainable forms of
development, avoiding the wastage of energy, carbon emissions and landfill associated with clearance and
comprehensive redevelopment.

4. The Institute supports the aims of the heritage protection review in simplifying and make more open
the processes for protecting the historic environment.

Detailed Comments

Priorities for the forthcoming Heritage White Paper

5. The Institute supports the outcomes of the heritage protection review:

— the transfer of decision-making for scheduled ancient monument consent applications to local
planning authorities;

— the creation of a unified list, combining scheduled ancient monuments and listed buildings;

— simplification of the consents regimes for historic buildings and areas; and

— placing an emphasis on the sound management of historic places in addition to the control
measures.

6. To deliver the proposed reforms, additional resources are crucial. The additional costs to local
authorities must be recognised. Drawing up management agreements and administering scheduled ancient
monuments will place additional burdens on local authority resources. Additional skills will need to be
employed or developed. At present, many local planning authorities do not have at their disposal the skilled
and experienced staV to deal with design and conservation.

7. In addition to the above reforms, a top priority for legislative change should be the provisions for
designating and enhancing conservation areas. The designation of a conservation area is often seen as a
positive step in delivering physical and economic regeneration. Conservation area grant schemes have often
helped to deliver dramatic transformations, sometimes changing areas of market failure into thriving new
communities. This is apparent in most towns and cities in England. Such designations also recognise
cherished local scenes and unique local identity and help to preserve them for future generations.

8. Despite these positive attributes, conservation area provisions desperately need reform:

— they are very complex, requiring Article 4 Directions to give them adequate protection;
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— due to the resource-intensive processes for bringing Article 4 Directions into eVect, most
conservation areas suVer from inadequate protection, leading to erosion of their character over
time;

— there are inconsistent levels of protection aVorded to conservation areas;

— the Shimizu judgement has further undermined the ability of conservation area designations to
protect historic places; and

— Article 4 Directions are very diYcult for people to understand.

9. It is the Institute’s view that designation of a conservation area should introduce a robust and
consistent level of protection, without the need for additional procedures under Article 4.

The remit and eVectiveness of DCMS, English Heritage, and other organisations

10. There is need for much closer working between DCMS and ODPM. DCMS does not appear to
appreciate the contribution that can be made by the historic environment to regeneration, economic growth,
delivery of sustainable communities, and sustainability. The importance of the historic environment in
delivering the Government’s aims for urban and rural areas should be reflected in DCMS’s allocation of
resources to heritage.

11. In particular, there needs to be an appreciation of the way in which grants from the Heritage Lottery
Fund and English Heritage are contributing to the regeneration and diversification of both urban and rural
areas. English Heritage’s partnership schemes for conservation area and the Heritage Lottery Fund’s
Townscape Heritage Initiatives are key initiatives here.

The balance between heritage and development needs

12. The 2004 inquiry into The Role of Historic Buildings in Urban Regeneration, undertaken by the
ODPM Select Committee, established the central role of heritage in the economic and physical regeneration
of urban areas. This fundamental link is backed by a body of evidence produced by English Heritage,
Heritage Link, the Heritage Lottery Fund, and other bodies.

13. The terms “design-led” regeneration and “heritage-led” regeneration have become synonymous with
high value, dramatic transformations, especially of formerly failing inner-city areas. Historic buildings and
areas play a crucial role in allowing towns and cities to adapt to modern needs and demands. Due to
variation in rental levels, historic buildings provide accommodation for small and medium enterprises, new
businesses, specialist retailers, creative industries, etc. At the same time, they are often better able to
accommodate community facilities. There tends to be a finer mixture of uses in historic areas compared to
large new developments.

14. The Institute view is that rather than there being a conflict between the historic environment and the
needs of developers and investors, heritage resources are a crucial part of meeting development need. It is
interesting to note that the more innovative/entrepreneurial developers—such as Urban Splash—target
historic buildings and areas as an integral part of their product. Heritage-led regeneration has a strong
catalytic eVect that can often help to deliver dramatic economic restructuring. Manchester, Birmingham and
Liverpool, for example, have used their historic environments to help transform their economies and
improve their competitiveness.

Access to heritage as a cultural asset to the community

15. The incremental way in which many historic places developed, and the resulting diverse range of
accommodation and rentals, mean that such areas can better cater for cultural diversity in today’s
communities and populations. In particular, minority cultures require the variety of accommodation and
rental levels that can often only be found in older areas of mixed development. These historic areas may also
be closely associated with cultural identity. Liverpool’s RopeWalks, for example, provides evidence of the
city’s industrial and maritime past, but also accommodates modern creative industries and cultural uses.

16. The comprehensive demolition and redevelopment programmes of the post-war years are now widely
recognised to have dispersed established local communities. In contrast, incremental redevelopment,
retaining the best of the old, maintains community cohesion, but also allows for cultural diversity.
Culturally-related heritage—from art galleries and museums to local manufacturing industries—often
supports tourism and helps develop the visitor economy. This is a significant growth area in some local
economies, contributing to the replacement of jobs lost in heavy industry.
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Funding

17. DCMS has dramatically increased funding for sport, whilst eVectively freezing funding for heritage.
Departmental priorities have not recognised the contribution made by heritage to economic development,
urban and rural regeneration, creation of sustainable communities, cultural diversity, and the delivery of
more sustainable forms of development. This may well be because these areas fall within the remit of ODPM.

18. It is essential that DCMS works more closely with ODPM and ensures that the heritage sector
receives the appropriate resources to implement the programme developed through the heritage protection
review. At the same time, DCMS must give more “up front” support to projects and activities that enhance
and regenerate historic buildings and areas.

19. The recent contraction of English Heritage’s casework support function, and cuts in funding for area
grant schemes are likely to have serious consequences. It is essential that these areas of funding to the
heritage sector are restored and enhanced. The track record of area grant schemes in delivering substantial
benefits through the transformation of failing areas into thriving communities is exemplary, especially where
they have acted as a catalyst for the regeneration of wider areas such as at Castlefields in Manchester and
Grainger Town in Newcastle.

20. A further area for reform is the reduction or abolition of VAT on building refurbishment works.
Refurbishment focuses on the use of skilled designers and craftsmen, whilst reducing the use of energy and
materials. The ODPM Select Committee inquiry into The Role of Historic Buildings in Urban Regeneration
(2004) recognised that the current VAT regime was in conflict with the Government’s aspirations for more
sustainable development.

Roles and responsibilities

21. The management of the historic environment must be seen as a multidisciplinary activity. The
Institute recognises the value of umbrella bodies such as Heritage Link and the Urban Design Alliance
(UDAL) in bringing together diVerent professions and sectors. It is equally important that the Government-
funded bodies—such as CABE and English Heritage—work closely together to provide a holistic approach
to the built environment, old and new.

22. The main heritage funding bodies—English Heritage and the Heritage Lottery Fund—should be
encouraged to develop closer links and partnerships with mainstream regeneration funders such as English
Partnerships, the regional development agencies and local authorities, to ensure that the benefits of design
and heritage-led regeneration are fully recognised and prioritised in regional economic and funding
strategies.

23. The Royal Town Planning Institute is the professional body for town planners, working to advance
the art and science of spatial planning. Many of the Institute’s members are involved in the management,
enhancement and regeneration of the historic environment. The Institute is committed to developing skills
in design and conservation, and working with other bodies with similar aims.

24. The Institute’s Planning Aid Service provides free professional planning advice for people who can
not aVord to employ planning consultants, and also undertakes a range of innovative projects to involve
local communities and hard-to-reach minority groups in planning policy making and decisions aVecting
their localities and life opportunities. This clearly includes work in older urban areas.

25. Local government is expected to be given new responsibilities for administering the proposed
Heritage Protection Act. Local authorities must be properly resourced to undertake this enhanced role,
including staV training and the development of specialist skills in design and conservation.

Skills

26. The shortage of specialist conservation staV was recognised in the Local Authority Conservation
Provision Study 2003, commissioned jointly by English Heritage and the IHBC. The Study identified the
limited capacity of many local authorities to deal with conservation issues, with some employing no
specialist conservation oYcers. A number of measures are required to address the shortfall:

— the provision of training for local authority staV to develop specialist conservation skills;

— the development of best value performance indicators relating to the delivery of conservation
services by local planning authorities;

— ensuring the proper resourcing of conservation services; and

— the development of generic skills—such as project management—for specialist conservation staV.
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Conclusions

27. Resources are clearly crucial to the successful reform of heritage protection. DCMS needs to
recognise the role of the historic environment in delivering planning and regeneration aims, including urban
regeneration, rural diversification and the creation of sustainable communities. This will involve much
closer working with ODPM.

28. In particular, resources need to be increased for heritage funding streams, including English
Heritage’s conservation area grant schemes. Local authorities must be properly resourced to deliver the
provisions of a new Heritage Protection Act, to enable more pro-active work to be undertaken, and so shift
the emphasis from control to management and support.

29. In terms of legislation, the reform of both the primary and secondary legislation relating to
conservation areas must be the priority. The present provisions are over-complex and are applied
inconsistently. There is widespread community support for the designation of conservation areas, but this
falls away when the protection and enhancement fails to live up to expectations, and the detailed
arrangements fall outside comprehension.

28 March 2006


